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ABSTRACT 2
In order to focus attention on correspondences between 
the grammatical and phonological levels of linguistic state­
ment , the results of the present phonological analysis are 
presented within a grammatical framework set up in Part I, 
(Chapters 1 - 3).
Part Two of the thesis includes Chapters 4 - 6 .
Chapter 4 gives relevant details about the Texts presented at 
different levels : Orthography, Roman transliteration and 
Phonetic transcription.
Chapters 5 and 6 give a detailed description in general 
phonetic terms of the pronunciation of Bengali verbal forms*- 
Chapter 5 deals with the vowel articulations and Chapter 6 
the consonantal articulations.
Part Three includes Chapters 7 - 11# In Chapter 7 the 
elements of the Phonological analysis in terms of Phonematic 
units and Prosodic elements are stated.
Two morphological abstractions are made for all verbal 
forms : viz. Stem and Ending. At the Phonological level 
syllables are named stem syllables and ending syllables. The 
structures of Endings are discussed In Chapter £. Chapter 9 
gives details about the V elements of structure. Chapter 10 
gives a Phonological account of vowel harmony.
Chapter 11 deals with the C elements of Phonological 
structure in the stem.
Appendix 1 provides a list of verbal forms in Colloquial 
Bengali.
Appendix 2 providesStext of recordings of the verbal 
forms listed in the end of Chapter 1, and those used for the 
Palatograms and the Kymograms,
Appendix 3 gives a brief Bibliography.
In making the phonetic abstractions Palatograms and
Kymograms are provided in the thesis. More Palatograms and
Kymograms are provided in the appendix 4.
A grid and^a record* are provided in the pocket at the
back of the thesis.
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List of palatograms
1. [ kom] 26. [boli] 51. [thame] 76. [katle]
2. [cip] 27. [bOlo] 52, [dome] 77. [bolche]
3. C tip] 28. [ roe] 53. [mothe] 78. [boJte]
4. [tap] 29. [pori] 54. [kace] 79. [ boJle]
5. [pa] 30. [poro] 55. [manle] 80. [bfic]
6. [pak] 31. [tape] 56. [moth] 81. [nobo]
7. [ kac] 32. [Jobe] 57. [palte] 82. [ khorjcja]
8. [pit] 33. [ boj] 58. [manbe]
9. [ pat] 34. [boJo] 59. [ bol]
10. [map] 35. [miji] 60. [pore]
11. [cipe] 36. [nabe] 61. [par]
12. [cume] 37. [ ane] 62. [mile]
13.
'S1o
I__
1 38. [man] 63. [mille]
14. [dibi] 39. [nibi] 64. [pate]
15. [dobo] 40. [bhaqi] 65. [patte]
16. [boki] 41. [bhaq] 66. [kacche]
17. [boko] 42. [pof*] 67. [mante]
18. [muchi] 43. [ poffc] 68. [ korche]
19. [mocho] 44. [bhanche] 69. [korte]
20. [pi|i] 45. [khabe] 70. [korle]
21. [pito] 46. [chape] 71. [kocche]
22. [kuti] 47. [jape] 72. [kotte]
23. [koto] 48. [ jhume] 73. [kolle]
24. [loo] 49. [ thek] 74. [kacte]
25. [likhi] 50. [ <tak] 75. [kaste]
List of Kymograms
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5. [pa] 25. [ jopte] 45. [pit!
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8. [ mat] 28. [ delete ] 48. [lo#] 67. ! j°m]
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17. [pak] 37. [cillae] 57. [kacche] 1% ! ane]
18. [d&kh] 38. [chilae] 58. [patte] 7?. .mane]
19. [bhog] 39. [pate] 59. [jagle] If. .bhage]
20. [bfcjh] 40. Ctipl 60. [pakle]
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INTRODUCTION
Bengali is one of the major Indo-Aryan languages. In
quality and in quantity of literary production it is the first
and in general importance and in number of speakers it is
second only to Urdu and Hindi, It is spoken by over ninety
million people, more than half in East Pakistan and the rest in
West Bengal, India.
Very little work has been done on the phonetics and
phonology of the Bengali Language. It will not be incorrect to
say that the spoken language has hardly been touched except in
two works.^ The firstjDr. S.K, ChatterjiTs TBrief Sketch of
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Bengali Phonetics* which is a pioneer work in Bengali and it
was based mainly on Daniel JonesTs Phoneme approach. It lacks
precision and completeness on various points fundamental to an
understanding of the Bengali sound system. The second and the
most recent work on the language is TA Phonetic and Phonologi-
3
cal Study of Nasals and Nasalization in Bengali,T by M,A,Hai, 
who utilizes all modern theoretical approaches to linguistic 
study. His work presents a good deal of phonetic detail in* 
spite of its limited scope*
1. There is another unpublished work by C.A.Ferguson,
?Phonology and Morphology of Standard Colloquial BengaliT 
(Ph.D. thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1945), which I 
have not seen.
2. It is a separate reprint for the international Phonetic 
Association (London, Paris, 1921), of an original article 
published under the title fBengali Phonetics* in B. S.Q.,5. 2, 
Pto.1-25 (1921)
3. M.A. Thesis, University of London, 1953, Published by 
Dacca University, 1961.
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It may be said here with all humility that I am the 
second student to undertake research in Colloquial Bengali on 
the basis of modern linguistic theories. It was found desirable 
to circumscribe my field of investigation. I have taken myself 
as an informant for the study of the problem. As one born and 
brought up in East Bengal and as a student and teacher of 
Bengali I myself speak that form of Bengali which is generally 
accepted by educated people as the standard and which is 
commonly understood all over Bengal. This kind of Bengali is 
used for broadcasting from Radio -Pakistan and for imparting 
instruction in educational institutions. However, whenever I 
was in doubt about the validity of a particular pronunciation,
I checked my utterance with that of other Bengali speakers 
living in London while this research was being conducted. By 
choosing the verbal piece as my subject of Phonological study,
I have further limited my material for intensive research.
0
Phonetic observation for this thesis was made kjpaaes- 
thetically as well as through the techniques of Kymography and 
Palatography, I have made some recordings of my own speech and 
listened to them repeatedly, I used a mirror for visual aid,
All the Kymograms and Palatograms were made as one word 
sentences uttered with a particular situation in mind; it is 
possible to set up relevant schematic constructs at the level 
of context of situation for all the sentences analysed in this 
thesis. The Kymograms and Palatograms produced in this thesis 
are chosen as typical for my pronunciation of the respective 
sentences, and in making this choice, the same sentences were
Mrepeated several times on different days,
A grid for measuring Palatograms andjc^ gramophone records 
of the forms including those used to make Palatograms and Kymo­
grams, are provided in a pocket at the back of the thesis.
In making the phonological statement of my findings, I 
set up a grammatical frame work for the language material under 
consideration. My attempt in this work is to state my phonolo­
gical findings in relation to grammar, and to illustrate the 
relation between grammar and phonology, I have presented my 
statement in accordance with the requirements of the theory 
of the Prosodic approach to phonological analysis, which has
been accepted as most conducive to an economical, consistent
1
and comprehensive statement.
1, See F, R, Palmar, TThe 4Broken Plurals1 in Tigrinya1,
B.S.O.A.S., XVII, 3e p.549.
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CHAPTER I 
GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES
1.0 General Outlinek
1*1 Sentence types: Verbal and Non-verbal sentences.
1*2 Verbal sentences : Command and Non-Command,
1.3 Non-Command verbal sentences : Statement and Question-
1.4 Affirmative and Negative sentences.
1.5 Simple and Compound sentences.
1.6 Verbal Clause: Simple and Compound.
1.7 Verbal forms: Finite and Non-finite.
1.8 Verbal phrases: Finite and Non-finite.
1.9 Simple and Compound phrases.
1.10 Simple and Compound forms.
1.11 Indicative verbal forms.,-
1.12 Personal Pronouns,
1.13 Category of Numberv
1.14 Category of Person*
1.15 Category of Grade,
1.16 Category of Tenser
1.17 Imperative verbal formsc
1.18 Causative and Non-Causative verbal formsr
1.19 Non-finite verbal forms
1.20 Illustration of the verbal forms.
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CHAPTER I 
GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES
1.0 This section is an outline statement of some of the
grammatical categories to be used in certain verbal forms in
colloquial Bengali, It is based partly on a phonological
analysis and partly on syntactical analysis. The phonological
statement will be made within the grammatical framework, for,
•a phonological statement made without considering the needs
of grammatical analysis is not conducive to an economic
1statement of facts, !
Por the analysis of sentences as a whole it is 
necessary to make a brief statement about the different types 
of sentence,
1.1 Sentences are of two typess verbal and non verbal. 
Verbal sentences are characterized by the presence
of a verbal form and non-verbal sentences are characterized 
by the absence of a verbal form.
1, E.R.Palmer, "The‘Broken Plurals'of Tigriniya" - B.S.0.A.S.. 
XVII, 3, p.549-
In this outline of grammatical categories a verbal 
sentence with a finite verbal phrase in it is considered,
A sentence containing one or more non-finite verbal 
phrases but not containing a finite verbal phrase, is 
excluded from consideration. The verbal forms themselves 
are not, however, excluded, and on examination they are 
seen to be similar in form and function to those non- 
finite verbal forms occurring in verbal sentences.
A verbal form is one of a recognizable set of forms 
taking part in an inflectional paradigm. On the basis of their 
morphology this scatter of verbal forms can be listed in a 
number of sentences and can be shown to lie in some relation 
with other forms in the sentence with respect to person or 
grade„
Thus, Je aJe ^ 'he comes' is a verbal sentence 
characterized-by the presence of the verbal form a Je.
Je bhalo chele (he good boy ) 'he is a good boy' 
is a non-verbal sentence characterized by the absence of a 
verbal form.
This study is concerned with the verbal sentences
only.
1*2 Verbal sentences can be classified under two 
headingss
(i) Command and
(ii) Non-Command.
Command sentences function in simple present and
future tenses and are restricted to two persons, second and
third in all grades.^ They do not function in the different
aspects that are seen in non-command sentences.
Thus s tumi kh®lo Tplay 
kheal 'play
khelo 'play.' ' (in future)
kheliJ 'play! ' (in future)
are command sentences,
1, All texts in thiaPart (Ch,l-*3) & reading transcrip­
tion,
2, Imperative verbal forms do not function in different 
aspects. See p.
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Non-Command sentences are those that have verbal 
forms which take part in the full paradigmatic range of 
verbal forms.
Thus, Je kh&iLe The playsT, and tumi kh^lo 
?you play! are non-command sentences.
1.3 Non-Command sentences are again classified into two :
i) Statement, and
ii) Question,
Statement sentences are those which are characterized
by particular intonation patterns and in which none of the
interrogative particles occur. Thus, Je khtole fhe plays1
is a statement sentence which has an intonation pattern ' — ^
and in which no interrogative particles are found.
Question sentences are those which may have one of
the interrogative particles ki, ke, kobe, kokhon,
kotha, keno etc, and are characterized by particular
intonation patterns common to all questions of this type,
1
Thus, Je ki kheale Tdoes he play?? is an 
interrogative sentence characterized by the presence of an 
interrogative particle ki, and has an intonation pattern 
• - ^ ; and Je kheele Tdoes he play?* has an
intonation pattern ’  ^
1, Interrogative particles can occur also in the
sentence final position after the finite verbal phrase. 
But the style of speech considered here is not the same.
1.4 Each, of these sentence types Command, Statement, 
and Question can again he classified into twos
(i) Affirmative, and
(ii) Negative.
All sentences in which one of the particles na
and ni ^occurs are negative sentences; and all other
sentences are affirmative.
Thus, Je aje 'he comes', is an affirmative
sentence characterized hy the absence of a negative particle.
Je aJena 'he doesnot come ' ? Je aJeni 'he did
not come' are negative sentences characterized hy the
presence of the negative particle na or ni .
Je aje 'he comes' is an example of an affirmative
statement sentences Je ki aje 'does he come?'is an
example of an affirmative question sentence; and tumi khaslo
'play! ' is an example of an affirmative command sentence type.
Je aJena 'he does not come' is an example of a
negative statement sentence; Je ki aJena 'does he not
come ?'ls an example of a negative question sentence, and
2‘tumi khelona 'don't play! ' is a negative Command sentence.
1 . A brief statement about the particles na and ,ni is 
made later. See p.6(f
2. In negative Command sentences verbal forms are always 
found in the future tense. This is one restriction of 
Imperative sentences.
The frame work of classification of sentences 
outlined above may be shown in the following diagram.
Pig* I.
Sentence
Non verbal Verbal
Command non-Command
Statement Question
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1*5 Verbal sentences may further be classified into two
i ) Simple, and 
if) Compound,
By simple*; is meant by definition, sentences having 
one verbal clause only*
Sentences having more than one verbal clause are 
compound sentences.
Thus: Je aJe cnmes1 is a simple sentence
characterized by the presence of only one verbal clause (in 
this case one form only).
ami bolchi je Je aJe 'I say that he comes1 is a 
compound sentence characterized, by the presence of two verbal
clauses, namely, ami bolchi and Je aJe linked by the 
particle je *
Only simple sentences are considered here****
1.6 The verbal clause of a simple sentence may consist
of one or more verbal phrases.
A verbal clause having only one verbal phrase 
functioning at the sentence final position is a simple verbal 
clause 5 and a verbal clause having more than one verbal 
phrase is a compound verbal clause.
1 , It will be seen that most of the statements made about the 
simple sentences will hold good for the compound 
sentences also* And so far as the phonology of the verbal 
piece is concerned the statement about the verbal piece 
in a simple sentence is also true for the verbal piece in 
compound sentences. That is to say no separate statement 
is necessar3r for the verbal piece in other types of 
sentences*
Thus9 Je aje ’he comes* is a simple verbal clause
characterised by the presence of a single verbal phrase only*
Je haijrte hatte ghore aje ’walking he comes into
the room* is a compound verbal clause characterized by the
1
presence of two verbal phrases ha*|;te ha^te and aJe
1* 7 All verbal forms are classified under two headings:
a) Finite* and
b) Hon^finite*
Finite verbal forms are found in sentence final 
position. ^ Non-finite verbal forms do not function in the 
sentence final position in a simple affirmative sentence as 
defined above*
Certain relations between the finite and non-finite 
verbal forms may be shown as follows*
1* 7 Where the final verbal phrase consists of a single 
verbal form this is found to be a finite form* Where the 
verbal phrase is made up of more than one verbal form it is 
non-finite plus finite*
1*3 Where the verbal phrase consists of (i) a single 
finite verbal form; or (ii) a non-finite plus finite verb 
forms functioning either as verb and operator, or as verb and 
auxiliary;  ^ or (iii) two non-finite plus a finite verb 
form, functioning as verb-operator and auxiliary in structure
1* Two verbal phrases here are linked by a nominal form ghore?
2. Finite verbal forms also occur in the sentenceJJPinal posi­
tion, but not in the style of speech considered here.
This statement is true of the affirmative sentences. In 
negative sentences where the negative particle na or ni 
occurs finally the finite verbal form occurs in pre-fina"! 
position,
3 .For operator and auxiliary, see § 3,0.2.. a., i 3. o.
the phrase 'will be called^finite phrase; and the phrase con­
taining one or more non-finite forms outside the structures 
mentioned above or in any place in the sentence will be 
calledanon-finite phrase.
1.9 Where the verbal piece consists of a single finite
phrase as mentioned above, it is a simple phrase, where the 
verbal piece containsanon-finite verb-phrase plus^finite 
verbal phrase it is a compound phrase.
1.10 Where the finite verbal phrase consists of a single 
finite verbal form it is a simple verbal form; where it con­
sists of two or three forms within a simple phrase, it is a 
compound form.
In u-sual Colloquial Bengali a maximum of five verbal
1
forms in succession are found in a simple sentence. These may 
be divided according to the criterion stated above.
Thus:
Je boi p$pe Tbe reads the bookT
Je boi pope phello The has finished reading
the book?
par boi pope phela holo The finished reading
the book ?.
i-
pope, pope phello, and pope phela holo are all finite 
verbal phraser
1. It is theoretically possible to have sentences with more 
than five forms, but not in usual Colloquial Bengali.
066 § 3,0,4.
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Je dekhte dekhte boi-khani po^e phello 
tar boi khani dekhte dekhte pupa hoe gelo 
Je boi-khani dekhte dekhte po^e phello 
THe finished reading the book within a short timeT 
In each of these sentences, dekhte dekhte is a non-finite 
phrase.
Finite verbal forms in command sentences will be 
referred to as Imperative verbs, and those in Non-Command 
sentences will be referred to as Indicative verbs,
Non-finite verbal forms either in the finite phrase 
or in the non-finite phrase have a limited number of endings, 
namely, -e,-a, -le, -te and -on for non-causative form, and -e
l
-no, -le, -te for causative and extended forms. The detailed
function of non-finite forms and their endings will be
2
discussed later,
1.11 Indicative Finite Verbal Forms.
Finite Verbal forms can be inflected to show:
i) Person,
ii) Grade, and
iii) 'Jense. ^
That is, finite verbs have sets of related forms 
which can be presented in paradigm.
Non-finite verbal forms are not inflected for Person, 
Grade and Tense.^
1. See % 3.4. V  See § l.lg. (infra)
2. See # 3*4. Non-finite verbal forms, their endings and
their function and position.
3. These will be discussed presently. See for Person § M 4, 
for Grade % K V  for Tenseji.it.
4. They are inflected in terms of causative and non-causative, 
the reference to# which will be made towards the end of 
this chapter.
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The statement of a finite verbal form will have 
reference to all three categories, that is, any verbal form 
will have formal characteristics relating to Person, Grade 
and Tense,
There is a colligational relation between^finite 
verbal form and personal pronoun in terms of Person and Grade,
1.12 The personal pronouns are stateable in terms of 
three categories:
1) Number
2) Person
3) Grade
Features of the finite verbal forms which refer to 
Person and Grade will correlate with features in the pronouns 
that relate to Person and Grade*
This may be shown in the following diagram,
..Grade Tense
""" N .Pronoun —  Person — --- Finite------- --Verbal form,
^  Number ' Non-finite1’
For convenience of reference a list of the pronominal 
forms referred to as having Person, Grade and Number 
distinction is given.
It should be noted that there are no honorific 
ordinary and familiar forms for pronouns of the first person.
24
Personal Pronouns
!
Person 1 2 3
Grade F 0 H F/0 H
Sing. ami ■fcui tumi apni
O 
CD tini,uni, 
ini
■ PI. amra tora tomra apnara
)
tara,era, 
ora
tara,ora 
era
1.13 Number
It is to be noted that no category of number for the 
verbal forms is required. For^ the verbal forms do not exhibit 
any distinction between singular and plural number, that is, 
they exhibit a common form for all numbers. Number has a formal 
function in the nominal piece and in the sentence as a whole. 
Thus:
Sing, tumi a Jo Ty°u cornel ^
PI. tomra a Jo Tyou come! , t<x*<x
1.14 Person 
In this category a system of three terms will be
stated. They will be referred to as first, second and third 
person, and marked in the table as 1, 2, and 3*
There is colligation between these terms and the 
terms in the personal pronoun system. The following examples
1. Indicative finite verbal forms of all statement and question 
sentences function in all these persons. Imperative verbal 
forms in command sentences function only in second and 
third person.
will illustrate this.
1. ami aJi TI come’.
2. tumi aJo Tyou come1.
3. Je aJe The comesT.
1.15 Grade
In this category three terms will be used. They are 
Honorific, Ordinary, and Familiar - marked as H, 0, and F.
A further note is required about Grade. In order to 
state this fully, reference must be made to situation, particu­
larly in respect of the relation between speaker and listener.
By Honorific forms are meant those forms which collo­
cate with apni, apnara, tini, tara, uni, ora, ini, era, and 
which are, in one context of situation, used in addressing 
one’s equals or superiors in society.
By Ordinary forms are meant those forms which collo­
cate with tumi, tomra, and which are, in one context of situa­
tion, used in addressing one’s equals or inferiors in society.
By Familiar forms are meant those forms which collocate 
with tui, tora, Je, tara, e, era, o, ora, and which are, in one 
context of situation, used in addressing one’s inferiors in 
society.
The following examples will illustrate this.
2.H. apni aJen ’you come’.
2.0. tumi aJo ’you come’.
2.F. tui aJiJ ’you come’.
3.H. tini aJen ’he comes’.
3.0/F. Je aJe ’he comes’.
1,16 Tense
In the category of tense a system of three terms ■will 
be referred to as Future, Present and Past.
These tenses will be sub-divided into two groups: 
Simple and Compound.
Future tense functions only in simple groups, while 
present and past tenses function both in simple and compound 
groups,
Compound groups can again be sub-divided into three
aspects
i) Progressive,
ii) Perfective, and
iii) Habitual.
Present tense functions only in progressive and 
perfective aspects, and past tense functions in all three - 
Progressive, Perfective and Habitual aspects.
The three tenses classified in two different ways may
be shown in a? tabular form. The functioning of the tense and 
aspect found is shown by a tick.
Group Aspect T E N S E S
Future Present Past
Simple 7 7 7
Compound Progressive 7 7
sv Perfective 7 J
v? i Habitual !ji.— — ' .. .. . 7
1, In traditional grammar books tenses have been treated under 
as many as 11 or 12 sub-headings. See S* Page, Intro due t ion.. _to. 
Colloquial Bengali, W.Heffer and Son,
See also S .K .CKatter.il .Sankhipta Bhasha Prakash Bangsr la: 
Bvakaran. Calcutta 1945? Pp. 2^4 ff. ~
Indicative verbal forms of all Statement and Question 
sentences function in all these tenses and aspects*
The formal and functional distinction of these tenses 
and aspects will be discussed only very briefly in this 
chapter. A further description will be given in the chapters 
dealing with the phonological statement.
Before going into details I give below in tabular 
form the different endings that are found with different 
persons and grades in the indicative verbal system, in 
different aspects and tenses in Colloquial Bengali.
Persons 1 2
... . .. . T
1t 3
Grade F 0 H F/0 | H
Aspects 
Simp,Pres i -ii -iJ -0
i
-en |
!
-e -en
Prog. -chi -chi J -cho -chen -che -chen
Perf. « ~echi -echiJ -echo -echen -eche -echen
Simp,Past -lam -li -le -len -lo -len
Prog. t-chilam -chili -chile -chilen -chilo -chilen
Perf. ?f -echilam -echile -echile -echilen -echilo -echilen
labit. ?? -tarn -ti J -te -ten -to -ten
j Simp.Fut. ! -boi
i
-bi -be -ben -be -ben
Various Formal distinctions in forms in different 
tenses can be shown thus:
(1) A form in^Future tense is characterized by the presence of 
a -b- (voiced bilabial plosive) element in the ending
(2) A form in past tense is characterised by the presence
of either a -1- (voiced lateral) or a -t- (voiceless
dental plosive) element in the ending.
(3) A form in Present tense is characterized Toy the
absence of a -b~, -i- or -t- element in its ending,
The following distinctions with respect to different 
aspects occur;
(1) A form in Progressive aspect (both present and past)
takes an infix -oh- (voiceless aspirated alveolo- 
palatal plosive) before the ending of the simple 
aspeot form,
(2) A form inl*Perfective aspect (both present and past)
takes yet another infix -e- before the ending of the
Progressive aspect form.
The following examples will illustrate this;
The comes 1 
The is comingT 
!he has come1.
The had ccime1 
The was coming1
r "u kcntTheAcame1
The used to come1,
The will come1.
1, Simple present Je aJe
2. Progressive 1 Je aJche
3* Perfective 11 Je eieche
4. Simple past Je aJlo
5. Progressive 1 Je aJchilo
6* Perfective 71 Je eJechilo
7* Habitual 1 Je aJto
8. Simple future Je aJbe
1.17 Imperative Verbal Forms
In the Imperative forms (of Command sentences) a
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system of two Persons, second and third, three Grades, 
Familiar, Ordinary and Honorific, and two Tenses, Present and 
Future are stated. Aspects are not stated for the Imperative 
forms.
Below are the different endings that are found with 
different Persons, Grades and Tenses in the Imperative verbal 
system.
Person
?
2 3
Grade F 0 H F/0 H
Present 0 -o -un -uk -un
Future -il «  o -un -uk -un
The forms in Present and Future Tenses in second 
person Honorific, third person Familiar/Ordinary and third 
person Honorific Grades have similar endings. It will be seen 
that like Indicative forms, Imperative forms in second Person 
Honorific and third Person Honorific show no distinction.
It is to be noted that the Imperative forms in -ij 
ending are similar to the Indicative forms in -ij ending, and 
the Present Imperative forms in -o ending are similar to the 
Indicative forms in ~o ending.
-o
Forms in Present -o and FutureAendings are different.
* 0 represents zero ending.
1. This will be made clear in Chapter dealing with vowel 
harmony. See Ch.tO-
The following examples will illustrate the above
statement.
1, Present 2nd person Familiar: tui kat Tcutl T
2, TT TT T? Ordinary: tumi ka^o * cut J !
3. T? TT TT Honorific:apni ka^un Tpiease cuti *
4. TT 3rd ” Fam/Ord: Je ka^uk Tlet him cutT
5. T? TT TT Honorific:tini ka^un 1 let him cut *
6. Future 2nd " Familiar: tui ka^il * cut I T( in future
7. IT t? TT Ordinary: tumi keto * cut» * ” "
8 . T? TT TT Honorific:apni ka^un * please cut.*” ”
9. T? 3rd ” Fam/Ord: Je ka^uk Tlet him cut*” ”
10 TT* 2nd " Honorific:tini ka^nn *let him cut*” ”
1 , 18 Causative and non-Causative
Verbal forms in Colloquial Bengali can be treated
under two headings:
i) Non-Causative, and 
ii) Causative*
Every verbal form belongs to one of these two classes. 
Formal distinction between these two classes will be discussed 
in the phonological statement, Their functional distinction 
may be stated here with reference to a limited number of 
sentences chosen as my texts for the purpose. Structure of 
the sentence as a whole and the type status of the verbal 
piece are interrelated.
Both non-causative and causative can function as finite as 
well as non-finite.
The following examples will illustrate the above
statement.
Finite
(i) Non-Causative: Je pope
(ii) Causative: Je popae
Non-finite
!he reads 1
The causes to readT, 
The teaches '.
(i) Non-Causative: Je likhe pope *having written he reads
The writes it and then
reads
Je liklde pope The having got written
readsT
fhe has it written and 
then reads itT,
(ii) Causative:
1.19 Non-finite forms
It has been said that unlike finite verbal forms, non- 
finite verbal forms are not inflected for Person, Grade and 
Tense, The following are the endings found in non-finite forms
Non-Causative: -a, -e,
Causative: 
Examples:
•no
■on
-te,
-te, -le*
■le
1
(i) -e : ci'thikhani lekhe ano Tbring along the letter when
you have finished writing1*
(ii) -no : take £3to kha^ano ucit noe TIt is not proper to
make him work so hardT
1, There are two more endings which function with non-finite 
verbal forms. They are -ba* and -bar. The reason for 
excluding them here has been discussed in the section 
dealing with the non-finite endings: their functions and 
position. See S 1.2.7. and § 3*4* See'S, Page, An Introduc­
tion to Colloquial Bengali. 1934, p.155*
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1.20 The categories set up above will now be illustrated by 
arranging the Tformal scatter1 x of one verb in category 
columns. The verb chosen is ka^a Tto cutT. The forms will 
be arranged under two main heads : non-causative and Causative, 
and under each of these, indicative, imperative and non-finite 
verbal forms will be setou£.
Non-Causative verbal forms 
Indicative
Person 1 2
-------- — .—
Grade F
i
o 1 H
Simp.Pres. kati katiJ kato 'i
■ . *
katen
Prog. w ka*j;chi ka^chiJ katcho j katchen
Perf. n ketechi ketechiJ ketecho j
iI
ketechenf^
Simp.Past, katlam katli
j
katle
. ♦ *
katlen ;
Prog. n katohilatn katchili
t
katchile ■ katchileh
Perf. n ketechilam
1
ketechili ketechile ketechil^nf.
Habit.fT kattam
i
| kattiJ
1
| katte! katten"
Future ka tbo
i
ti\
ka tbi
\
• i 0.1j ka tbe katben
- * ♦ e*
*
1 ♦ This term is used in the sense used by Prof.'J.R. Firth 
in his ^ Technique of SemanticsT, LJLii., 1935? P*&2; 
and later by F.R.Palmer in ’The Verb in BilinT, B .S .0.A .S..., 
XIX, 1, p.131•
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Imperative
Person 2 3
Grade F 0
:
H F/0 H
Present k at kato katun ka^uk k a t u n
Future k a t i  J keto katun katuk k a t u n
Non-finite kata, ke^e, ka^on, ka^te, katle.
Causative forms 
Indicative
Person 1
;
2
Grade i F 0 H
Simp*Pres. katai ! kataJ kat kat an
Prog* ,T katacchi katacchiJ kataccho katacchen
Perf. " ka^i^chi katiechiJ katiecho katiechen
Simp.Past katalam |
t
katali katale ka^alen
Prog.
i
katacchilam |
r
katacchili katacchile katacchilen
Perf.
■ ! | i
katiechilamijkatiechili - ka^iechile j kat i echilen
I ! !
Habit.
!
katatam 1
i
 katatit katate kataten
Future katabo •
i
1
Ikatabi
i
katabe ikataben
Imperative
Person 2 |
1
3 !!
Grade F 0 H ! F/0 H
i
t
\
i
:1 ka*j;a ka^ao katan katak katan
kataJ katio
i
kat an ka^ak ka^an
Non-finite : katano, ka^ie, karate, ka^ale.
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CHAPTER II 
SOME MAIM SYNTACTIC STRUCTURES
2.0 General outline of structures
2.1 Sentence constructions : Active and Passive
2.2 % N? Vb. structure.
2,3 N Vb structure.
2.4 Vb structure.
2.5 Finite verbal forms in the two constructions:
and Passive.
2.6 Illustration.
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CHAPITER 2 
SOME MAIN SYNTACTIC STRUCTURES
2* 0 Simple verbal sentences in colloquial Bengali are
mainly found in the following main syntactic structures, 
i, Vb. A finite verbal phrase
ii. N Vb. A noun phrase and a finite verbal phrase*
iii. N N Vb. Two noun phrases and a finite verbal phrase
The following examples will illustrate these, 
i* Vb. popo TreadJ T
ii. N Vb. khoka pope TA boy reads1.
khokati pope rThe boy readsT.(particular
. .. boy)•
iii. N N Vb. khoka boi pope TA boy reads a book, *
khoka^ boikhani pope TThe boy reads the
bookT.
2*1 In an examination of some Vb, N Vb, and N N Vb
sentence structures two constructions,
I. Active, and
II. Passive 
can be stated on a formal basis,^
The active construction is characterized in its noun 
or nouns being with or without a post fix ofctcertain set, and 
verb is in paradigm according to aspect, tense, person and 
grade.
1. It will be noted that any Bengali simple verbal sentence 
will fit in one of these structures. This analysis on the 
basis of strueture_takes account of all__the sentence 
patterns_s Kartri bacya, karma bacya, bhaba bacya and Karma- 
Kartri bacya - described in the traditional grammar, on the 
basis of 'potential meaning', ____
The passive construction is characterized:, in its 
having always a post fix of a certain set, in which -r is a 
characteristic feature, and Nr, with or without a post fix.
The verb consists of a non-finite form plus a finite
o
verb-form of any of the stems of auxiliary verbs. The 
finite verb in this construction is always in the third 
person ordinary grade and in paradigm according to tense and 
aspect,^
2.2 In the case of an active sentence of Vbtype, the
nouns may or may not be characterized by a post fix* The , -r 
feature is not found as an essential feature in in this
type of structure. Auxiliary verbs do not occur in this
construction,^
2.3 In the case of a sentence of N Vb type the noun may
either be or of either constructions - active or
passive, which will be recognized by the presence or absence 
of a post fix of a certain set and also by the context. In the 
passive sentence construction the verb phrase must have an
auxiliary form in it.
2.A In the case of a sentence type Vh the verb may either
be a simple finite verbal form, or non-finite plus finite 
verbal form in paradigm of aspect, tense, person and grade,
1. A study of the case system of the noun is not undertaken 
here.
2* See for Auxiliaries - their function, position and meaning, 
§ 3.2
3* Supra,
A- It should be noted that -r*< post fix is a particular 
feature with N-, of the structure Vb in passive
construction. PA of this structure ana N of R It) structure 
can occur with or without a post fix.
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2*5 In the passive construction the finite verb form is 
always found from one of the stems of auxiliary verbs, and 
the finite verb in this type of construction is always in the 
third person, Ordinary Grade and in paradigm of Tense and 
aspect. In the Active construction the finite verb is never 
found with an auxiliary form.
These structural features of the Active and Passive 
sentences can be formulated thus:
T( )T will indicate the possibility of either presence 
or absence of the element that is signified by the symbol 
within them; F indicates Finite verbal form;
NF indicates non-finite verbal form.
Ni
i
N 1 Vb
2 2•H  • . . .
I, ACTIVE N(P)
+> a1 Cti o 
N(P) (NF) F
nd i— 1, , , . ... ti Q? ... . ■
II. PASSIVE N P N(P) [ NF F/AUX. p5
2,6 I give below a few examples from spoken Bengali in order 
to illustrate the points discussed above in groups. For con­
venience I have chosen examples with one Person, one Grade and 
one Tense,
I, ACTIVE
1. pope
(reads)
2, khoka pope 
(a boy reads)
The reads *
TA boy reads ?
Vb
N Vb
3. khoka boi pope N N Vb
(a boy book reads) TA boy reads a book*.
I ACTIVE (continued)
4. khokati boi pope
(the boy book reads) TThe boy reads a book1.
Np N Vb
5. khoka boikhani pope
(a boy the book reads) TA boy reads the book *
N Np Vb
6. khoka^i boikhani pope
(the boy the book reads)*The boy reads the book
Np
1•
Np Vb
II. PASSIVE ^
7• popa hoe
(to read is) *It is read1.
Vb
8. khokar popa hoe
(by a boy to read is) TA boy reads*.
N Vb
9. boi popa hoe
(a book to read is) *A book is read*.
N Vb
10. khokatir popa hoe
(by the boy to read is) TThe boy reads *,
Np Vb
11. boikhani popa hoe
(the book to read is) TThe book is read*.
Np Vb
12. khokar boi popa hoe Np 
(by a boy a book to read is) *A boy reads a book
N
?
Vb
13- khokatir boi popa hoe
(by the boy a book to read is) *The boy reads
Np 
a '
N
book *.
Vb
14. khokatir boikhani popa hoe Np 
(by the boy the book to read is) *The boy reads ■
Np Vb 
the book *.
15. khokar boi khani popa hoe Np Np Vb
(by a boy the book to read is) *A boy reads the book1.
In the above examples, the grammatical elements of 
structure (i.e. the word classes) can be stated as follows:
Sentences 1 and 7- Verb (Vb)
Sentences 2, 8-11 Noun Verb (N Vb)
Sentences 3-6,and 12-15 Noun Noun Verb (N N Vb)
That is, sentences Nos. 1 and 7 are constituted of one
constituent, viz. verbal element; sentences 2 and 8-11 are
constituted of two constituents, viz. Nominal and verbal
elements; and sentences 3-6 and 12-15 &re constituted of three
1
constituents, viz. Nominal, Nominal and verbal elements.
I give below in tabular form an analysis of all the 
fifteen sentences on this formula. (In the formula the 
following notations are used: Np = first nominal element,
N2 = Second nominal element, Vb = verbal element in the 
sentence. N (without any notation) - noun without any 
particle, NP = noun with particles. The particles are 
shown by hyphens in the examples).
1. This is only with reference to the sentences already 
cited. But N clause is not always a one word clause. 
Even where the N clause has more than one word, however, 
the head of the endocentric construction Is always 
statable as N.
! Ni N2....... ...., Vb ...
N NP | N
.... 1 rrn
NP Simplefinite
Non-finite 
+ finite
I,ACTIVE i
1*| P°f e
2.!
!
khoka P°fe
3.!1
khoka boi pope
I
k.\ khoka-X± boi P°fe
5- khoka boi-khani pope
6. khoka- boi-khani P°fe
II. PASSIVE
7. popa hoe
8. khoka-r popa hoe
9. tea boi popa hoe
10. khoka-t^"r popa hoe
11. be-3.—khan-i bov Klvctn*
4
popa hoe
' 12. khoka-r boi popa hoe
13. khoka-ti-r boi popa hoe
•
1-1 khoka-ti-r boi-khani popa hoe
15.
t..-...
khoka-r
..
1
boi-khani : popa hoe
:
An analysis of these sentence structures will show 
that the establishment of the two groups of construction on 
the formal evidence is justified*
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In group I (sentences 1 - 6 )  the verb is a simple 
finite verbal form.
In group II (sentences 7 - 1 5 )  the verb is a combin­
ation of a non-finite verbal form plus a finite verbal form 
formed from the stem he.
In sentences Nos. 2 and 9 N is without any particle.
In sentence 11 N is with a particle ’-Khani
In sentence 3 both and N2 are without any particle
In sentence 4 is with a particle ~-(;i and 
N2 is without any particle.
In sentence 5 N-^  is without any particle, N2 is
with a particle -khani .
In sentence 6 is with a particle -ti and N2
is with a particle -khani .
In sentence 8 N is with a particle -r .
In sentence 10 N is with a particle -r in addition
to the particle ~-t;i-
In sentence 12 is with a particle -r 7 N2 is
without any particle.
In sentence 13 is with particles -^i- an(i
-r , is without any particle.
In sentence 14 is with particles anc^
-r , N2 is with particle -khani .
In sentence 15 is with a particle -r , N2 is
with a particle khani .
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Finite and non-finite verbal forms; Simple 
and Compound verbs : Defective verbs ; Auxiliaries :
Operators : Non-finite endings : their function, position
and meaning*
3,0 Certain problems connected -with the analysis and
description of the finite and non-finite verbal forms of
Bengali will be discussed in this chapter.
Verbal forms occur in final and non-final position in
the sentence.
The grammatical implications of verbs occurring in
final position are different from those of verbs occurring in
non-final position, and for a descriptive statement it is
preferable to treat them separately.
First, I shall deal with those verbal forms that are
generally found at the end of the simple affirmative statement
and command sentence.
As will be seen the criterion of place and order,
together with other formal and syntactical criteria, are used
for the statement of such verbal forms.
As these verbal forms may be one or more within a
final place in a sentence, it is preferable to refer to the
whole section as a ’verbal piece’ and its components as
1’verbal forms’.
The verbal piece in a simple sentence may consist of 
one or more forms, as can be seen from the examples given 
below. The verbal piece is underlined.
One-form verbal piece: 
khoka boi pore
(a boy a book reads) TA boy reads a book*
Two-form verbal piece: 
khoka bhat kheye pope
(a boy rice having eaten reads) TA boy reads after his meal * 
Three-form verbal piece: 
khokar bhat kheye popa hobe
(by a boy rice having taken to read 1A boy will read
after his mealT
Four-form verbal piece:
 ^ khoka bhat kheye Sere po-rte boJ’be
(a boy rice having eaten having finished to read will sit)
TA boy will read after his meal*.
Five-form verbal piece:
khoka popa Jona rekhe khelte gelo
(a boy to read to hear having left to play went
*A boy left hris«|[study^and went to play*
3-0.1 One-form verbal piece: Vb
A One-form verbal piece occurring in sentence final 
position is associated with the formal scatter of a single 
verb, and may appear with all possible alternants for the 
categories of aspect, tense, person and grade.
J e bhat khabe 
(he rice will eat) THe will take his meal*.
ami bapi jai
( I home go ) * I go home*.
tumi i/kule giechile
(you to school went ) *You went to school*.
43*0.2 Two-form verbal piece : Vb + Vb
Two-form verbal pieces occurring in sentence final 
position are of two types: Simple verbal form and Compound 
verbal form.
3.0 .2.1 Simple verbal forms.
Where the final verbal form is finite and the pre-final
form is a non-finite verbal form in any of the non-finite
1endings, -a, -e, ~te, -le, -on, and -no, and the two
forms form two phrases which are not semantically interdependent, 
but are interrelated to express one action prior to another, 
they are found to be two simple verbal forms. Each of these 
verbs can be any one from the whole range of verbs. These are 
symbolized as Vb(nf) + Vb(f).
That these two verbal forms are two separate verbal 
phrases is distinguished by marked stress. In the character­
istic utterances of these types of verbal piece in sentences
2
two major stress groups are recognized where each major stress 
group is a phrase. The pause between these forms and the
1. These non-finite endings though apparently similar to 
some of the finite endings of the verbal paradigm, must not 
be confused with them. The functional implication of the non- 
finite endings and their positional meaning will be discussed 
later in detail. See § 3*4.
2. The expression Tmajor stress group* has the implication that 
there may be other stressed syllables within such groups; 
but the stress in such syllables Is less prominent.
Kymograms and Oscillograms were made for certain 
utterances of this description. But they have not provided 
any characteristics which could be correlated with the 
stating of major stress groups* This division is, therefore, 
made at the level of kjnaesthetic observation.
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possibility of insertion of some forms of other word classes, 
such as, nominals, adjectivals or particles, between them are 
also the formal criteria for distinction.
Examples:
Je hat-mukh Tdhuye Tkhabe
( he hand-face having washed will eat) THe will wash his
hands and face and take his meal*.
tarik pensil 'ke't'B ’likhlo 
( Tarik pencil having cut wrote) TTarik wrote after sharpening
the pencil \
3*0.2.2 Compound verbal forms: Vb + O(perator) and V"b + 
A(uxiliary) 1
1. There are two-form verbal pieces where both the verbal forms 
are finite. They are of two types:
(a) where both the forms are in the same aspect, tense, 
person and grade in regular paradigm, e.g. ami *aJbo * .jabo 
(with two stresses) (I shall come.1 shall go) *1 shall come 
and I shall go*. tumi *paro Mao (you, you can, go) !go 
there if you would *.
(b) where the two forms are not in the same aspects, tense, 
person, and grade, e.g. apni *bolechen T .jabo (you, have said, 
I shall go) *Since you have asked I shall goT,
On formal criteria it can be stated that these types 
of sentence are compound sentence and not simple sentences as 
defined. (See § 1,5 Ch. I, see also foot note % Ch.l. 
p. xo )
There is yet another type of two-form verbal piece
where the two forms take the same ending. They together may
either be used as finite or non-finite forms. The position 
of the two forms is collocationally fixed, e.g. eJecho jokhon 
*kheye deye jabe (you have come, when, having eaten, you 
will go) *when you have come you must take your meal here* . 
khokader ek^u *dekho J$uno (of the children, a little, seel 
hearI) Tplease look after the children*. These are treated 
as doubled forms which imply an action oftasame nature or 
repetition of an action. A few verbs are given below: 
khawa dawa (to eat), nawa khawa (to bath, to eat), thaka
khawa (to live and eat), jawa aJa (to go, to frequent), aJa
jawa (to frequent), lekha popa (to read and write), popa 
lekha (to read and write), popa Jona (to read and write) 
dekha J’ona (to look after) , uj;ha boJa (to be friendly) , d&ia 
thoa, (giving away), dewa newa (giving and receiving). The 
two words together are taken as one form and symbolized as 
Vb. e.g. kheye deye ,jabe in the above example is Vb (nf) + 
Vb(f)* and dekho Jano. ?Vb(f). (See five form verbal
The other types of the two form verbal pieces which are 
symbolized as Vb + 0 and Vb + A, are a combination of a non- 
finite verb plus an operator and a non-finite verb plus an 
auxiliary verb respectively. The finite verbal form, operator 
or auxiliary is one ofarestricted series of verbs. The verbal 
piece as a whole behaves like a simple single form verb. In the 
characteristic utterances of these types of verbal piece in 
sentences, one major stress is recognized fin the beginning of 
the phrase.
Sentences containing Vb + 0 types of verbal piece are 
always in Active constructions and those having Vb + A types of 
verbal piece are in Passive constructions. Thus,
tomra bole Psr°
(you having seated fall) *Sit down! T
amar khawa hoyeche
(my to eat has been) *1 have had my meal*.
3.0.2.2.1. Vb + Operator
In Vb + 0 types of verbal piece the non-finite verbal 
form is with any of the non-finite endings -a, -e, ~te, -on and 
-no, and the operator is a finite verb from any one of the
verbs listed below. All verbs are given in infinitive forms.
kora (to do), boJ'a (to sit), dhora (to catch), popa 
(to fall), phela (to drop), dekha (to see), thaka (to live ) 
para (to be able to, can), laga (to cling, to stick), tola (to 
raise, to lift), pawa (to get), cawa (to want), newa (to take) 
jawa (to go), dewa (to give), aJa (to come) ana (to bring,) 
u^ha (to get up) J ach (stem of the verb * to be7)1*, ho/wa (to 
be), J gi (stem of the *to go*).'*'
1. Infinitive forms from these stems are not used.
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Verbal forms from all these except J ach and j ja/gi occur
within the whole range of the verbal paradigm as the second
form in the verbal piece of Vb + 0 type.
Examples: tomra coj pot bole p#£0
( you quickly having seated fall)
TSit down quicklyT.
3.0.2.2.2 Vb + A(uxiliary)
In Vb + A types of verbal piece the finite verbal form
is in the third person, ordinary grade and in all tenses and
aspects. The stems of auxiliaries are: ha (stem of the verb
*to be1), \/~* ja/gi (stem of the verb Tto go * ) , \/ ach/chi (the
stem of the verb fto be*) ,^ /thak (stem of the verb Tto live1)
\/td (stem of the verb Tto live*, to stay*).
It has already been said that the sentence where a
compound verb of the type Vb + A is found is in the Passive
construction. Where the auxiliary is formed from the stem ho
the non-finite verb has -a, -te, -le, -no or -on ending. Where
the auxiliary is formed from the stem ja/gi, ach/chi, or thak
the non-finite verb has -a, -on or -no ending.
Examples: akaJer obostha bhalo dekha jae
of the sky condition good to see goes
*It is fine weather*.
3.0.3 Three-form verbal piece.
Compound verbal forms: Vb + 0 + A
Where the sentence is in the Passive construction
1. These are defective verbs. 
See I 3*1.
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and the finite verbal piece is composed of three forms, a verb , 
an operator and an auxiliary in succession the piece as a whole 
is a three-form Compound verbal form. The final form is any of 
the auxiliaries mentioned in Vb + A type verbal piece, 
inflected in third person, ordinary grade in all tenses and 
aspects. The operator is a non-finite verbal form from the stem 
of the operators mentioned above in connection with the two- 
form verbal piece of Vb + 0  type. The verb (Vb) is a non-finite 
form from any stem. The first and second form are in similar 
collocational relation to that of the two-form structure Vb +0, 
and the second and the third are in a similar collocation to 
that of the two-form structure Vb + A. Hence the statement 
made about the formal and syntactical relations of the forms in 
two-form verbal piece Vb + 0 and Vb + A will also hold good 
for the structure Vb + 0 + A,
Thus:
boikhani eto bhalo je ek niJJaJe pope
(the book so much good that one breath having read
phela jae
to drop goeq), TThe book is so good that one can finish it
at a stretch*.
pore phela ,iae
Vb 0 A
3.0.3.2 Other Three-form verbal piece.
Other three-form verbal pieces are of the type:
Vb + Vb + V b , Vb + Vb + 0, Vb + 0 + V b , Vb + Vb + A .
0 or A always forms the second component of a Compound verb.
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Thus:
o^a ’he^e Tgie *anbe Vb + Vb + Vb
(that having walked having gone you will bring)
TYou will go there on foot and bring that*.
Tkhele TboJe p^fo Vb + Vb + 0
(if you would eat having seated fall)
!Sit down if you would like to have your meal*♦
*pope gie ?kheyo Vb + 0 + Vb
(having read having gone eatI )
?You will take your meal after you have finished your
studyT.
boikhani Tpo£e frakha hoyeche Vb + Vb + A
(the book having read to keep has been)
TThe book was kept after having been read1.
3.0.4 Verbal niece with more than three forms.
Theoretically, though it is possible to have more than 
five forms in a finite verbal piece, in actual utterances a 
verbal piece with more than five forms does not usually occur*
It has been seen that a three-form verbal piece may be of 
several combinations: Vb + Vb + Vb, Vb + Vb + 0, Vb+ 0 + Vb,
Vb + Vb + A and Vb + 0  + A. Any one form, Vb or two forms 
Vb + 0 may occur before any of the above verbal piece structures.
It is important to note that A(uxiliary) is always 
found in sentence final position and in sentences whose con­
struction is Passive. O(perator) as a form can occur in any
place not initial in the verbal piece and never occurs without 
a Vb before it. A detailed statement about the auxiliaries 
and operators will follow.
It is clear now that the verbal pieces of the type
Vb + A, Vb +0 and Vb + 0 + A are treated under the heading
of Compound verba► In traditional grammar books these have
generally been explained by such labels as incentives, desid-
eratives, permissives, potentials, continuatives etc. These
labels have not been made to present an outline of analysis for
the description of such verbal pieces in purely formal and
syntactical terms.
The sentences used for the purpose of the present
analysis fall under the two main types of sentence structure
within which the majority of grammatical relations operate, and
in which nominal phrase or phrases and the verbal phrase are
considered as occupying first, second and final place, and may
1
be symbolized as N Vb and N2 Vb respectively. The
verbal piece within the structures has been symbolized as Vb + A,
2
Vb + 0, and Vb + 0  + A. And although a determinative or an
emphatic particle may occur within the verbal piece, and
1. The sentence structure provided and discussed here is only 
a limited section. But this statement holds good for any
two clause or three clause verbal sentence of the N Vb or
Nl Vb type ? and can be extended without any
ambiguity to any sentence in colloquial Bengali.
2. A detailed study of Tparticles* in Bengali would provide 
materials for another thesis, .hence is outside the scope 
of this thesis.
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although a negative particle^ may occur within or in the end
of the verbal piece, the position of the units should be
regarded as fixed.
It may be recalled here, that in an Active sentence
construction, the syntactic relation of the concord of person
and grade is found between N and Vb in N Vb sentence structure,
2
and between N-^  and Vb in Ng Vb sentence structure.
In a passive construction the finite verb is always 
an auxiliary form and is found in the third person ordinary 
grade.
Before going into details of the characteristic
function of the auxiliaries and operators, I feel it necessary
3
to say a word about the !defective verbs1 and some of the 
T particles.
3•1 Defective verbs
There are certain stems the finite verb-forms of 
which do not function in regular paradigm of aspect, tense, 
person and grade as full verbs. These verbs will be called
1. See §, 3.1.5.
2. This is only with ref. to the sentences already cited. But 
the N piece is not always a one-word piece. Even where the 
N piece has more than one word, however, the head of the 
endocentric construction is always statable as N.
3. This will be discussed presently,
4. This thesis aims at dealing with a single word class: 
verbals. It is seen that in order to provide . frame-works 
in which the verbal forms operate, forms of other word- 
classes are used in the text. Reference to particles, for 
instance, is not meant to be exhaustive, and any discussion 
of their form and function is only introduced to clarify 
discussion of verbals.
defective verbs.^
As non-finite verbs their function is restricted to 
certain of the set of non-finite endings. Sometimes they 
function only in sentences of the Active construction. Some of 
them function in non-command sentences while some others 
function in Command sentences. That is to say, some verbs have 
indicative forms but not imperative forms, while others have 
imperative forms but not indicative forms. Some verbs function 
in certain tenses and aspects only. Some verbs only occur as 
non-causative forms and do not occur as causative.
The stems of the defective verbs are listed below:
J  ach/chi 
gi
-7-a/ J~e 
-*/ no
y ~ ghot 
y _cuk 
J  baJ
the stem of the verb 'to be').
'to go ’ ).77
77 t
77 7
7? 1
7? 7
i? 7
77 7
T to come ’).
fto b e ’, ’to be sure’),
’not to be ’).
’to occur, ’ to happen’),
’to complete’ ’to settle’) and
’to feel * ) .
3.1.1. J ach/chi (the stem of the verb ’to b e ’, ’to exist’).
Indicative finite verbal forms from this stem are found 
only in Simple Present and Simple Past tenses in the Simple non- 
Command affirmative sentence in all persons and grades.
1. The term is not used in the same sense as ’irregular verbs’.
See also S .K. Chatterji , s (mjchip t a, 'Bha sha Brakash 6'a^gal a 
gyakgrgrj/, 1945? pp. 300-302.
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Forms of other aspects and tenses are substituted by 
the corresponding forms of the stem thak, which itself is 
a full verbal stem functioning in the regular paradigm.
Verbal forms of this stem do not function in the 
command sentence.'*'
Causative and Non-finite forms are not found from 
this stem. This does not function in the passive sentence. 
Examples:
(i) Simple Present: Person Grade
(ii) Simple Past
1 ami achi ’I am'
2 F tui achiJ 'You are '
2 0 tumi acho t? H
2 H apni achen if i?
3 0/F Je ache 'He is '
3 H tini achen
1 ami chilam 'I was '
2 F tui chili 'You were
2 0 tumi chile i? n
2 H apni chilen ?? M
3 0/F Je chilo 'He was '
3 H tini chilen IT TT
1, Forms from the stem ' 'thak* ('to remain, to live') are 
substituted for the finite verbal forms of other tenses 
and aspects, including imperative finites and all causative 
and non-finite forms.
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It should be noted in this connection that these inde­
pendent finite verbal forms of the stemTach/chi1 should not be 
confused "with the endings formed from this stem.
Thus,
(a) ami TboJe Tachi (with stress on both words)
(I having seated am)
TI am seated %  and
(b) ami TboJechi (with a stress on single nucleus boj, 
in which y^boJ is the stem and -echi is the ending),(I have 
sat)/ !I have taken my seatT.
In the first sentence !boJe achi ' are two words with 
two nucleii J  boJ and J  ach, related together with a non-
finite ending in J boJ, and a finite ending in ach.
In the second sentence fboJechir is treated as one 
word with a single nucleus J boJ as stem and -echi as a 
finite ending added to it,
(c) ami fkheye Tchilam (two nucleii) (I, having eaten, 
was) !I stayed after the meal!.
(d) ami Tkheyechilam (single nucleus in which J kha is 
the stem of the verb Tto eatT and -echilam is the finite 
ending), (I had eaten) !I ateT.
3.1.2 J ja / J gi (the stems of the verb ?to g o T)•
The finite verbal forms from J ja occur in the Future, 
Simple and Progressive Present, and Progressive and Habitual 
Past tenses in all persons and grades,
1, The evolution of the verb form of the stem ach into the 
verbal endings for all persons and grades in the Simple 
Present and Past, and both Progressive and Perfective 
Present and Past has been historically established. See 
S .K,Chatter.ii:P.P.B.L. pp.1035-36. See for endings,§ 1.20
The finite verbal forms of other aspects of the rest 
of the tenses, i.e. perfective present and simple and perfective 
past tenses in all persons and grades are formed fromJ  gi.
Causative forms, both finite and non-finite, are 
formed from\/ ja and never from\/ gi.
Imperative forms are found always with ttees/ ja and 
never with\/ gi.
Non-finite forms in -te, -a, -on and -no endings are
found with \/~~ja; * non-finite forms in -e, and -le are found
—  — 1
w i t h ^  ja and yj gi both.
In sentences of a passive construction, finite and 
non-finite verbal forms from^/ ja and N/~"gi occur according as 
has been mentioned for the finite and non-finite verbal forms 
in sentences of an active construction; i.e. forms from J  ja 
occur in future, simple and progressive present, and 
progressive and habitual past tenses, and forms fromsj gi 
occur in simple past, perfective present and past tenses. 
Examples:
All examples given here are in the first person.
Indicative forms:
Future: ami bapi jabo TI shall go home*
( I home shall go )
Simple Present: ami roj iJkule jai fI go to school every
( I daily to school go ) dayf
Progressive present: ami c^haka jacchi !I am going to Dacca*
( I Dacca am going )
1. The frequency of occurrence is found more with^/ gi in 
these endings.
Progressive past: ami dokane jacchilam
(I to shop was going)
*1 was going to the shop*.
Habitual past: ami roj iJkule jetam
( I daily to school used to g o )
*1 used to go to school every day*.
Imperative forms.
Present: iJkule jao *go to school I *
( to school go )
3.1.3 v/”a / s/~e (the stem of the verb *to come*)
Indicative Finite forms fronuy e are found only in the 
simple past tense in all persons and grades.
Only one imperative form in the simple present in the 
second person Familiar grade is found formed from sj a.
Non-finite forms only in -le ending are found fromN/ e. 
Causative forms of any kind are not found from these 
stems. The indicative and imperative forms in all the other 
aspects 9 tenses and persons, and non-finite forms in all 
the other endings (except -le) are substituted by the forms 
fromx/ aJ (the stem of the verb *to come*) which itself is a 
full verbal stem functioning in endings in the regular 
paradigm in all aspects, tenses, persons and grades.
Forms from J & f yj e do not occur in sentences of 
passive construction.
6i
Examples:
(a ) Indicative Forms.
Simple past 
Person Grade
1 - ami el am 11 came T
2 F tui el 1 TYou came
2 0 tumi ele it it
2 H apni elen it it
3 F/0 J e elo * He came T
3 H tini elen tt it
(b) Imperative present:
Person Grade
2 F tui ae * come I 1
3.1.4 x/ boj; (the stem of the verb Tto be sure', Tto b e T).
Indicative finite verbal forms from this stem 
function only in the simple present tense in all persons and 
grades.
No imperative, causative or non-finite forms from 
this stem are found.
All the indicative finite forms other than forms in 
the simple present tense and imperative, causative and non- 
finite forms are substituted by the forms from^/ ho (the stem 
of the verb Tto b e ?) which itself is a full verbal stem 
functioning in all aspects, tenses, persons and grades in 
regular paradigm.
Forms from^/’bo'l; do not occur in sentences of passive 
construction*
Examples:
Simple present 
Person Grade
1 ami chatro bo\± (certainly) TI am a student*
2 F tui chatro bo^i! t? ?you are a student
2 0 tumi chatro bo^o tt t? ?! ?t ?t
2 H apni chatro boten it ?T I? ?? tt
3 F/0 Je chatro bo^s tt ?He is a student T
3 H tini chatro bo^en it ?! tt t? t
Note: The use of the forms of this particular stem
(i *e* V b o -]; 3 is strictly restricted to the finite forms of
simple present tense in a one-unit verbal piece only. Forms 
from this stem can never function as forming a part of compound 
verbs of the Vb + A, Vb + 0 or Vb + 0  + A pattern. That is to
say, a form from this stem does not occur as a non-finite
verb with a finite form from any other stem, nor does it 
function as a finite verbal form in a two-or more-form verbal 
piece•
The form ibo'teT is a particle and must not be confused 
with the homophonous verbal form in the tebrfual present in 
the third person ordinary grade. As a particle the form 
functions at the sentence final position, i.e. after the 
finite 'verbal form in a simple verbal and non-verbal
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sentence, which will be clear from the examples given below.
tumi khelecho bo\e *(certainly) you have played well1 
(you have played certainly)
tumi kha^o bo^e *(certainly) you work hard*.
(you work (hard) certainly)
tumi chatro bo^e f( certainly) you are a student*,
(you student certainly)
All these sentences indicate the response to confirm 
the point against doubt, taking for granted that there was 
some shadow of doubt.
Compare also Ttumi chatro bo£°T Tcertainly you are a 
studentT with Ttumi chatro bcte1 Tcertainly you are a student1. 
In the first one Tbo"|;oT is a verb, and in the second Tbo'];et 
is a particle.
The particle Tbc|;e* is found at the sentence final 
position in a non-verbal sentence as well. Although this 
position is normally fixed in the sentence, ’bo^e' can also 
occur in different positions in different phrases in other 
types of sentence, such as, Compound or Complex sentences.
The particle tbo'j;eT usually occurs in a phrase final, 
middle or initial position, sometimes followed by another 
particle TkintuT (but).
E.g. tumi eJecho bo^e kintu ami jabona
(you have come certainly but I shall not go)
TYes, you have come, but I am not goingT.
1. The use of these forms - verbal as well as particle is 
growing obsolete. See S.K.Chatterji: S6mkhip'|ci Bhasha 
Pr(\kash Batagala Byakqraty; 1945 > p. 302,
Note also the peculiar use of tbo-|;et at the end of a 
phrase indicating non-finality of a sentence and the 
possibility of another phrase initiated by tkintu1.
E.g. tumi kha^o b ^ e  kintu mojuri pao na
(you work hard certainly but wages you get not)
!It is true that you work hard but you are not paid well*
3.1.5 \/ no (the stem of the verb *is n o t T *not to b e T)
Indicative finite verbal forms from this stem function 
only in simple present tense in all persons and grades.
No indicative forms in other tenses and aspects, 
imperative forms and causative forms occur in Colloquial 
Bengali.
Non-finite verbal forms from this stem are found only 
with -le ending.
Forms fromN/ no are not found to occur as a finite 
verbs in sentences of passive construction.
Examples:
Simple Present indicative forms:
Person Grade
1 — ami bhalo noi
(i good am not)
2 F tui bhalo no J
(you good are not)
2 0 tumi bhalo noo
(you good are not)
2 H apni bhalo non
(you good are not)
3 F/0 Je bhalo noe
(He good is not)
3 H tini bhalo non
(He good is not)
*1 am not good *
TYou are not good. T
Sf ?? T? i?
*He is not good T
Non-finite form:
tumi noile jao 7 You rather goJ 7
( You if not go I )
It will not be out of place to mention very briefly here
the characteristic function of the negative particle* The
forms 7na/ne/ 7nai/ nei ?and ?ni? function as negative particles.
The particle h a 7is found after the finite verbal form in
simple past, present and future and present progressive and
past habitual tenses in all their aspects in non-command
sentences and in only future tense in command sentences*
Particle Tni 7 occurs with finite verbal forms of the 
simple present* This use of the particle 'ni’ with the simple
"■Th"lb fc
present is found to function as the corresponding negative 
implications of the perfective present and progressive and 
perfective past in all aspects and persons and grades.
No negative particles are found with the finite verbal
forms of the progressive past nor with the perfective present 
and perfective past.
Examples:
(i) Non command sentences.
Simple Future ami dekhbo na ’I shall not see^
( I shall see not)
Simple Present ami dekhi na TI do not see7,
( I see not)
Simple Past ami dekhlam na *i didnot see',
( I did see not)
Habitual Past ami dekhtam na TI was not used to
(I used to see not) see 7„
Present Progressive : ami dekhchi na 'I am not seeing7
(I am seeing not)
Past Progressive : ami dekhi ni !I was not seeing^
(I have not seen)
Present Perfective 
Past Perfective
ami dekhi ni 
ami dekhi ni
71 have not seen7 
71 had not seen7
(ii) Command sentences
Future : tumi dekho na
(you see not)
don7t see!
With non-finite verbal forms the negative particle
na occurs before them.
Thus: Je na ele ami jabo 71 shall go if he
(he not if comes I shall go) does not come* 7
Je na aJte pare 
(he not to come can)
7He may not come.
cf. this with Je aJte pare na 7He cannot come7.
(he to come can not)
When the finite verbal form is with -i ending 
the alternative realization of the negative particle after it 
is -ne. This alternative pronunciation of na is due to 
the vowel harmony.
Examples: ami dekhina / ami dekhine 7I do not see7
ami dekhchina ■■/ ami dekhehine 71 am not
seeing7.
nai, the alternative phonetic realization of which is 
nei, is found at the end of a non-verbal sentence; or at the
1. The use of the particle 7n a 7 can also be found at the end 
of the past progressive tense, but the use is very rare 
and is not accepted as standard Colloquial style.
end of a verbal sentence in Passive construction where the 
verbal form is non-finite and is with -a and -te endings. 
Examples:
amar "[aka nai/nei TI have no money 7^
(my money have not)
tomar dekha nai/nei
(you to see is not) 7You are not seen7 ,
tomake dekhte nai/nei 7You are not to seeTv
(to you to see is not)
It is to be noted that the negative particles 7n i 7, 
or 7nei7, or 7n e 7 must not be confused with the verbal forms of 
J  ne, (the stem of the verb 7to take7) which is a full verbal 
stem, the verbal forms of which can operate as a full finite 
verbal form in all aspects, tenses, persons and grades in the 
regular paradigm, as well as non-finite verbal forms in the 
non-command and command sentences.,, and also as causative forms.
In command sentences only the negative particle 7n a 7 
occurs after the finite imperative forms in the future tense 
in order to indicate negative imperative or to prohibit.
Thus, dekhona 7don71 see! 7
7n a 7 is either an emphatic command or an earnest 
desire, or a polite request or an order form, where it is 
found after an Imperative form in the Present tense.
Thus: dekhona 7please do see! 7 
dekhun na 7please do see! 7 
hok na 7may it be! 7
All sentences with a negative particle 7n a 7 are
negative sentences, A sentence with an Imperative verbal
in the present tense where Tn a T is not a negative particle is 
not negative.
Note also that 7n a T occurs before an imperative form
in third person and present tense in all grades, to indicate
negative Imperative or prohibition*
Thus: emon na hok Tmay it not be so! T
(such no let it be)
khoda na korun 7 God forbid! 7
(God no let him do)
3*1.6 \/ ghot (the stem of the verb 7to occur*, Tto happen7)*
Non-causative Indicative finite verbal forms from this stem are
found only in the third person ordinary/familiar grade in all 
aspects, and tenses.
Non-causative Imperative forms are not found from
V~ghot •
Causative finite forms, both indicative and impera­
tive, from this stem are found in all tenses, aspects, persons 
and grades.
Non-finite forms, both causative and non-causative,
from this stem are found with endings, -e, -le, -te, -and
1
-no, and are not found with -a and -on endings.
Examples: (3rd person, familiar or ordinary grade).
1. This is true of a verbal sentence with a finite verbal form 
in it. Non-finite forms with -a and -on endings, however, 
occur in non-verbal sentences, e.g. ta gho'ta ucit (that to 
happen, should) rthat should happen7.
Tense.
Future Simple : ta 
(that
gho*);be Tthat will happen’, 
will happen)
Present TT ta ghote Tthat happensh
Past TT ta ghotlo !that happened!_
TT TT Habitual ta ghotto T that used to
happen 1-
Present Progressive ta gho-|;che Tthat is happening\
Past TT T? ta gho*(;chil|i ’that was happen­
ing’
Present TT Perfective ta gho*t;eche ’that has happened’,
"i
Past TT ta gho’techili Tthat had
happened
Non-finite forms:
■e : ta ghot© gelo
■le: ta ghotle
■te; ta gho^te pare
•no: ta gho*t&no bobe
fIt so happened \
’It is better if it so
happens \
TIt may happen Tr
’It will be caused to
happenT.
3.1*7 (vii) s/ cuk (the stem of the verb !to complete’,
’to settle ’ )
Like^gho'l; indicative finite verbal forms from this
stem are found only in the third person ordinary/familiar
grade in all aspects and tenses*
Non-causative imperative forms from this stem do not
occur.
Both indicative and imperative causative forms from 
this stem are found in all tenses, aspects, and grades.
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Non-finite forms, both causative and non causative,
from this stem occur with endings -e, -le, -te, and -ne; but 
not with endings -a and -on.'*'
Forms from both V  gho“(; and V  cuk occur in the Passive 
construction.
Examples: (3rd person, Ordinary /Familiar grade), 
tense aspect
golmal cukbe 
cuke
Future
Present
Past
Past
Present
Past
Present
Past
Simple
Simple
Habitual
Progressive
Perfective
??
cuklo
cukto
cukche
cukchile
cukeche
cukechilo
Non-finite forms:
-e : golmal cuke jabe 
-le: n cukle hoe
T The matter will be settled1
’It is better if the matter is
settled,T
-te: ” cukte pare f The matter may be settled,’
-no: ” cukano hobe TThe matter will be settled.1
3,1.8 yj baJ (the stem of the verb ’to feel’)
Forms from the stem ’baj ’are always found as forming
1, Same as for \J gho-j;, (supra), e.g. golmal a(disturbance
settle good). !It is better that the disorder be settled’
part of a Compound word with the word ’bhalo’ ( good ) as 
Prefix, The forms of this stem never collocate with any other 
word in the language.
Although the forms are never found without the prefix 
’bhalo’, and although it gives always a compound form to 
express the translation of the verb ’to love’, it is not with­
out any reason that we choose to treat x/ baJ (to feel) and 
notN/ bhalo baj (’to love’) as stem.
Firstly, the word ’bhalo’ is found functioning as an 
independent word as a nominal or adjectival form in the 
language.
Secondly, a verbal stem of this structure (i.e.CVCVCVC) 
is not found in the whole language, and the multi-syllabic 
structure is always found in the causative form.
Thirdly, at the phonological level, baj functions in
c v c
exactly the same way as a osm stem structure with an open vowel
Fourthly, in addition to the use with ’bhalo’, there 
existed in the language another form ’manda-bala (’to hate’), 
in which ’manda’ ( bad) used to function in exactly the same 
way as ’bhalo’ ( good). Forms from ’manda baJa’ are obsolete 
at present in the standard Colloquial dialect, although it is 
found in some other dialects Indicative and imperative 
finite verbal forms, both causative and non-causative from 
this stem function as a full verb in all aspects, tenses,
1, In middle and Old Bengali there are some other forms as well, 
formed in combination with the a word and the forms of 
this stem.
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persons and grades. Forms from .this stem also occur in 
sentences in the passive construction.
As non-finite forms too, forms from this stem 
function with all the non-finite endings.
Examples: (First Person).
Future ami bhalo-bajbo 'I will love. T
Present Simple ami bhalo-baji *1 love ' *>
Past Simple ami bhalo baJlam 'I loved h
Past Habitual ami bhalo baJtam 'I used to love.
Present Progressive ami bhalo bajchi il am loving.*
Past IT ami bhalo baJchilam 'I was loving \
Present Perfective ami bhalo beJechi 'I have loved.?
Past ?T ami bhalo beJechilam 'I had loved. '
Auxiliaries : their function, position and meaning.
3.2.0 Auxiliaries are four in number. Their stems are:
(the stem of the verb Tto b e T), 
s/~ja / s/~gi ( ?T tT " ,f ’to g o 1),
J  thak (  ^ *T ?f !to stay*, Tto live'),
sj ach/x/ chi ( fT n w Tf ” 'to b e ’, 'to have').
Finite forms from these stems function in sentences 
as auxiliaries or operators in compound verbal forms and as 
simple independent full verbs.
An auxiliary form is always found as a finite verbal 
form in the third person, ordinary grade in all tenses and 
aspects, and occurs only in sentences of passive construction.
An auxiliary form forms part of a compound verb of Vb + A or 
Vb + 0  + A structure*
It has already been stated that an operator occurs in 
sentences of active construction, and is found in all persons, 
grades, Senses and aspects.^*
As A in Vb + A and Vb + 0 + A
3-2.1 N/"“ho (the stem of the verb Tto b e T )
A non-finite form (either Vb in Vb + A or 0 in
Vb + 0  + A) before auxiliary forms froms/""*10 fs ~a j
2
-le, -on or -no ending and never with -e ending.
Thus:
tomar c(haka .jete hobe Vb + A
(your Dacca to go will be.)
TTou will have to go to Dacca1.
ekdin ehobikbama dekhe phelle hoe Vb + 0 + A
(one day the picture having seen if it is)
!Let us see the picture one dayT.
3*2.2 V  ach/ chi (the stem of the verb Tto be T , *to haveT)
A non-finite form (Vb in Vb + A or 0 in Vb + 0 + A)
before an auxiliary form froms/ ach/ J~~dh± is with -a, -on
3or -no ending.
e kotha amar Iona ache Vb + A
(this word nmyTn to hear is)
!I have heard thisT.
1 * Supra
2. See operator below : § 3*3 __ _
3. See for other non-finite endings operators fromN/ ach/ sj chi
§ 3-3.22
er por make koran pope J onano ache
(after this to mother the Koran having read to make hear is )
Vb + 0 + A
1After this I have to recite the holy Koran for mother1.
Non-finite forms from this stem are never found.
3*2.3 V ~.ia/^/~~gi (the stem of the verb Tto go1)
A non-finite form (Vb in Vb + A or 0 in Vb +0 + A) 
before auxiliary forms from^/ ja/s/""gi is with -a, -on or -no 
ending.**'
e cabite amar ghor khola .jae Vb + A
(this with key my room to open goes)
!You can open my room with this key1*
bochore ekbar ghorkhani khule dekha hoe Vb + 0 + A
(in a year once the room having opened to see is )
TThe room is opened once a year.
3.2.4 v/ thak (the stem of the verb Tto stay1, fto live1)
A non-finite form (Vb in Vb + A or 0 in Vb +0 + A)
before auxiliary forms froms/ thak is with -a -on or -no 
endings
almarigulo khola thak Vb + A
(almiras to open let it remain
!Let the almirahs remain open1,
1. See for the non-finite forms in other endings, operators 
from v/ ja/V gi. § 3.3.15.
2. See for other non-finite endings operators froms/ thak.
§ 3.3.9
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jal khani chopie phela ^ a k l o  Vb + 0 + A
(the net having spread to drop remained)
*The fishing net remained spread1.
3*3 Operators : their function, position and meaning.
3.3.0 It is not possible to describe the function, position 
and meaning of those words which will be discussed as 
operators without taking into consideration those features of 
collocations and usage which bind them to specific forms of 
certain verbs.
The collocational relationships are illustrated below:
It is to be noted that a number of full verbs occur in 
the language which have in their finite forms - (i.e. stem +£Lnit€ 
ending) identity with the finite forms of certain of the 
operators.
It should also be noted that the function and meaning 
of the non-finite verbal forms in -e, -a, ~te, -le, etc. do 
not depend solely on the forms themselves but are also depend­
ent upon the form and function of the operator or the 
auxiliary or both which follow.
It has been seen that two verbal forms from the same 
stem do not function as verb and operator?- That is to say, 
collocational usage does not permit the use of two forms 
Vb + 0 from the same stem.When two forms from one stem occur 
successively they are treated as simple verbal forms, and not 
compound verbal forms. The non finite form in this case 
usually is with -le ending and in no other ending.^"
1. y  de and J ne are exceptions. See § 3*3.16 &  3.3.17.
phelle phelbo Vb + Vb
(If I want to throw I shall throw)
!I shall throw it away if I want to*.
gele jao Vb + Vb
(if you want to go go)
TGoJ if you want t o T 
That these two verbal forms are two separate verbal phrases 
is distinguished by marked stress and intonation. The pause 
between these forms and the possibility of insertion of some 
forms of other word classes between them are the formal 
criteria for distinction. In the case of Vb + 0, or Vb + 0  + A 
the three forms behave like a single unit verbal piece. The 
phrase is marked by a major stress on the first form of the 
whole phrase, tod syntactically there is no possibility of 
insertion of any other form within these two or three forms. 
This will be illustrated in the following discussion.
Examples are given to show the collocational possibi­
lities of the verbs with a particular operator. A few forms
1
are also listed at the end of the discussion of each operator.
It may also be recalled that a non-finite form before 
an auxiliary from is with ~a,~te, -le,-no or -on ending
and a non-finite form before an auxiliary from any of the 
three x/ ja/x/ gi, \/ achf \J chi and^/ thak, is with -a, -on 
or -no ending.
A non-finite form before an operator is with -e, -le*f 
-te or -a ending. A non finite form before a verb of structure 
Vb + Vb is with any of the non finite endings, -e, -le, -te,
1. The list is not meant to be exhaustive.
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-a, -on, and -no.
Operators : in Vb + 0 and Vb ,+ 0 + A structure*
3*3*1 ^/~kor (the stem of the verb *to doT)
Where a form fromV^kor is an operator, the non-
finite verb before it is with -a or -on ending*
Thus: D
ami tar J&rje dekha kori Vb-a + 0
(I his with to see do)
TI see him'*
amar tar J oge dekha kora hoe Vb-a +0 + A
(My his with to see to do is)
TI see himT,
Below are a few non-finite verbs in -a and -on 
ending*which collocate as Vb plus the finite form fromJ kor 
as operator,
(i) with -a ending: Vb-a + Qj kor
khela kora (to play), dekha kora (to see),
paka kora (to finalize or to settle)., 
baka kora (to bend), dhawa kora (to run after), 
nawa k$ra (to bathe), etc,
(ii) with -on ending ; Vb-en+ Q/ kor
lepo.n kora (to smear), lehan kora (to lick), palon 
kora (to obey), JoJon kora (to sulk, absorb) etc.
3*3*2 J pO£ (the stem of the verb Tto drop*, *to fallT).
With a form fromVpaf operator the non-finite
verb before it is with -a or -e ending. Some verbs are found
■with both -a and ~e ending, while some others are either in 
-a or -e ending only.
tomar nam kata -porbe
(your name to cut will’ fall)
*Your name will be struck offTt
Je co\ kore kete porlo
(he quickly having cut fell)
*He slipped away quickly* p
amra rupji i J ^ e J one nebe
(we Rupshi at station having got down will fall)
*We shall get down air* Rupshi Station*.
cor hate nate dhora po^e gelo Vb-a +0 + A
(thief to hand to catch having fallen went)
*The thief was caught red-handedh
Vb -a + Q/_p|r
kata po-pa (to slip away, to be struck off), cha^a 
po^a (to be deserted, to be let loose), badha pofa (to be bound,
to be hindered) mara po^a (to die, to suffer), dekha pofa (to
be caught), <\haka po^a (to be concealed), capa po^a .(to be 
suppressed, to be run over), etc.
Vb -e + Q/ pof
kede po^a (to request), bhege p^fa (to flee away), 
ket© pofa (to slip away), nebe po^a (to get down), lege 
pofa (to begin), phete pafa (to burst), cjhuke pofa (to enter), 
jhule popa (to swing), cuye pofa (to ooze), luye pofa (to lie), 
nuye pofa (to bend), bole pofa (to sit down), eJe po^a (to 
come) etc.
Vb-a + 0
Vb-e + 0
PaCbo Vb-e + 0
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Vb -a, -e + Q/ pof
chita pofa (to sprinkle), chite pofa (to slip), 
tkeka po^a (to be in difficulty), P°fa (^o be in diffi­
culty, to be stuck), kata pofa(to be struck off), kete po^a 
(to slip away), ghura po^a (to wheel round), ghure po^a (to 
wheel round) etc.
3*3*3 V""mor (the stem of the verb Tto die*).
The non-finite form before a form from >/rnor as an
operator is with -e ending, e.g.
ami khete mori *1 work hard*
(I having worked die)
Vb -e •+ 0 J mor
khete mora (to work hard), khele mora (to play hard), 
kede mora (to suffer), po-pe mora (to be involved), likhe mora 
(to be exhausted by constant writing) etc.
3*3*4 N/~dhor (the stem of the verb *to catch)
The non finite verb before an operator from the stem
dhor is with -a and -e ending.
0 kichudin dhore kagoje lekha dhoreche 
(he for a few days in paper to write has caught)
*He has started writing in the paper for a few days*.
mukh khultei lokgulu oke cheke dhorlo
(mouth on opening the men him having scared caught)
* People caught hold of him as soon as he opened his mouth*.
Vb -a + 0 s/ dhor
lekha dhora (to start writing), jawa dhora (to start 
going), nop dhora (to start moving), khela dhora (to start 
playing), Jekha dhora (to start learning), etc.
V b - e  + 0 J dhor
koJe dhora (to hold strongly), jopie dhora (to 
embrace), Xene dhora (to hold tight), khule dhora (to spread 
wide open), dhora (to hold tight), etc.
3#3*5 n/ boj (the stem of the verb Tto sit1)*
The non-finite form before an operator from the stem
TboJf'is with -e ending.
tui purono P°fa Job kheye boJechiJ
(you old to read all having eaten seatedT
*You have forgotten all the previous lessonsT.
V b - e  + 0 n/ boj
kheye boja (to forget, to spoil), gile boja (to usurp), 
cepe boja (to impose, to be a burden), pheke boja (to be 
hindered), rege boja (to get angry), b§ke boja (to be 
disagreeable) etc.
3*3-6 \J par (the stem of the verb Tto be able tor, !can*).
The non finite verb before an operator from the stem
\J par is with -te and -le ending.
tumi gele ekaj hote pare
(you if you go this work tb"~15e can)
rThis could be done if you goT£
8i
Se ekbar gie dekhle parto
(he once having gone ”if*™Ee sees could")
*he could go once to see*
Vb -te + 0 x/ par
hote para (to be), dekhte para (to tolerate, to see), 
jete para (to be able to go), dhorte para (to be able to catch), 
marte para (to be able to beat, kill), khete para (to be able 
to eat), alte para (to be able to come), etc.
Vb -le + Q/ par
dile — (better to give), gele — (better to go), khele - 
(better to eat)* Very few verbs occur as operator with 
ending -le.'*’
3*3*7 V ^ a r  (the stem of the verb * to kill1, *to beat*).
A non-finite verb before an operator from the stem
mar has endings-a and -e.
rat dupure tumi dorojae %oka. marl.e
(at midnight you at the door knock beat)
*You knocked at the door at midnight1,
1 . See -le ending: § 3*4.6.
The non finite form from the stem par with -a ending 
does not collocate with a non-finite form with -le ending 
before it. Only finite forms fromN/*rp&r are used in this 
context, e.g. dile paro, dile pari, dile pare etc. Hence 
a dash has been used to denote the absence of non finite 
form in -a ending, which is roughly equivalent to English 
infinitive.
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Vb -a + 0 N/ mar
thela mara (to push), jata mara (to press), dhakka 
mara (to push),guta mara (to push).
Vb -e + 0
pit© mara (to beat severely), piJe mara (to rub 
severely, to cause suffering), dhamke mara (to keep under 
threat).
3*3*8 \/ lag (the stem of the verb (*to stick to*, Tto begin*
*to cling*)
A non-finite verb before an operator from the stem
lag has -te ending.
tar por Je kadte lagle
(after that he to weep began)
*then he started weeping* *
Vb -te + 0 y ’lag
jete laga (to be going), khete laga (to start eating), 
dekhte laga (to go on seeing), marte laga (to continue beating), 
gaite laga (to start singing), popte laga (to start or to 
continue reading), etc.
3*3*9 \J thak (the stem of the verb *to stay*, *to remain*).
A non-finite form before an operator from the stem
*thak*has -a, -e or -te ending.
beikhani take tola thak
(the book in the shelf to raise let "it remain)
*Let the book remain there in the shelf*.
amra prayi Jekhane gie thaki 8 <J
(we often there having gone remain)
*We very often go there *.
rat baro^a obdi meye^i P_?fhp thakbe
(nigh twelve upto the girl to read will be)
*The girl will go on reading up to twelve at night*.
Vb -a +0  ^ /""thak
tola thaka (to remain raised), badha thaka (to remain 
bound), afka thaka (to be confined), jana thaka (to become 
known) etc.
Vb -e + 0 J thak
gie thaka (to go frequently), ghumie thaka (to 
remain asleep), lege thaka (to stick to), bole thaka (to 
remain seated, to sit idle), pope thaka (to remain) etc.
Vb -te + 0  y^thak
Junte thaka (to go on hearing), popte thaka (to 
continue to read), jete thaka (to continue going), korte thaka 
(to start or to continue doing), likhte thaka (to start or 
continue writing) etc.
3*3*10 J  dapa^(the stem of the verb *to stand*)
The non-finite verb before an operator from the stem
*dapa *has ending -e.
Jikkhak ajamatra amra _ u^he dapalam
(the teacher to come only we having raised stood)
*We stood up as soon as the teacher came in*.
1. This is a dissyllabic form. See extended form (C)VC3 - § 9.4*4* 
9 • ^  • S .
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Vb -e + 0 \/ dapa
phire dapano (to stand back), ghure dapano (to turn back) 
gheJe dapano (to stand by the side), gie dapano (to stop), 
thomke dapano (to stop suddenly) etc*
3*3*11 s/ phel (the stem of the verb !to throw*.)
The non-finite verb before an operator from the stem
phel has ending
tumi bapikhana kine phaLo
( you the house having bought throw)
'Buy the houseT
Vb ~e + 0 yj phel
kine phela (to buy), kore phela (to do, to complete), 
dekhe phela (to happen to see),dhuye. phela (to have washed), 
ke^e phela (to cut), mere phela (to kill, to beat), kede phela
(to burst into tears), heJe phela (to laugh), muche phela (to
rub) kheye phela (to eat off) chipe phela (to tear off),
J$rie phela (to remove), tule phela (to remove) etc*
3*3*12 7" dekh (the stem of the verb *to seeT)
The non-finite form before an operator from the stem 
dekh has ending -e.
amti bhari miJti Jiheyep dekho
( the mango very sweet having eaten see" )
T the mango is very sweet, taste it! T
Vb ~e + 0 dekh
kheye dekha (to taste), gie dekha (to go), kore 
dekha (to take chance), khuje dekha (to search), tule dekha 
(to have a look), takie dekha (to have a look), nie dekha (to 
take chance), khele dekha (to attempt to play), ghete dekha 
(to s e a r c h ) , khotie dekha (to take account, to look through)etc
3.3.13 "tol - (the stem of the verb Tto raise*)
Very few verbs function as non-finite in non causative
forms where the operators are from the stemTtol.* The forms from
this stem function as operators mainly with the non finite
verbs in causative forms* The non finite form has the -e ending
b ohu k o J X e t ak e cjeke tollam
( much with difficulty him having called I raised)
TI awakened him with much difficulty*c
Vb -e + 0 \/ tol
4,eke tola (to awaken), kore tola (to do, to complete), 
matie tola (to cheer up), jagie tola (to put in motion), 
khepie tola (to madden, to provoke), ghamie tola (to leave one 
in difficulty, to perturb), etc.
3.3*14 \/ pa (the stem of the verb Tto get1)
The non finite form before an operator from the stem
pa has ending -a or -te.
onekdin tomar dekha paini 
( many days your to see I get not)
?I have not seen you for a long time* *
a J° bagane golap dekhte pabe
(today also in garden rose to see you will get )
*Even now you will find some roses in the garden*
V b - a  +0 V~pa
dekha pawa (to see), Japa pawa (to get response) 
khola pawa (to find open, to find easy), etc.
Vb -te Os/ pa
dekhte pawa (to be able to see), miJte pawa (to have chance 
to mix), khete pawa (to have something to eat), bojte pawa 
(to be able to sit, to be allowed) etc.
3*3.15 s/~ja / J~ gi (the stems of the verb *to go*)
The non finite forms before an operator from
v T  jS/ 7" "gi have -e ending.
e bhabe khoroc korle dudinei pother
(in this way spend if one does in two days of the street
bhikhiri hoe .jabe
(beggar having been will go.)
*If he goes on spending like this, he will be a street beggar
within a short time *.
Vb -e + 0 J  ja/ J  gi
hoe jawa (to become), dhore jawa (to burn, to stop), 
u^he jawa (to go away), bod'lie jawa (to get changed), khete 
jawa (to go on working), pope jawa (to go on reading), pope
jawa (to drop, to fall), gulie jawa (to get forgotten),
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harie jawa (to get lost), palie jawa (to flee away, to abscond), 
die jawa (to give), likhe jawa (to write, to continue to write), 
me jawa (to take) chu^e jawa (to rush, to run quickly) etc,
3.3*16 N/ de (the stem of the verb !to giveT)
The non-finite forms before an operator from J  de
have ending -a, -e or -te*
rani bochore sakbar dfiakha den
( quin in a year once to see gives)
!The queen comes to the view once a yearT0
rakhal goruduto ekJathe „ juf„e. dilo
(shepherd the two cows in one with making pair gave)
1 The servant put the two cows togetherT*
oke ekhane keno alte dao
(him here why to come give)
TWhy do you allow him to come here?*
Vb -a + 0 y  de
khawa dsawa (to throw a party), dekha dawa (to come to 
the view), capa dsawa (to suppress), jata deowa (to press), ha^a 
dawa (to start walking), chi'];a dsewa (to spread, to spray),
■fheka dsawa (to give support), ^haiLa dawa (to push), dela dsawa 
(to swing), tola dsawa (to raise).
Vb -e + 0 J  de
chu^e dwwa (to throw), cjheke dsawa (to cover), ke^e dsawa 
(to cut), rekhe dsowa (to keep), mere dsawa (to beat, to win), 
che^e dsawa (to leave), c[hele dsawa (to pour), ‘thele dsowa (to 
push), phele dsawa (to throw away), tule dawa (to remove, to 
shift) , j^hie daiwa (to abolish), ^hokie dsawa (to cheat),
die dsewa (to give).
Vb -te + 0 */ de
aJte dsawa (to allow), c^hukte dsewa (to allow entrance), 
thakte dsewa (to let live, to leave), morte dsewa (to let one 
die), khelte dsawa (to allow to play), popte dawa (to send to 
school), bojte dawa (to offer seat).
3.3.17 V "  "ne (the stem of the verb *to take1)
The non-finite forms before an operator from>/ ne
have ending «e or -te.
ora naite gieche; colo amra e obJore
(they to bathe have gone go we this free time
kheye ni.
(having eaten take. )
TThey have gone to take a bath, let as have our meal in the
meantime.T
eimatro amra khete niechi
(this moment we to eat have taken)
!We have just started eating
Vb -e + 0 s/ ne
kheye nsawa (to eat), nie neewa (to take), ke^e neawa
(to cut, to deduct), jeye nsewa (to have gone), tule neawa (to
take away), kepe nsewa (to snatch away), kha^ie neawa (to get
one work), ceye nsawa (to want), \uke nsawa (to note down), 'ene
neawa (to collect), dekhe nsawa (to see (threat) );
2
nie neawa (to take) etc.
1. This verb takes as its non-finite verb before it from the 
same stem, taka’]; a rdie daoT (pay the money).
2. This verb takes as its non-finite verb before it from the 
same stem taka^a Tnie nao* (take the money).
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Vb -te + 0 y/~ne
bojte neawa (to attempt to sit), u|hte n&wa (to
attempt to get up), c[hukte neawa (to attempt to enter), khelte
neswa (to allow to play), etc,
3*3*13 \/"*aJ (the stem of the verb *to comeT)
The non-finite forms before an operator from J aJ
have -e ending,
amra Jomoy mo to cole ajbo
( we time according to having started shall come)
TWe shall come in time1,
Vb ~e + 0 V  aJ
cole aJa (to come), u"[;he aJa (to come away), dhore 
aJa (to begin to burn, to stop), dekhe aJa (to see), kheye 
aJa (to eat), phurie aJa (to be exhausted), kome aJa (to 
lessen), nie aJa (to bring), rekhe aJa (to leave), chepe aJa 
(to leave) etc,
3*3*19 N/”an (the stem of the verb Tto bring1)
The non-finite form before an operator from the stem
an has -e ending,
0 J ob - bscpar guchie eneche
( he all affairs Having winded Brought)
The has arranged everything \
Vb -e + 0 N/ an
tule ana (to bring out), u*J;hie ana (to pick out)
cine ana (to choose out), gupie ana (to wind up), guchie ana 
(to arrange), ceye ana (to beg), etc.
3.3*20 y/ u*|;h (the stem of the verb Tto get u p 1)
The non-finite form before an operator from the stem
\x\h has -e or -te ending,
ami na janiei gie uphlam
( I not having informed frHVing gone goT^upj'
TI went (there) without information,1
nao ebar .khete u^ha 
(take now to eat get up)
TWell, come and have your meal now!.
Vb- e  + 0 y/~uth
gie upha (to complete journey, to reach), Jere upha 
(to recover), kheye upha (to finish eating), bole upha (to 
start speaking), geye u^ha (to start singing), die u^ha (to 
complete giving), June upha (to be able to hear), jole u^ha 
(to burn out, to be furious), ka^ie upha (to escape), kore
utha (to be able to complete), etc,
3-3,21 x/”~ho (the stem of the verb T to be ¥)
The non-finite verb before an operator fromv/ ho
has -a (or in causative form -no) ending,
ami tomar jonne bhebe bhebe
( I  for you having thought having thought
Jara hoi 
finish am )
TI am much worried for you1.
V b - a  + 0
Jara howa (to be exhausted), paka howa (to be mature, 
to be confirmed), dekha howa (to be seen, to meet), etc.
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3.3*22 J  ach / J  chi (the stem of the verb fto b e ’)
The non-finite verb before an operator from J  ach / 
^/""chi has -a or -e ending.
ami maJchoek bjpJ\a achi
( I about six months to sit am )
*1 am unemployed for about six monthsT0
tumi kar jonne boJe ache
( you whose for having seated are )
fWho are you waiting for? ’
Vb -a + 0 J  ach / J  chi
boja —  (to be unemployed), laga —  (to continue to 
cling), jaga —  (to remain awake), etc.
Vb -e + 0 7  ach/ chi ^
boJe -- (to wait), jege -- (to be awake), mete -- (to 
be absorbed), bhule -- (to forget), ^ube -- (to be occupied), 
Jue (to lie down), jome -- (to be frozen), pope -- (to be 
left behind, to lie down), ceye -- (to look forward), etc.
1. See ’defective verb’, § 3*1*1*
2. Non-finite forms are not found from the stem ach/chi. For 
all non-finite and other finite verbs than Simple Present 
and Pastj -j?orms from J  thak (the stem of the verb ’to 
remain’) are substituted. See § 3*1*1*
There is no form from stem ’ach’ equivalent to English, 
infinitive ’to b e ’. A dash is used in place of * ’acha’, 
which is a theoretical form.
See S.K.Chatterji, 0 .D.B.L., pp. 1035-36.
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3.4 The function, position and meaning of the non-finites:
3*4.0 The function, position and meaning of an auxiliary 
and an operator in a sentence have already been stated. In 
this section the function of non-finite forms as a whole with 
different non-finite endings will be very briefly discussed.
It has been seen that the verb in Vb +0, Vb + A, 
and Vb + 0  + A structure has certain non finite endings, and 
0 in Vb + 0  + A  has certain non-finite endings. It is also to 
be noted that non-finite endings alone can not define and 
determine function or meaning of any non finite verb, operator
or auxiliary. It is the whole piece that is to be taken into
1 2 
consideration. Contextual and Collocational function are
of major importance in describing any function or meaning of a
non-finite or a finite verbal form or both* In determining an
operator or an auxiliary it has been seen that certain forms
collocate with certain forms, while certain others do not, and
that certain non-finite forms have certain endings while
ffvt
certain others have quite different endings.A&ifferent 
function of different non-finite forms with different endings 
will be made clear in the following discussion.
1. See J. R. Firth, The Technique of Semantics*! T.P.SM, 1935?
pp. 55-67.
C.K,Ogden and I.A.Richards, The Meaning of Meaning,
London, 1952.
C.K.Ogden and Malinowski, TheProblem of Meaning in 
Rrimit±VB_banguagas (Supplement” I)’, London, 1949, ~pp.296-336
B. Malinowski, Coral Gardens and Their Magic, Vol.II,
An Ethnographic Theory of Language, pp.3-747 
2* See J,R.Firth, <lModes of Meaning*} Essays and Studies^.
(The English Association), 1951.
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Non-finite endings; -a, -on, -noj -e, -te and -le.
1
A non-finite form with ending -a and -on is non­
causative. With -no it is causative. Forms in endings -e, 
and -le can be either non-causative or causative.
-te
3.4.1 Ending -a
A non-finite verbal form (Vb in Vb + A, Vb or 0 or 
both in Vb + 0  + A) with -a ending functions in sentences in 
passive construction, and (Vb in Vb + Vb, or Vb +0) in 
sentences in active construction. When, however, more than one 
form is found in succession with -a ending they are treated as
Examples:
-te + . .
—U't"—,a_H • . 
( CM) i-vioit)
cii •S)
-a + ..
ami 
( I
tar
his
J ox]e
with
dekha 
to see
kori 
do )
TI see himT Vb +0
-a+ . .
amar 
( my
tar
his
J o^e 
with
dekha 
to see
hoe 
is )
TI see h i m T Vb + A
amake dekha dite hoe
me to see to give is )
ami take dekha Juna
I him to see to hear
ami
I
lekha korte 
to write to read to do
TI have to be seenT 
Vb + 0 + A
kori *1 take care of himT 
”d7T0 Vb + 0
Vb + 0 + Vb
1. There are also two endings, -ba, and -bar which has the 
characteristic feature of taking a particle withnthem in 
all sentence type. So they are better treated as a special 
case. On formal grounds they can be treated as compound 
particles and not as non-finite endings. See Ch.i,-^-
2. See GtevI p.
3*4.2 Ending -on
The function of a non-finite form with -on ending is 
similar to that of a form with ending -a. The form may be Vb 
in Vb + A , Vb + 0  and Vb + 0  + A and 0 in Vb + 0 + A • In 
Vb + 0  +A structure where one (Vb or 0) is with -on ending, 
the other verbal fora can have any of the non-finite endings.
If two forms are in -on ending they are treated as 
Os 'double form, ' (supra)
Examples: (same as for -a)
It should be noted that the verbal form with endings 
-a, -on and -no may be represented by what is known as 
infinitives in English, e.g. jawa or jaon, fto g o !; koron,
*to d o T jawano Tto cause to g o T, korano * to cease to do* etc. 
And that a form with endings -a, -on or -no as the main verb 
usually takes a form froms/ kor or /"ho as operator^.
3.4*3 Ending -no
The use of the verbal forms in -nopending is very 
limited collocationally. It is found only with causative forms. 
A non-finite verbal form with -no ending functions exactly the 
same manner as a non-causative non-finite form with a ending, 
subjeot to the limitation of collocation. The non-finite verb 
before or after a form with -no ending has any non-finite 
ending.
Examples:
-no+., amake ta dekhano hoe TThat is shown to m e T
(me that to show is) Vb A
1. Forms with -on ending are specially used in dialects. See 
M.A.Hai, Nasals and Nasalization in Bengali., Dacca 
University, I960
no + take ojud khawano dhari N Vb + 0
(him medicine to cause to eat I catch)
TI cause him to take medicine1
-e + no + oke khatie newano hoe
(him having caused to work to cause to take is)
Vb + 0 + A
fHe is made to work hard1
-no +-le + ojud meJano thakle hoe Vb +0 + A
( medicine to cause to mix if remain is)
TIt is better if the medicine is mixed1
-no+ te + .# oJud meJano thakte hoe Vb +0 + A
(medicine to cause to mix to remain is)
TThe medicine should be mixed1
3 • A * A — e
Non-finite verbs with -e ending occurs only as Vb .in 
Vb + 0 structure# Vb may be preceded by several non finite 
verbal forms with ~te, le and -a. A form with ending -e is 
never found as Vb in Vb + A structure nor as 0 in Vb + 0 + A 
structured Verbal form with -e in Vbof Vb + 0 or Vb +0 + A 
structure may be represented by Ting! form in English, e#g# 
nie eJo (having brought come!) !bring along! 1 
-e + op# amj;a kheye phelo Vb + 0
(the mango having eaten drop) Teat the mango1
e + take mere 
(him having killed
phelle Vb + 0
drop) !you are killing him1
e + ekotha bole boJechi Vb + 0
(this word having said I have seated) Vb +0 
TI said this (uncautiously)1
1. Except when 0 in Vb + 0  + A is f r o m V  ho
Vb
-te-t -e take dekhte pere u'fhlam  ^ Vb + 0 + 0
(him to™see having been able raised)
TI managed to see himh
-a r-e Je boka kheye jae Vfc
(he to rebuke having eaten goes) Vb + 0 0
THe is rebukedh
-te*e+e ami uthte gie pope jai
( I to get up having gone having fallen go)
'I fall down when I try to get up’, yfr ^    f b + O
When Vb is preceded by a form with -le ending it is
found to be a different pattern* This point will be discussed 
1
with -le*
Note that the main verb with -e ending usually takes
— — 2
a form from J kor and ho as operatives.
In Vb + 0  structure endings -e, -a, -te, -le are 
possible with Vb.
In Vb + A all the endings except -e are possible in 
Vb* i.e. a form with ending -e is not possible as Vb in Vb + A, 
Just as in Vb + A so also in Vb + 0  + A, a form with 
ending -e is not possible as 0. That is, in a sentence of 
passive construction a form immediately before the auxiliary 
(Vb, in Vb + A, or 0 in Vb + 0  + A) can never have -e ending.
1. Note also the particles with -e : bole, koe, bo’fe, hoe, etc,
2. See § 3.3,1 and 3*3.21.
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3*4*5 —t ©
Non-finite verbs with -te ending occurs as Vb in all
three structures; viz. Vb + A, Vb +0, and Vb + 0 + A and also
as 0 in Vb + 0  + A.
A non finite Vb in -te ending may be followed by 
several other non-finite verbal forms with endings -a, -e, -te 
and -le.
Vb in Vb + 0 + A with -te ending may be followed by
any operator with any of the non-finite endings, except
ending -e; and 0 in Vb + 0 + A with -te may be preceeded by any
verb with any of the non-finite endings except -le, (subject
to the approval of the collocational usage).
Examples:
-te + - . ami dekhte pari *1 can see1 Vb + 0
(I to see can )
-te + - amar dekhte hoe * I have to see* Vb + A
( my to see is)
e+-te + . . amake boJe P^fte hoe Vb + 0 + A
(to me having seated to fall is) fI have to sit
down1
-te +le +.. ami oke dekhte parle hoe Vb + 0 + A
( I him to see if I can is ) TIt is enough if
I can see him*
-e+te+ - - ami boJe pofte pari vb + 0 +Vb
( I having seated to drop can ) fI can sit down1
-te * -e . (Not possible)
-te + -te + amake belte dite hoe ^b + 0  + A
(me to say to give is) TI have to allow to
speakf or
1I have to be allowed to speak!
~te + -le + take /©mse m©te dharte parle hoe
(him time according to to catch if can is)
Vb + 0 + A
T(I doubt) if (you) can catch him in timeT*
-a +~te + amar dekha korte hoe Vb + 0  + A
( my to see to do is)
fI have to meet?
-e+ -te + amake u^he po^te hoe Vb + 0  + A
(to me having got up to fall is)
11 have to get u p T
le+ -te + (Not possible)
Vb can not have -e ending in Vb + 0 + A structure
where the non-finite verb 0 is with -e ending; and a verb as 0
can not have -e ending in Vb + 0 + A structure where the Vb
is with -le ending.
Vb and 0 in this structure can have any other
non finite ending.
3*4*6 —le
Non-finite verbs with -le ending occur# as Vb in all
three structures, viz. Vb + 0, Vb + A, and Vb + 0  + A and also
as 0 in Vb + 0  + A.
In Vb +0, Vb with -le may be preceded by several 
other non-finite verbal forms with endings -a, -e, -te, but 
not with ending -le. When, however, two verbal forms occur 
with ending -le, they are found to be two different Vbs, or a 
double form*
In Vb + 0 + A structure a form with -le occurs as 
operator when Vb is found in -a, -e, -te.
Where the Vb form is with -le the operator can 
have any of the non-finite endings except -e.
Inathree-form verb piece where the first Vb form is 
with ending -le and the second is with ending -te, -le, -a, 
the first form is an independent non finite Vb and the second 
and the third together form a Vb *i- A structure and where 
the second form has -te, -le, -e, the first form is an
independent non-finite Vb and the second and the third
together form a Vb + 0 structure, and Vb in Vb + 0 and Vb + A 
behave in the same manner as in the case of two form verbal
« i 2piece of these structures*
Examples:
-le + . . ami dekhle pari Vb + 0
( I  if I see I can)
* I may have a lookT
- le + , . jaega^a dekhle_____ hoe Vb + A
(the place if one sees is)
TThe place may be visitedT
-le+a-t- . . kheaLati dekhle para ..jae Vb +Vb + A
(the game if one sees tob<e&?f'goes)
TThe game can be seen*
-a+-le+ . . ami kal bikele tar Jo^e dekha dile
( I tomorrow evening his with to see if one
pari Vb_____
gives I can) Vb + 0 + 0
TI Td better see him tomorrow evening1
1* That this is a different verb is recognized by the intonation 
and also by the pause, and by the possibility of inserting 
a particle or nominal form in between them.
2. Note: a non-finite form with -e ending occurs as Vb in 
V b + 0, and with -a ending occurs as Vb in Vb + A.(Supra)
-e+-le+* .kagojkani dekhe ______ dile_________ pari
( the paper having seen if one gives I can!
Vb + 0 + 0
*1 can well go through the paperf
-te+-le+*boi khani tomake dekhte dile_________pari
(the book to you to see if one gives I can)
___
Vb + 0 + 0
!I Td better give you the book to go through1
-le + -le(double)+.. cheleguluke dekhle______ Junle
(at the children if one sees if one hears
paro
you can) Vb + 0
*You can look after the childrenT
-le + -le(double)+o, ekhono lekhle pople
(even now it' one writes if one reads
pari J
you can) Vb + 0
!even now you can studyT
-a+-le+ . , tini a j dekha dile hoe Vb + 0 + A
(he today to see if he gives is)
T(I doubt) if he allows visitors todayT
-e+-le+. # laikhati dekhe________dile______ hoe
(the piece of writing having seen if one gives is
Vb + 0 + A
’I can see the paperT
-te+-le +.. lsekhati dekhte dile hoe
(the paper to see if one ^ ± v e s ~ T s )
TBetter to give the paper to seeT
-le+ -e+.. jhorna*(;a dekhle dekhe jao
(the fountain TF~you see~Tiaving seen~'”" go) Vb+ Vb+ 0
TYou can see the fountain if you likeT
-le+-a+. jhornala dekhle dekha jae
(the fountain if one sees to see goes) Vb + Vb + A
TThe fountain might be visitedh
-le+-te+ jhornata dekhle_____ dekhte pari
(the fountain if one sees to see I can)Vb + Vb + 0
TI may see the fountain b.
-le+-le( double ) + cheleguluke dekhle______Junle_____  pari
(the children if one sees if one hears 1 can)
Vb + 0
TI may look after the children \
-le+-te+ o* khele  khete hoe Vb +Vb + A
(if one eats to eat is)
TYou must have your meal if you want to 1,
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CHAPTER k
TEXTS
4*0 The Phonetic and phonological analyses have been
separately marked by the use of a separate notation in each 
case.
Four different notations have been used in this 
thesis4; They are:
1. Orthography,
2. Transliteration,
3. Phonetic transcription and 
4* Phonological notations.
4*1 In Bengali as in other languages** -with a long
literary tradition behind them, spelling and pronunciation are
often not in accord.
4*2 The transliteration is an augmented romanized version
of the spelling in the original characters, using consistently 
one letter or group of letters for each character of the 
Bengali alphabet.
4*3 In the phonetic transcription, the sounds of Bengali'
words are sought to be consistently represented by means of
I. P. A notations, with a few exceptions, e.g. c , j and y.
In I. P. A. c and j represent palatal plosives and palatal
%, See J.R. Firth:TPhonological features of some Indian
1 anguagesProceedings of the Second International Congress 
of Phonetic “Sciences 1935 . pp« 175^177.
7 \jC /C  Jr I v *  C U a *  , I
fricative respectively, whereas, I have used them for palato
alveolar voiceless and voiced affricates. y has been
used for I.P.A. j. It may be noted that even the phonetic
transcription, however narrow it might be, does not record
actual speech events in any sense, but makes observations of
certain features of a speech and symbolizes them in symbols
whose values depend on the particular sets of relations, in
1
which they are used*
a stands for a neutral open vowel neither front nor
back.
The phonetic transcription is given In square 
brackets to distinguish it from the systematic roman translit­
eration.
4.4. Phonological notation has been explained in the 
course of the thesis and need not be detailed here.
4.2.0 Transliteration
The roman letters used in this thesis for translit­
erating Bengali characters are the same as those used by
H.M. Lambert in her 'Introduction to the Devanagari script'
2with some modifications and additions,
I . Ibid..
2. H .M .Lambert (Introduction to the Devanagari Script, Oxford 
University Press, 1953* pp* 173-2315 adopted the All India 
Roman Alphabet system with some modifications and additions.
For comparison, the roman letters of the transliter-
1
ation system used in the linguistic survey of India have 
also been shown by the side of the corresponding Bengali 
characters.
In quoting the titles of books and in citations from 
Bengali AIR transliteration has been used. Diacritica?ls 
have not always been used with proper names which are usually 
spelt without them.
4.2.1 Vowel Characters
Bengali Character
Initial Vowel signs 
vowels.
A . I .R. Trans, 
literation.
L .S .I.Trans­
literation.
Symbol
used.
t
r
w
r e * © t
% <
0 
a
1 
ii
u
uu
r
e
9 if
o
a
a
i
T
u
u
ri
•
e
ai
o
au
0
a
i
u
uu
r
e
01
o
©u
linguistic Survey of India, edited by Sir George Greason. 
"Specially see vol. V, Part.I, p.27.
2. Syllabic r 'occurs only in some Sanskrit loanwords'.
See Lambert, op.cit, p,176
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4 .2.2
Bengali
Consonant Characters
Character
ft
vl
1?
\*ap»l
s5
15
<5
$
tt
Sf
*1
A .I.R.Trans­
literation.
k©
kh©
g9
gh©
39
C  9
ch©
jh©
J18
t9
the
c^ h©
n9
t©
th©
d©
dh©
n©
p© 
ph© 
b ©
L .S .I.Trans- Symbol
literation. used.
ka k ©
kha kh©
ga g©
gha gh©
9
na 39
cha c©
chha ch©
ja ja
jha jh©
Jl9
ta 19
tha
*
ths
da
dha <^ h©
na R9
ta t©
tha th©
da d©
dha dh©
na n©
pa p©
pha ph©
ba b©
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Bengali Character A.l.R. Trans- L.S.I. Trans- Symbol
literation literation used.
bho bha bho
3RT mo ma mo
IT
y© ya(ja) ye
¥
ro ra ro
1 0 la 1©
V0 va(ba) b©
J 0 sa Jo
"Sf Q sha £ 0
fT S 0 sa so
X ho ha ho
<5e» ra* r9
15o pho rha Uha✓% ys ya yo
0
*N
O
(s
m ")
0 h p.%
& N
1.2.3 Each consonant character of the Bengali script 
represents a syllable consisting either of a vowel or of a 
consonant followed by the first vowel of the vowel series. 
This vowel is usually referred to as the inherent vowel.'*' In 
referring to a consonant character of the Bengali syllabary,
1. The term Tinherent1 is from English traditional grammars 
and used here for transcriptional purpose only.
the inherent vowel is represented by 0, the phonetic 
notation of which maybe represented by I.P.A. symbol [o], 
e.g. boko [bok] * rebuke*.
When, however, an inherent 0 is not implied, it
1
is indicated by the sign ^ hosanta below the consonant. 
ThusAk and not k©, 5X m and not m©. The consonant v? 
t without a following vowel is represented by the sign S'
khanda t©, 1
f
The character % y© i's referred to as antastha
j©, to distinguish it from j©, referred to as vargiya j©.
1
The semi vowel >1 is referred to as antastha y© and is 
represented in Bengali by a modified form of the character 
with a dot below it.
The character v© is referred to as antastha bo,
to distinguish it from b© referred to as vargiya b©. This
character is*found in ©niy Sanskrit loan words.
1.2.1 Vowel characters are written in Bengali to represent 
syllables consisting of a vowel only, and vowel signs are
i
added to consonant characters to represent syllables consisting]
I
of an initial consonant followed by one of the vowels in the j
I
series. j
J
It has been said that the vowel <335 0 is the I
1. Sanskrit term Thalanta! Tending in a consonant?,
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inherent vowel of each of the consonant characters in the 
form in which they are given in the syllabary. It has no 
corresponding vowel sign. Vowel signs, corresponding to the 
other vowel characters are given below added to the consonant 
character k©,
<pr B Ci**.
ka ki kii ku kuri
¥
kr ke k©i ko k©u
Special forms of some of the characters with vowel signs:
&
gu ru ruu Su hu hr
1 o o * %
1.2.5 The signs o and ^  are marks added to
characters to represent some modification of the syllable it
represents. The °\ anusvar© and the (z) c©ndr©bindu
represent nasalisation. The sign ©nusvar© ° is
written to the right of a character. The vowel of the 
syllable which the character represents is nasalized. In the 
transliteration of examples, in roman letters, the ©nusvar© 
is transcribed as where two alternative spellings
3Q and ° are used, i] will be used for transliteration
1. Lambert calls them ’modifiers*. See her book I^ntroduction 
to the Devanagari Scriptr. p. 201.
i l l
©nttsvars added to vowels and the consonant character
«•> o
'R. N
v o
nf \
0n] a15] jjT) iittj uBj uun] e‘j sdi/j
V3°N
on) su n)
ksii)
^f;>
kam
N
kiirj kiiiT]
%  ' § ° x 4 ^ ° x ^ aN
kuT kuurn ke’d kslrrj
konj kQUJTj
4.2*6 The mark O  csndrsbindu is written above a character, 
the vowel of the syllable which the character represents is 
nasalized. In transliteration the sign ~ is written above
the corresponding letter. Condrobindu added to characters:
31 ^  ^ o  (S£ET ^  >3 ^
n tv ^ pj r-* N * w Ne a i li u uu e si o su
csndrsbindu added to consonant character 3^  ks with
vowel signs:
^ C1\0 t*, vS ^  \  w w V
^  <£t ^  QW G$t
iA,
ku kuu keks ka ki kii    ksi ko ksu
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4.2.7 The sign vissrg© o is -written to the right of a
character. This represents the voiced glottal fricative. In
o
the transcription of examples, in roman letters, the sign o 
!vis©rg©f is transcribed as h (with a ^ below the h) in 
order to distinguish it from u^m© h '3 * vis©rg0 added 
to vowels and the consonant character k©.
A0 f\
*ta S S
©h
V
ah
X
ih\ iihX
uh
X
uuh eh ©ihX X
oh
N
©uh
T P S ^ T g §>12 Ox G & O  ^ ° o
k©h
\
kah
\
kih
X
kiih
\
kuh
\
kuuh
X
keh kelh
X x
G W
koh
\
k©uh
\
The signs ©n.usvar© and viserg©
o o 
x o are also
written with the inherent vowel © preceeding. Thus °x 
is written as ©n and 8 is written as ©h. This may be 
compared with \& and ^ which are written as dq© and h©
respectively.
A set of examples is given below:
vSJTSf ^
©j© (goat) am© (mango) (brick) iido (name of <*.
S i *
ut© (camel) muq© (less) rr|© (debt)
$  gtf^gr ^
ek© (one) ©irab©t© (elephant) ©1© (name of a vegetable)
©up ©dh© (medicine) k©l©m© (pen) khal© (canal)
Q v
gal© (cheek) gh©rm© (house) r©iq (colour)
4.2.8 *Consonant characters may be combined to represent
two or more consonants which are to be realized consecutively,
without an intervening vowel. Characters formed in this way
1are referred to in Bengali as yuktak? ©r©. ?
A T yuktak^sr© T is transliterated in roman letters by a
group of letters. Thus 2> pal^ao,
psstao etc. In the transliteration the inherent vowel is
written after a group of consonant letters under the same
2condition as after a single consonant letter. e.g.
.jobde , and &  U  asts.
1. Lambert, op.cit. Chapter 3? p.208.
2. For details, See Lambert, op.cit. Dengali Section, Ch.3*
n 4•A.
4.5 Other notations
All punctuation marks are used as in English, e.g. 
, : comma,
; : semi-colon,
: full stop,
dash,
: hyphen,
? : Note of interrogation,
I : Note of exclamation,
1 ? : Inverted commas,
( ) : Round Brackets,
[ ] : Square Brackets.
Word for word renderings of English have been put
1
within round brackets ( ), and idiomatic English transla-
1
tion within inverted commas * T. Square brackets have
2
consistently been used for phonetic transcription.
The reading transcription is only used in Part One
and is neither strictly phonetic, nor is it the regular roman
3
transliteration but between the two.
I have chosen this reading transcription because it 
enables the reader to identify the forms I am drawing attention 
to more easily than either of the other two would, by compar­
ison with the same examples written in the Bengali orthography.
1. Infra.
2. Supra.
3. See Chapter I, footnote ). p, 1 $
l i b '
In the orthography the full stop is marked by an 
upright stroke of the same height as the upright stroke of 
a character, which is called *Kn® dapi.
4.6 Translation,
Word for word renderings have been given within round
brackets in order that the forms or phrases be recognized,
and then idiomatic English translations are given. It should
be clearly understood that the meaning of a sentence is
determined by the context of situation in which it is used by
1
the participants. So in translating Bengali sentences into 
English I have always kept in view the context of culture in 
which they are used.
1. SeeJ.R.Firth, The Technique of Semantics, 1935*
pp.55 - 67.
C.K. Ogden and I.A. Richards. The Meaning of Meaning, 
London, 1952.
C.K.Ogden and B. Malinowski, The Problem of Meaning
in Primitive Languages, (Supplement~T) London, 1949,
pp, ""59
B . Malinowski, Coral Gardens and Their Magic, Vol.II, 
An Ethnographic Theory of "Language, pp. 3-74.
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CHAPTER 5 
Bengali Vowel Articulations
5*0 In this section the vowel sounds of Bengali have been
described in general phonetic terms and are symbolized in 
terms of the I.P.A. chart.
This discussion is divided into two sub-sections: 
simple vowel articulations and diphthongal articulations.
5.1 Simple vowel articulations
5.1*0 A comprehensive description of the vowel qualities 
in Bengali is not desired. A few typical monosyllabic and 
dissyllabic one word verbal sentences are selected for 
examples. Approximate tongue positions of the respective 
vowels are shown in a vowel diagram with reference to my 
pronunciation of the forms which are chosen from the whole 
range of the verbal scatter.
5.1.1 [ i] represents a front unrounded vowel between
close and half close. The height of the tongue is between 
close, and half-close, the front part of the tongue is 
highest, the lips are spread or neutral, the opening between 
the jaws is narrow, e.g. [pi^a] Tto bea-£v, [pi^i] fI beat1.
5*1.2 [ e] represents a front unrounded vowel between
half-close and half open. The height of the tongue is between
half-close and half-open, the front of the tongue is raised, 
the lips are slightly spread or neutral, the opening between 
the jaws is medium, e.g. [pe^a] (alternative pronunciation of 
[pita] ), ’to beat1, [kheli] !I play1.
5.1.3 [ £Q] represents a front unrounded vowel between half-
open and open. The height of the tongue is between half-open 
and open and the front of the tongue is raised, the lips are 
slightly spread or neutral, the opening between the jaws is 
medium, e.g. [khssla] Tto play1.
5.1.4 [a] represents an unrounded open vowel but neither
front nor back. The height of the tongue is open, back of the 
front of the tongue is highest, the lips are neutral, the 
opening between the jaws is medium to wide. e.g. [ka^a] Tto 
cut1, [ka^i] TI cut1.
5.1.5 [ o] represents a back rounded vowel between half 
open and open. The height of the tongue is between
open and half-open, the back of the tongue is highest, the 
lips are rounded, the opening between the jaws is medium.
[bola] ’to say’.
5.1.6 [o] represents a back rounded vowel between half­
close and half-open. The height of the tongue is between half- 
close and half-open, the back of the tongue is highest, the
lips are rounded, the opening between the jaws is medium, 
e.g. [boli] !I sayT, [tole] The raises1
5.1.7 [u] represents a back rounded vowel between close
and half-close. The height of the tongue is between close and 
half-close, the back of the tongue is highest, the lips are 
rounded, the opening between the jaws is narrow, e.g. [tuli] 
fI raiseT
The total number of vowel symbols is seven. They 
are [ i], [ e] , [ ai], [a], [ o] , [o], and [u].
Forms with different endings have different vocalic
1
qualities in the stem syllables,
2
Diagram I - w s h o w s  the approximate tongue position 
of the vowels in the stem syllables of the forms in [ -i] 
ending; [piti], [kheli],[ka^i], [boli], [tuli]; and diagram II 
w-i-H shows the approximate tongue position of the vowels in 
the stem syllables of the forms in [-a] ending: [ pita] [ pe^a] , 
[khejla] , [ka^a] , [ bola] , [ tola] .
The cardinal vowels are underlined, Bengali vowels 
are shown in circles.
ln See for details Chapter 1Q#
2* See the d-iagram illustrating the tongue positions of 
Cardinal vowels; Daniel Jones, An English Pronouncing 
Dictionary (11th edition), frontispiece.
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1Text:
1. [ami take roj tekbar pi1>]
(I him daily once beat)
TI give him a beating every dayt
2. [amra bikele kheli ]
(we in the evening play}*
’We play in the eveningI
3. [ami nijhate gachti kati ]
(I by wen hand the tree cut)
’I cut the tree down myself’0
[Jono, golpota abar boli ]
(listen the story again I tell)
Tlistens I shall tell the story again’.
5* [ amiito oke Jokale c[eke tuli]
(It is me him in the morning having called raise)
’I am the one who wakes him up in the morning’.
6. [oke omon kore pet a ucit hoeni 1
(him such having done to beat proper is not)
’It was not right to beat him so hard’.
7. [rode kheaLa '[kikna ]
(in the sun to play right not)
’It is not good to play in the sun’.
8. [ bhota kaste die ki dhan kafa jae?]
(blunt sickle with what rice to cut goes)
’You can not reap rice with a blunt sickle! ’
9. [ ki hobe kichui bola jaena]
(what will be anything to say goes not)
7 No one can say what will happen7.
10. [tomar ghorkhani dokkhinmukho tola ucit chilo]
(you the house southfacing to build proper was)
TYou should have built the house facing south1.
5.2 Diphthongal articulations
5.2.0 For the purposes of the verbal forms the term
1
diphthong is justified at the phonetic level and is not 
required at other levels, because with the possible exception 
of the a few forms, diphthongs are
1* So far as I know, the diphthongs in Bengali have not been 
discussed at the structural level. Dr. S.K.Chatterji 
enumerates 25 diphthongs in Bengali. They are: i'S,. ia, 
io, iu; ei, ea, eo, eu; eee, seo; ai, ae, ao, au; oe, oa,
00; oi, oe, oa, ou; ui, ue, ua, uo. (See, 77 A Bengali
phonetic Reader7 ,. . . . p.20, § 4B-5O and also O.D.5.L.
M.A.Hai (see his article on 7 toyla sverrdhveni o dhvenir 
byobyo-haro* in 7Shahitya Patrika7» winter number, 2nd vol.
1365 B.S., Published by the author, from the Dept, of 
Bengali, University of Dacca.) gave an exhaustive list of 
30 diphthongs in Bengali. Among them IB are 7regular7 and
12 T irregular7. They are : (a) ii, iu, ei, eo, eu, sbo , ssy, 
ai, ao, au, ay, 00, oy, 00, ou, oi, oy, ui; (b) ia, ie,
io, ea, eo, sea, oa, oa, oe, ue, ua, uo.
All these are stated at only the phonetic level. No 
statements have been made about the system at the 
structural level within any grammatical category.
2. These are [ toula] , [doupa], [poucha], [thaopano], [ autano] qjtvA
1 3
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observed only in a sequence where m © and & V or two Vs
occur adjacently. These sequences occur only within a
1
single verbal form whose stem final is a V or 9, and the 
ending begins with a V.
Thus, [ai] in [khai] and [ka£ai] is a diphthong in 
articulation. The morphological division of stem and ending 
of the forms respectively is [kha~] + [-i] and [kata-] +
[-i], The phonological structure of the two forms are CV-V 
and CVCe—V respectively.
At the phonological level, therefore, two elements 
-VV or -©V will be set up for all diphthongs in a verbal 
form. But at that level every -VV or -©V sequence is not 
phonetically a diphthong. For example, for [-ie] in [die] and 
[ka^ie] -VV and -©V are stated but^honetic expression of 
the sequence [-ie] in both the forms is not diphthongal in 
articulation.
At the phonological level a phonetic diphthong in 
a verbal form is different from a phonetic diphthong in other
1, Interword - W  or -©V sequences either in two verbal 
forms occurring adjacently, or a verbal form and any 
other form coming before or after it, do not express a 
diphthongal articulation.
Thus in [tumi khete elo] ’come down to take your flaeal 
final [-e] in [khete] which is a verbal form, forms the 
first part of the sequence and [ e-] in [eJo] which is 
another verbal form, forms the'second part of the 
sequence [ -ee»] ; and in [tumi cjhaka eJo] ! come to Dacca’
* [-a] in [ c[haka] which is a nominal form, 
constitutes the first part and [ e-] in [eJo] which is a 
verbal form, constitutes the second part of the sequence 
[-ae-]. Neither of these two sequences [ -ee-] and [ -ae-] 
is a diphthong in articulation.
word classes. Thus, for the diphthongal articulation [-oi] 
in [boi] ’a book’, which is a nominal form or [oi] ’that’ 
which is a particle, a V is stated.^
In phonological formulae a - W  or -sV sequence in 
two morphologically different structures, i.e. stem and 
ending will be shown with a hyphen in between. Thus, [khae] 
will be shown as CV~V*
The total number of diphthongs found in Bengali 
verbal forms is . fifteen. They are represented by the follow- 
ing symbols: [ii], [ei], [ai], [oi], [ui]; [ffle], [ae], [au],•
[ oe] , [oe], [eao], [ao], [oo], [oo]; a n d [ o u ].2
1. Different statements about the diphthongs in other word 
classes than verbal forms will be necessary. It is 
neither possible, nor desirable to make an overall 
statement about the V system in different word classes, 
as is evident from the examples cited.
’Though the vowel qualities in nominal forms may be 
phonetically similar to those in verbal forms, the terms 
of the ”V” systems require separate phonological 
statement. The ”V ” system set up on the basis of the 
maximum commutation in paradigms of verb forms do not 
hold good for the systems of nominal structures or
those of other grammatical categories established for 
the particular ’restricted language’ of Bengali under 
description’. - J.R.Firth. Foraord: in 1C A»Hai? s A phonetic 
and phonological study of Nasals and Nasalization in Bengali ,^
p . IV .
2. tou] as a phonetic diphthong falls in the same class as the 
others, but a different statement will be made at the phono­
logical level, (see Footnote 2. p . IZ3 ) of* 
[-arOf^ tn©-]— and—E-are^ ano^  .
Besides these 15 diphthongs enumerated here, there may 
occur with some speakers in ’rapid style’ the following 
diphthongs in Bengali verbal forms; [ ie] as in [die], [io] 
as in [dio], [eo] as in [kheo], [ue] as in [Jue]; [oa] as 
[ Jowa] , [sea] as in [dtea],[uo] as in [ Juo] . In my usual 
pronunciation they are not found as diphthongs, but two 
vowels.
5.2.1 [ii] represents a diphthong in the articulation of
which the tongue starts from a rather close front vowel [i] 
and moves in the direction of a close front vowel, e.g. [dii] 
TI give1, [nii] !I take?.
5.2.2 [ei] represents a diphthong in the articulation of
which the tongue starts from the position of a front vowel 
somewhere between a half-open and a half-close vowel and moves 
in the direction of a close front vowel [i]. e.g. [dei] !I 
giveT (alternative pronunciation of [dii]. [nei] TI take* 
(alternative pronunciation of [nii],
5.2.3 [ ai] represents a diphthong in the articulation of
which the tongue starts from the position of an open vowel 
midway between front and back, and moves in the direction of 
a close front vowel [i]. e.g. [khai] *1 eatT, [pai] TI get*.
5.2.4 [oi] represents a diphthong in the articulation of
which the tongue starts from a vowel position somewhere 
between a half-open' and a half-close rounded back vowel and 
moves in the direction of a close front vowel [i]. e.g. [boi]
TI bear*.
5.2.5 [ui] represents a diphthong in the articulation of
which the tongue starts from the position of a close back 
vowel and moves in the direction of a close front vowel [i]. 
e.g. [Jui] *1 sleep*.
Front
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1. [ami roj take cakj;i kore ta^a dii ]
( I daily him one with rupee give)
TI pay him a rupee every day1
2. [ tomader laibreri-theke ami maJe dukhana
(your library - from I every month two
boi nei ] 
book take)
TI borrow two books every month from your library1
3 * [ amra dine eokbar khai ]
(We in a day once eat )
TWe have one meal a day.1
4. [ami tomar boier bojha boi ]
( I your of book burden carry)
TI always have to carry your booksJ
5, [ami doj-jar pore Jui]
( I of ten after go to bed)
11 don11 go to bed until after tenJ
5.2.6. [ £oe] represents a diphthong in the articulation of
which the tongue starts from the position of a front vowel 
somewhere between open and half-open and moves in: the direction 
of a front vowel between half-open and half-close. e.g 
[d&)e] fhe gives1, [n83e] The takes1.
5.2.7 [ae] represents a diphthong in the articulation of
which the tongue starts from the position of an open.vowel
half-way between front and back and moves in the direction of 
a front vowel between half-open and half-close, e*g* [khae]
*he eatsT, [pae], he gets*.
5.2.8 [oe] represents a diphthong in the articulation of
which the tongue starts from the position of a rounded back 
vowel between open and half-open and moves in the direction of 
a front vowel between half-open and half-close, e.g. [boe]
*he bears f,
5*2,9 [oe] represents a diphthong in the articulation of
which the tongue starts from the position of a rounded back 
vowel between half-open and half-close and moves in the 
direction of a front vowel between half-open and half-close, 
e.g. [Joe] The sleeps*.
Front
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1. [tarik chele bhalo, o roj alike kichu khabar dsee] 
(Traik boy good he daily to Ali some food gives)
*Tarik is a good boy, every day he gives Ali some of
his food!
2. [ora gorib, ja pa© tai khae]
(They poor whatever get that eat)
TThey are poor, they eat whatever they can get*.
3* [bhaggohiner bojha ke boe ?]
(of unfortunate burden who bear)
TWho carries the burden of unfortunate?*
*Who is to look after the poor? *
A. [Je derite Joe]
(he late goes to bed)
*He goes to bed late!.
5.2.10 [seo] represents a diphthong in the articulation of
which the tongue starts from the position of a front vowel 
between open and half-open and moves in the direction of a 
rounded back vowel between half-open and half-close. 
eu g. [deeo] *you give*, *give* *
[ nsso] * you take *, * take,* *
5,2*11 [ao] represents a diphthong in the articulation 
of which the tongue starts from the position of an open 
vowel between front and back and moves in the direction of 
a rounded back vowel between half-open and half-close, 
e.g. [khao] ’you eat*, ’eat.’’
[pao] ’you get', ’get.’’
5.2.12 [ oo] represents a diphthong in the articulation of 
which the tongue starts from the position of a rounded back 
vowel between open and half-open and moves in the direction 
of a rounded back vowel between half-open and half-close,
e.g. [boo] !you bear*, ’bear.’1
5.2.13 [oo] represents a diphthong in the articulation of 
which the tongue starts from the position of a rounded back 
vowel between half-open and half-close and moves in the 
direction of a rounded back vowel between half-open and 
half-close.
e.g, [ Joo] ’you sleep’ , ’sleep.’ ’
’The closing sound of the diphthong [oo] in [Joo] is
1closer than the initiating one’.
1. See M.A.Hai, ’A phonetic and phonological study of Nasals 
§pcl Nasalization in Bengali ’, i960, University of Dacca,
"p.37.
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1. [t*oslim baba, oi kolonr|;a daio ar ei boikhani nmo]
(taslim father that the pen give and this the book take)
TTaslim, dear, give me that pen and take this book! T
2. [tumito kichui khelena, mi £ t^ta aro ek^u khao]
(you something ate not the sweet and also a little
eat)
TYou have hardly eaten anything; have a little more sweet*.
3. [ onorthok ksmo bojha"|;a bool 
(Without meaning why the burden you carry).
TWhy do you put up with it?. T
4. [kobita ma onek rat hoeche ebar Joo.l
(kabita mother much night has become now go to bed)
TKabita, dear, it is late, go to bed nowT. f
5.2.14 [ou] represents a diphthong in the articulation of 
which the tongue starts from the position of a rounded back 
vowel between half-open and half-close and moves in the
direction of a rounded close back vowel [u]. e.g. [ doupa] ’run S’
5.2.15. [au] represents a diphthong in the articulation of which 
the tongue starts from the position of a neutral open vowel be-> 
tween front and back and moves in the direction of a rounded 
close back vowel [u] e.g. [autio] ’stir while boiling
.F ront1
Central
Back
BackFront
Text. [ranna hoe] gel© dut^a au];io]
(cooking having been gone the milk stir)
’Warm the milk after you have finished cooking’.
20 [ lok];ar pechone doupa]
(of the man behind run)
’run after that man’.
5•3 Nasalization of vowels in Bengali verbal forms
5.3*0 In the articulation of the vowels that have been
described above, the soft palate is raised and the nasal 
passage is thus closed with the result that no air can pass 
through it. This closure of the nasal passage is designated
fvelic closure*. If, however, there is no velic nor velar 
closure and the soft palate is lowered, the air can 
escape through both the nose and the mouth. The vowels that 
are pronounced in this way with the combined resonances of the 
nose and the mouth, are said to be nasalized,
5.3*1 In Bengali orthography a nasalized vowel is 
symbolized with a *condrabindu* (moon-dot) placed over the 
vowel itself where there is no consonant preceding it and over 
the consonant to which the vowel is affixed,
5*3*2 In our notation, the nasalized forms have been
represented by the I.P.A. symbol ~ placed over the symbol of 
the sound which is nasalized, e.g. [k&pe] The trembles*, 
[khope] *he digs*.
iTx
5*3*3 All Bengali vowels are subject to nasalization
2
process. The nasalized forms are called *onunasiko* 
(accompanied by nasality) as distinguished from fsnusvaro1 
(nasal-aftei°-sound) which includes consonantal nasals. For the 
articulation of the nasals there must be a closure in the 
oral cavity along with the lowering of the soft palate.
The choice of the point at which the closure occurs makes the
1. In contrast to velar closure, see K.L.Pike, Phonetics, p.$8
2. O.D.B.L. p.267* "
difference between a bilabial [m], alve/Lar [ n] , velar [33] and
1
other nasal sounds.
5#3.4 70nusvar©7 does not occur in Bengali verbal forms
2
except in a very few verbs* e.g. [bhang], [ bhaarrjca] , etc.
7 break77 7make faces atT.
35.3.5 Unlike certain other modern Indian languages, such
as Urdu, HindiA or Gujerati, nasalization in Bengali does not
1, The ’onunasik©7 or nasalized vowel differs from the 7©nusvar©7 
or nasal after sounds in the following respects: (i) The
19nusvar8 Wnasal after-sound is equivalent to a vowel plus 
one of the nasal alternants q, j~i , q, n, b or m necessitating 
a definite closure at some point in the oral cavity,
(ii) The ©nusvar© nasalizes the immediately preceding vowel, 
e.g. [ ro^] , 7colour7, [ ba^ jla] 7BengaliT. This nasalized 
vowel combined with the nasality accompanying the oral 
closure for the nasal after-sound makes the nasal component 
of the ©nusvar© much greater in extent than that of a nasal­
ized vowel (©nunasik©). e.g. [ba^jla] Bengali*, [baka] 7to 
bend7, [baca] Tto live7,
(iii) The ©nusvar© hase the effect of imparting to the 
following voiced consonant a simultaneous homorganic nasal 
component (*) which accompanies or covers the whole of the 
voicing component, so that we have only a weak plosive 
release owing to the opening of the nasal passage through­
out the period of the occlusion. In the case of the 
voiceless plosives, however, the nasal component accompanies 
only a portion of the closure.
(*) For simultaneous components, see Z.S. Harris,
Simultaneous components in Phonology, Language#, vol.20,
No,4. Oct,-Dec, 1944, pp.lBl - 245)#
2. See | 6.2
3# See, Firth7s remarks on 7marathi7 in this respect:
7 In the matter of the nasalization difference in vowels, 
Marathi is a special case. It has nothing like^functional 
importance of nasalization in Urdu, Hindi, or Gujerati, 7
Firth, TPhonological Features of some Indian Languages7, 
The Proceeding of the second International Congress of 
Phonetic Sciences, 1935.
See also, B.N. Prasad, A Phonetic and Phonological Study of 
Bho.ipuri, thesis submitted for the Degree of Ph.D.,
University of London, 1950.
distinguish one word from another, e.g. [haJa], [haJa], rto 
laughT. Both the forms, one with nasalized vowel and another 
without it, are used as variants without eaus-in-g any semantic 
difference. There are, however, about a hundred verbs written 
in the orthography with the 1condrobindu!, which are pro­
nounced either with, a nasalized vowel or with an oral vowel.
5.3*6 Nasalized vowels are also found in forms which 
include nasal consonants. In Bengali orthography there is no 
extra convention to indicate this nasalization of a vowel, 
which is due to the proximity of a nasal consonant.
Nasalization of a vowel due to its contact with a pre­
ceding or following nasal consonant is usually not as strong 
as the characteristic nasal tamb££ of independent nasaliza­
tion of a vowel, i.e. without there being any nasal consonant 
before or after it.^
Nasalization of a vowel preceded and followed by nas 
nasal consonants, e.g. [a] in [man] *obeyP is usually as 
strong as an independent nasal vowel, e.g. [a] in [kape] The
1. M.A.Hai suggests the same. See Nasals and Nasalization in 
Bengali, pp.120-121. §§ 134-137*
Dr. C. Ferguson and Munier Chowdhury, In an illuminating 
article entitled TThe Phonemes of BengaliT, observe-; .the 
phonemic nasality of the S C B nasal vowels is relatively 
weak and at times may even be a kind of breathiness rather 
than nasality in the strict sense. Accordingly, it some­
times happens that the nasal quality of#, phonemic ally oral 
vowel next to a nasal consonant is more striking phonetic­
ally than the nasal quality of a phonemically nasal vowel. 
(The phonemes of Bengali, g 5; Language, 36, 1. I960.
p* 37)
My kymograph tracings appear to support HaiTs statement.
shivers1. See kms, of [kape], The shiversT (No.l)
[nace] The dances1 (No,2), [ tane] ?he pulls1 (No.3),
[man$] The obey#* (No.l),
1
A nasal element with simultaneous aspiration is also
a significant feature in some Bengali verbal forms. Forms with
initial aspirated consonant followed by a nasalized vowel, or
with initial aspirated nasalized vowel exhibit simultaneous
2components of aspiration and nasalization, e.g. [gha^e] The 
stirsT and [haJe] !he laughs
n
j
5.3.7 For tke phonological purposes, nasality is dealt
with as a prosodic element of structure. In doing so the 
prosodic approach advocated by J„R.Firth, is applied.^
The following examples will illustrate Bengali verbal 
forms with nasalized vowel.
[a] - [k&pe] The shivers1, [bace] The lives T, [ radhe]
cooks !, [&ke] The draws*.
[ l] [ bidHt] TI prick T, [ chipi] *1 tearT.
[e] [kheci] !feelpullT, [ pheki] TI throw * [Jeki]
[&] [ khiftca] *to pull* [ Jfaka] *to bake*.
[5] [J5pa] Tto entrust*.
[5] [goja] *to thrust*.
[u] [khup i] ’I digT, [phuki] *1 blow (with mouth)Y,
1. For simultaneous components see Z,S. Harris, Simultaneous' 
Components in P h o n o l o g y Language, 20, 4* 1944. pp.187-245.
2. See J,R.Firth, Introduction to Harley?s Colloquial Hindustani 
p.XVI, Ton the combination of nasalization and aspirationf.
3. J.R.Firth, TSounds and ProsodiesT, T.P.S. 1943.
CNJ
Text: [pani ar bataJ chapa keu ki bace ]
(water and air without anyone what lives)
?No one can live without water and air1*
5.4 Duration.
5*4.0 Words of similar structure in Bengali may be differ­
entiated by reference to several features or by reference to 
a single feature. In this latter case the differentiation may, 
for instance, be by different items in the consonant system 
or by different items in the vowel system. It may also be 
by the presence or absence of nasality, or by the presence or 
absence of aspiration, or by the presence or absence of 
voicing. Differentiation of words in this way does not 
include differentiation in terms of vowel length* In 
colloquial Bengali there are no fpairs' of vowels, long and
short*"The quantity of Bengali vowels depends on the ryntm of
4
the sense group. At the phonological level therefore, quantity 
in terms of shortness and length will not be stated.
5.4.1 Although length is not distinctive, the measurable 
duration of a particular vowel in its various phonetic 
contexts varies according to the contexts themselves.
5.4.2 It has been observed that usually the vowel of a 
monosyllabic form pronounced in isolation, and the final 
vowel of a polysyllabic form are longer in duration than the
other vowels in polysyllabic form.
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This can be seen in Km. tracings of [pa], 7 get!7
Tyou get it7 7
(No.5)? [pat] Tspread7 (no.6),[ pate] 7he spreads7 (no.7).
In a diphthong the first element is longer.
5.4.3 In the phonetic transcription length marks will not
2be shown for typographical convenience.
1. Dr. S.K.Chatterji observes that 7Final syllables in 
polysyllabic words, especially when the vowel is followed 
by m, n, rj, 1 or r are slightly long when at the end of
a sense-group and'before a pause7. (See 7A Bengali phonetic 
. Reader7 , p.22.§ 55 hit has been observed in this
thesis that the final syllable of a polysyllabic word 
closed by any consonant is long in my pronunciation. 
Kymographic evidence supports this.
2. For a different convention see M.A.Hai, op.pit.
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CHAPTER 6 -*■ * A
Consonants in Bengali verbal form.
6.0 The articulatory labels attached to certain consonant 
sounds are related to the findings of a number of palatograms 
of sentences having these sounds. In the phonetic descriptions 
of places of articulation, the terminology is related where 
possible to the palatograms by means of the grid in the pocket 
on the back cover as follows;
6.0,1 Places of Articulation.
1. Bilabial : Palatograms do not show any wipe off for 
bilabial articulations.
2. Dental: refers to an articulation showing a wipe off 
in zone 1. The wipe off may extend as far back as to cover the 
whole area of zone 3, and part of zone 4.
3. Alveolar (non-retroflex): refers to an articulation in 
which the wipe off shows a contact in zones 3 and 4. (The wipe
off may occasionally extend as far forward as zone 2).
4. Post alveolar (retroflex): refers to an articulation 
in which the wipe off shows a contact in zone 4* The wipe off 
may extend as far back as to cover part of zone 5? and as far
forward as to cover the whole area of zone 3.
5. Alveolo-palatal: refers to an articulation in which 
the wipe off shows a contact from zone 7 to 3.
6. Velar: refers to an articulation which shows contact
in zone 7 or further back. The wipe off may extend as far forward
as zone 4p**v ^  ^
7. Glottal: Palatograms do not show any wipe off for 
glottal articulations.
1A2
The term apical is used to describe an articulation
in which the contact is made by the tip or the tip- and blade
of the tongue.
The term dorsal is employed to describe a tip-down 
articulation in which the contact is made by the front of the 
tongue or the back of the tongue or both.
The term labial is applied to an articulation in 
which the contact is made bv the two lips.
In Bengali the tip or tip and blade of the tongue
make contact for dental and alveolar wipe offs. They are
therefore apical.
In Bengali the tip of the tongue is down for all 
velar and alveolo-palatal contacts. They are therefore dorsal.
For a dental, an alveolar plosive, alveolar nasal, 
lateral, or a dorso-alveolar-palatal articulation the wipe off 
on the palate shows a complete contact.
For a tapped, flapped or a sibilant articulation the 
contact is incomplete,
6.0.2 Manner of articulations
Gonsonants are described under the following headings', 
plosive, flap, lateral,tap, sibilant and nasal.
Each is distinguished from the others, plosive, 
lateral, tap, flap and sibilant are labelled as non-nasal 
consonants.
During the articulation of a non-nasal consonant the
soft palate is raised and the passage through the nose is 
completely blocked and the air passes through the mouth. A non­
nasal consonant has the resonance cavity and the escape 
cavity in the mouth.
For the articulation of a nasal consonant the soft 
palate remains in its lowered position and the passage through 
the mouth is completely blocked or obstructed at a certain 
point due to the close contact of the articulating organs and 
the out-going air passes through the nose. A nasal consonant 
has resonance cavities in the mouth and nose and the escape 
cavity in the nose.
During the articulation of a plosive consonant the 
air passage is completely blocked at a certain point by the 
articulating organs and on release the air escapes with 
plosion.
For the articulation of a lateral consonant, the air 
passage is partly obstructed by the contact of the tip and 
blade of the tongue and the air passes out on one or both sides 
of the tongue.
A tap consonant is formed by a single tap of the tip 
of the tongue.
For the articulation of a flapped consonant, the 
contact is not maintained for any appreciable time.
During the articulation of a sibilant consonant the 
tip of the tongue is narrowed towards the alveolar region in 
such a way that the out-going air passes with an audible 
friction.
6.0.3 Different classes of consonants
The different classes of consonants are clearly 
distinguished kynaesthetically. Kymograph tracings also show 
different pictures for different classes of consonants. For 
example, a form containing a nasal consonant produces a 
different picture in the km, tracing from a form containing a 
non-nasal consonant. In order to show this difference, a few 
kymograms with simultaneous nasal and mouth tracings of some 
one-word verbal sentences, beginning with different consonants, 
are cited.
(8) [mat], (9; [boj], <10) [lag]^ (11) [tol], (12) [Ion]
Each of these kms. shows that there is a wave form on 
the N tracing, wherever there is a wave form on the M tracing, 
but the amplitude of the wave form varies considerably. These 
variations are of three types. The forms which begin with a 
nasal consonant show0 the greatest amplitude of the wave form, 
The forms which begin with a voiced consonant show lesser 
amplitude of wave form, and the forms which begin with a 
voiceless consonant shows the least amplitude of the wave form,
Kms. of [mat] (No.8), [boJ](No.9) and [lag](No.10)
show wave forms on the N tracing before X, a point chosen on 
M tracing for reference,which corresponds to the beginning of 
the vocalic articulation in the syllable. These forms involve

a nasal consonant, a voiced plosive and a lateral consonant 
articulation respectively. The greatest amplitude of wave forms 
in N tracing both before and after X is seen in the km. of 
[mat]. (No.8) The kms. of [tol] (No.11) and [Jon] (No.12 ) 
which involve a voiceless plosive and a sibilant consonantal 
articulation respectively, in the initial position do not show 
any wave form on the N line on the left of X,
This difference in the degree of amplitude of the
wave form in the N tracing is characteristic feature
associated with a form beginning with a nasal consonant, a
form with a non-nasal voiced consonant, and a form with a non-
1
nasal voiceless consonant respectively.
Similar differences in the degree of amplitude of
the wave form in the N tracing are also observed in the kms.
of the forms ending with different consonants. See the above
kms, of (8) [mat], (9)[boJ], (10) [lag], (11) [tol], (12) [Jon]
The five forms respectively involve a voiceless
plosive, a voiceless sibilant, a voiced plosive, a voiceless
lateral, and a voiceless nasal consonant finally.
•Vo
The point y corresponds the end of the vocalic
articulation. In the N tracing of the words [mat] (No*8) and 
[boj] (No.9) there is no prominent waveform on the right of y, 
Kms. of the forms [lag] (No. 10},[ tol] (No.lt-) and [Jon] (NoJ2)
1. M. A.Hai, in his thesis -’Nasals and Nasalization in Bengali’ 
has ably brought out these differences with the help of 
kymographic evidence. See, M.A.Hai’Nasal?and Nasalization 
in Bengali,1 University of Dacca, I960, p. 109. ff.
which respectively involve a final voiced plosive, a voiced 
lateral and a voiced nasal consonant articulation, show wave 
forms in the N tracing on the right of y, The degree of 
amplitude in the wave forms in N tracing is greater in the 
form which involve a nasal consonantal articulation (i.e. the 
form [Jon]) than a form involving a voiced consonantal articula­
tion (i.e. the form [lag] or [tol] „). This highest degree of 
amplitude in the wave form in N tracing is a characteristic 
feature associated with nasal consonantal articulation in the
final position. This helps us to distinguish a nasal consonant
1articulation from a non-nasal consonant in the final position.
Just as the difference between a nasal and a non-nasal 
consonantal articulation is observable in the kymograph 
tracings, so also the difference between a plosive and a non­
plosive consonantal articulation can be seen in the kymograph 
tracings. Compare, for example, kms. of [tol] (No.11) ,[lag]
(No.10) and [Jon] (No.12) for an initial plosive, lateral and 
sibilant consonantal articulation respectively, and kms. of 
[tol] (No.11), [lag] (No.10), and [boJ] (No,9) for final a 
lateral, plosive and sibilant articulation.
In the M tracing of [Jon] (Km Nol2) there is an
1. It may also be noted that the smaller degree of amplitude 
that is seen in the N line in the case of a voiced plosive, 
lateral, tap and other voiced articulations, is significant 
in itself but not so important from the point of view of 
nasality and is associated with characteristic non-nasal 
voiced articulation. See J, Carnochan, TA study in the 
phonology of an Iglboef Speaker, T B.S.O.A.S, Vol.XII, part2, 
194#, pp.417-26.
See also R.H.Robins, TVowel nasality in Sundaneser- Tstudies 
in linguistic analysis1, special volume of the Philological 
Society, 1957, pp.97
upward displacement of the wave form to the left of X, which 
is a feature of the slow release of the fricative sound [J-] 
in [Jon].
In the M tracings of [tol] (Km.No.11) and [boj]
(Km,No.9) the sudden release of the plosive sounds [t-] and
[b-] respectively in [tol] and [boj] is shown by slight disturb­
ance.
The feature of lateral release of [1-] in the form 
[lag] (Km.No.10) is also seen at the point X, from where the 
amplitude in the wave form gradually increases, in the M 
tracing.
Features of the final articulations of [boj], [tol], 
[lag] and [mat] are also seen in the kymographs. In the M 
tracing of the km. of [boj] (No.9) the upward displacement in 
the wave form begins with the release. In the km. of [tol]
(No,11) there is a gradual diminution in the amplitude of the 
wave form with lateral release. In the kms. of [mat] (No.8) 
and [lag] (No.10) the diminished wave form continues for only 
a few cycles.
The consonant articulations are either:
I, Simple consonantal articulation, or
II. Complex consonantal articulation.
6.1 Simple Consonantal articulations
6.1.0. Simple consonantal sounds are short in duration* and
involve less energetic movements of the articulating organs 
than complex consonantal articulations. They can occur
initially, intervocalically, and finally. 
6„101 Simple Plosive Consonants
According to their place of articulation the plosive 
consonants in Bengali are discussed under five heads: velar, 
alveolo-palatal, post-alveolar (retroflex), dental and 
bilabial, ^
In order to show their differences the following 
palatograms of one-word verbal sentences beginning with
different plosive consonants in initial position are cited:
Pm. No. 1 [ kom]
s? No. 2 [ cip]
No. 3 [ tip]
f? No, 4 [ tap]
N No. 5 [pa ]
The Pm, (No.l) of the form [kom] shows a contact in
the two corners of the back of the artificial palate. There is 
a tendency of linking the two bits of wipe off in the two 
corners on the centre of the back of the artificial palate. 
This shows that the back of the tongue is raised behind the 
hard palate but does not always reach the artificial palate
I. In traditional grammar books plosive consonants are
arranged discussed under five Tvargas! or series: ksnthye 
verge or velar series, talsby© v©rg© or palatal series, 
murdh©r|y© v©rg© or cerebral series, d©nty© v©rg© or dental 
series, opthy© v©rg© or bilabial series. I have used all 
these terms except !palatal1 for which I use the term
1alveolo-palatal1.
1. [lorn]
2. [cip] 3. tt*P]
4. [tap] 5. [pa]
to leave any impression0[k-] in [kom] is a velar articulation, 
pm„ (No.l) of [kom] may be compared with the pms. (Nos,3 and 4) 
of [t^p] and C Pap] which do not show such tendency of linking
the wipe offs on the two corners.
The pm, (No,2) of the form [cip] shows a wipe off 
covering a wide area from zone 3 up to zone 7? leaving an 
unwiped area along the centre of the palate, which extends up 
to zone 5* In the articulation of [ c-] in [cip] the tip of 
the tongue is down, [c«] in [c£p] is an alveolapalatal 
articulation.
The pm, (No,3) of the form [tip] shows a bow shaped 
wipe off covering a part of zone 4 and a part of zone 3* For
the articulation of [t“] in [ tip] the tip of the tongue makes
contact, [t-] in [tip] is a post alveolar (retroflex) articu­
lation.
The pm, (No,4) of the form [tap] shows a wipe off
covering the whole area from zone 1 to 3 and a portion on the
left and right of zone 4. For the articulation of [t-] in [tap] 
the tip and blade of the tongue make contact. [t-] in [tap] is 
a dental articulation.
The pm. (No.5) of [pa] does not show any wipe off.
For the articulation of [p~] in [pa] the-two lips make contact,
[p—] in [pa] is a bilabial articulation.
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Similar differences in the wipe offs are also 
observed in the pms, of the forms ending with different 
classes of plosive consonants.
See pms, of the forms:
pm. No.6. [pak]
pm. No,7 [kac]
pm. No,8 [pit]
pm. No,9 [pat]
pm. No,10 [map]
The pm. (No.6) of [pak] shows slight contact of the 
back of the tongue at the two ends of the base line of the 
artificial palate. The wipe off does not reach the third molar 
line. There is also a linking tendency of the two bits of wipe 
off of the two corners in the centre of the back of the palate.
The pm. (No,7) of [kac] shows a wipe off covering a 
wide area from zone 3 up to zone 7, leaving an unwiped area in 
the centre of the tongue. It shows the same feature as that of 
the form [cip] (pm. No.2)*
The pm, (No,8) of [pit] shows a bow-shaped wipe off 
covering a part of zone 4 and part of zone 3. The wipe off 
shows almost similar feature to that of [ t^p] (pm» No.3)*
The pm, (No.9) of [pat] shows a wipe off covering
zones 1 to 3 and a part of zone 4 on the right and left of
central zonal line. The wipe off shows similar feature to
that of [tap] (pm,No,4).
6. [pak]
h
7. [kac] 8. [pit]
9 . [ pat] 10. [map]
The pm. (No,10) of [map] shows slight contact of the 
back of the tongue at the two ends of the base line of the 
artificial palate. This corresponds to the raising of the 
tongue for the vocalic articulation [a] before [-p]f
[-k] in [pak], [-c] in [kac], [4 ] in [pit], [-t] in 
[pat] and [-p] in [map] are respectively a velar, alveolo-
palatal, post-alveolar (retroflex), dental and bilabial 
plosive consonants.
The plosive consonants are further distinguished by- 
two features of voice and aspiration.
Following kms, with simultaneous mouth and larynx 
tracings of some one-word verbal sentences with different 
consonants in initial position are cited,
(1 3 ) [pake] (Ik) [khate]
(15) [bujhe] (16) [bhoge]
Each of these kms, shows that there is a wave form 
on the L tracing wherever there is a wave form on the M 
tracing but the amplitude of the wave forms varies consider­
ably, The period of presence of prominent wave forms in the M 
tracing to the right of X corresponds with the vocalic 
articulation of the first syllable of the forms.
There are prominent wave forms in the L tracing to 
the left of X, of the tracings of the forms [bujhe] (No,15)
and [bhoge] (No,16), parallel to the oral closure in the M
tracing. There is no such prominent wave form# to the left of
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X in the L tracing of the forms [ pake] (No. 13) and [kha^e] 
(No„14)* The wave forms in the L tracing of [bujhe] (No. 15) 
and [bhoge] (No.l6) to the left of X parallel with the closure 
in the M tracing correspond to the vibration of the vocal 
cords during the consonantal articulation of syllable one of 
these forms. The absence of wave forms in the L tracing of 
kms. of [pake] (No.13) and [kha^e] (No,14) to the left of X 
parallel with oral closure in the M tracing corresponds to 
the absence of vibration of the vocal cords during the period 
of articulation of the consonant in the first syllable of 
these forms.
There is a vertical displacement of the wave forms in 
M tracing to the left of X in the tracings of [pake] (No.13) 
and [khate] (No,14) parallel to which there is no wave form in
the L tracing. This displacement continues for a considerable
period in the tracing of [kha^e] (No,14), which corresponds 
to the increased breath force in the voiceless articulation ,
The displacement of wave form in the M tracing before X, of
the form [pake] (No,13) does not continue for a considerable 
period but shows slight disturbance, which corresponds to the 
absence of increased breathforce in the voiceless articulation.
In the tracings of [bhoge] (No,16) and [bujhe] (No.15) 
where the prominent wave forms continue in the L tracing from 
before X, there is an upward displacement in the wave form in 
M tracing at the left of I, of the form [bhoge] (No,16) which 
corresponds to the increased breathforce in the voiced 
articulation. In the tracings of [bujhe] (No,15) there is no
such displacement in the M tracing, which corresponds to the
absence of increased breathforce in the voiced articulation.
These different types of consonantal release of the
forms [pake], [kha*[e], [bujhe] and [bhoge] will be termed
voiceless unaspirated, voiceless aspirated, voiced unaspirated
and voiced aspirated respectively.
Similar differences in the wave forms are also
observed in the kms, of the words ending with different
consonants. See, for instance, the kms. of [pak] (No, 17)
No. No. No.
[dsakh] (18), [ bhog] (19) and [bujh] (3L0) which involve
respectively, a voiceless unaspirated, a voiceless aspirated,
a voiced unaspirated, and a voiced aspirated consonant. The
point in the tracings corresponds with the ending of the
vocalic articulation.
In the kms. of [pak] (No, 17] and [deekh] (No. 18)
containing a final voiceless plosive articulation, the L
tracing does not show any wave form beyond the point y, while
in the kms. of [bhog] (No,19) and [bujh] (No,20) containing
voiced plosive articulation the wave forms continue across
point y in the L tracing.
There is an upward displacement of the wave forms to
the right of Y in M tracings of the forms [ deskh] (No. 18) and
[bujh] (No.20) containing aspirated plosive articultaion. The
voiced plosive in the final position, just as in the initial
position, can be differentiated from the voiceless ones by the
fact that they produce prominent wave forms in L tracing; and
aspirated plosives from the unaspirated ones by the fact that
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they show an upward displacement in the wave forms in M 
tracing,,
In Bengali verbal forms plosive consonants of all five 
series - velar, alveolo-palatal, retroflex, dental and 
bilabial occur in all three positions, initial, medial and 
final, as can be seen from the following examples.
(a) Initially
voiceless
unaspirated
voiceless
aspirated
voiced
unaspirated
voiced
aspirated
Velar I k-] [kh-1 [g-3 [gh-]
[kat] [khat] [gal] [ghur]
Alveolo-
palatal
[c-]
[ cap]
[ da-]
[chap]
[ j~]
[ jap]
[ jh-]
[ jhul]
Retroflex Ct-] Cth-] w [<¥*-]
Ctik] [thek] [<lak] [ 4hak]
Dental [t-] [ th-] [d-] [dh-]
[tol] [ thak] [ de3kh] [dhor]
Bilabial [p-] [ph-] [ b-] [bh-]
[pat]
■
[phSr] [ bol] [bhab]
(b) Intervocnlically*
Velar [-k-]
[pake]
[-kh-]
[ dakhe]
[-g-]
[ jage]
m*
Alveolo-
palatal
[-C-]
[kace]
[-ch-]
[moche]
C-j-]
[baje]
[-jh-]
[b®jhe]
Retroflex c-t-i
[pits]
[th-]
[uthe]
- -
Dental [-t-]
[pate]
[-th-]
[mothe]
[ -d-]
[ k&de]
[-dh-]
[ Jadhe]
Bilabial [ -p-3 
[mape]
[-ph-] 
[lophe]
C-b-3
Kabe]
[-bh-] 
[nibhe]
(c) Finally
velar [-k]
[pak]
[-kh]
[ drakh]
[ -g]
[ jag]
-
Alveolo- [-c] [ -ch] [-j] [-jh]
palatal
[ kac] [moch] [baj] [bajh]
Retroflex [~tl
[pit]
[-th]
[oth] -
Dental [-t] [ -th] C-d] [ -dh]
1
[pat] [moth] [kad] [ Jadh]
{ Bilabial [-p]
[ map]
-- — .....
[ -b]
K a b ]
& 0
(a) Initial plosives
The following plosive consonants occur initially:
[k-], [kh-], [g-], [gh-], [c-], [ch-] [j-], [jh-], [t-],
ith~h [ ^ “]> It-h [th-]f'[d-], [dh-], [p-], [ph-],
[b-], and [bh-],
Initial velar plosives are represented by the phoentic
transcriptions: [k-], [kh-], [g-], [gh-].
For the articulation of [k-] in the example [kom] the back
of the tongue is raised against the velum and on release the
air passes with an audible plosion, the vocal cords do not
vibrate. The tip of the tongue is down during the articulation.
The pm. (No.l) of the form [kom] shows a wipe off in
the two corners of the back of the artificial palate, which does
not
j<Nextend up to the 3rd. molar line. There is a tendency of linking 
the two wipe offs on th^back of the artificial palate. The 
type of wipe offJJwhich is associated with a dorsal velar con­
tact on the artificial palate is typical of initial [k-], 
medial [-k-] and final [-k], See pm - of [kom] (No.l) and 
[pak] (No,6). In some pms. of the forms with initial [k-] 
the wipe off extends further forward on the two sides of the 
artificial palate so as to reach 1st molar line.
AppenoUjc)
Km, of the form [kac] (-N©— ^-) shows that there is no
wave form in the L tracing before the point X, and that there 
is a little disturbance to the left of X in the M tracing.
These correspond to the voiceless unaspirated articulation of
the syllable initial in the form. 157
For the articulation of [kh-] in the example [khabe]
exhalation of breathforce is greater than for [k-] in [kome]
and aspiration is heard during the release. The vocal cords do
not vibrate during the initial closure and breathy release.
The pm. (No,45)Aof the form [khabe] gives similar
wipe off in the corners of the back of the artificial palate,
which extends up to the 3rd molar line.
For the articulation of [g-] and [gh-] in the examples
[gabe] and [ghame] the vocal cords vibrate, and the exhalation
of breathforce is greater during the articulation of [gh-] in
[ghame] than for [g-] in [gabe], and aspiration is heard
during the release of the [gh-] in [ghame].
The pms. of the forms [gabe] and [ ghamfe] show similar
wipe offs to that of [khabe]. The tendency* of linking is seen
1
in all three pms.
Kms. of the forms[kace] (No, 34 )[ kha*(;e] (No, 14), [ gabe] 
(NO.35 ) and [ghame] (No,36)Mcan be compared.
In general phonetic terms [k-], [kh-], [g-] and [ gh-] 
may be described as voiceless unaspirated, voiceless aspirated 
voiced unaspirated and voiced aspirated velar plosives 
respectively.
Initial alveolo-palatal plosives are represented by the 
phonetic transcriptions : [c-], [ch-], [j~], and [jh-]. They
1.’ Palatograms of [kom] and [kt&be] can be taken as repre­
sentative for initial velar articulation. Pms, with [g-] 
and [gh-] are not cited.
represent respectively an initial voiceless unaspirated,•voice­
less aspirated, voiced unaspirated and voiced aspirated 
alveolo-palatal affricated plosive consonant.
For the articulation of [ c~] in [cape] the main body 
of the tongue is firmly fixed against the roof of the mouth, 
the air is compressed by pressure from the lungs and when the 
air is released it escapes from the mouth with an affricated 
plosion. The central part of the back of the front of the 
tongue does not reach the roof of the mouth. The tip of the 
tongue is down during the articulation.
The pms1. of the form& [ cip] (No. 2) shows a wipe off 
covering a wide area from zone 3 up to zone 7, leaving an 
unwiped area along the centre of the palate, which extends 
from zone 7 to^. In traditional grammar books and in Bengali 
orthography the sound is regarded as Ttal9by9T or palatal.
1
Some phoneticians have regarded these sounds as affricates^
2
while others as plosives, I classify these sounds as alveolo-
3
palatal plosives.
1. See S.K.Chatterji, A Bengali Phonetic Reader. §20.
B.R.Saksena, Evolution of Awadhia § 30.
Muhiuddin QadriV Hxnclustani Phoneticsf p. 82.
2. See J.R,Firth, Intro due t ion to Harley * s Collo quial
Hindustani T p, XVI, 
and also T.Grahame TTalTey, Punjabi Phonetic Reader. p.XI. 
There he expressly remarks that these sounds [-c-J, [-j~] 
are essentially different from the groups [ —tJ*—] , [-dz~] 
etc. See also Lambert, Marathi Language Course, p.10.
S.M* Katre, Thp formation of Konkani §84. and Konkani 
phonetics, § 15. Hornley, Grammar of the Goudian 
LanguagST' p. 7.
3. M.A.Hai, in his thesis did not accept the traditional 
terminology 1 palatal * for this series. According to his 
classification these are Tdorso alveolarT sounds. See 
?Nasals and Nasalization in Bengali1 r p.185. His pms, 
show wipe’"offs further forward than those of mine.
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The pm, of the form [jape] (Wo. 47) shows wipe off extend- 
ing up to canine line; the pm. of the form [chape] (No. 46 )* shows 
a wipe off slightly more forward than for [ cape] or [ jope] ; in 
the pm, of [jhume] (No.48) the wipe off does not reach up to 
canine line. The tongue is retracted because of the presence of 
the following back vowel [-u]. With a following back vowel [c-] 
is more retracted and with a front vowel after it, it is more 
advanced. The initial [c-] in [cipe] which is followed by a 
front vowel [i] is slightly more advanced than the initial [c-] 
in [cume] which is followed by back vowel [-u-]. See pms, of 
[cipe] (No,11) and [cume](No. 12),
Kms. of the forms with initial [c-], [ch-], [j-] and [jh-] 
show similar features of voicing and voicelessness, aspiration 
and absence of aspiration. See kms, of [ cillae](No.37)* [ chilae] 
(No* 38)^  and [jope] (No. 24) a).
Initial retroflex plosive consonants are represented by 
the phonetic transcriptions: [*(;-]> [t*1-]^ l<\r] and [<3,h-].
[ t-3 represents a voiceless unaspirated retroflex plosive; 
[ th-] represents a voiceless aspirated retroflex plosive;
[ c(-] represents a voiced unaspirated retroflex plosive; 
[c(h] represents a voiced aspirated retroflex plosive.
For the articulation of the retroflex plosive [t-] in 
the word [tip] air passage is completely blocked by curling
back the tip of the tongue and bringing it into contact at some 
point above the upper gum between the denti-alveolar and the 
pre-palatal zones. There is a hollow cavity in the mouth, and 
the air is released with an audible retroflexion.
11. [ cipe] 12. [cume]
3. [tip] 13* [tok]
15. [dobo]Ik. [dibi]
The actual point of articulation depends on the position 
of [ \ ] in “the -word and the nature of the adjoining vowels,
The pm, of [tip] (No, 3) shows a wipe off covering a part 
of zone 4 and extending as far forward as to cover a part of 
zone 3. The pm, of [tok](No,13) shows a wipe off which covers 
part of zone 4 and extends slightly forward than- canine line*
The hollow cavity in the mouth cannot be recognized by seeing 
the palatograms only. It is distinctly noticeable at the level
1 _ (AppewUx)
of perception. The pm, of L <takj (No, 50)„ shows a bow shaped
wipe off which covers the whole of zone 4 and does not extend
forward beyond the canine line,
(>Vp(
The pm. of [thek](No.49)Ashows a bow shaped wipe off 
which covers only zone 4.
The kms. of the forms with initial [ t~] > [ t*1"] > [A."] and 
[c|h-] show similar features of voicing and aspiration and 
absence of them as for the other voiced, voiceless and aspirated 
and unaspirated plosive consonant articulation. See Kms.of
_ (Afpe^l
[ tip] (NO. 40), [ thek] (No. 41 )A and I c|akae] (No, 22) (r. .
In terms of place of articulation [t“]> tt^1"]? 1$-] an^
[ c|h-] of the forms cited above, may be termed as post alveolar
1, It is observed in the present research that the dark quality 
in retroflex articulation is not so marked in Bengali as in 
other modern Indian languages. It is also observed that the 
retroflex apical contact in most utterances in Bengali is not 
so far back as the retroflex apical contact in other modern 
Indian languages. M.S. De Silva observed similar feature in 
Sinhalese, See Verbal piece in Colloquial Sinhalese? A Phono­
logical Study. Thesis submitted for the degree M,A. in the 
University of London. 1957*
plosive, but since the posture of the tongue is different from 
the posture of the tongue for an alveolar consonantal articula­
tion, I use the term TretroflexT which is widely used in both
1
traditional and modern descriptive linguistics*
Initial dental plosives consonants are represented by the 
phonetic transcriptions: [t-], [th-], [d-], [dh-].
[ t-] represents a voiceless unaspirated dental plosive: 
[th-] represents a voiceless aspirated dental plosive:
[d-] represents a voiced unaspirated dental plosive:
[dh-] represents a voiced aspirated dental plosive*
For the articulation of the dental plosive consonant [ t-] 
in [tape] the tip and blade of the tongue is raised against 
the upper teeth and teeth-ridge.
Cr.iitSA) (ApfUt^Usc)
The pms* of [ tap#] (No, 4), [ thame] (No. 51 )Af and [ dome] (No, 52)
X
show wipe offs covering an area from zone 1 to 3 and extended 
as far back as a part of zone 4.
The Kms. of the forms [ tape] (No, 42), [ thame] (No. 43)
[ dsekhe] (No. 27), [ dhore] (No. 44)* show features of voicelessness 
and absence of aspiration for the initial articulation of the 
form [tape], voicelessness and aspiration for the initial 
articulation of the form [ thame], voicing and absence of 
aspiration for the initial articulation of the form [dome],
1, See Varma, S., Critical Studies in the phonetic observations 
of Indian Grammarians, 1929, See also Allen,W.S,, Phonetics 
in Ancient India, Oxford University^Press, London, 1953J 
Retroflexion in Hindi. , W L  , 5 , ( m ^  J
and voicing and aspiration for the initial articulation of the 
form [dhobe].
Initial bilabial plosive consonants are represented by 
the phonetic transcription: [p—], [ph-], [b-], [bh-].
[p-] represents a voiceless unaspirated bilabial plosive; 
[ph-] represents a voiceless aspirated bilabial plosive; 
[b-] represents a voiced unaspirated bilabial plosive; 
[bh-] represents a voiced aspirated bilabial plosive.
For the articulation of the bilabial plosive consonant 
[ p-] in the form [ pabe] the two lips are brought together and 
when the air is released it passes with a plosion.
A bilabial articulation does not show any wipe off on the 
artificial palate. See pms. of [ pa] (No, 5) (1°
Kms. of the forms [ pake] (No. 13) [bujlfhe] (No.l5>) CP- is'/'O
(P-isrtA;
and [bhoge],(No. 16)* show similar features of voicing 
and voicelessness and aspiration and absence of aspiration, as 
for other initial consonants.
I have two alternative pronunciations of [phole] and 
[bhole] which may be represented in the phonetic transcription 
as [ $ ole] and [Bole]. [$-] and [J3-] respectively represent 
bilabial voiceless fricative and bilabial voiced fricative in 
the articulation of which the lips are narrowed together and 
on release an audible weak friction is produced.^
1. With some speakers, specially in East Bengal, [p-] and 
[$-], and [b-] and [3-] are free variants.
(b) Intervocalic plosives
The following plosive consonants occur intervocalically: 
[-k-], [-kh-], [-g-], [-C-], [-Ch-], [-j-], [-jh-], [-t~],
[-th -]> [-t-], [-th-], [ -d-], [-dh-], [-P-], [-ph-], [-b-],
[-bh-].
The movements made by the speech organs during the articu­
lation of [ -k-] in [c[ake], [-kh-] in [drakhe], [ -g-] in 
[jage], [—c—] in [kace], [-ch-].in [muche] , [-j-] in [baje],
[ - jh-] in [bujhe], [-t~] in [kate], [-th-] in [uthe], [~t-] 
in [pate], [-th-] in [mothe], [-d-] in [k&de], [-dh-] in
[Jadhe], [-p-] in [ jope] , [-ph-] in [luphe], [-b-] in [bhabe],
[-bh-] in [nibhe], are similar to those which they make 
during the articulation of initial plosive consonants, e.g.
[k-] in [kome], [c-] in [cipe], [ t~] in [ tip], [b-] in [tape],
and [p-] in [pabe], except that an intervocalic consonant has 
greater force in articulation than an initial or final 
consonant.
Compare, for instance, palatograms of [mothe](No,53) and 
[ thame] (No, 51 )/vwhich show the same area of wipe off for the
) (f i \j(&$\)
dental contact* pms, of [kace] (No. 54),, [cip](No.2), [tip] (No, 3 )A
ptwfi)
and [ pito](No.21 )A may also be compared.
The intervocalic [-ch-] in [muchi] which is followed by 
the front vowel [-i] is more advanced than [-ch-] in [mocho] 
which is followed by the back vowel [o], [muchi] and [cip£] 
show wipe offs in the same area. See pms. of [muchi] (No.
[mocho] (No. 19) and [ cipe] (no. 11 )A. Same features are observable 
in the articulation of [bujhi] and [bojho].
16, [boki ] 17. [boko]
18. [muchi] 19. [mocho]
The intervocalic [-k~] in the forms [boki] and [paki] 
show a slightly more advanced wipe off than [-k-] in [boko].
See pms. Nos, 16 and 17 of the forms [boki] and [boko]’.
Pms. of [pati] and [pato] do not show any difference in 
area of wipe offs.
An intervocalic [-t“] ^as greater force and more retro­
flexion in its articulation than an initial [ ]>] or a Tinal 
[-t]* This can not be shown in palatogram.
With a following or preceding back vowel a [t~] or C"t ] 
is more retracted and with a front vowel before or after it, 
it is more advanced.
s i A  )
Pms. of the words [ tip] (No, 3)A and [p i t ] ( n o ,s h o w  a 
similar bow shaped wipe off covering part of zone 4 and part 
of zone 3. Pm. of the word [ koto] (No, 23) shows that the wipe 
off covers the whole area of zone 4 and part of zone 5, and 
does not extend more forward than canine line.
The intervocalic [-t~] of [piti] which is both followed 
&nd preceded by the front vowel [ i] is more advanced than the 
initial [ t-] of [tip] and is articulated as far forward as 
to have contact with a part of the denti alveolar zone, and 
incisor line. The maximum retroflexion in the series of these 
instances is shown in [koto] which is both preceded and 
followed by a back vowel. See pm. of [koto](No.23). The wipe 
off for [koto] covers a part of the pre-palatal and almost the 
whole of the post alveolar zone leaving only a small portion 
at the corner. Between a vowel which follows and a vowel 
which precedes [-t~] the latter seems to have a greater
20. [pitil 21. [pito]
I'
22. [ku^i] 23. [koto]
controlling effect upon the articulation contact than the 
former, e.g. when [ i—] preceded and [-o] follows [-t-] (as in 
[pi^o], it is more advanced with its area of wipe off covering 
the whole of the alveolar zone and touching the lateral 
incisor line; on the other hand when [a] is used before and
[i] after it (e.g. in [ka*|;i] it is more retracted with its 
area of wipe off covering half of the post alveolar and half 
of the alveolar zones.
Kms, show features of differences as regards the aspirated 
and unaspirated and also the voiced and voiceless consonants, 
similar to those of the initial consonants.
(c) Final plosives
Plosive consonants that occur finally in a verbal 
form are 16 in number. They are [~k], [-kh], [-g], [-c],
C-ch], [-j], [-jh], [-t], [-th], t-t], C-th], [-d], [-dh],
[-p], and [-b].
In the articulation of a final plosive the articula
lating organs undergo similar organic movements as in the
an
articulation ofAinitial plosive. Th£$ difference is that 
unaspirated plosive consonants are not released in final 
position,
(ft s0
The pm$. of [pak](No,6) shows a similar wipe off as for 
[ kom] (no, 1 )A, the pm, of [moth] (No, 56) shows similar wipe off
16K
as for [ thame] (No, 5l)A. Similar wipe offs are observed in the 
case of an initial and a final alveolo-palatal and retroflex 
plosive consonant. See pm^ of ['[ip] (No. 3) 5 [ pit J (No. 8) and 
[cap] (No.2) Jkac] (No.7)c
Kms. show similar feature of voicing and aspiration in 
the utterance with different plosive consonant in the final 
position, to those in the initial or medial position. See kms.
(l^A)
of [pak] (No.l7)A[kac] (No. 3 3), [pit] (No.45) and [ pat] (No.46)
0<r>Ay 1
[bhog] (No. 19) [cbkh] (No.18) [bujh] (No. 20)n, and [ Jadh] (No.4 7 ) ^ ^
These Kms. show’ that for the final voiceless unaspirated
plosive consonant the stop is of long duration, and for the
voiced aspirated and unaspirated and voiceless aspirated
consonantal articulation the stop is of short duration.
Thus, to sum up, the following plosive consonants are found
in verbal forms. The number of plosive consonants occur
initially, intervocalically and finally is 20, 17 , ' ' and lj
respectively.
Initially Intervocal - 
ically
Finally
Velar [k-], [ kh-] [-k-], [-kh-] [-k], [ -kh],
[g-], [gh-] [ -g-] [ -g]
Alveolopalata! [e-], [ ch-] [-C-], [-ch-] [-c], [-ch],
Li-1, [ jh-] [-j-], [-jh-] [-j], [-jh],
Retroflex  ^
•%-
1-
1 I-
1
! 
I
-f—=> [th-]
tq.h-]
[-t-1, E-th-] [-t 1, [-th]
Dental [ t-] , [ th-] [-t-], [-th-] [ -t] , [ -th]
[d-], [dh-] [-d-], [-dh-] [-d], [-dh]
Bilabial [p-], [ph-] [-P-], [ -ph-] [ - p ]
[b-], [bh-] [ - b - ]  , [ -bh-] [ - b ]
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6,1.2 Alveolar lateral consonant : [1—], [-1-], [-1].
One voiced unaspirated alveolar lateral consonant rep­
resented by [l] occurs in all three positions, initial, inter­
vocalic and final, as will be seen from the following examples.
Initially: [l-] [iso] !take,TT
Intervocalically : [-1-] [bole] !he says*.
Finally: [-1] [bol] 'say,1 1
For the articulation of [l-] in the example [loo] the 
tip and blade of the tongue touch the teethridge,in the middle 
of the mouth there is complete closure, and a passage is left 
on the right side of the tongue, the outgoing air passes out 
laterally on that side of the tongue. The vocal cords vibrate 
during the articulation.
The pm. of the word [loo] (No,24) shows a bow-shaped 
wipe off across zone 3, which extends on the left and right
hand sides of the median line in zone 4, The gap of wipe off
on the right-hand side of the palate suggests that the air 
passes on that side. The articulation is more advanced in 
[likhi]. The pm, of [likhi](No,25) shows wipe off extending 
up to zone 2,
The articulation is voiced. See km. of [loe] (No. 48)<2f**^  
[l-] may be termed as a voicod alveolar lateral consonant.
Movements of the speech organs during the articulation 
of [-1-] are similar to those for the initial [1-], The pm, of 
[bolo] (No.27) shows that the wipe off is across zone 4 and
2U. [loo] 25. [likhi 1
26. [boli] 27. [bolo ]
extends slightly forward than canine line.
For the articulation of [-1] in the form [bol] the 
contact is maintained for a comparatively longer duration than 
for the initial [1-] or intervocalic [-1~] in [loo] and [bole]
iArG*' (/Cm,
respectively, At-tne™l©v%lr^f““peneepM'en- it is found to be 
lax. Pm. of [bol] (No. 59 ) shows a wipe off covering part of
zone 4 and part of zone 3. The wipe off shows that [-1] in 
[bol] is more lax in articulation than [l-] in [loo] or [-1-] 
in [bole].
[t^ l*] and [-1-] followed by a front vowel [ i] is more 
advanced than [l~] and [-1-] followed by a back vowel [o] or 
[u]. See pms, [likhi](No.25), [boli](No,26) and [bolo](No,27),
6.1.3 Alveolar tap consonant [r-], [-r-], and [-r].
One voiced unaspirated alveolar tap consonant repre­
sented by [r] occurs in all three positions, initial, intervo­
calic and final, as will be seen from the following examples: 
Initially : [r-] [roe] The lives1,
Intervocalically: [-r-] [pore] fhe wearsT,
Finally : [-r] [par] TwearJ r
For the articulation of [r-] in the example [roe], the 
tip of the tongue is raised towards the teethridge, the main 
body of the tongue remains in its lowered position. The sound 
is produced with one or two taps of the tip of the tongue 
against the teethridge. Vocal cords vibrate during the 
articulation.
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The pm, of the form [roe] (No, 28) shows that the middle 
of the tip of the tongue does not touch behind the teeth ridge. 
The incomplete contact is in zone 4 where two bow shaped thin 
lines from the two sides come nearer but are not joined 
together. It shows that there is friction for initial [r~],
The articulation is voiced. See Km. of [ roe] (No, 49)  ^*
[r-] may be termed as a voiced tapped consonant.
A tapped [r] is represented by the symbol [ .£ ] in the
*■
phonetic transcription, but for typographical convenience I 
consistently use [ r].
Movements of the speech organs during the articulation 
of [-r-] in [pore] are similar to those for the initial [r-] 
of [roe], except that there is no friction as for the initial 
[r-], The pm of [pore](No,60) shows a bow shaped wipe off of 
complete contact across the canine line.
In the articulation of final [-r] of the form [ por] 
movements of the speech organs are similar to those mentioned 
for the medial [~r-] in [pore] See pm. of [ por](No,61), The 
thin wipe offs meet together in zone 3.
Intervocalic [-r-] or final [ r] differs from initial
may
[r-] in that intervocalic and final [ r] have contact in central 
area but initial [r-] has no contact in central area.
[-r-] followed by a front vowel [i] is more advanced 
than [-r-] followed by a back vowel [o] or [u], See pm. [pori] 
(No. 29) , [ poro] (No. 30).
28. [roe] 29. [pori]
30. [poro]
For phonological purposes lateral consonant and tap 
consonant -will be treated under the heading Liquid consonant,
6,1.4 Sibilant consonant
One sibilant consonant occurs in all three positions - 
initial? medial and final.
(a) Initially: [j-] [Jape]
(b) Medially: [-j-j [boje]
(c) Finally : c-/] [boJ]
(a) Initial Sibilant
For the articulation of [J-] in the example [Jape] the 
tip and the blade of the tongue i-s raised towards the hard 
palate just behind the teeth ridge, the main body of the 
tongue is raised towards the hard palate* The edge of the 
tongue forms contact on the sides, A narrow space is left 
between the teeth-ridge and the blade of the tongue, and the 
outgoing air passes with audible friction. The groove in the 
middle of the tongue is wide. The vocal cords do not vibrate.
The pm. of [Jape](No.31) shows a contact of the edges 
of the tongue on the sides, between the canine line and the 
1st molar line. There is a wide absence of central contact. 
This is a fricative articulation.
Km. of [ Jadh] (No. 47)A shows features of voiceless 
fricative articulation for the consonant of the form,
[J-] may shortly be termed as voiceless palato- 
alveolar sibilant.
Intervocalic and final sibilant.
Movements of the speech organs during the articulation 
of [-J-] in [bole] and [-J] in [boj] are similar to those for 
the initial [J-] in [Jape], as will be seen from the pms. of 
these words. See pms. of [boJo] (No.34) and [boj](No.33)*
Kms. of the words show that the articulation is 
voiceless.
[-J-] preceded and followed by a close front vowel [i] 
has contact further forward than when preceded and followed 
by a back vowel. The pm. of [miJi](No,35) shows wipe off 
extending upto the canine line; the pm. of [bojo](No,34) 
shows wipe off only just beyond the first molar line.
6.1,5 Nasal Consonants.
Like other consonants nasal consonants also occur in 
all three positions, initial, medial and final, as can be 
seen from the following examples:
(a) Initially: Medially: Finally:
[n-] [nabe] 
[m-] [mape]
[ -n~] [mane] [ -n ] [man]
[ -m-] [kome] [-m ] [ kom]
[-JQ-] [bhaqe] [-13 ] [ bhaq]
31. [Jape]
33. [boj]32. [jobe]
34. [bojo] 35. [miji]
(a) Initial nasal consonants
Two nasal consonants occur initially. They are repre­
sented by the phonetic transcriptions [n-] and [m-].
For the articulation of [n-] in the example [nabe] the 
mouth passage is completely blocked by the contact of the tip 
and blade of the tongue against the alveolar region, the soft 
palate remains in its lowered position and the out going air 
passes through the nose with audible nasality.
The pm. of the form [ nabe](No.36) shows a complete bow­
shaped wipe off which extends from slightly below the 1st molar 
line to slightly above the lateral incisor line and covers 
part of zone 4 and part of zone 3# The type of wipe off 
associated with an apical contact in the alveolar region is 
found to be typical of initial [n-], intervocalic [-n-] and 
final [-n]. See pm. of [ane](No.37), and [man ] (No,3S ). In 
some pms. of the forms with initial [n-] the wipe off extends 
further forward so as to cover the whole area of zone 3- See 
pm. of [nibi](No. 39)* The wipe off has touched the lateral 
incisor line but has not crossed it. In any case the contact 
is alveolar and not dental as is suggested in the traditional 
grammars by the label Tdantya naT.
M, A.Hai while giving an account of the alveolar nasal 
consonant in his own pronunciation, observes that [n-] in 
[nap] shows wider wipe off covering zone 2 and ascribes this 
to the tense articulation, For final [ -n] in [man] and 
medial [-n-] in [mana] he has the same type of wipe offs
confined to zone 3, which ’touched lateral incisor line but
1
had not crossed it.’
In my pronunciation [n] in all three positions, initial, 
intervocalic and final, gives the same type of wipe off covering 
a part of zone k and extending upto certain portions of zone 3, 
And although in some cases (with a following close front vowel
[i], for example, [nibi]) the wipe off may touch the lateral 
incisor line it does not cross it. In any case it never 
extends up to zone 2.
As regards the tenseness or laxness in the articulation 
M,Aa Hai suggests that [n-] in [nap] is tense and [~n] in 
[man] is lax and [-n~] in [mane] is more lax.*'
At the level of perception, in my pronunciation, of the 
initial [n-J in [nabe] and final [ -n] in [man] , greater tense­
ness of the muscles is observed than intervocalic [-n-] in [ane] 
This muscular tenseness or laxness can sometimes be shown to 
correlate in palatograms with a wider area of wipe off; cf*the 
pms. of [nibi](No.39) and [ane](No. 37
The km, of [nabe] shows that the articulation of the 
word as a whole is voiced, and that the amplitude is the 
greatest in the wave form on the N tracing during the period 
of closure.
In general phonetic terms [n~] may be described as a 
voiced apico-alveolar nasal consonant.
1. M,A,Hai ’Nasals and Nasalization in Bengali.’ Dacca 
University, I960, p.126 ff, and also p.211 ff.
36 • [nabe]
38. [man]
37. [ane]
39. [nibi]
For the articulation of [m~] in the example [mape] the 
lips are closed and the outgoing air passes through the nose 
producing audible nasality.
The forms with [m-] do not show any wipe off on the 
artificial palate, [m-] may be described as a voiced bilabial 
nasal consonant.
Kms. of the forms beginning with a nasal consonant show 
that the onset of wave forms on the N tracing precedes in point 
of time the onset of wave forms in the M tracing. See kms. of 
[nace](No,2) and [ mat] (No. 8 )A, Maximum nasality, as seen in the 
greatest amplitude of the wave forms in the N tracing continues 
with the gradual diminution throughout the following open phase. 
It shows that the raising of the soft palate is not simultan­
eous with the release of the oral occlusion and nasality 
continues until the articulating organs have achieved a 
complete velic closure. Such a profile as this in the nasal 
tracing is considered typical of the initial nasal consonant 
articulation,
(b) Medial nasal consonants
Three nasal consonants are found in the medial position. 
They are represented by the phonetic transcriptions [-33-], [-n~], 
[ -m-].and
During the articulation of [ -:q-] in the example [ bhaqi] 
the mouth passage is completely blocked by the contact of the 
back of the tongue against the velum.
The pm. of [ bhai]i] (No. 4 0 snows contact in the two 
corners of the back of the artificial palate, which extend
1
laterally from the base line to the 2nd molar line. There is
a tendency of linking the two bits of wipe off in the two
corners on the middle of the hard palate. This shows that the
back of the tongue is raised behind the hard palate but does
not always reach the artificial palate to leave any wipe off
in the middle.
The km. tracings of [ bhaqe] (No ,t8*£) show that there is
the highest amplitude of prominent wave form in the N tracing
during the stop phase in the M tracing marked between the
points X and Y, which correspond with vocalic closure for the
medial velar nasal [-q-].
This [ -q-] may be defined as a voiced velar nasal.
The movements of the speech organs during articulation of
[-n-] and [-m-] are similar to those which they make during the
articulation of initial nasal consonants, except that there is
less muscular tenseness in the articulation of [ ane] than 
2
[nabe]. Compare the pms. of [ nabe] (No., 36) and [ ane] (No. 37) 
They show almost the same area of apice alveolar contact for 
the initial [n-] and medial [-n-].
The kms, of [ane] (No. 7*f) and [jome](No. 71) Ashow similar 
feature of nasality and voicing.
1. M.A.Hai op.cit.. 163. has the same feature. His pm.No,6,of 
[maqi] in p. 131.
2. M.A.Hai has wipe off on the pm. confined to zone 3a which 
correlate with lax articulation of [-n-] (See M.A.Hai, 
op. cit. , 131).
(c) Final nasal consonants
The articulation of final [-13] in [bhaq] shows similar
phonetic features as have been observed in the case of [ -q~] 
in [bhaqi] except that the final [-33] ds not 
released orally and the contact is maintained while the air 
c ontinues to escape through the nose. The pm. of [bhaq](No. 41) 
shows two bits of wipe off in the two corners of the back of 
the artificial palate, which does not cross the 4-th molar line. 
This correlates with the lax articulation. I also perceive 
that in the articulation of both final [-q] in [bhaq] and 
medial [~q«] in [bhaqi] there is muscular laxness.
In the articulation of final [-n] and [-m] the place 
and manner of articulation are same as for initial [n-] and 
[m-] with the difference that final [-n] and [-m] are not 
released orally.
The pm. of the form [man](No.38) shows a complete bow 
shaped wipe off across the canine line covering a part of 
zone 4 and part of zone 3# This shows that in the articulation 
of [~n], the tongue makes a contact which is similar to that 
of [n-] in [nabe] or [-n«] in [ane]. This type of wipe off 
illustrates an apical contact in alveolar region. The final 
[ -n] also, may be defined in general phonetic terms, as a 
voiced apico-alveolar nasal,^
1. M. A. Hai, observes different features. For final [-q] he 
has graeter muscular tenseness than for intervocalic [ -q-]. 
See M.A, Hai op.cit., p.131. (pm.3>5?6.)
2. Supra.
40• [bhaqi] 41* [bhaq]
U2. [popi] 1*3. [pofo]
Kms, of [ bhaq] (No. 66)a, [Jon](No. 12)aand [ jom] (no. 6?) (W?*4*) 
show greater amplitude on N tracing during the stop-phase in 
the M tracing,
Thus, to sum up, the following are the simple nasal 
consonants: Initially : [n-], [m-], intervocalically: [-q-], 
[-n-], [-m-], finally : [ -q], [-n], [-m].
6,1,6 The Flapped Consonant : [p]
1
Bengali verbal forms have an unaspirated voiced
flapped sound represented by [q], This occurs in intervocalic
and final positions. This is a non-fricative flapped sound
in the articulation of which the tip of the tongue curls back
and flaps forward, to touch behind the teethridge, and then
moves down and lies flat. The movement starts with lateral
contraction of the tongue which is drawn back and ends with
the fore part spread out when it flaps down and lies flat. The
soft palate is raised and the vocal cords vibrate from the 
2
beginning.
The pm. No,42 of [poqi] shows a fairly wide band of
wipe off from slightly below the second molar line up to the
1, An aspirated flapped sound [-ph-] is also observed in the
pronunciation of some speakers, which can be taken as dia­
lectal variation. Example:[kak ra kaphe]TThe crow cawsT,
Usual pronunciation of speakers is [kape]. See S.K.Chatterji, 
A Bengali Phonetic Reader, p, 15 , §26.
2, See the description of the Tamil retroflex flapped in
Firth*s Tamil phonetics in Appendix to Arden!s Tamil 
Grammar, p.viii and xvc See also, W,S,Allen, Some'P h o n o l o g i ­
cal characteristics of Rajasthani. B. S,0. A, S. , 1957>xx, §3.
canine line, thus covering the whole area of zones 4 and $ and 
a part of zone 6 on the two sides of the median line. The pm# 
(No,43)of [ p$pto] shows a more thin wipe off covering only the 
whole of zone 4. In none of the pms. A there a-re clean wipe offs 
of a complete contact. There are marks of curled-back tongue- 
tip coming forward from the upward position. That is, in the 
wipe offs there are signs of brushing off the chalk from the 
artificial palate. The small patching of wipe offs show' that 
the curled-back tongue-tip touches at that point.
In both the pms. the main area of c cntact is within 
zone 5 and 4, which shows that the contact is post alveolar.
Palatograms of the utterances involving final [-q] show 
wipe offs of similar nature covering an area between the 
second molar line and the canine line.
An intervocalic [-q-] has greater force and more retro­
flexion in its articulation than final [-q], This can not be 
shown in pm., but can be observed at the perception level.
In general phonetic terms [-q-] and [-p] are described 
as voiced apico-post alveolar-retroflex flapped consonants.
Km, of the word [pope] (No.50) shows that the articu­
lation is voiced and unaspirated.
It has been seen that the retroflex voiceless conson­
ants [\] and [th] occur in all three positions, initially,
1
intervocalically, and finally and retroflex voiced consonants 
[ c[-] and [cjh-] occur only word initially and never intervocal­
ically or finally. The flapped consonant [p] occurs medially
1. Supra. See j^p*
and finally in a word and never initially in the same envir­
onment. Aspirated flapped [ph] is not found in Bengali 
verbal forms.
The retroflexion and dark colouring of the articula­
tion are an important feature in the pronunciation of the 
flapped consonant. This phonetic colouration of the 
syllable consisting of [-q-] or [-q] requires phonologically 
the setting up of retroflexion as a prosodic element of 
structure. And in doing so such syllables are included as 
being similar, considering the distributional restriction and 
positional variation, to those with other retroflex articula- 
tions, e.g. [t3> I th3» [ Cl >
6,2 Complex Consonantal articulations.
6.2.0 Combinations of two adjacent consonants, I propose to 
divide into two types: Interword and Intraword Combinations.
6.2.1 Interword Combinations
Whenever two consonants occur adjacently at the 
junction of two words in a phrase the combination is interword 
[ -c|b-] in [Je pac), boe] The carries juteT, [~tr-] in [Je 
bhat radhe] Tshe cooks foodT.
There are interword consonant sequences at the external 
junction of a verbal form and a form in other word classes, i. 
a non-verbal form preceding or following it.
Where the final consonant of the preceding form in
other word classes and the initial consonant of the first form 
of the verbal piece constitute a consonant sequence, it is 
called^preverbal interword consonantal sequence."*'
Thus, we have [ Je pac[ b©e] The carries jute*. Here 
[ b-] which constitutes the initial consonant of the verbal 
form [boe] forms the second part of the - CG- sequence at the 
external junction where the first -C- is a [-<U the Tinal 
consonant of the non-verbal form [ pac(J. The sequence is [-c(b-]#
Where a finite verbal form preceded another word and 
the final C of the verbal form makes the initial component of 
the -CC- sequence and the initial C- of the following word 
forms the second component, it forms a post verbal interword 
consonantal sequence.
Thus, in [col baqi ] Tlet us go homeT, [-lb-] form 
a consonant sequence at the external junction. The final 
consonant [-l] in the verbal form [col] forms the initial 
component and the initial consonant [b-] of [baqi] which is a 
nominal form, forms the final component.
In both preverbal and post-verbal consonant sequences, 
aspirated voiced retroflex plosive [ -c[h-] as the first 
component and the velar nasal [~q~] and the retroflex flapped 
[-f"] &s the second component do not occur. In addition, in
1. For the terms !consonant sequence1, ^consonant clusters1 see
C, F.Kockett : Manual of phono 1 ogy, index ,♦
Heffner : GeneraT Phonetics, p.1952
D,Jones : Phoneme, its Nature and Use,p. 5*
K .L ,Pike: Phonemics, p.131.
post-verbal interword sequences the velar aspirated voiced 
plosive [-gh ] and the bilabial aspirated voiceless and voiced 
plosive [-ph] and [bh] do not occur as the initial component.
Any other consonant can occur as either of the components.
In post verbal -CC- sequences a conjunct consonant 
as the final component can occur. This is found with some rare 
Sanskrit tatsama or English loan words as a post verbal form, 
e.g. [ Je jak skule] !let him go to school1. [jak klanti] 'let 
all fatigues be relieved', Consonants in all other sequences 
are simple and never conjunct,
It should be noted that there are no interword 
sequences between different verbal forms (i.e. between two non- 
finites or a non-finite and finite) in a single verbal piece 
in a non-emphatic simple sentence where the finite verbal form 
usually occurs at the sentence final position, for final 
syllables of non-finite verbal forms are always open. e.g.
[nouko khani dekte dekte cole gelo] Tthe boat passed along 
quickly1.
But in a Compound verbal sentence where the two finite 
verbal forms occur adjacently, or in an emphatic style where 
a non-finite verbal form follows the finite verbal form, there 
are consonant sequences at the external junction of the two 
verbal forms. The final consonant of the first form and the 
initial consonant of the following form constitute a consonant 
sequence.
Thus, in [col jai] 'let us go' [»lj-] form a consonant 
sequence at the external junction of the finite verbal forms
. arCfitr ~ ' ..........
1. See 3. ©* 2.footnote I flrw
[ col] and [jai], and in [ dssg gie] 'go and see' [ -gg-] form a 
-CC- sequence at the external junction of the finite and non- 
finite verbal forms [ d&3g] and [gie] respectively,
In these consonantal sequences in the junction of the 
two verbal forms, finite and finite, or non-finite and finite, 
the distribution of consonants is similar to that of post 
verbal interword sequences, except that there is no possibility 
of a conjunct consonant occuring as the second component. The 
statements for type two (post verbal sequences) hold good for 
this type of sequences.
For phonological purposes interword -CC- sequences 
will be written with a space between them. e.g. in [jak rekhe] 
'let him leave it and go' the consonant sequence will be 
written as - C C - in the generalized phonological formulae.
6.2,2. Intraword consonantal combinations
Whenever two consonants occur adjacently within a 
verbal form they make an intraword consonantal combination, 
e.g. C-4b-] in [Je gach*(;i kac|be] 'he will cut the tree'.
Combinations of consonants within a verbal form are 
never found in the initial position, nor they are found in 
the morphological abstraction^ which I callr ending. They occur 
either in the stem final position or at the junction of the 
stem and ending, or in the case of reduplicated forms at the 
junction of the two stem syllables.
These combinations of consonant are of the following
types:
Within Morpheme;
(i) Consonant clusters within the structure of the stem,
(ii) Consonant sequences in the junction of the stem
syllables in the reduplicated forms.
At Morpheme boundary:
(i) Consonant sequences in the stem and ending junction of 
the forms whose stem final and ending initial elements are C.
(ii) Geminated clusters in the stem and ending junction of
the forms, whose stem syllables are open and the ending 
initial consonant is [ -ch-].
6.2,2,1 Consonant Clusters within the structure of the stem.
Clusters are defined as a consonant group occuring in 
the dissyllabic stem patterns CVCCo- and VCCo-only.
A cluster as a whole or a part of it is characterized 
by voicing or voicelessness, aspiration or absence of it in 
articulation. Clusters are marked -DC- in the phonological 
formulae. Thus, [-mp-] in [kampae] !he bites* is a cluster 
phonologically marked as -CC- in the generalized structure 
CVCCo«V . The stem-ending division is shown in the formula 
with a hyphen.
In Bengali orthography usually these clusters are 
represented by ligatures, and occasionally by placing a
Th9S0nt©T sign below the first consonant.
In transliteration the ligature will be marked with a 
bracket over the symbols representing the cluster. Where 
Th0S0ntot is used in orthography the hos0nt0 sign below the 
first consonant in the cluster is used consistently.
Thus, [ul^ae] is transliterated as ul^ae or ulpae.
Clusters are divided into two groups: Homorganic and 
heterorganic,
6,2.2.1.1 Homorganic clusters,
They form the following patterns:
1. Plosive Plosive,
2# Liquid Liquid,
3, Nasal Plosive.
1, Unaspirated voiceless velar plosives [-kk-j- [dhakkae]
2. Unaspirated voiced palato-alvelar plosives
[-jj-] -[ajjae]
2>- Unaspirated voiced alveolar laterals [-11-] -[cillae]. 
Retroflex nasal and retroflex voiced plosive
[-UA-] - [ khor^ae].
The articulation of [dhakkae] and [cillae] show that 
these homorganic clusters are realized with greater energy and 
force of exhalation than simple consonant and that the contact 
is maintained without any change in position for a longer 
duration before it is released. Kms, of the words [dhakkae]
(No.21) and [dakae](No.22) and [cillae](No.37) and [chilae](No,
38)

show that for the simple consonant [ -k>] in [c^akae] and [-1-] 
in [chilae] the tongue is held for a shorter duration than for 
the homorganic cluster [-kk-] and [-11-] in [dhakkae] and 
[cillae] respectively. In articulating these homorganic 
clusters, the muscular tension and the firmer contact of the 
articulating organs are observed. The palatogram of [cillae] 
gives overlapping wipe offs of the contact of the alveolo- 
palatal plosive and lateral. The palatograms of [mille](No.63) 
and [mile](No,62) can be compared. These pms, show different 
wipe offs for the homorganic long lateral and the simple 
lateral articulations. This indicates that[-11-] has a more 
tense contact than[-l-.].
6,2,2,1,2 Heterorganic clusters,
Heterorganic consonant clusters within the stem in the 
dissyllabic stem patterns GVCCo- and VGGo- form the following 
patterns:
1. Plosive plosive
2. Plosive Liquid
3. Plosive Sibilant
4. Plosive Nasal
5. Liquid Plosive
6. Liquid Sibilant
7, Liquid Nasal
3. Sibilant plosive
9# Sibilant Liquid
10. Nasal plosive
11, Nasal Liquid
12. Nasal Sibilant
13, Nasal Nasal
They are listed below with exampl
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1, Plosive 
plosive
(i) Alveolo
pell cl tell *"*
Velar
(ii) "
Retroflex
(iii)Retro- 
flex-Velar
[-tk-i
[mockae]
(iv) Bi­
labial
-
(v) Dental 
Velar
[-tk-]
[atkae]
(vi) Bilab­
ial Velar
[~pk-]
[topkae]
(vii) , ,
Alveolo-
palatal
[-pc-]
[kopcae]
(viii)
Retroflex
[-Pt-3 
[jhaptae]
(ix) Velar 
Retroflex
-
(g) Dental*7 -
Voiceless j voiced 
throughout voiceless
[-ck-]
[mockae]
[ - c t - ]
[koctae]
C - r k ~ ]
[bhopkae]
C-rp-]
[tofpae]
voiced
throughout
[pxj^ae]
[-bf-]
[ghab^ae]
[-gr-J
[big^ao]
[-d?-]
[khed^ae]
voiceless
voiced
L-chf-J
mocpae,
achpae.
1
[-pr-]
[cip-pae]
[-kr-J 
[ gk-pae]
[-tr-]
[hatfae]
cont,
2, Plosive 
Liquid
(i) Velar- 
Lateral
(ii) Velar
Tap
(iii) 
Alveolo- 
palatal 
Lateral
(iv) ?t Tap
(v) Dental 
Lateral
(vi) ” Tap
(vii) 
Bilabial 
Lateral
(viii) Bilab 
ial Tap
3, Plosive 
Sibilant
(i)Velar-
Falato-
alveolar
(ii)
Bilabial M
- [-gl-] 
[uglae]
[-kl«]
[piklae]
— - - [-kr-]
[ ^ hokrae]
- - [J1-]
[khujlae]
[-cl-]
[koclae]
pm - C-jr-]
[gojrae]
-
'
[-dl-]
[kodlae] 
bodlae
c - t i - ]
[J&tlae]
— — [-dr-]
[Jodrae]
[ tr-]
[Jltrae]
- [-bl-]
[choblae]
-
[ -br-f]
[ bhcsbrae]
[-kj-]
[cokjae]
- -
C -P-T-]
[cupjae]
_
cont.
4. Plosive- 
Nasal
Velar - 
Alveolar
5. Liquid 
Plosive
(i) Lateral 
velar
flex
(iii) Tap- 
Dental
(iv) Tap-
Alveolo-
palatal
5* Liquid - 
Sibilant
(i) Lateral 
Fblato-
alveolar
(ii) Tap 
•E&lato-
alveolar
7, Liquid 
Nasal
Tap -Bilabial
- - [ -gn~] 
[lognae]
“
- [-lg-]
[algae]
[-lk-]
[oulkae]
D- [-It-]
[ultae]
— — - [ -rt-] 
[bortae]
[ -rj-3
[gorjae]
- - - [-1J-]
[ jholJae]
C-rJ-]
[orJae]
1 -- [-rm-]
[ gomae]
-
cont.
8. Sibilant 
plosive
(i) Palato- 
alveolar 
Velar
[-Jk-]
[phojkae]
-
(ii) Retro­
flex Retro­
flex.
r- fet-l
[ghogtae]
[- &r-]
[ghog^ae]
mm
(iii) Alveola 
Dental
ir [ -st-] 
[postae]
- -
9. Sibilant- 
Liquid
(i)Palato-
alveolar
Lateral
** C-Xi-3
[phuJlae]
«•»
(ii)Palato 
alveolar 
Tap
■o* [-Xr-]
[muXrae]
mm
10.Nasal
plosive
(i)Bilabial 
Velar
- C-mk-]
[comkae]
-
(ii) yy Alveo* 
lo—palatal
— [-me-]
[ khamcae]
[-m j-]
[ Jamjae]
- [ -mjh-]
[Jomjhae]
(iii)
Retroflex
- [-mt-]
[ cim*j;ae]
[-mf-]
[kamfae]
(iv)Alveolar 
Velar
[-nk~]
[phonkae]
—
eont.^
(v) Velar 
Alveolo-
palatal
(vi)Vclar 
Retroflex
11,Nasal - 
Liquid
(i)Bilabial 
Lateral
(ii) •ap
(iii)Velar
Lateral
12,Nasal - 
Sibilant
(i) Bilabial- 
Palato 
alveolar
(ii)Alveolar 
p alato-alveolar
(iii). Velar- 
Palato-alveoJLar
13. Nasals 
.Nasal
[ -r)c-]
[ bhterjcae]
[-mJ-]
[dhomJae]
[-nJ-]
[khunJae]
C -qJ"-]
[ ^ oqjae]
[-gr-]
[niqpae]
[ -ml-]
[Jamlae]
[-mr-]
[ cumrae]
[-r)l-J 
[ha^lae]
[ -run-]
[jonmae]
(i) Alveolar)- 
Bilabial,
There are no Sibilant Nasal patterns of combination in 
these types of cluster.
Clusters that do not involve a nasal consonant may be 
■wholly or in part voiced or voiceless and aspirated or unaspir­
ated in articulation. With a few exceptions, almosy any un­
aspirated Plosive, Liquid and Sibilant may form either of the 
two components3 but their combination possibilities are 
restricted.
During the articulation of a consonantal cluster 
the position of contact for the second component of the cluster 
is taken up by the articulatory organs simultaneously with
1
the release of the position of contact for the first component.
l,™In the articulation of the sequences of -pt~ (sls in nepfa: 
wrap), (as crack fingers), the first
consonant like Thalanta consonant1 of skt is not followed by 
a vowel and is not fully exploded either. The contact is 
first made at one place and before it is released the 
articulatory organs abruptly take positions for the following 
consonant. This_according to the Indian grammarians may be 
termed Abhinidhana™ (See M.A.Hai^ op.cit. , §127).
™The pratisakhyas and the carayania siksa describe the 
phenomenon of incomplete articulation, which has been 
generally called ™Abhinidhana™„ The phenomenon as described 
in the Rg. Prat (VI.5) consists in the repressing or obscur­
ing of a plosive...before another plosive or a pause. The 
sound displaying this phenomenon is said to be pressed 
(piditah), quite weakened (sannatarah) and lacking in breath 
and voice (hinas vasanadah). The term commonly used for this 
phenomenon is Ahbinidhana, which etymologically means 
^adjacent imposition™.., According_to both the Rg. and the 
Atharva pratisakhyas, and the carayaniy siksa, a plosive 
followed by another plosive underwent Abhinidhana; thus in 
arvagdevah, g before d was said to be obscurely pronounced; 
similarly, d before bh in marudbhih.., In the actual pronun­
ciation of the language there was a tendency to explode a 
plosive incompletely before another plosive, as the English 
do in words like ™act™, ^employ™, ™beggedn. (See Siddheswar 
Varrna, Critical Studies in the phonetic observations of 
Indian Grammarians, p.137,ff.
Where the articulations concerned involve stop consonants the 
speech organs have energetic movements. The articulatory organs 
are held high for a longer duration. This longer duration in 
the stop phase is observable in the km, tracings. See km, for 
[mockae] (No,23). This km, can be compared with the kms. of 
[ kace] (No, 34) and [ c^ akae] (No, 22) which involve simple consonr* 
antal articulation. Duration for [-ck-] in [mockae] is 28 c.s., 
for [-c-] in [nace] is 16 c,s, and [ -k-] in [c(akae] is 13 c.s. 
These kms, also show that the articulation is voiceless during 
the stop phase.
Clusters involving nasal consonants are of three types 
-NC- -CN- and -NN-. In all three types the articulation is 
heterorganic. These clusters are all characterized by absence 
of breathiness in articulation. Where the second -C- element is 
voiced the whole cluster is characterized by voicing, where the 
second -C~ is a voiceless consonant, the later part of the 
closure for the cluster is voiceless.
See km. of [ Jomjae](No,53) and [ khamcae] (No. 54). (Apf^i 
In -NC- clusters nasality partially affects the preceding 
vocalic articulation. See km, of [kampae](No.68) and [ cim'fae]
(No. 69)*. In the nasal tracings of [kampae] and [ Jamlae] there 
is a greater amplitude of wave forms during the period of 
closure, which dies down gradually during the later part of 
the closure in the mouth tracing,, These feeble wave forms in 
the N tracing during the later part of the closure is associated 
with the non-nasal voiced consonantal articulation [-p-] and [-1
respectively. In the case of [cim^ae] and [ comkae] thB# 
amplitude during the later part of the closure in the nasal 
tracing is minimufe.
The consonant of the -NC- clusters where N is a bilabial 
nasal [-m] , is a plosive other than bilabial, that is, [-k-], 
[-C-], [-J-], C - r - t  liquid [-r-]; and sibilant [-J-].
In ~NN~ cluster, the initial -N- is alveolar nasal consonant 
and the final -N- is bilabial nasal consonant. The soft palate 
is lowered not only during the closure for the articulation 
of the cluster but also from the preceding vocalic articulation 
to the following vowel. See km, of [jonmae](No,70), The 
articulation as a whole is voiced,
6,2,2,2 Reduplicated stem sequences
Reduplicated stem sequences involve the verbal forms in 
trisyllabic stem pattern CVC/CVCo*-.These types of verbal form 
have all the characteristics of dissyllabic stem patterns where 
the feature of the linking of stem and ending is syllabic.
Thus the generalized structure of the form [pitpitael 
CVCjfcvG©~V, The stem and ending division is shown by a hyphen. 
Usually syllable one as a whole or a part of it is 
repeated or chymed, That is to say, there is a regular 
relation between the two Vs, and between the first and the 
third C ?s and between the second and the fourth C ?s in the 
structure. If the Os and Vs involved in the structure are
numbered as C-^ Gg ^4 e ^4 are ^ounc  ^identical
with V]_ and Gg; G^ and G3 may or may not always be identical. 
Thus, in [ pi'|;pita©] j Gq and G3 , and G2 anc^  ^4? anc* ^wo
are the same. That is, syllable one as a whole is repeated. In
[ culbulae] the two vs and C2 an<* C4 in the two syllables are
the same but 6^ is a [c-] and is a [ —b—J» There is no
particular rule controlling this distribution of cq and 03
where they are not the same, but there are restrictions as to 
«
the chjming of the two ■ syllables. For convenience^forms in 
this pattern are referred to as reduplicated forms.
The sequences of the two C elements involve C2 and 63 
that is, the final c of the initial syllable and the initial C
of syllable two. It has been seen that the final consonantal 
element of the initial syllable is invariably the same as the 
final C element of syllable two and that it forms the first 
part of the — c | c -  sequence, but the second C element in the 
sequence is not always the same as initial C element of the 
syllable one. This sequence is, to some extent, similar to 
that of an interword consonant sequences on the one hand, and 
intraword consonant clusters within the morpheme of stem on 
the other. These are better treated as reduplicated stem 
sequences rather than clusters. It has also been seen that the 
syllable one is always closed, and never open, and the initial 
consonant of the second syllable is pronounced without release 
of the preceding consonantal articulation. That is to say, the 
articulating organ take position simultaneously for the second 
consonant before the release of the first*
These sequences involve the following patterns:
1. Plosive plosive
2. Plosive Liquid
3. Plosive Nasal
4. Liquid plosive
5. Liquid Sibilant
6. Liquid Nasal
7. Sibilant plosive
Sibilant Nasal
9. Nasal Plosive
10. Nasal Sibilant
11. Nasal Nasal
There is no plosive-sibilant., Sibilant liquid^
or nasal liquid combination in this type of sequence.
They are listed below with examples:
Voiceless
throughout
Voiced
Voiceless
Voiced
throughout
Voiceless
Voiced
1. Plosive 
fdosive
(i) Cental 
B ilabial
[-tp-]
[ potpotie]
- - -
(ii)Retro- 
flex B ilab­
ial.
[-tP-]
[pitpitie]
[-pph-]
[phopphopie
mm
(iii)^Velar [-tk-]
.[kotkotie]
2# Plosive 
Liquid 
Velar
Lateral
wm - - [ -kl~]
[liklikie]
3* Plosive Na;3al ■*
Retroflex
P-ilabial
- •m
[ mitnii’tie].
4. Liquid 
plosive
(i)Lateral 
Velar
[-Ik-]
[kolkolie]
-
(ii)Lateral 
Alveolo
palatal .
■■ [-lc-]
[culculie]
m
(iii)Lateral 
Bilabial
- [-lch-]
[ cholcholie
[-ib-]
[culbulie]
-
(iv)jap - 
Dental
MR* [-rt-]
[tortorie]
- -
(v)Tap - 
Alveolo- 
palatal
- - [-rjh-]
[jhirjhirie ]
5. Liquid 
Sibilant .
Tap^palato-
alveolar - [-rj-]
[JirJirie]
- -
6.Liquid 
Nasal
(i)Lateral 
Bilabial
[ ~lm~]
[jhilmilie]
(ii)Tap
Bilabial
7. Sibilant* 
Plosive
Palato-alveo
lar-Velar
8,Sibilant- 
Nasal
palato-alveo
lar-Bilabial
9.Nasal 
Plosive
(i)Alveolar 
Velar
(ii)^Alveolo 
palatal
(iii)^ Retro­
flex
(iv) ^Bilab-
ial
(v)Bilabial- 
Alveo pala­
tal
10,Nasal 
Sibilant
Alveolar
jPalato-al
11,Nasal- 
Nasal
Alveolar - 
Bilabial
veolar
[— nt-]
{■[un’tunie]
[-np-]
[penpenie]
[-nJ-j 
[J onJonie]
[-rm-]
[mormorie]
[ - J gh-] 
fghajghojie]
[ ** Jm- J, 
f m o j m o j i e ]
[»ng-]
[gungunie]
[-ngh-]
’ghengheniej
[-njh-] 
jhonjhonie)
[ -mjh-]
. jhomjhomiel]
[-nm-]
[minminie]
One characteristic feature of the sequences of this type 
is that the sec'ond consonant is either breathy or non-breathy 
in articulation, A sequence as a whole or a part of it is 
voiced or voiceless. The articulation concerned is always non- 
homorganic. The combination possibilities are open, except 
that the velar nasal [-33-] and retroflex flapped [-£-] cLo not 
occur as the second component of the -C/C- sequence.
Sequences in reduplicated stem involving nasal conson­
ants are of three types: -N/C- -C/N- and -N/N-. The articula­
tion is always non-homorganic, Bilabial and alveolar nasal 
consonants [-m-] and [-n-] are found as -N- in -N/C-, and 
-C- is a term in the plosive and sibilant system. Where the 
post nasal element is voiced the articulation is voiced 
throughout, and where it is voiceless, the first part of the 
closure is voiceless. Where the post nasal plosive articulat­
ion is aspirated, the aspiration is observed during the 
plosive release.
See. for example, the kms, of [ ^ un^undie] (No, 55) and 
[ jhomjhomie] (No, 56)8^ “* ^
In a -C/N- sequence plosive, liquid and sibilant con­
stitute the first component, and -N- is a bilabial and ov 
alveolar consonant. The articulation as a whole is non-breathy. 
Where the pre-nasal consonant is voiced, voicing is maintained 
throughout the whole period of closure. Nasality affects the 
following vowel articulation. Where the pre-nasal consonant is 
voiceless the first part of the closure is voiceless.
Like the -NN- cluster in the dissyllabic stem pattern, 
-N/N- in a reduplicated stem is a non-homorganic sequence, 
the articulation being an alveolar nasal followed by a 
bilabial nasal consonant. The whole sequence is non-breathy 
and voiced. In this case nasality is a feature not only of 
the whole of -N/N- sequence, but of the whole word which 
extends right from the preceding syllable to the following 
syllable.
See km. of [minminde] (No.71)
For phonological purposes this sequence will be marked 
by an oblique bar in between the two Cs, thus [pitpitie] 
will be denoted in the generalized formula as CVC/CVCo V,
6.2.2.3 Consonant sequences in the stem and ending
junction of the forms whose stem-final and ending initial
elements are C,
Stem-ending consonant sequences are found in the 
junction of the forms whose stem-final and ending initial 
elements are a G. These are found only with the monosyllabic 
stem patterns CT®- and VG-.
Four consonants [-ch-], [-t-], [-b-], and [-1-] are
found as initial consonants of the endings which concerns these
sequences.
It is important to note that structurally clusters and
sequences are different. Thus, the articulations of the
consonantal combinations [-bl-] in [bhabli] and [choblie] are
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phonetically similar to each other. But [-1-] in [bhabli] is 
one of the four ending initial consonants [-ch~], [-t-], [ —b—] 
and [-1-], whereas [-1-] in [choblie] is one of the final 
components of - d o -  clusters, where as many as 5 5  clusters are 
possible.
Another point of distinction is that the sequence [~bl-] 
in the form [bhabli] where two ~cC- components are stated form 
part of two grammatical structures, namely, stem and ending.
And the linking feature of these two structures, stem and ending 
is never'syllabic,
In the form [choblie], where the -CC- cluster is 
stated, [-bl-] is always a part of the dissyllabic stem- 
structure, and the stem and ending linking feature in this 
case is always syllabic.
For phonological purposes stem-ending division will be 
shown by a hyphen between them.
Thus, the morphological divisions of the stem and 
ending of the two forms [bhabli] and [choblie] can phonologic- 
ally be shown as .CVG- CV and CVCGo-V respectively.
6.2.2,3.1,
Homorganic stem-ending sequences,
Homorganic stem-ending sequences form the following 
phonetic patterns.
2§3
Plosive-Plosive
[-cch~] 
[-tt-]
[-bb-]
C - i i - ]
[-mb-]
[-nt-]
1# [-cch-] [kacche] 
[pocche]
[bucche]
[becche]
[bhicche]
i-p- pit_iOv> [patte]
[motte]
[potte]
[jutte]
[jitte]
3. • [-bb-] [jobbe]
[mabbe]
[ cjubbe]
[nibbe]
1. Alveolo-palatal affricated plosive
2, Dental n
3* Bilabial T?
Liquid Liquid
4* Alveolar lateral
Nasal Plosive
5* Bilabial nasal plosive
6, Dental nasal plosive
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[tulle]
[bolle]
[khelle] 
[mille]
[ jombe]
[ thambe] 
[nambe]
[jante] 
[mante] 
[kinte]
These homorganic consonant sequences are realized with 
greater energy and force of exhalation than • simple conson­
ants, The contact is maintained without any change in position 
for a longer duration before it is released. The articulating 
organs have a firm contact and the muscular tension is 
observed during the articulation.
The km. tracings of [kacche] (No, 57) [ patte] (No, $3 
[Pw a J
[jobbe](No,26/^ show that the closure is for a longer duration,
a -These kms, can be compared with those of [ kace] (No.^ JEJ^  [ patej 
(No. 7 f^and [ jope] (No. ^he period of closure for a simple 
consonant in the forms [kace], [pate], and [jope] is shorter 
( i3 c/s) than the corresponding closure for the 
consonant sequences in the forms [kacche], [patte] and [jobbe]
( i7,2,eM(fc/s).
In the articulation of [-cch-] sequence in [kacche] the 
whole of the tongue is held tight against the roof of the mouth
4, [-11-]
11
5. [-mb-]
6. [-nt-]
and the tip of the tongue is down and when the air is released 
it comes out with affrication, The articulation is aspirated.
In the km. of [ kacche](No.57)* the larynx tracing does 
not show any wave form during the closure in the mouth tracing. 
There is an upward displacement in the wave form in the M 
tracing with the release.
See pm, of [kacche](No.66)# The wipe off shows contact 
for the whole of zone 4 and part of zone 3.
For the articulation of [-tt-] sequence in [patte] the 
tip and blade of the tongue touch the teeth and the teeth­
ridge. The articulation is unaspirated and voiceless throughout.
See km. of [ patte] (No, 58)
The pm, of [ patte] (No, 65 L shows a wipe off extending from
zone 1 well into zone 4, The wipe off of [pate] is not so 
broad and does not extend into zone 4 in the left and right 
zones.
In the articulation of the sequence [-bb-] in [jobbe] 
the lips are closed and held for a considerable period. Vocal 
cords vibrate all through. .
See km, of [ jobbe] (No. 26)v. The prominent wave forms are
A
seen throughout the period of closure in the Larynx tracing.
Palatograms do not show any wipe off for the bilabial 
articulations.
In the articulation of [-11-] sequence in [mille] the 
contact is maintained by the tip and blade of the tongue with 
the teeth ridge, the air is released on both sides of the 
tongue. The articulation is voiced all through.
The km, of [mille] shows in complete closure in the mouth
tracings Prominent wave forms in the L tracing are seen all 
through. See km. of [cillae] (No.
/ Affh
The pm. of [mille](No.63)a shows a bow shaped wipe off 
from the middle of zone 2 to the beginning of zone 4.
For the articulation ofebilabial homorganic sequence 
[-mb-] in the form [jombe] the lips are closed and held 
together for a longer duration than for a simple [-m-] or [ -b-] 
in the forms [ jome] and [jabe] respectively. The articulation 
as a whole is voiced* The soft palate is in its lowered 
position during the first part of the oral closure*
See km, of [jombe](No.721, This km, shows the greatest 
amplitude of wave forms in N tracing during the first part of 
the closure in the M tracing, and dying down gradually towards 
the last part of the closure.
In the articulation of [-nt-] in the form [mante] the 
tip and blade of the tongue are held against the teeth-ridge 
for a longer period than for a simple [-n-] or [-t-] in the 
forms [mane] and [mate] respectively.
The km. of the form [mante] (No, 73)a  shows features of
prominent nasality during the first part of the oral closure in
the M tracing and absence of nasality and voicing during the
later part of the oral closure. This km, may be compared with
VS , .
those of [mane] (No,■£§•) and [mate] (No. 7^) ?
Pm. of the form [ mante] (No. 67) Asnows wipe off from zone
1-3.
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6#2.2#3.2 Heterorganic Stem-ending sequences
Heterorganic Consonant sequences in the junction of 
stem and ending of the monosyllabic stem patterns CVC- and 
VC are of the following phonetic patterns:
1. Plosive Plosive
2* Plosive Liquid
3. Liquid Plosive
4. Liquid Liquid
5. Sibilant Plosive
6. Sibilant Liquid
7* Nasal Plosive
Nasal Liquid.
They are listed below' with examples.
S08
Voiceless 
throughout i
1,Plosive 
Blosive
(i)velar
Alveolo-
palatal
(ii)Velar - 
Dental
(iii)Velar * 
Bilabial
(iv)Alveolo- 
palatal - 
Dental
(v) n
(v4r-)-A3=vee3=ay-
[-kch-]
[-kt~]
[-Ct-]
Benrtal
[-cht-]
(vii.) AlveolO' 
palatal •* 
Bilabial
Voiced 
voiceless
Voiced 
throughout
Voiceless 
voiced
[-gb-]
[-jb-]
[pakche] 
[dekche] 
[jakche]
[pakte] 
[dekte] 
[jakte]
[pagbe] 
[degbe] 
[jagbe]
[kacte] 
[macte] 
[bucte]
[mochte]
[-tes-te-]
[’-mar&W]
j^ bur&tre-^ j
[kajbe] 
[mojbe] 
[bujbe]
(viii)Retro­
flex Alveolo- 
palatal
r
[-tch-] [kafche] 
[pitche] 
[utche]
/ YW\ ^(as/Retroflex 
Dental
E-tt-] [katte]
’pi^te]
[utte]
(be) Retro flex . 
Bilabial
[ -q.b-3 13 kaq.be] 
[ piq.be] 
[uq.be]
(xi)Retroflex
flap-Alveolo
palatal
[-£ch-] [po^che] 
[ba^che] 
[u^che]
(xii) Retrofit 
Dental
?x-flap~ E [po^te] 
[ba^te] 
[u^te]
(xiii)Retrofit 
Bilabial
3X-flap [-rb-3 [po^be] 
[ba^be] 
[u^be]
(xitfr) Dental 
Alveolo 
palatal
[ -tch-] [patche] 
[motche] 
[gatche]
(xjsr) w « [-dch-] [Jadche] 
[kgdche] 
[badche]
(xv£) Dental 
Bilabial
i}
j
ii
j
[-db-] [padbe] 
[ mo,dbe] 
[gadbe]
(xvim)Bilab­
ial Alveolo- 
palatal
[-pch-] [ jopche] 
[ ^ upche] 
[nipche]
(xviim) 
Bilabial** 
Dental
[-pt-] j
i
1
[ >pte] 
[ c^ upte] 
[nipte]
2. Plosive - 
Liquid
(i)Velar 
Lateral
[-kl~] [pakle] 
[dekle]
(ii)^elar 
fricative *- 
L ateral
[-xl-] [dexle] 
[raxle]
(iii )Velar ** 
Lateral
■ C - g i - ] [jagle] 
[ragle]
(iv)Alveolo- 
palatctl- 
Lateral
[-cl-] [kacle] 
[rocle] 
[b&cle]
(v) » " [-chi-] [muchle] 
[gochle]
(vi) Alveolo- 
palatal 
Lateral
1
1
t
|
C-ji-]
J
1
[bajle] 
[majle]
(vii) f? ?? C-jhi-] [bujhle]
(viii)
Retroflex 
lateral■ [ - t H
[katle]
[pitle]
[utle]
Ox)Retroflex 
flap lateral
[-ri_] [pofle] 
[bafle] 
[u^le]
(x. )Dental 
Lateral
[-ti-] [ patle] 
[motle]
(xi ) " " [-dl-] [Jadle] 
[kSdle]
(xii .)Bilabial 
Lateral
[-pi-] [ jopl'e] 
[maple]
(xiii)
T? V? [-bl-] [ c|uble] 
[nible]
Liquid
Plosive
1 1
(i) Lateral*- 
Alveolo- 
palatal
[-lch-] [tulche]
[khelche] 
[bolche]
(ii) t?Dental [-It-] [tulte]
[khelte] 
[bolte]
(iii) " 
Bilabial
[-lb-] [tulbe]
[khelbe] 
[bolbe]
(iv) l&.p , 
Alveolo- 
palatal
[-rch-] [korche] 
[parche]
(v) i! Dental [-rt-] [korte] 
[parte]
(vi)^Bilabial [-rb-] [korbe] 
[parbe]
4# Liquid 
Liquid
(i)Tap-Latera1 [-rl-] [korle] 
[parle]
5.
Sibilant
Plosive
(i)palato 
Alveolar~ 
Alveolo-pala
[-Jch-]
tell
[boJche] 
[aJche]
(ii )” Dental
(iii)'f Bialb- 
ial
( ( V  )  fot\rtLe{(£c .{r«wV' 
6
Sibilant -* 
Liquid
alato-alveo- 
Iar-Lateral
7.Nasal Plosive
(i)Bilabial
Alveolo-
palatal
(ii) *?Dental
(iii)Alveolar 
Alveolo-palatal
(iv) Alveolar- 
Bilabial
(v)Velar— 
Alveolo-palatial
(vi)Velar 
Dental
(vii)Velar 
Bilabial
[-mch-]
[-nch-]
[-gch-J
[ -gt-]
[ -nb-]
[-gb-]
[boJte]
[aJte]
[bojbe]
[ajbe]
j ; j
Ew-i^ JrUj M
£ b'v^S fre'3 (
I’r>\0 5
[boJle]
[ajle]
[komche]
[ghamche]
[jomche]
[k$mte]
[ghamte]
[jomte]
[janche]
[manche]
[anche]
[janbe]
[ manbe]
[ anbe]
[ bhagche]
[manche]
[bharjte]
[ma^te]
[bhaqbe]
[ majgbe]
K , urtv(Xclc3 3^:Twoct e-3
refits.
8.Nasal 
Liquid
(i) Bilabial 
Lateral
[-ml-] [komle]
[ ghamle] 
[jomle]
(ii)Alvelar 
Lateral
[-nl-] [janle] 
[manle] 
[anle]
(iii)Velar 
Lateral
[-ql-] [bhaqle] 
[maqle]
It should be noted that the articulation with [-ch-]- 
ending is always characterized by breathy release. Where the 
initial component of the sequence is a fricative the articula­
tion is characterized by slight aspiration. Articulations of 
all other sequences are characterized by absence of breathi­
ness.
voicing and absence of aspiration. Where the second C element 
is a voiced alveolar lateral and the first C element is a 
voiced consonant, the articulation is voiced throughout, and 
where the first C element is voiceless the articulation is 
partly voiceless and partly voiced. Where the second C element 
is an alveolo-palatal voiceless aspirated plosive or dental 
voiceless unaspirated plosive and the first C element is one of
Where the second C element is a bilabial voiced 
plosive [-b-] the sequence as a whole is characterized by
2 t l i
voiced [-£-], [-d-], [-r-], [-1 -], [-m-], [~n-], [-g-], the
articulation is voiced followed by voicelessness,, Everywhere 
else, where the second C element is a dental voiceless 
unaspirated plosive the articulation as a whole is voiceless 
and the release is always unaspirated; and where the second C 
element is an alveolo-palatal voiceless aspirated plosive the 
articulation as a whole is voiceless and the release is always 
aspirated.^
See kms. of [ degbe] (No. 32) [jagle](No,59) [ pakle] (No. 60)^ ?P 
[ jopte] (No, 25
The forms [korche], [korte] and [korle] have alternative 
realizations’.respectively [kocche], [kotte] and [kolle] with 
some speakers. In the pronunciation of [korche], [korte] and 
[korle] two distinctly consonantal realizations are observed.
In the alternative pronunciation, on the other hand, the tongue 
is not released after the first consonant of the sequence but 
is held tight for a considerable period of duration and the 
articulation is geminated. Thus we have [kocche], [kotte] 
and [kolle].
Pms. of the forms [ korche](No.68) [ korte](No.69) and 
[ korle](Nor70)Amay be compared with those of [kocche](No,71)
[kotte] (No, 72) and [kolle] (No. 73 ) *
Kms, of [korche] (No, 63) and [korte] (No. 61)^ may be com- 
pared with those of [kocche](No*64) and [ kotte] (No. 62 ),* They 
show different pictures.
The forms [kacte], [bacte] and [bucte] also have alter­
native pronunciations as [kaste], [baste] and [buste], In the 
articulation of [~ct«] sequence in the forms [kacte], [b&cte] 
and [bacte], there is a release of air after [~c-] when the 
tongue moves from alveolar region to further forward and the 
tip is raised to touch the upper teeth* This release can be 
termed au anap.tyctic vowel. (©) .
See km. of [ kacte] (No. 65 ■
In the articulation of the alternative form [kaste] 
the tip of the tongue is raised against the alveolar region and 
the air is released with friction. The articulation observed is 
a voiceless alveolar fricative. The tip of the tongue moves 
forwaid after that for the dental contact. The articulation of 
the sequence as a whole [-st-] is a tip up articulation, where­
as in the case of [ -ct-] in [kacte] the tip of the tongue is 
down during the first part of the closure, and it moves towards 
dental region giving rise to an anaphyctic vowel (9).
pms. of [kacte](No.74) and [kaste](No,75]A may be 
compared.
^eterorganic stem-ending sequences involving a nasal 
consonant are of only one type, e.g. -NC-. It is never a -CN- 
or an -NN-, The first element can be any of the three nasal 
consonants, bilabial [-m-], alveolar [-n-] and velar [-q-], 
the second element being any one of [ -ch-], [-t-], [-b-] and
[-1-3-
In -NC- sequences where the final element is a voiced
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bilabial plosive [~b~] or a voiced alveolar lateral [-1-], the 
sequence as a whole is voiced. Where the final element is a 
voiceless dental plosive [-t-], or a voiceless alveolo-palatal 
plosivre [ -ch-] the articulation of the sequence is partly- 
voiced and partly voiceless. With [«ch«] as the -C- element the 
release of the sequence is aspirated, elsewhere it is unaspir­
ated. Nasality is not observed during the whole period of 
closure, The soft palate is raised during the later part of 
the oral closure.
In the pm. of the form [katle] [ -"[1-] sequence gives a
wider wipe off covering an area from the first molar line
extending as far as lateral incisor line. The form as a whole
is characterized by retroflexion. See pm. of [ ka^le] (No.
Compare this with pm. (No.57) of [palte] m  which the wipe off ^ /\
covers zone 4 only.
See kms. of [ jombe](No.72) and [mante] (No, 73
Pms. of the form [mante] (No. 6?)a shows wipe off covering
an area from zone 1 to a part of zone 4.
Pmv of the form [manle](No.55)Agives a different wipe off 
in the artificial palate. The wipe off covers part of zone 4 
and 3 and extends no further.
Pm, of the form [ manbe] (No, 5$) ^ shows a wipe off extending 
upto the lateral incisor line.
In the articulation of [bhaqche] there is movement of the 
body of the tongue from a velar articulation extending as far 
forward as zone 7 to a Palatal articulation in leaving an area 
in zones 5, 6 and 7 unwiped. See pm. of [ bharjche] (No, 44)$ffv~‘^ c
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In -SP- sequences, where the -P~ element is a voiced 
bilabial plosive [-b-], the sequence as a whole is voiced.
See km, of [ bo^be] (No, 51 ) • Pm0 of [bo^be] shows palate 
alveolar contact. With [-ch-], [-t-] and [-1-] as second 
element the sibilant is a voiceless fricative.
See km, of [ bo Jte] (No, 52)
See pms. of [boJche](No.77) [boJte](No,76) and [boJle]
(No, 79)
6,2,2,4 Geminated clusters in the stem and ending junction.
There is a long consonantal articulation in the junction 
of the forms where the morphological stem syllable is open and 
the ending initial is the voiceless alveolo-palatal aspirated 
plosive [-ch-]. Thus, in the pronunciation of the forms 
[kacche] and [khacche] phonetically [-cche] is identical. But 
the structures of the two forms are different. The generalized 
structures of the forms whose morphological division is shown 
by a hyphen, are CVC-CV and CV~^CV respectively. This charact­
eristic feature of the second form (i.e. [khacche]), which I 
call geminated junction, is marked with a raised g over the 
initial -C- of the ending structure, e.g. [khacche] phonologic-
g
ally represented as CV- CV3
This feature of geminated junction is observed where the 
ending begins with an alveolo-palatal plosive [-ch-] in those 
grammatical forms of some CV- stem verbs as well as in all the 
polysyllabic (extended and non-extended dissyllabic and
reduplicated trisyllabic) stem-patterns whether or not the stem 
pattern has already a consonant cluster (as in (C)VCC9- stem 
patterns) or a consonant sequence (as in the reduplicated stem 
paotern CVC/CVC9-)0
Some examples are given with their phonological structures
[khacche] c v ~ g c v
[katacche] C V C s -S CV
[uthacche] V C s -SCV
[khawacche] C V © -SCV
[kam^acche] C VCC 9-S CV
[ul^acche] V C C 8 -S CV
[ pitpitacche] C V C /C V C s-S CV
These geminated forms may be compared with the non­
geminated forms with ending initiated by a voiced bilabial 
plosive [-b-]. Thus,
[khabe]
[ katabe]
[ u^habe]
[ khawabe]
[kampabe] 
[ultabe]
[pitpitabe]
CV-GV
CVCo-CV
VCo-CV
CVo-CV
CVCCg -CV
VCCe-CV
CVC/CVCo-CV
In the articulation of [-cch-] in the form [khacche] 
the tongue is held for a period of longer duration than for 
[ -ch-] in [ache].
2^ 3 A )
Kms. of [ khacche] (No. 30) and [ khete] (No, 29 l^may be 
compared, In the km. of [khacche] the period of closure shows 
16 c/s., and the corresponding period of closure in the km, of 
[khete] shows 12 c/s.
Pms. of [khacche] shows similar wipe off as [kacche], f'J 
[kacche] (No.
At the phonological level economy can be achieved by 
following certain means of abstraction.
Whenever two C elements are stated adjacently within 
a verbal form, they are either
(i) marked with a bracket over them in the generalized 
structure as -GC- with the implication that the consonants are 
within the morphological abstraction of a dissyllabic stem 
(C)VCCe*; or
(ii) marked with an oblique bar between them in the 
generalized structure as -c/C- the implication of which is 
that the two consonants are within the morphological abstract­
ion of a reduplicated stem pattern GVG^/OVGo-; or
(iii) they are marked with a hyphen in between them 
in the generalized structure as -C-0- with the implication 
that the two Cs belong to the two different morphological 
entities, stem and ending, that is to say, they occur at the 
junction of morphological abstractions stem and ending; or
(iv) marked with a small raised g over the right hand 
side of the hyphen which marks the stem-ending division in
p*
the generalized structure as - C- with the implication that 
the linking feature of stem and ending in the forms whose 
stem syllable is open and ending syllable is initiated by 
[-ch-] is geminated.
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CHAPTER 7
The elements of the phonological analysis.
7,0 The phonological analysis is stated by means of certain 
elements which are set up for this purpose. These elements are 
word, syllable, phonematic units and prosodic features. All 
these elements are elements of the phonological analysis and 
must not be confused with elements established at another 
level of statement, e„g, phonetic or grammatical level, though 
the phonological elements may correspond to some elements 
established at other levels.
The word has status primarily as a unit of grammatical 
structure. And the verb as a word class category is delimited 
and defined through such syntactical criteria as place and 
order in the sentence, through colligational relations of 
agreement, and concord of ten-ee, person and grade with the 
nominal, and where the verbal piece contains more than one unit 
through the relations between the units of the verbal piece in 
those syntactical constructions. However, since every word is 
characterised by phonological and phonetic features, the verb 
form, though primarily a grammatical element, is also recognized 
as having phonological status as an element in the phonological 
analysis. The structure of the form is described in terms of 
syllables and prosodic features.
The syllable has status at both phonological and 
phonetic levels. The phonetic syllable and the phonological
syllable do not always correspond exactly. The structure of
the phonological syllable is stated in terms of phonematic
units and prosodic features,
Phonematic units are phonological elements having
phonetic exponents which may be referred to a given place in
the syllable. Phonematic units are of two kinds. Consonantal
units and vocalic units, which will be referred to as C and V
units. There is, in addition, a phonological syllabMc unit d
which may be referred to as schwa unit throughout this 
1
analysis.
2Prosodic features are phonological elements having
phonetic exponents which either extend over more than one
place in the structure or have implications over more than one
place in the structure in that they delimit a structure from
preceding and following structures. Prosodic features may be 
stated for a word as a whole or some part or parts of a word, 
for a syllable as a whole or some part or parts of a syllable.
1. Phonematic units can not be identified with the usual 
TphonemesT set up to handle the phonological analysis of 
other kind. (See W.S.Allen, B.S,0.A.S. Vol.16, 1954,p.556)* 
nor are prosodic features to be equated with the supra- 
segmental phonemes of Tphonemic phonological analysis1.
There will be, of course, some similarity between the 
phonetic exponents of these two pairs of phonological 
categories, but since the systems of which they are members 
are different any attempt to make one to one identifications 
is bound to be misleading.
2. See J.R,Firth, TSounds and Prosodies1, T.P.S. 1943, p.127-52 
and also 'R.H.Robins, TAspects of Prosodic Analysis1, Proc. 
Univ. Durham, philo-society. Vol. I, Series B.
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7*1 The Syllable Structure
The structure of the syllable will be described in
terms of systems appropriate to the phonematic units and in
terms of systems appropriate to the prosodic features, and in
terms of two places, initial and final. Different statements
are made for the systems, whether prosodic or phonematic,
1
which are stated for these places.
Every syllable has a nucleus which consists of a V
i.e. the syllable nucleus is always characterized by a vocalic 
2
articulation. At the phonological level of abstraction the 
syllable nucleus is stated either as V, a term in a vowel 
system, or as a a term in a syllabic system, The eg^raalized 
structures in colloquial Bengali verbal form are eight in 
number,, A syllable may comprise this nucleus alone or a nucleus 
that is preceded and/or followed by a C unit. The eight types 
of syllables found are: V, CV, a, Ca, VC, aC, CVC and CaC.
Thus it wll be seen that every syllable has a V or a 
unit but not every syllable has a C unit.
1. This is in marked contrast with a TphonemicT phonological 
analyses in which one overall system is set up. For 
example, in such an analysis two phones not in complemen­
tary distribution at one point in the structures are 
assigned to two different phonemes and this distribution 
is maintained even at those points in the structure where 
no contrasts exhists and the two phones are in complement­
ary distribution.. The treatment adopted in this thesis, 
however, would set up different systens for the two places 
of the structures. It is polysystemic, whereas the phonemic 
treatment is monosystemic0
2. In my dialect, however, syllabic consonantal articulation 
is also found.
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So far as the verbal piece is concerned, 0 and C0 are 
restricted to the final syllable of the dissyllabic (extended 
and non-extended), and trisyllabic stem and ©C to the first 
syllable of the ending. The rest have no such restrictions,
0 can not be an element of structure in the first syllable of 
the verbal form.
7,1,1 Syllable Division
Initial C~ belongs to the same syllable ■whose nucleus 
is the following -V or -0, The final -C belongs to the same 
syllable whose nucleus is the preceding V- or 9-, Every inter­
mediate single G belongs to the same syllable with the follow­
ing -V or -o. Where two adjacent -CC- elements are stated, the 
first C belongs to the syllable whose nucleus is the preceding 
V- or 0-, and the second to the syllable whose nucleus is the 
following -V or -0, This point is illustrated in the following 
examples.
C0 CV[ul*|;abe] VC
[khawabe] CV | a CV
[ kanvfae] CVC j C© j V
I
[katU] CV i CsC
2/2/Y
Where two V elements or 9 and V or V and 9 or two 9
elements are stated adjacently in any generalized structure,
1
such abstraction represent two syllables in each case. e.g. 
[khae] CV | V
[katae] CV | Cs I V
[khaJ] CV | ©C
[kataj] CV | C© j ©C
It will be seen that the phonological syllable 
division cuts across the morphological abstraction made as 
stem and ending. Thus, in the generalized structure CVCV of 
the form [ka^e] The cutsT the morphological division of stem 
and ending is CVC-V, but phonologically syllables are 
divided as CV | CV.
7.2 V, 9 and C elements of structure.
7,2.0 A generalized statement of the maximum number of V
and C units set up in this thesis will be made here. A
detailed statement of V and C systems required to be stated
where V, 9 and C are elements of structure will be made in
the following chapters in which each stem or ending structures
2
will be handled separately.
1. Their phonetic exponents may sometimes be a single vowel
or a diphthongal articulation, e.g. [ka*(;aJ] CVCa-gC. See| 8 
and also §10.A  for phonetic exponents of the forms in 
endings [—if] [-uk] etc.
2. This has been studied from a multi-structural point of view.
cf. In his theory J.R.Firth considers language from a 
multi structural stand point when he talks of 1 structures * 
in the plural. See for instance, Structural Linguistics1, 
T.P.S. , 1956, pp89 ff.
Prosodic and syllabic systems will also be generalized 
in this chapter. The detailed prosodic features of the stem 
and endings require separate treatment in particular chapters 
concerned, rather than in this generalized statement.
7.2.1 V Units
Three V units representing three grades of openness 
is stated in the present thesis. They are:
% the close unit,
C the mid unit, and 
& the open unit.
In reading the phonological formulae these three 
symbols maybe read as the Iota, the Epsilon, and the Alpha 
unit respectively.
The phonetic qualities, such as, frontness and back- 
ness, liprounding and unrounding, are stated as exponents of 
syllable prosodies and not as characteristics of the vocalic 
articulation alone. Being stated prosodically for the syllable 
as a whole these qualities are equally characteristics of the 
consonantal articulations as well,
V systems are set up for the first syllable of the stem 
and for zll the syllables of the endings, except where the 
initial element of the ending structure is ©-.
The vocalic qualities observed in syllables for which i 
is stated as an element of structure include closeness.
Examples: \ [pi^i] TI beatT,
[tuli] !I raise T.
The vocalic qualities in syllables for which a is 
stated as an element of structure include from half-closeness 
to half- openness.
Examples:
C £ C- [p©tal ,t0 beat*
[tola] Tto raisef.
The vocalic qualities in syllablesfor which a is 
stated as an element of structure include from half-openness 
to openness.
Examples: C a C- [ deokha] ’to see*
[bola] Tto sayT
[kata] ’to cut’.
The vocalic qualities observed in syllables for which 
tp e or a stated as an element of structure can be 
shown on a vowel diagram with r§f@rence to Cardinal vowel 
qualities.
Front
Centrali
Back
Front Back
The vocalic qualities in syllables of w h i c h & or a '* 
element of structure can be plotted in range t, f € and a 
respectively.
One syllabic unit e is stated for the second syllable 
of the dissyllabic stem and also for the initial syllable of 
the ending. Unlike V, 0 does not belong to the system of corn- 
mutable terms for the vowels, and as such has a different 
linguistic value. The vocalic qualities in syllables for which 
0 is stated as an element of structure include closeness, half­
closeness, half-openness or openness. These qualities may be 
stated in terms of the place of the syllable in the form. And 
therefore, it is convenient to refer to 0 as syllabic.
Examples: CVC-gC [ka^ii], [katun], [katuk], [ka^en],
[katon].
CVC©~V [katai],
CVC0-CV [katabe], [katate],
CVC0-0CV [katieche],
A word has to be said about the syllabic 0. Schwa has 
been treated at two different levels - phonological and 
grammatical - in two different meanings. It has distinctly 
different functions and status at different levels. The use of 
this therefore must not be confused.
At the grammatical level 0 is part of a morphological 
structure stem or ending. It occurs at the stem final syllable 
in the dissyllabic and trisyllabic stem, and ending initial in
the monosyllabic, dissyllabic and trisyllabic ending, and has a 
grammatical status at that level. The implication of 0 at the 
grammatical level is that the structure belongs to a particular 
category. A monosyllabic stem is always found without a e, 0 
occurs only in a dissyllabic (extended and non-extended) and a 
trisyllabic (reduplicated) stem. That is to say, so far as the 
morphological stem abstraction is concerned 0 never occurs in 
the stem of a non-causative verbal form, whereas it always 
occurs in the stem of a causative verbal form. This is one of 
the formal criteria by which distinction could be made between 
an active and a causative verbal form.
At the phonological level schwa in the stem structure 
stands for syllabic articulation, the phonetic realization of 
which is restricted to (i) an open vowel, halfway between front 
and back, without lip-rounding, or (ii) close front without lip- 
rounding according to the environment and relation of the fol­
lowing V or 0 element of structure. This is shown in the chapter
1dealing with vowel harmony. Its restriction to the dissyllab­
ic stem pattern and trisyllabic stem pattern of the reduplicated
f o r m , ,  IA So p t  c '^a ilo  v e i  e v w -k  i t  *
Similarly, © in the ending structure also has two mean­
ings at the two differe?it levels. At the grammatical level © 
occurs in the ending initial position and never any other
T* -1 •position. It occurs m  monosyllabic structure -©g which is the 
only monosyllabic structure constituted of two elements © and 
© in that order; all the other monosyllabic ending structures
1. See Chapter 10,
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are either open, as -V, -CV, or closed as ~CVC or -VC* It also
occurs in the initial position of dissyllabic and trisyllabic
ending structures -whose initial element is not a C, It^as such
a determinator of the morphological ending abstraction at that
level. The phonetic expression of o in the ending structure has
five alternatives: (i) front unrounded close vowel [ i],
£
(ii) front unrounded half-close vowel [ e] , (iii) back rounded 
close vowel [u], (iv) back rounded half-close vowel [o], or
(v) nil. In ending structure © has no phonetic expression of
a neutral open vowel [a]. And as such it has a different
linguistic value than V as a system at the phonological level.
Since the phonetic exponent of 0 is open neutral, close
front, close back, half-close front, half-close back vowel or 
nil according to the vocalic articulation of the following 
syllable, and according to its place in the structure of the 
form, it is convenient to refer to © as a syllabic. The re­
lation between the open neutral vowel and close front or half­
close front, or close back or half close back vowel or nil is 
treated in terms of the alternative phonetic exponents of a 
single phonological category. The exponent of 0 is stated in 
relation to the place of the syllable in the word. The features 
of openness or closeness, frontness or backness have been 
treated prosodically, and are clearly brought out in the 
phonological section.
Pirzsr>v IA/)Vo U U x O K J  b e  £ • * ] „  f d - a e
jOa- iSCN 3 , (tSY" - p  ^ ..
7.2,3 C Units
Four G sub systems are stated in this thesis. They are
1. Plosive,
2. Liquid,
3. Sibilant, and 
Nasal,
In order to state the phonological implications of
these terms it is necessary to refer to some of the prosodic
features characterizing the syllables in which the terms in
1
these sub-systems are elements of structure. The prosodic
features referred to here will be discussed in details in the
2
following section,
1. Plosive Sub-system.
F0tA.lT jt
Three terms b d^j and g are stated for the plosiv
sub-system. Each is a C element of structure in syllables
3
characterized by h or h and v or v prosody. Of these termst7i W
b is the bilabial unit, d is the apical unit, and g is the 
dorsal unit.
Examples:
Bilabial b unit [p©te] rhe heatsT
[bole] *he says*
lc For structure and system See J.R.Firth, ?A synopsis of
Linguistic Theory, 1930-1955,> p,17ff<, See also *Sounds and 
Prosodies * in Papers in Linguistics 1934-1951, pp.121-13$,
2. Infra, § 7. 3. ~ ~~ „ „
3. See for phonetic implication of h and h , v and v and r 
and r Prosodies, § 7, 3, 2-4 (infra)
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Apical d unit
[dhore]
Dorsal g unit
[pha^e] Tit breaks*
[bhoge] *he suffers?
[tole] *he raise I
[dhekhe] The sees I
[ thake] *he stays*
*he catchesJ
[kate] *he cuts.*
[gabe] *he will singl
[khate] *he works*
[ghame] *he sweats*,
Z 3 " ^  p'cs.sse s\
Lckcvpe] c 4jl p n n h  * y
L i? p 3 " (i-W. V «■ *.<^s ),
sub
Two terms l and r constitute the Liquid ^ System, Each
- 1*.is a C element of structure in h ^ and v syllables Of these
two terms 1 is the lateral unit and r is the tap unit. Both 1
and r are apical units,
- [lekhe] *he writes*,
- [rakhe]
T> O'* Scd j u-Vi-»- t
2, Liquid Sub-system
Lateral unit 1 
Tap unit r *he keeps *.
3. Sibilant sub-system
s constitute the sibilant sub-system. It is a G element 
of structure in syllables characterized by h and v or v prosodies7K
s is an apical unit.
Example : Apical unit s [Jekhe] *he learns1,
1, h/h prosodies are not the only prosodies characterizing C- 
initial syllables. But it is convenient to distinguish 
between_the four sub-systemsin this way with reference to 
the h/ h prosodies on the one hand and number of terms 
stated for each sub-system on the other.
6 ^  J j j  f  •
4. Nasal Sub-system ^
Three terms m, n, g constitute the nasal sub-system. 
Each is a G element of structure in h and v syllables, m and 
n are elements of structure in the syllable in all positions, 
whereas 33 is restricted in so far as it is not found in 
word initial position. Of these three terms constituting th
nasal sub-system,m is the bilabial unit, n is the apical unit 
and q is the dorsal unit.
Examples:
Bilabial unit m [mare] ’he kills’*"* ptr)
Apical ” n [nace] The dances’ft*
Dorsal ” q [bhaqe] ’he breaks’
” m
Labial, Apical, Dorsal, Plosive,Liquid, Sibilant and 
Nasal - are all phonological terms.^
In making the above phonological statement of C - sub­
system and the terms in this sub-system, such phonetic charac­
teristics as breathiness and absence of breathiness, voicing 
and absence of voicing, retroflexion and absence of retroflex** 
ion etc. which are traditionally attributed to the consonants, 
are abstracted and stated in terms of prosodies characterizing 
the syllable or a group of syllables.
7.3 Prosodic elements of Structure.
7.3*0 In order to focus attention on the phonological feat.**
tures the following prosodies will be stated.
1. See Chapter 6
(i) Prosodies of the syllable as a whole:
y, w, and 10
(ii) Prosodies of the syllable initial or final:
V,/ non-V; h / non - h, r / non -r and 
n / non-n.
(iii) Prosodies of junction;
y, w and absence of these; and g- and non-g.
y- Prosody has the phonetic implication of frontness 
and absence of liprounding in articulation.
w~ Prosody has the phonetic implication of backness 
and presence of liprounding in articulation.
x> - Prosody has the phonetic implication of openness 
and absence of liprounding, neither front nor back in 
articulation.
v~ Prosody has the phonetic implication of voicing 
in articulation.
Non-v - Prosody has the phonetic implication of absence of 
voicing in articulation.
h- Prosody has the phonetic implication of breathinesf 
in articulation.
Non- h- Prosody has the phonetic implication of absence 
of breathiness in articulation.
r- Prosody has the phonetic implication of retro - 
felxion in articulation.
Non-r- Prosody has the phonetic implication of absence 
of retroflexion in articulation.
n- Prosody has the phonetic implication of nasality 
in articulation.
Non-n- Prosody has the phonetic implication of absence 
of nasality in articulation.
g- Prosody has the phonetic implication of gemination 
in articulation, 
non-g- Prosody has the phonetic 
gemination in articulation.
For notational clarity and typographical economy 
non-v, non~h, non-r, non-n and non-g prosodies will be denoted 
by leaving them unmarked. When, however, it is necessary to 
show contrast they will be denoted with a bar over them.
All the prosodies stated for syllable as a whole, 
syllable initial, syllable final or junction will be denoted
In  j t v  __and r/ r , over the 
syllable where they are stated as an element of structure, 
y, w or g prosody stated for junction is denoted by super­
script y, w, or g over the junction where it is stated as an 
element of structure.
The following examples will illustrate this.
y: ycv ycv [kete] ’having cutT
w : wcv ycv [kute] ’having cut’
n : °cv ycv [kate] ’he cuts’
v : Vcv ycv [bate] ’he distributes’
h: hcv ycv [khate] ’he works’
r: rCV ycv [tane] ’he pulls’
n: nCV y CV [nace] ’he dances’
j frj
implication/absence of
? % uAorf (Jsrv 
CV CV
Junctional y: CV CV
w
" w : CV V
[pacche] The is getting I
[naiche] The is bathing!
[navia] Tto have a bath!
More than one prosodic feature stated for a syllable 
or any part of it will be denoted by superscript notation side 
by side, except where n prosody is stated as an element of 
structure, n prosody is always accompanied by v prosody and 
never by v prosody. For notational economy, therefore nv 
prosodies will always be denoted by a superscript n and leav­
ing v unmarked. Elsewhere the double or treble prosodies will 
be marked.
Examples:
Vta)cv y cv [bhabe] lhe thinks!
vhrx) cv ycv Kake] The calls!
7hryCV yCV [ tlteke] The is held up!
Vhrwcv ycv [ c^ huke] The enters!
vrMCV y cv [nace] The dances!
The phonetic significance of these prosodic charact­
eristics will now be discussed in detail.
7.3d y, w, 10 - Prosodies.
It has been observed that the syllable is characterized
by (i) frontness and absence of lip rounding, (ii) backness
and presence of liprounding or (iii) openness and absence of
1
liprounding, frontness and backness. These three features I
1. These features of frontness and backness etc. are not only 
characteristic of the vowels, but also of the consonants.
S3
propose to call y-, w~, andtt prosodies respectively*
Of these phonetic criteria, liprounding and absence of 
liprounding are observed at the level of perception. In order 
to illustrate further the criteria of frontness, backness and 
openness in quality I cite some palatographic evidences and 
discuss the relevant feature in them* Observations of these 
phonetic qualities can be made through pms* which show certain 
characteristic correlations with the stating of y- prosody on 
the one hand and non-y (i.e. w or » ) prosody on the other, or 
w- prosody on the one hand and non- (i.e. y or to ) prosody on 
the other. This will be illustrated with reference to the 
following pms*
pmj!j. No. 39. [nibi] y c v c v
pm. No. 36 [nabe] ^CVCV
pm. No.&l [nobo] W C VCV
The stem syllable in all three forms involves an 
apical articulation. In [nibi] it is y prosodic, in [nobo] 
w prosodic and in [nabe] to prosodic*
The pm. of [nibi] shows a wipe off covering a part of 
zone 4 and the whole of zone 3. The wipe off reaches as far 
forward as lateral incisor line* In pm. of [nabe] the wipe off 
covers a part of zone 4 and a part of zone 3-> The pm. of 
[nobo] shows a wipe off covering mainly zone 4 and extends a 
little further forward than canine line,
pm, 39 indicates that during the pronunciation of 
[nibi] the apical contact between the tip and blade of the
39. [nibi] 36. [nabe]
81. [nobo]
-A-? *-
tongue and the artificial palate reached as far forward as the 
lateral incisor line. This correlate with the stating of y 
prosody as an element cf structure for the stem syllable in 
[nibi],
Pm, 36 indicates that during the pronunciation of 
[nabe] the apical contact between the tip and blade of the 
tongue and the artificial palate reached as far forward as 
middle of zone 3> and no further. This correlate with the 
stating of 10 prosody as an element of structure for the stem 
syllable in [nabe],
pm. 8l indicates that the contact of the tip and blade 
of the tongue reaches a little further forward than the 
canine line but does not extend so far forward as the middle 
of zone 3* This correlate with the stating of w prosody as 
an element of structure for the stem syllable in [nobo]#
The vocalic qualities observed in syllables character­
ized by y, w and v prosodies may be shown thus:
y c v c - T) c v c - w c v c - V c v c -  ^ c v c - W CVC
Close [ i] [u] [ p i t ] [ ku£]
Mid [e] [0] [ p e t J [kot]
( O ] [ 0] [ dsakh] [bol]
Open [a] [ka*[]
7#3.2 v and y prosodies.
These prosodies are stated for all syllables. 
Where ¥vis stated as an element of structure, the 
consonantal articulation of the syllable for which it is
stated are characterized by voicing. Where v is stated as an 
element of structure the articulations are voiceless.
These phonetic criteria characterizing the syllables 
for which v and v prosodies are stated, will be illustrated 
with reference to the following kms.
Km. .31H-li [ jope]
2* 1?
Km. J&frXS [ jopte] Km. [jobbe].
These kms. provide simultaneous mouth (M) and Larynx (L 
tracings.
It will be seen that there are prominent wave forms in 
the L tracing of the word [jobbe] parallel to the closure in 
the M tracing. In the L tracings of the words [jope] and 
[jopte] there are no prominent wave forms parallel to the 
closure phase. The wave forms in the L tracing^ of km, of 
[jobbe], parallel with the closure in M tracing correspond 
to the vibration of the vocal cords during the closure for the 
stop articulations of syllable2 <4 lv,5sa' ^6V‘W'5-
The absence of prominent wave forms in the L tracings 
of the forms [jope] and [jopte] during the closure in the M 
tracings corresponds to the absence of vibration of the vocal 
cords during the stop phase of the consonantal articulations 
of syllable %.
For this feature of voicing as in [ jobbe], v prosody is 
stated as an element of structure for syllable %• For the 
feature of absence of voicing in [jope] and [jopte] v prosody 
is stated as an element of structure for 2-.

Both v» and v- prosodic syllables are ^ or b 
prosodic,^
These prosodies are stated for both stem syllable 
initial and final and also for ending syllables. The Consonan­
tal articulation of the syllable for -which v? or ^  is stated 
as a prosody, is characterized by voicing or absence of voicing 
in articulation.
Where v is stated as an element of structure in the
ending syllable initial the consonantal complex as a whole is
2
characterized by voicing. This justifies for v or v as an 
abstraction.
Thus, C VVC - [kate]
C VV C - [ka^be]
The complex is characterized by prosody as well, 
e.g, V <^3 - [u*j;he] fhe gets up*
Vh
V C - [uc|be] *he will get up*.
7.3.3 b and h prosodies.
Where h is stated as an element of structure, the
articulation of the syllable for which it is stated, is chara­
cterized by breathiness. Where h is stated as an element of 
structure the articulation of the syllable for which it is 
stated, is characterized by absence of breathiness.
1. Infra. See § 7.3.3-
2. These characteristics are dealt with in .detail in Chapter 11
The phonetic criteria characterizing the syllables 
for -which h and h prosodies are stated, will be discussed 
with reference to the following kms.
Km, No, 27 [dsakhe]
km. No,28 [dekte]
These Kymograms provide Mouth tracings. In the km.
No,3# there is an upward displacement at the beginning of the 
second group of prominent wave forms which correspond to the 
vocalic articulation of the second syllable. This upward dis­
placement correspondsto the increased breathforce in the 
second syllable of the form [d83khe] and correlates with the 
stating of b prosody as an element of structure of the 
second syllable of the form.
No upward displacements are observed in the M tracings 
of the kms. of the word [dekte] at the beginning of the 
second set of prominent wave forms, which correspond to the 
absence of aspiration in the articulation of the forms. This 
feature of absence of breathiness in articulation correlates * 
with the setting up of ^ prosody as an element of structure oi 
the second' syllable.
The glottal fricative [h] is not generalized in terms 
of a C element of structure. Aspiration is stated as a prosody 
of the syllable as a whole.

Aspirate [h] is considered as just a manner of initia- 
ting or terminating a vowel, e.g. [hoe], where [h] has no 
distinctive function but only serves to add a stress breath 
glide while the vocal cords are being drawn near together for 
the following vowel. In such cases the onset of the breath 
flow and the on set of the glottal vibration are consecutive.
For phonological purposes therefore, it is not treated 
as a separate phonematic element* The aspiration and non­
aspiration are a property of the syllable as a whole and not 
of a consonant or vowel as such.
The glottal fricative [h] differs from the consonants 
generalized in terms of C as follows:
1. [h] has a more limited distribution than the; con­
sonants generalized in terms of C, For instance, (1) [h] 
occurs only initially, and never occurs intervocalically nor 
finally in a verbal form. (ii) h system in VC- stem struc­
ture excludes close front and back vowels.
Examples.
[ heele] [hote] [hate]
[hoe] [haje]
[hane]
[hare]
[hage]
1. About h« colouring of the vowels in Hindustani, See FirthTs 
Introduction to Hqrley!s Colloquial Hindustani, pp.XV-XVI.
2. Such examples as [ koh] , [gah] , f roh]~,[ boh], Tnohj , [bah] 
and [ nah] are used only in poetry and standard literary 
prose. (See also M. kr Hai.Thesis , p.127) ALso in poetic us?
the distribution is limited to a preceding [ o] and [a].
[h] does however occur in final and in medial positions in 
other word classes, e.g. [uh], [ah],[jah] , [bah], etc.
2. It is convenient to make an economic and consistent
statement of the differences, such as between [haJe] and [ale] 
and between [hane] and [ane], by treating aspiration in terms 
of a prosodic element of structure rather than by setting up 
a different phonematic unit. Being treated prosodically then, 
aspiration is stated as an exponent of h- prosody, observed 
in the first syllable in the examples cited above.
V initial stem syllables are, then, either h or h 
prosodic in structure, e.g.
fev- [haJe], The laughs* [hane] rhe strikes* 
[ho^e] *he retreats*.
[aJe] *he comes* [ane] *he brings*,
[uthe] *he gets up. *
In forms of VC- stem structure h prosodic syllables 
include e and a units and h prosodic syllables \ and,a 
e.g. h VgC- y//weG- [heli], [hoti], t>ac-[hane];
h  W' r t t) P t
V2C- 1»C- [u'fhe], coc-[ane].
h and h prosodies are stated both for C and V initial 
syllables, e.g.
hc- [khate] *he works *
h
v~ [hane] *he strikes *
K
c- [kate] *he cuts *
V [ane] *he brings*
h and h as prosodies are stated for stem structures 
whose initial and final element is a P. For ending structures, 
however, h and h is stated for the structure whose initial 
element is C- or ©C-.
In the ending structures h prosodic syllables are
always voiceless, h prosodic syllables are either voiced or
vh vh vh
voiceless. e.g. -C- [katche], -C- [ka^te], -C~ [kacjbe].
In the stem structures both initial and non-initial 
consonantal articulations in both h and h syllables are either
voiced or voiceless. Vocalic articulations in both h and h
syllables are voiced.
Thus,
vh
C- [khate] 'he 2 o x CD •
vh
C- [kate] ^he cuts r.
vh
C- [gale] * he strains 1.
vh
C- [ghate] T it decreases *.
Notice that some forms of certain verbs require h
prosody as an element of structure, whereas other forms of the
verbs do not. e.g. -C- [uj;he] The gets u p T.
h
-C- [u'tte] ry°u used to get upT.
This justifies the abstraction of h as a prosody.
7.3.4 t and r prosodies.
These prosodies are stated only for syllables whose 
initial or final C element of structure is the apical plosive 
unit d. Where r is stated as a prosodic element of structur<
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1 the apical plosive articulation is retroflex, the area of
contact being zone 5-3. Where r is stated as a prosodic 
element of structure the apical plosive articulation is dental, 
and is not characterized by dark quality associated with retro­
flexion, the area of contact being zones 4-1.
r and r prosodies are stated for both C- initial 
and- G/f final syllables. Retroflexion and absence of Retroflex­
ion are not the features of the consonantal articulation alone, 
but are the features of the syllable as a whole. Where r is 
an element of structure the articulations in the syllable as a 
whole is characterized by r-Colouring, The presence or absence 
of r - colouring is observed at the level of perception.
During the apical contact in r - syllables the tip of the 
tongue curls back giving a dark quality to the whole utterance, 
Palatograms also provide evidence for the apical contact which 
correlate with the stating of r prosody.
The following pms. are cited in order to illustrate 
the apical contact in r ‘and r syllables:
P'-m. No, 13 [ t0^]
Pm. No. 4 [tap]
The wipe off in zones 4 and 3 in Pm. No. 13 correspon* 
to a retracted tongue-tip-up contact against the artificial pal* 
and correlate with the stating of r-prosody for the stem 
syllable of [ ^ ok ].
It The wipe off in zones 4-1 in pm. No.4* corresponds 
to the fronter (dental) tongue-tip-contact in the artificial
13. ttok] 4. [tap]
palate and correlates with the stating of r prosody for the
stem syllable of the form [tap].
r/ r prosody is stated for the syllable where
the phonematic unit d is stated as an element of structure.
r / r prosodies are stated only for the stem initial
or final and never for the ending. Where r is stated as an
element of structure in any stem syllable initial, dark quality
1characterizes the syllable. Where r- is stated as an 
element of structure in stem syllable final, the r- colouring 
characterizes the following syllable if the ending is a -V- or-3 
initial structure. In case of C- initial ending the r- quality 
characterizes the following consonantal and vocalic articula­
tions if the ending initial consonantal articulation is voiced 
bilabial plosive [ -b-] or lateral [-1-], e.g. [kacjbe], [ka^le]. 
In other cases, r- colouring does not dffect the following 
syllable. This dark quality in articulation culminates in a 
retroflex apical contact in which the tip of the tongue curls 
upwards.
1. It is observed in this thesis that the dark quality in 
articulation characterizing r- prosodic syllables is not 
so distinct in Bengali as in other modern Indian languages, 
and that the retroflex apical contact in most utterances 
in Bengali is not so far back as the retroflex apical 
contact in other modern Indian languages, such as Hindi, 
Marathi, etc, (See B.N,Prasad, Phonetics and Phonology of 
Bho.jpuri; Ph. D. Thesis, Univeristy of London, 1950, and 
R.K.Rast^gi, Nasals and Nasalization in Hindi, M. ApThesis, 
University of London, I960,), M.S. De Silva in his Thesis 
observes the same features in Sinhalese, as in Bengali,
(See M.S.De Silva, The Verbal Piece in Colloquial Sinhalese 
?A Phonological Studyf, Thesis submitted for the degree of 
M.Afl University of London, 1956),
r and r prosodic syllables may be further character­
ized by either voicing or voicelessness, aspiration or absence 
of aspiration. That is, both r and r are elements of 
structures in stem initial syllables with hv, hv, hv or hv, 
and in stem final syllables with hv, hv, hv occur, vhv- 
syllables are not found in stem final position.
Thus,
rhv
-C- [ka^e]
rhv
-C- [uthe]
rhv
-C- [ka^be]
rhv
-C- [pate]
rhv
-C- [kade]
rhv
-C- [mothe]
rhv
-C- [Jadhe]
7*3*5 n and n prosodies.
Where n is stated as an element of structure, the 
articulation of the syllable for which it is stated, is charac­
terized by nasality. Where n is stated as an element of 
structure the articulation of the syllable for which it is 
stated, is characterized by absence of nasality.
This phonetic criteria characterizing the syllables foi 
which n and n prosodies are stated, will be discussed with 
reference to the following kms.
&.m. Mo. 2. [nace]
Km. No.l. [kape] 
fen. No, 31 [kace]
These kms, provide simultaneous nasal (N) and Mouth (M) 
tracings.
The km. of [nace] shows prominent wave forms on the N 
line before X, and they continue until before the closure after 
the vocalic articulation of the first syllable. The km, of 
[ kape] shows prominent wave form from the point X and up to 
the end of vocalic articulation, The km, of [kace] does not 
show' such prominent wave forms on the N line.
Presence of higher amplitude in the wave form on 
the N line of the forms [nace] and [kape] correspond to the 
nasality in the articulation and absence of higher amplitude 
of the wave forms on the N line of the form [kace] corresponds 
to the absence ‘of nasality in the articulation0
For these features of nasality in the articulations 
of [nace] and [k&pe] n prosody is stated as an element of 
structure. For the features of absence of nasality, as in the 
case of [kace] n prosody is stated as an element of structure, 
It should be noted that Jl prosodic syllables are 
always v prosodic and never v prosodic and n prosodic 
syllables may either be ¥ or v prosodic. n and v are 
therefore mutually exclusive.
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7-3*6. Prosodies of Junction.
It has been/ that the palatal semi-vowel £ yj and
1. C y 3 represents I.P.A. palatal semi-vowel H 3 ] 
and £w3 represents I.P.A. labio velar semi-vowel 
tlw ] • I have consistently used C y ZI instead of C3 3 
as £ 3 31 kas been used for I.P.A. c $ j .
labio-velar semi vowel [w] are not generalized in terms of C- 
elements of structure, [y] and [w] are stated as exponents of 
palatal type of linking and labio velar type of linking 
respectively, which are prosodies of junctions.
7.3.6.1 [y] and [w]
Palatal type of linking (denoted by y ) and labio- 
velar type of linking (denoted by w ) which are prosodies of 
junction characterize the linking feature of stem and ending 
of the forms in CV + V structure, and the linking feature 
of the stem syllables in dissyllabic stem structures CVo- .
Thus :
ys
y
cv -v
y
cv -oCV
[-e] (Non-finite) ending: 
diye] Thaving given1,
kheye] Thaving eaten’.
Juyo] ’having lived’,
boye] ’having carried’,
-o] (Imp.Future) ending:
diyo]
kheye]
Juyo]
boyo]
’give’’
’eat,’ ’ 
’lie.’ ’ 
’carry.’ ’
-eche] ending
diyeche] ’he has given’,
kheyeche] ’he has eaten’.
Juyeche] ’he has lied’,
boyeche] ’he has carried.
w: wCV - V
w
w: CV 9-0
y: CVy Q-V
daawa] T to give1 *
khawa] ’to eat’*
Jowa] ’to lie’*
bowa] ’to Carry’.
daewa] ’cauSe to give.’
khawa] ’cause to eat.’ T
Jowa] Tcause to lie.’’
bowa] T cause to carry’
diyie] ?having caused to give T
khayie] ’having caused to eat ’
Ju^yie] Thaving caused to lie!
boyie] 1having caused to carry
Forms in [-eche] ending and Imp# Future [-o] ending show 
similar feature to those in [-e] ending (non-finite) given 
above.
w : CVW 0- V [deewae] The causes to giveT
[khawae] fhe causes to eatT
[Jowae] The causes to lieT
[bowae] *he causes to carryf
Forms in [ ~o] (indicative) ending and -& initial endings 
show^same feature.
The junction of this structure is also characterized 
by the absence of these prosodies (i.e. y and w)
CV - V : indicative [—e] endingjindicative
Imperative present 
1
TgiveJT
[-0]
ending
[-o]
ending
[ deso]
[khao] TeatJT 
[ Joo] Tlie.T T
c v  I V,
[dsee] !he gives¥
[khae] fhe eatsT 
[Joe] The lies T
[boe] The carried [boo] Tcarry*T
i
So far as the feature of the stem and ending junction 
of the CV + V structure is concerned, it can be stated as one 
of the three types:
c v  V, CV-V .
So far as the linking feature of 
the two syllables of the dissyllabic stem structure CVq- is 
concerned y or w prosody is stated as a feature between the 
junction of the two syllables of the stem and not in the . .
junction of stem and ending. In this pattern, however, only 
y or w prosody is found, their absence is not found as a 
feature of the linking of the two stem syllables in the forms 
of a dissyllabic extended stem structure.
y prosody in the junction of the two syllables of the 
stem structures CV^ o- concerns only the forms in endings non 
finite [e], imp,future [-o] and indicative [-chejf The forms
1. Alternative pronunciation [dao].
2. cf. close forms in vowel harmony, ga*. 10^
2 'a
in all theother endings whether or not initiated by a V, are
2
w- prosodic in stem structure CVW ©»
CV y
wCV w 0
CV
Thus, ([-©] non-finite ending)
r . . i 1o « V I. diyiej *having caused to give1
khayie] *having caused to eat*
Juyie] Thaving caused to lie*
boyie] *having caused to carry*
~e] indicative ending)
- V [dsewae] The causes to give*
khawae] *he causes to eat*
Jowae] *he causes to lie*
bowae] *he causes to carry*
© - C- [debate] *you used to cause to give*
khawate] *you used to cause to eat*
Jowate] *you used to cause to lie*
bowate] *you used to cause to carry*
w
In function, the palatal and labio-vqlar semi vowels 
differ considerably from the consonants generalized in terms 
of Cfelement of structure. For instance, forms where junction
m l  P - . . p  - i
is characterized by y prosody is in L-eJ (non-finite), L-oJ 
(Imp, Future) and [-eche ] (indicative) endings. And forms whose
CWfc. r n mijunction is characterized by W- prosody a?s in L&J ending. That
1. cf. close forms in vowel harmony, C&.10
2, cf. open forms in vowel harmony. t&-10
is, in y prosody, syllable one is characterised by frontness 
or backness and syllable two is also characterized by frontness 
or backness; and where the junction is w- prosodic, syllable 
one is characterized by frontness or backness and syllable two 
is always open neither front nor back. Phonetic expression 
of the syllable one of the stem structure CV- where y is 
stated as prosody of the junction, is never opener than half­
close; and where w is stated as prosody of the junction, is 
never more close than half-close* Thus this junction prosody
of palatalization and closeness in the stem syllable (and stem
, 1
syllable one in the case of dissyllabic stem structure CV©
and prosody of labio-velarization and openness in the stem- 
2
syllable are mutually exclusive* The stem syllable is closer 
in forms whose junction prosody is y and the stem syllable is 
opener in forms whose junction prosody is w~. The ending 
syllable in close forms of this structure is half-close in 
both y- and w- prosodies; the ending syllable is open forms 
is open neither back nor front in x> prosody. Thfcse mutual 
exclusiveness testifies to the validity of handling [y] and 
[w] in terms of prosodies.
In the dissyllabic stem-structure of the extended 
forms y or w prosody is stated in the junction of syllable 
one and two, and not between stem and ending. Where y is 
stated as prosody of the junction of the syllables one and two, 
the forms are close forms, and are in endings [-eche]
lo (next paragraph,)
2. Stem syllable one in the forms of dissyllabic stem pattern 
CV©-.
(indicative), [-o] (Imp.Future), and [ -e] (non-finite).
Where w is stated as prosody of the junction of the syllables 
one and two the forms are open forms and are in all the other
ir-yvi W  PV
endings (than those three mentioned above), -united with a 
1
V or C.
7-3*6.2 g and g prosodies.
g - prosody has the phonetic implication of gemination* 
Where g is stated as an element of structure, the consonan­
tal articulation following the syllable for which it is 
stated is characterized by length. Thus [khacche] !he is ehting’
non-g prosody has the phonetic implication of
absence of gemination. Where non«g prosody is stated as an 
element of structure, the consonantal articulation following 
the syllable for which it is stated is not characterized by 
gemination. Thus [ khete] you used to eatT.
g- prosody is stated only where the structure of the 
stem syllable is open and the ending initiates with [ch-]. 
g- prosody is stated as an element of structure in the 
junction of monosyllabic stem structure CV- and all the 
dissyllabic and trisyllabic stem structures. So far as the 
CV stem structure is concerned g prosody is stated where the
V element of the stem syllable is close unit ^ , or open unit
a , In all the other stem structures the quality of the
vocalic articulation of the stem syllable preceding g- prosodic
junction is open neutral neither front nor back. e.g.
[ katacche] The is causing to cut1. __ „________
Duration for the geminated junction is longer than 
the non-geminated junction. See Kms. of [khacche] (No.3Q>) 
and [khete] (No.29*) • The duration of the closure in km. of 
[khacche] is 17 c.s. and that of [khe^e] is 13 cirs.
1# See § 6,2.2.4*
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CHAPTER 8
Ending Structures
8.0 The verbal forms will be described in terms of stems 
and endings. Stems and endings are grammatical abstractions 
and hence are unpronouncable. But they are phonologically 
justifiable* A particular stem can be generalized as S and 
all the endings required to be stated can be listed with that 
stem. Similarly, an ending can be generalized as E and all 
the statable stems with that ending can be listed in details. 
Thus, in [pitte], [k \ i t ] > [dekte], [tolte], [ka*(;te],
[bolte], for instance, one can generalize the common ending [-te^ 
as E and make different statement for the stems. Similarly, 
it is possible to generalize the common stem structure as 5 
and make different statements for the endings, in, as for 
instance, [pitte], [pitle], [pi<be], [pitche].
Stems are unlimited in number, but not so the endings.
All verbal forms must have one of the limited number of 
endings. Certain phonological features which characterize the 
stem structures do not extend to the ending structures; certain 
phonological features which characterize the ending structures 
do not characterize the stem. There are again certain features 
which bind stem and ending together. That is there are features 
which characterize stem and ending junction.
Endings are either monosyllabic, dissyllabic or 
trisyllabic in structure. They are either C- initial or V-or
?©- initial and either -G final or -V final* The generalized w 
ending structures stated for the verb are ten in number.
They are:
(i) Monosyllabic ending structures:
(a) C- initial i -CV, -CVC
(b) V- initial ; V
(c) 0- initial : ~eC
(ii) Disyllabic ending structures:
(a) C- initial : CVCV, CVCVC
initial : aCV, ©CVC
(iii) Trisyllabic ending structures:
e initial : ©CVCVC
8 CVCV,
The following examples will illustrate some of the
for which these structures are stated.
-CV [ ka'|;che]
i
'he is cutting I.
[katbe] fhe will cut*
[katte] *you used to cut]
[katle] *you cutI
-CVC [kattam] *1 used to cutj
[katlam] *1 cut *
[katchij] Tyou are cutting*
-V [katil *1 cut*
[katel 
[kato] 
[kataj
*he cuts,* 
*you cutj 
* to cut J
1# The significance of different tenses and persons are 
shown in Chapter 1.
-oC
-CVCV*
-cvcvc*
~©CV *
-©CVC*
-©CVCV *
-©cvcvc
8,1 Prosodies
katiJ] ’you cut;
ka i'en] ’he cutsj
katun] fplease cut,’ ’
katon] Tto cut].
katchile] ’you were cutting]
ka*tchilo] The was cutting.
katchilam] ’I was cutting]
ka"(;chilen] ’he was cutting]
ketechi] ’I have cut]
keteche] The has cutj
ke*(;echo] ’you have cut]
ke^echiJ] ’you have cut]
ke^echen] ’you have cut]
ketechile] ’you had
ke“|;echilo] The had
ke’techilam] ’you
ketechilen]
2 6 2
stated for the ending structure
(1) Prosodies of the syllable as a whole: 
y , w and v prosodies
2. Prosodies of the syllable initial and 
syllable final,
(i) v and v prosodies,
(ii) h and h prosodies.
(iii) n and n prosodies.
The phonetic significance of these prosodies have been 
stated in the previous chapter. They will not be repeated here.
h and h prosodies are stated for the,ending initial 
syllable where the ending initial element is C. Where the initial 
element of the ending is 0 the second syllable of the dissylla­
bic and trisyllabic ending structures is always h prosodic, 
h and h prosodies are not stated for the final syllable of 
polysyllabic endings, n and n prosodies are stated as an 
element of structure where the final syllable of the ending is 
closed, and also for the monosyllabic ending -CV. -CV is the 
only open ending structure for which n and n prosodies are 
stated.
Where n is stated as an element of structure the 
final C element of the ending is one of the two nasal units n 
and m. C in -CV ending structure where n prosody is stated 
is n unit. Where n prosody is stated as an element of
structure the final C element of the ending is sibilant unit s
in all structures except -©C, where the final C is a three 
term system of S , P and N.
The generalized statement of endings is made in terms
of V (for the vowel system) and 0 (for the syllabic system). A 
general statement of the V units required in this thesis was 
ate©- made in the previous chapter while dealing with C and V
elements of structure. That statement is applicable to both 
stems and endings.
It is not, however, possible to make such a general 
statement of the syllabic elements of structure commonly 
applicable to stems and endings, for the syllabic systems are 
set up .on their phonological relations within any given 
structure. The syllabic in the ending is a single term system of 
9, which may be read in the formulae as the ’syllabic unit’.
One of its phonetic implications is syllabicity,
£.2 Elements of Phonological Structure in ending syllables.
It is important to note that C system in stem syllables 
is different from that of the ending syllables.
C unit in the stem syllable initial and stem syllable 
final consists of P^ , L2 , S-j_ , N2 /Nj . In the stem
syllable h/h, v/v , r/ r and n/ n prosodies are recognised.
Initial and final C elements of the ending are 
restricted to P^ , and N-^  (for the initial), , S^
and N2 (for the final), and only h/ h , v/ v and n/ n 
prosodies are stated for ending syllables. r/ r prosodies 
are not stated as elements of structure in the ending.
Only P, L and N are stated for the C element of 
structure in the ending initial position, P is a three term 
system in ending initial position. The three phonematic units, 
b , d and j constitute the initial P in the ending 
structure. For the ending initial where P is stated as an 
element of structure, h/ h and v/ v prosodies are stated.
In the structure where the phonematic unit b is stated 
in the ending initial position, the syllable is always charact­
erised by voicing. In (C) VC- stem structure the whole -C-C-
1
sequence is vh~ prosodic. Where d or j is stated as a 
phonematic unit in the ending initial position, the whole 
sequence is v prosodic. Where d is stated the -C-C- sequence 
is always h prosodic and where j is stated the -C-C- 
sequence is always h prosodic,,
One phonematic unit 1 constitutes L in ending initial 
position.
Where 1 is a phonematic unit the -C-C- sequence is 
characterized either by voicing all through, or the first part 
is characterized by v and the second part by v prosody. L- 
syllables in the ending are always vh prosodic.
Thus: hv
b : -C - C~ [kacjbe] Ty°u/^e will cutT,
  [jobbe] Tyou/he will mutterT.
hv
d ; - C - C -  [ka^te] Tyou used to cutT.
[ jopte] Ty°u used to mutter1,
hv
j ; -c - C- [kaj;che] T he is cuttingT,
[jopche] 1he is mutteringT.
vv
C - C- [ka^le] Ty°u cut1.
vv
-C - C- [kadle] Ty°u cried1.
The unit n constitutes N in ending initial position. This 
ending functions as a non-finite ending and is used with stem 
structures whose final element is a -0, that is, with all dis­
syllabic and trisyllabic stem structures,
1„ This justifies our taking v/v as a prosody of structure.
Thus: CVC9 - CV [ka^ano] Tto cause to cut-*,
n
CVo - CV [khawano] ?to feed*,
n
CVCC0 - CV [cim'(;ano] T to pinchT,
1
Plosive unit j constitutes Cj_ of dissyllabic and
trisyllabic ending structures. The syllable is always h
1
prosodic. Liquid unit 1 constitutes the C^ in those 
structures, and the syllable is vh prosodic.
In the final position of ending structure three C 
elements P, S and N are stated. P is a single term system of 
g in the ending final position and it is always characterized 
by v h prosodies. s is a single term system only in ending 
final position, and is characterized by vh, N is a two term 
system in ending final position, n and m. They are character­
ized by vh prosodies. The phonematic units stated for ending 
final position, the plosive unit g, sibilant unit with s, nasal 
unit m are not stated as C elements of structure in ending 
initial position; and the plosive units b , d , j and liquid 
unit 1 are not stated as C- element of structure in ending 
final position. They are in this sense mutually exclusive, so 
far as distribution is concerned. The nasal unit n is stated 
as C element of structure in both ending initial and final 
position.
This *wis where the structural statement about the stem
differs from that of the__ending structure.
vh
P]_ : £ : -C [katuk]
1. Choosing the numbers to show these distinctions is a purely 
arbitrary device. The numbers are used in this way for 
convenient reference of the different Cs in the whole 
ending structure.
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V  L  r _
S i s —C [ ka*£ij ]
vh
N 2 : n -G [ katun]
vh
: m -C [ katlam]
This is clear, then, from the above discussion that all 
C units stated for the stem structure are not statable in the 
ending structure, but all the C units stated for the ending 
structure are statable in stem structure.
It is important to note that aspiration is a syllable
marker in Bengali verbal forms. There can be only one aspir-w
ated syllable in the whole ending where it contains alveolo-
, 1palatal plosive consonant L-chj. In the whole of the stem 
also there can not be more than one aspirated consonant. In 
any verbal form, except some reduplicated forms, the maximum 
number of aspirated syllable* found is two. Where the 
ending has a [ -ch-] in it. Everywhere else a verbal form can 
not have more than one aspirated syllable. If stem syllable 
initial is aspirated stem syllable final is never aspirated, 
and vice versa. Thus,
hC?^ C-V [khate] , ^CV h C-V [dtakhe]
1. [-chi], [-che], [-cho], [-echi], [-eche], [-echo]; [-chili]
[-chile], [-chilo], [-chilen], [chilam]; [-echili],
[-echile], [-eehilo], [-echilen], and [ -echilam] are the 
endings where aspiration is observed.
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h h r h h „
V C-V [hate], V C -V [uthe]
hc VhC-e *bv [mekheche] ,
h h
CV-s CV [ kheyeche] ,
h h 
CVC- CV [khatche] .
In reduplicated forms, however, where the stem syllable 
is repeated, a maximum of three aspirated syllables are 
possible in a verb*
h h h h h 
e.g. CV C/ CV C©-0 CV [ ghorghorieche].
8.3* Table showing structural patterns of the endings.
Trisyllabic endings
I -0 C V c v2c
II -9 c v c v2
Disyllabic endings
I - c v c  v2c
II -C v c v2
III
-S 0 V2°2
IV -a C V2
L — . ......................................
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Monosy.1.1 able endings !
I -°2V3C2
II
1 -°3V2
III -* ©C ^
1
IV -V3
3.4. Table showing different G elements of the structural 
pattern of the endings.
1. Trisyllabic Endings.
I ' • -0 C V c v2c -a P V L- V2N2
II. -0 C V 0 V2 -e P V L V
2. Dissyllabic Endings
I. - e v e  v2c2 - P V L  V2N2
II. i o o ro -P- V L V2
HI* -a 0 V2C2 -0 P V N 1
-£ P V 3- (
IV -a C V2 ~8 P Vg
3. Me nosy H a t Endings
II
III ©C
IV
8.5. The Phonological formulae showing the prosodies of the
syllables with examples and grammatical meaning.
1. Trisyllabic end -ng.
I -sP V L V2N2 y yvh «v n 
»0 lam
[bolefhilam] Perfective Past, 
1st pers.
y yvh yv n
*“© he 1^  n
[bolechilen] 3rd Hon. 
2nd Hon.
II. -0P V L V2 y yvh yv 
-0 It
[bolechili] H 2nd Fam
y yvh yv
-0 j. r-
[bolechile] " 2nd Ord.
y yvh wv 
-0 jt 2t
[bolechilo] ” 3rd F/0
2. Dissyllabic ending.
i. -P V L VpNp yvh yv n
- jt T^n
[bolchilen] Progressive 
Past 3rd/2nd Hon.
yvh t?v n 
-it lam
[bolchilam] ” 1st pers.
ii. -P V L Vo yvh yv
-jit, it
[bolchili] 11 2nd Fam.
yvh yv
-i*
[bolchile] " 2nd Ord.
yvh wv 
"it
[bolchilo] » 3rd F/0
h i .,-© P V N y yvh n 
j “9 i^n
[bolechen] Reflect 3/2 Hon.
Present
!-0 P V S y yvh vh 
| -© its
[bolechiJ] ,f 2nd Fam.
1, For some speakers there are dialectal variations of these 
forms in the first person: e.g. [bolec^ilem., .bolechilum], 
[bolchilem], [bolchilum], [bollem], [ bollum], [boltem], and 
[boltum].
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IV -9 P Vg y yvh
-© fe [bolechi] ?? 1st Pers.
y yvh 
'"*0 JLe [boleche] " 3rd Ord.
y- wvh 
-j.e [bolecho] f? 2nd Ord.
3#
Monosyllabic
I. “P2V .S . yvh vh 
- dt sNhA
[boltiJ] Habitual Past, 
2nd Familiar
yvh vh 
- i't,s [bolchiJ] Progressive 
Present 2nd Fam.
-p 3v 2n 2 •Dvh n 
-dam
yvh n 
"den
[boltam]1 
[ bo>lten]
Habitual Past 
1st pers.
ft 2nd Hon.
yvh n
"fen [ b§>lchen] Prog Pres.
2nd and 3rd Hon.
yvh n
“ ten [b&Lben] Fut.2nd and 3rd 
Hon.
-L V 2N2 tov n 
- lam [bollamj Simple Past 
1st Pers.
yv n 
" fen [ bcllen] Simp.Past,2nd 
and 3rd Pers.Hon
II. ~P3V 2
I
yvh
- [bolbi] Fut.2nd Fam,
yvh 
- be
wvh 
~ be
[bolbe] 
[bolbo]
2nd and 3rd 
Ord,
1st pers.
f , j-OTj-V - *>v(Hre. tt-7 1
Ill
IV,
L V,
-N V
-©S
~©P
-oN
V
yvh
- A t [bolchi]
yvh
- [bolche]
wvh -
~ [bolcho]
yvh
" de [bolte]
wvh
- ds [bolto]
yv [bolli]
— I tr
yv [bolle]
-le
wv [bollo]
-le
wnv [bolano]
-
y vh [boliJ]
- ©s
w vh [boluk]
- og
w n [bolun]
- on
y n [bolen]
- on
w n [bolon]
- on
'
y [boli]
y [bole]1
y [bole]1
& 6 d>
Perf, Pres.J st 
pers,
3rd Pers, 
Ord,
2nd Pers. 
Ord.
Hab.Past. 2nd 
Ord,
" 3rd Ord.
Simp.Past, 2nd 
Fam.
” 2nd and 
3rd Ord.
" 3rd Ord,
?! Non-finite 
causat,Infinit.
Simp,Pres.Indie, 
and Pres,Fut. 
Imp.2nd Ord.
Pres.and Fut. 
Imp.3rd Ord.
Pres.and Fut. 
Imp.3rd Hon.
Simp.Pres. 3rd 
Hon,
Non.fin.(infin)
Simp.Pres,1st.
pers. 
Simp.Pres. 3rd 
Ord. 
Non-finite
[bolo] Simp.Pres, indie, 
+ Pres.
Imp.2nd Ord.
-  e
T O
-a
[bolo]^ 
[ bola] Fut.Impt,2nd Ord 
Non.fin.(infin)
8.6 It will be seen from the above table that in all the
formulae of the ending structures, except ~©C, the final 
syllable of the ending whose final element is m unit is 
always t o  prosodic, and where the final element is n unit the 
syllable is ^ prosodic.
-©CVCVC, -CV CVG, -©CVC, and -CVC. The syllables in these 
structures are all y prosodic except where the ending final 
element is m unit. There the final syllable is to prosodic.
Two units, close and mid constitute the final V of the 
ending structures, -©CVCV, -CVCV,-©CV and -CV. 1, is in y 
prosodic syllable and e is in ^ and w syllables. Where the 
final C in ending structures CVC, ©CVC, CVCVC and ©CVCVC is 
s unit, the final V is % unit in y prosodic .syllable and 
where it is n unit the V is g unit in y prosodic syllable and 
where it is m unit the V is a unit in v prosodic syllable
There is no w prosodic syllable in ending structures
Monosyllabic ending structure V is a three term system
of close, mid and open, I is in y syllable €is in both^ and w 
prosodic syllable and a is in prosodic syllable.
1. See Chapter 10 for phonetic expression of the forms in end­
ings [-e](non-finite), [-©](indicative)and [-e](imperative) 
present), and [-o] (imperative future).
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CHAPTER 9
STEM STRUCTURES
9.0
Here a statement of the structure required to be set up
for the stem and junction 'will be made. Stem and junction are
taken together in order to focus attention on the phonological
correspondences and differences between different grammatical 
1
categories.
The syllables in the whole structures are stem syllables 
and ending syllables. The linking feature of the stem and ending 
is referred to as junction. Stems and endings are grammatical 
abstractions. The phonological statement will be made on the 
basis of phonetic observations, and in doing so the utterance as 
a whole has been taken into consideration, and not any segment. 
For stems are unpronouncable.^
9.1 Stems are either C initial or V initial and either C final, 
V final or e final. Stems are monosyllabic, dissyllabic or tri­
syllabic, Following are the generalized stem structures:
3
Monosyllabic: CVC-, VC- and CV-. These monosyllabic
stems will also be called radical sterns,^
1. For Gr«nn. Categories See Ch. I - III.
2. Stems and endings are treated separately, for endings are 
limited in number but not so are the stems.
3. There is also a stem structure V whose indicative forms are 
found only in Simple Past tense and Imperative form in the 
Present tense. They are [elam]; [ele], [elen], [eli], [elo]
and [ae]. This structure is not incl-uded among the generalized 
structures.
4. CVC-, VC- and CV~ stem patterns I term ’Radical Stem*, CVCq- 
VC©- and CV- stem patterns I term ’Extended Stem’, Radical 
stem patterns are monosyllabic, extended stem patterns are 
dissyllabic. There are two other dissyllabic stem patterns 
CIVCCq- and VSc©~ which, are not ’extended’ in the sense CVC©-, 
VC©- and CV©- stem patterns are extended,
1
Dissyllabic: CTO8- VC8- and CVe-j} these will be
called Extended stemsjand CVCC©-, and VCC©-^ will be
called tflon-extended stems.
Trisyllabic: Trisyllabic stems CVC/CVC© are found only 
in the reduplicated forms.
The following examples will illustrate the different 
stems structures. For the purpose of illustration forms with 
ending [-lam] are taken.
boJlam] !I sat*,
anlam] *1 broughtT,
khelam] TI ate \
Stem structure CVC- 
Stem structure VC- 
« « CV-
” CVC©.
" VC©-
ff u
if
n if
boJalam] TI caused (some one)
seated U
analam] TI made some one bring 
CV©- [ khawalam] TI fed*.
CVCC©- [kampalam] TI bit1,
VCC©- [acpalam] !I brushed (hair)1,
” ” CVC/CVC©-[pitpitalam] TI winked
A Bengali verbal form can have a maximum of six syllables in 
reduplicated forms, and five syllables in forms of other stem 
structures. e,gc [pitiechilam],
For phonological statement the stem structures will be 
treated under the heads: CVC-, VC-, and CV-f CVC©-, VC©,
CVCCo-, VCC©-, and CVC/CVC97
Monosyllabic (or radical) stem patterns CVC-, VC- and 
CV~ are restricted to non-causative verbs; extended dissylla­
bic stem patterns CVC©-, VC©- and CV©- to causative verbs and
I
M'V*"
phonological
anaiysj.s.
the dissyllabic stem patterns OVCC©- and VCC©- and reduplicated 
stem pattern CVC/CVC©~ function both in causative and non­
causative,
The vocalic element that is observable in the second 
syllable in all dissyllabic (extended and non-extended)stems 
and the third syllable of in reduplicated stems is syllabic 
and represented by © (schwa).
In the following phonological statement fjunction* w i l l ^
used to denote the linking feature of the stem and ending. In
the forms of the monosyllabic stem patterns the first syllable 
of the form is referred to as stem syllable, in the dissyllabic 
stem patterns the first two syllables of the forms will be 
referred to as stem syllable one, and stem syllable two, and 
in the trisyllabic stem patterns the first three syllables of 
forms will be referred to as stem syllable one, two and three 
respectively.
Thus, in the form [ka*(;e] first syllable is referred to
as stem syllable and the second syllable as the ending syllable.
The junction is shown by a hyphen in between the stem and 
ending, as CVC-V. In the form [katae], the first two syllables 
are stem syllables one and two respectively and the junction is 
between stem syllable two and ending, as CVC©-V, In the form 
[ pi^pi'fae] the first three syllables are stem syllable one, 
two and three respectively and the junction is between the stem- 
syllable three and the ending as CVC/CVC©-V.
A common phonematic structure for all forms of any given
scatter can be stated for the stem. The phonological 
differences between” these f'oms include differences in the
vowel element as well as differences in the' prosodic•elements 
of the stem.
Thus, in the forms [ka^e] and [ke^e] of the same 
scatter, for instance, two phonematic units - a - and - e - 
respectively are stated in the generalized stem structure CVC-. 
The stem syllable of the form [ka^e] is ^ prosodic and that 
of [ke/|;e] is y prosodic,
9.2 In order to focus attention on the phonological feat­
ures distinguishing one grammatical form from another the fol­
lowing prosodies will be stated:
1
y j w, v
Phonetic qualities such as frontness and backness, lip- 
rounding and unrounding are stated as exponents of the whole 
syllable, and not characteristic of the vocalic or consonantal 
articulations alone. Being stated prosodically for the syllable 
as a whole these qualities refer to V and C phonematic units 
in their combinations in syllables.
It has already been said that it is not possible to 
state where one syllable ends and another begins, and the rele­
vant observations are made by taking whole utterances which 
are chosen as comparable. As y, w* and 'O prosodies chara­
cterize both C initial and V initial syllables, I will not 
discuss here the C- elements of structure in details. The gen­
eralized term C is used where a G element is to be stated.
As y, w or vprosodies characterizes every syllable,
1. Phonetic implications of these prosodic jgarkers are dis-' 
cussed in Ch.7 dealing with elements of/ phonological 
analysis.
and as every syllable involves a V or a 9 element of structure 
I propose to state the V and 0 system in detail of the verbs 
chosen for the present discussion. Verbs of different stem 
structures will be chosen with finite endings [-i], [-e], [-o], 
[-che] and [-te] and imperative future [-0], and non-finite [-e] 
and [ -aj_. Forms with non-finite [-a] are not found in dissyllabic 
stem structures, Forms with ending structure -CV are chosen for 
the all the dissyllabic stem structures and for the monosyllabic 
stem structure CV-, in order to show relation with the stem- 
syllable and the ending structure -CV.
9.3 © element of structure in the stem syllable.
One syllable unit 0 is stated in the second syllable of 
all dissyllabic stem structures and in the third syllable of 
reduplicated stems. The syllable where 9 is stated as an element 
of structure is either v prosodic or y prosodic. The phonetic 
expression of 0 in syllable two in the forms in stem structures, 
CVC©-, VC©-, CV©-, CVCC©-, and VCC©- or in syllable three of 
CVC/CVCs- structure is either an open neutral vowel neither 
front nor back, or a front vowel between half-close and half- 
open,
9.k V element of structures.
All stems include in their structures a V element, A 
statement of the system subsumed under V can be made in terms 
of three categories relating to degree of openness. The number 
of V units required for the present statement is three, viz,, 
t- the close unit, e the mid unit, a the open unit. These
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three are stated as the maximum number of units for the stem 
syllable whose nucleus is generalized as V. All the vowel 
qualities observed in the utterance can be stated in .terms of 
these three categories.
Thus: CV3C
CuC *+* [ -i] [pit1] T beatT,
-t* [-1] [tuli] ’I raise’.
C^C + [~i] [dekhi] ’I see T.
r-e] [tole] fhe raises1.
CocC + [-e] [ deakhe ] ’he sees’,
+ [ -e] [kate] ’he cutsT.
+ [-e] [bole] The says’.
For convenience of phonological statement (
ural patterns of stems and endings will be shown in tabular 
form, and then (ii) the prosodies of the stem syllables and of 
junction with phonematic units of the V element of structure 
will be set out together with some forms in phonetic trans­
cription for every structure separately, in order to show the 
phonological correspondence and differences between forms of 
the verbal scatter belonging to each stem structure.
9#4.0 Summary of the structural patterns of the
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stems and endings.
I• y/w/o y/w/t> CV3C + V3
II. y/w/fc y/w/o
v 3c + v3
III. y/w/) y/w/
CV~ + Vo 3 3 y
+ C V  7
IV. y/w/o y/w
gv3co + v2
y
+ GV
V. y/w/*) y/w 
V-3C0 + v2
y
+ CV
VI. y/wyfc y/w 
CV3©- + V2
y
+ CV
VII. y/w/*0 ^  y/w
CVjCCg + v2
v
+ CV
VIII, w/° —  y/w 
V2CCo- + V2
+ CV 7
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9*4.1 Table showing the partial phonological formulae 
of the stem structure CVC- "■,:Lth different endings.
cv3 Yy/wfrr- 
“ + [-i]1^  + [ -e] ll) <-o] U +[ -e] ,et +[-0]'“' +[ -a] , f
i-y  [ *! 1 y y ; 1y
k
y iy
i . ! cue- CuC- | C tC- C^C- | Cec- t c^c-
2 W' w k w 1w W'
CbC- CbC- G bC- I C^C- j
i
C^C- csc-
3 y y y
I
y :y y
CHC-
i
C3C- CGC- j CoiC- CojC- CaC-
4 lw' w
i
w w ;w w
j*
CGC~ Cec- CeC- CaC- CaC- CaC—
5 n y y V n 30
CaC- c^c- CSC- CaC- CaC- CaC—
2 2 2
1. [pit1] [pit©] [pit°] [pete] [pet°] [peta]
„; 3 3 3 3
2. [tuli] [tule] [ tulo ] [tole] [tolo] [tola]
3. .[kheli] [khele] [khelo] [ khfflle] [ khsslo] [ kheala]
4. [boli] [bole] [bolo] [bole] [bolo] [bola]
5. [kati]
i----------
[ke^e]
!
iJ....-... ..
[keto]
I . .....
[kate] [kato] [kata]
1. See I in the previous tabic.
2. Alternative pronunciation [pi^e], [pit^] anc* [ pita3 •
3. These differences in the stem 'syllable of the forms with 
phonetically similar but grammatically different endings 
are discussed in details in the fettering chapter oft- 
vowel harmony.
I S. prc-s t'wl- } )5i~ per SO- .
1 - C "* ®"3 Kf it* - Ve ,
i C-* |1" oj % ^ c l~  < ^ c \c L ~ .
\ f t . i„“ 41 f  > v~p{ <l p r t j u X  / CfrJU'
1 L-°J s i y ve.(^twl_ ^ 2->vt^ p-Ow-v*- Si (V> 4^
*4-. L-«^ I n  CV- -
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It will be seen from the formulae set out in the 
table above that the stem syllable of the forms with all the 
endings is characterized, by y, w or v prosody* In categor­
ies where the phonological features of the stem syllable cor­
respond, as shewn by putting them in one line in the table, 
the differences are in the endings only*
A generalized statement of all stems involves a term 
in a V system,, So far as the structure of CVC+ Endings is con­
cerned, V involves a three term system, vize, close unit, mid 
unit and open unit.
y
The syllable in the formulae where u is stated is
characterized by front quality between close and half-close,
w
and absence of liprounding in articulation, where o is 
stated by a back quality between close and half-close and lip-
y
rounding in articulation. The syllable where = is stated is
characterized by a front quality between half-close and half-
w
open, and where <=~ is stated is characterized by a back 
quality between half close and half open with liprounding in
y
articulation. The syllable where a is stated the quality of
the syllable is between half-open and open front without lip-
w
rounding, where a is stated the quality of the syllable is
between half open and open back with lip rounding and where 
v
a is stated the quality of the syllable is open neutral 
neither front nor back without lip-rounding in articulation.
The vocalic qualities observed in the stem syllable can be 
shown in the following vowel diagram with reference to the 
pronunciation of the forms [ pi-|;i], [ tuli] , [kheli], [boli]
LiUi&iLfc i j ,  i u u i e j  anu . l  I 1- J •
2 8 Li
.Front
Central
\® .Back
® r
Back
9.4,
'
1
2 Table
y/w/»
showing atom structure V^C-
+ [-1] + [ -e]
f
r i !+L -o]
S
+ [-e] 1 + t-o] ; + [ -a]
~ — ' '
1, w w w w w w
t> c- *.c- bC- e C- <3C- e G-
2. y y _ y y y y
s c- s-c- sc~ a  C- aC- cPC-
3# w w w W’
s c- ec- £C- ex c- aC- a C-
V
4. y y V c 0
oc C- <=C- «C- aC- a C- aC-
2
1.
"47& __32 [uthe] [utho] [°the] [otho] [otha]
2. [heli] [ hele] [helo] [hale] [ hsalo] [ htela]
3 [hoti] [hote] [hoto] [hote] [ hoto] [ hota]
4. [ ani]i
l
[ ene] [ eno] [ ane] [ ano] [ ana]
l#See II in Table dm page %t%j 
2# Alternative Pronunciation [utha].
All three V units, close, mid, open are stated for the 
generalized V in stem pattern VC-. The close unit involves 
only the back rounded vowel.
It will be seen from the examples set up above that the 
vowel units b , e and a of the VC- stem pattern do not show 
any phonetic peculiarities .other than those associated with 
those of the CVC- stem patterns. The stem syllables of the
CVfV.
forms in all the endings characterized by y, w or x> prosody. 
The syllable where t, unit is stated is always w prosodic and 
never y prosodic. Other two units, e and a are in both y and 
w prosodic syllable;, a unit is aiso stated in prosodic 
syllable;
The vocalic qualities of the stem syllables of the forms 
given above of VC- stem structure are similar to those in the 
CVC- stem structure with different endings.
9*4*3 yfw/p. i
CVy- Stem structure.
Table showing the partial phonological formulae of
n il*'  ...   t »>»■■■■ n ...............................           nm I..........................................)    .M u  I........
the stem and junction with different endings.
"[ -i] -[ -e] -[ -o] ,.[ «e] ; —[ —0 J -I -a] [-chc] -[ -te
1. y Cbr- a c* I
}
yC0- y C 04“ yCa- 0 p 1 3 y c -  s' yCu-
2. 1o 1O
£
y w ceM wC-~ Wq  (=_ W'
O01o
£
wCu-
3. w w y w y w w w w w  y W'
C=- C 3— Cs- Ca- Ca- Ccc- Ce- C<^ ~
h . V y y y y X) 0 0 w 9  g 10
Ca- Cs- c =- Ca- C ex— C u— Ca- C oc—
I 8« 2.. f “X- 2-8 'J
3
1. [dii] [ die] [ dio]
4
[ dase] [dtuo] [dawa] [dicche] [dite]
2. [Jui] [Juye] [Juyo] [ Joe] [ Joo] [Jowa] [Jucche] [Jute]
3. [boi] [boye] [boyo] [boe] [boo] [ bowa] [boiche] [boyte]
4, [pai] [peye] [peyo] [pae] [pao] [pawa] [pacche] [pete]
All three V units, close, mid and open t, , 15 and a
are stated for the stem syllable in CV- stem structure. The 
close unit involves both front unrounded and back rounded 
vowels; the mid unit involves both front unrounded and back 
rounded vowels between half-close and half-open; the open unit 
involves front unrounded vowel between half-open and open, back 
rounded vowel between half-open and open, and open neutral 
unrounded vowel which is neither front nor back.
1. See III in Table on page
2. Forms with endings [-che] and [-te] are used in this and 
all subsequent sections. They are introduced in order to 
show g and non-g prosodic junction with -CV ending 
structures. Forms in these ending structures are not found 
relevant in establishing V unit of structures in the stem 
initial syllable, hence they are not used in sections
I and II.
3. Alternative pronunciation [deil,
4. Alternative pronunciation [daoj.
table that the forms of the scatters 2, 3 and 4 in column 
two and three with [-e] and [-o] ending, and all the forms in 
columns six and seven in [-a] and [-che] endings involve a 
junction prosody which has been denoted in the formulae by 
placing the prosodic symbol y, w , or g after the syllable. 
These prosodies are stated for the junction and these symbols 
are placed in this position because the articulation concerned 
is the linking feature between the stem and ending. The char­
acteristic feature of y, w or g prosody cannot be ascribed to 
any particular syllables as such, but may be considered as a 
feature of what binds the stem and ending together; hence the 
symbol is placed between the stem and ending. So far as g 
prosody is concerned, it has been found that the consonantal 
articulation involved is the ending initial consonant. It may 
be said, therefore, that where g prosody is stated the long 
consonantal articulation is in the syllable that follows, and 
hence g is placed between the two syllables in question. To 
say that y-, w or g is a prosody of such and such a syllable 
is for convenience. It is in fact a prosody of a piece of two 
syllables. It has already been mentioned that g prosody is 
stated -©fyrthe junction of the structure where the ending 
is initiated by [-ch] and the stem syllable is open.
So far as the junction of CV- stem structure is con­
cerned g prosody is stated with only t> , and u units and never 
with e unit in the preceding syllable. And for the form of the 
scatter 3? y prosody is stated as a prosody of the junction 
where the ending initial is a C (whether or not [ -ch]]. That is
the junction of & ° °
y prosody is stated foryfall the forms of the scatter whose
stem syllable is mid and w prosodic, so far as the forms with 
the ending structure -CV is concerned* In the junction of the 
forms of scatters 2 and 4, with ending nonfinite [—e ] , and 
imperative future [-o] y prosody is stated*; w- prosody is 
stated for all the forms of the scatters with [ -a] ending.
Phonetically each of the vowels [ i] , [u] , [o] and [a]
Ow.il
of the forms [dii]? [Jui] [ boi]^[ pai] forms the starting point
of the diphthong which moves in the direction of [i]; [ £0] 7 [ o]
[ o] [a] of the forms [deee] [Joe], [hoe] and [pae] forms the 
starting point of the diphthong which moves in the direction 
of [e]; [eu] , [o] , [ o] , and [a] of the forms [dseo] [ Joo] [boo] 
and [pao] form the strating point of the diphthong which moves 
in the direction of [o]# These diphthongs are described in 
Chapter 4.
9.4* 4
y/u/<p
CV^Co-
r .. ~ . *
11 ; 2-
+[0] +[ e]
r ' .
+ 1-
1
O +[-cho] +[ te]
.1
1
2.
3
4.
5*
y TO |y y y
CeC©~ jCtC©- C;,C©.
y nv v v y
CaC©- ; C^Cs- ! CeCs-
p ! y|CoC©~ ; CaCe+ I CaCe-
w jw yjw y
CaC©- ; C€Cg« i &£C©- 
w i^w y| w1 y
CeC9- i CbC©- ! CuC©-
y  y
C(
y
Cc 
y »
w
w
O^C©-
V y 7 0 !y 0  g: y i.
- c 0 (D 1 j Ce C©- ! CGC0-
nV 7 0 .y« y 70— CaC©- i CaC©- 11 1 CaC©-
7 0 X ) i n  p g \ T O '
— CaC©- ; CaC©- CaC©-
»V 7 0 | W P g ' w 7 0 \
CaCs- j CaC©-; CctC©- i
7 0
w r I W '  t f g j w »;
CHOo- i Ce c ©- C=C©- 11
1.
2,
3
[ petal] [pitie]
3,[katai] j[katie]
i
4,[bolai] j[bolie]
i
5,[tolai] |[ tulle]
[ khe3lai][ khelie] [ khelio] [ kha£Lae][ ktmLao][ kheolacchfi-Jf khffitabe]
[ka^io] 
[bolio] 
[ tulio]
4
[petae] [petao]
[ka*(;ae] [[ka^ao]
[belae] 
[tolae]
[bolao] 
[tolao]
£
[ petacchS"]
[ katacchii'] 
[ bolacchfc] 
[tolacch£]
2 9 0
4s 7
[petate]
[katate] 
[bolate]
\
i
[tolate]
The formulae are self explanatory and need not be 
detailed here. It will be seen that the stem syllable of the 
forms with all the endings in either y, w, ora prosodic 
Syllable two, where© is stated as an element of structure, is
u or y prosodic or og- prosodic. Where the ending is non-finite
[-e] or imperative future [-o] the second syllable is y prosod­
ic, everywhere else it is prosodic. Where the ending is 
[-ch-] initial of the ending structure -GV the junction is 
also characterized by g prosody.
The vocalic qualities of the stem syllable one are 
similar to those shown in connection with the statement of the 
CVC- stem structure and need not be repeated here. The vocalic 
qualities observed in syllable two of the forms where y or r> 
is stated as an element of structure are shown in the following 
vowel diagram with reference to my pronunciation of the forms
1. See IV in table on page 2%^
2, Forms with endings [-che] and [-te] of the -CV ending 
structure are used in this and subsequent sections, in
order to show the junction prosodies.
3. Alternative pronunciation
4. « «
5# N
6 *  n rt
y^  ?! ??
pitai..pitui. .petui. 
pifae pifoe pefoe 
|pitaojL pitpo]'[petoo! 
,pi^acchej [pi];ucche]
!pifate] Lpitute]
[petai] and [pi^ie]
Front
Centrali
Back
F ront Back
9.4,5 y/w/ra
5
C-iJ [ .,e]
1
[.,o] C-e] C -o]
I
[-che] [-tel
1. a 10 w
1
M w y W X) w X) W X) g w 10
eCs- t, Co- ! t, Cs- eC©- eC©- sC©- SC8-
2, 10 1070 y 70 y 10 X) "0 10t> t>g
aCo- qjCo™ aCo~ oC ©"*• a C©- aC©- ccC©-
3. y V y y y y y X) y X)y eg y toICDo<3 a C©— a 0
 
0 1 oiC©- aC©- aC©-
k. w 0 N y w y w X) w £> W 70g W
aCs- 3 Co- ^C©- o£,C©—
1
ac©- aC©- otC©~
i ' '
1, See V in table on page 2 £2-
2,
3.
4.
1
[othai][
[anai]
[ heelai] [ 
[hotai
uthie. 
[ anie] 
heli e 
] [ ho'fie'
][ uthio] 
[anio] 
helio] 
][hotio]
][
2 3 
f?thae] [o^hao]
[ anae] i[anao] [anacche] 
[ hfiaLaelf hs3laol[ hselacche
[hotae^
[ o^haccho]
[ hotaol [ hotacche
[othate] 
[anate] 
]|[h©late]
[ hotate]
The forms of these structures do not show any differ­
ence from those in strugture CVC©-* Forms in this structure 
exclude i in y prosody in the stem syllable one. All 
three units fc ,s and a are stated for the stem syllable one,
6 is in w, e in ^ and™ and a in Y* ™ V prosodic
syllable.
1* Alternative pronunciation [uthai] [uthai] [othui]
2 . T? 91 [uthae]
3* ?? [uthao] [uthoo] [othoo]
Um f? ” [uthacche] [uthocche] [uthecche]
5. ?T " [uthate] [uthote]
6. See II VC- Stem structure^
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y/w/? |
9 . 4 . 6  CV o~
2.
3.
4 .
5.
[-i]
y X)
Cb©~ 
y w 10
Sots—
X) w v
Cag-
w w 10
Ca©-
W  w x>
CS9-
L'-e]
y y y
C 1/ 9-
y y y
G ij 9 ■“
■o y y I
C^9-
w y y
C^9~
w y y
Gu 9-
[..0; i [-o]
y y y y »
G b© — i C I* 9 —
y y y j y  w y w ?o
C i?9— > Ca©- Ca©-l9- 
1X3 y y
C^9-
w y y 
Ca©-
w y y 
Cl©-
[-o]
y  »  
G b 9*“
[-chel
y "°S 
C b 9"*
y w t>g
Ca©-
X) Vi X>\Q w  X) IX) W x )g
Ca©*-
W W X)
Ca©«
w w X) 
C^g-
Ca©-
w w x? 
Ca©-
w w X)
C~9-
Ga©-
w w X)g 
Ca©-
w w XJg
Ce©-
[-te]
y io 
C i ©*** 
y w x>g 
ca©-
b w to g 
Ca©-
w w 10 
Ca©-
w w io 
Ce=©-
1.
2 .
jiai] [ jiyie] [jiyio]
3
[jiae] C jiao]
2. [ dsswai] C diyie] [ diyio] [dawae] [ daawao ]
3. . pawai] [ payie];[ payio ] [ powae] [pawao]
4# [ bowai] [ boyie]:[ boyio] [bowae] [bowao]
5. [ Jowai][Juyie][Juyio] [ Jowae] [Jowao]
5 j 3#"
[ jiacche] |[ jia£e]
[ d£8wacche]|[ debate] 
[ pawacche]j[ pawato] 
[ bowacche] [ bowate] 
[ Jowacche]i[Jowate]
1. See VI on table on page
2. Alternative pronunciation [ j iui]
3.
A.
5.
6.
T?
ft
?T
ft
C jioe]
[jioo]
[jiucche] 
[jiute]
Forms in this structure exclude e in y prosody in the stem 
syllable one. There is a linking feature between the stem 
syllable one and two in the forms of all the scatters except ji-. 
In all the forms with endings non-finite [-e] and imperative 
future [-0] this linking of the two syllable is y prosodic, 
everywhere else it is w prosodic. The junction prosody of 
stem and ending is similar to that of the CVC©- or VC©- stem
structure. All three units i, , 3 and u are stated for the stem
y/w w . Y j w orsyllable one. t, is m  , s is in and a is m
prosodic syllable,
y/W/fo g
9.4,7 (C)VCC8
< . 1  
[ -i] I-el [-0 ] r-o] j [ 'o] I [ -che] C-te]
1.
2.
y O iy y; y
cLcc©- i c^cc©- ; g lg g©-
y y V o
y y y
c CC©- 
L  Cc 
3* P -0
I C CC©- 
1 i Gko !w ; w
j GeGGo-
5* w
C^CCq- ! C^CC©-
y 10 ~  y
C CCe-a
w -x y 
c^cc©- cLcc©-
GaGC0-
w
c  c c © -a C^CC©-
y 
y w ^ y 
c J3C©~
G CC©- ! C .CC©-
y ^ » y
G CC©~
» x>
G CC©-
w
CgPCs-
w x>
CaCC9'
C GGe-
X) ^  TO
G GC©-a
w 70
C G Co­er
w ^ »c  c c © -a
y .  ^ s y  - c  CC©- i c Lc c © -
u i 1
y *^>g! y ^ 10 
C CC©-j C CC©-\ GC
C^G©-: C^GG©-
g i w
^CCe-j G^CG©-
g i w o
C^CC©-! C CC©-
. . . .i .....
1, In columns 2 and 3*forms of ji- scatter are y prosodic in 
the linking of two syllables.
2, See VII table on page
1. [cimtai] |[ cim*(;ie] [jcimtie] j[cinr);ae]
2. [ bh83r|cai] [ bheqeieK bherjcio.
3. [paltai] [paltie] j[paltio]
 ^ i
4. C thokrai ] [ -|;hukri e j [ -[hakrio ] [ thokrae ’
5. [postai]
29 b
[cim'tao] {[ cimtacche] j| 
[ bhtOrjcae][bhcHgcao][ bhearjcacche]||
r
[paltae] j[pal*|;ao] [paltacche] |
[postie] j[postio] *[postae]
[ -|;hokrao][ thokracche]: 
[postao] [postacche]
y , w **
The stem syllable one is characterized by or
prosody; where the forms are with non-finite [—e] or imperative 
future [-o] stem syllable two is characterized by y prosody 
everywhere else it is characterized by 30 prosody. Forms with 
[-che] have g prosodic junction. All three V units t f £ and 
a arc stated for the stem syllable one. In the forms with non- 
finite [-e] and imperative future [ —o] each oft, and £ units 
in the stem syllable one is in y and w prosody, a is in » 
prosody. Everywhere else t is in y prosodic and e is in w 
prosodic and a is in y, w and p prosodic syllables. 
w/x>
9.4.8 VCC©-
......... r
.. . ..
[
4
r 11
L'-o]
[[ :•[-.]
[~o] [-che] J [-te]
(
l. ^ X ) -  -y- t o  ^  -y- .0 —  * a -- -  »
0,009-" aGGo- aCC©- a GC©- aCC©- oCCq - 1 aCC©-
2. w -  «n w _  -y- w -y- W  _  X) W  X) W - I „
tOCG-
...... ——H
uCC©-
--------
tCC©- if GC©— 
-----— - -
tCC©-
-------
tCC©- J tCCs-
1. See VIII table on page 2.22-
1. [a^kai] [a^kie] [a^kio] [atkae] [atkao] [ a^kacche] [ a*(;kate]
2. [utrai] [utrie] [utrio] [utrae] [utrao] [utracche] [ utrate]
The stem syllable one is characterized by v or w 
prosody. Forms in this structure do not include all three V 
elements. They only include t in w syllable and a in 'o 
syllable. Imperative forms with [—o] (future) and non-finite 
forms with [-e] do not show any difference in the qualities 
than- those in the forms with other endings. In all other 
respects these forms are similar to forms in CVCC©- structure*
As forms of reduplicated stem structure CVC/CVC©- do 
not show peculiarities other than those mentioned in connection 
with che forms of CVC©- structure they are not exemplified.
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CHAPTER 10 S98
VOWEL HARMONY
10.0
*Vowel harmony1 has been defined by Bengali grammarians
including S.K.Chatterji as !the alteration of a vowel through
1
the influence of a preceding or following vowel1. It will be 
made clear in the course of this discussion that vowel harmony 
can not be treated purely on the basis of phonetic sequences 
and that a vowel is not TchangedM through the influence1 of 
another vowel.
It has been observed that a phonological approach to the
2
problem would be more appropriate. M.A.Hai in his thesis, 
brought out some of the interrelations in the phonetic 
sequences in terms of phonology, But*aone, so far has tried to 
deal with this relation of vowel sequences in terms of vowel 
harmony at the phonological level which in its turn is related 
to grammatical statement.
The interrelation of stem and ending involves consider­
ing the grammatical implications. An attempt to neglect the 
grammatical and structural implications and to make an overall 
statement based only on phonetic evidence and segmental con­
trasts may lead to an over simplified and uneconomic statement 
which may not be able to bring out the full functional
1. S.K, Chatterji, MarlboroughTs Bengali Self-Taught, 1927,p.112
2. See M,A.Hai, Nasals and Nasalization in Bengali. Dacca 
University, 19&1,
3. See F.R. Palmer, nThe Broken Plurals of Tigrinyarf B.S.O.A, S. 
XVII, 3, p.549- -----------
? Q ^furO
1
relevance of the phonological features of vowel harmony.
Since the phonological and grammatical facts of a
language show a kind of interdependence, to treat phonology
without reference to grammar will result in a concealment of
part of a most important set of structural facts pertinent to 
2
phonology.
In this section a systematic investigation into the 
problem of vowel harmony in the Bengali verbal forms is made 
and a solution in terms of prosodic analysis is suggested. 
There are certain verbal forms in Bengali which from a 
number of points of view are listed as members of the scatter 
of a single verb. Within this scatter not only do endings 
differ but there are certain differences to be noted in the 
phonetic forms of the stem. At the phonological level the 
structure of the stem does not change in the sense that it 
remains CVC- or CV- etc,, but notable phonetic differences 
within the limits of the structures are apparent,
A closer examination will show that this diversity of 
stem forms can be brought.into some sort of order if the inter­
relation between stem vowel and ending vowel is systematized
1. See A. Martinet, TPhonology as functional'PhoneticsT,
Oxford University"* Press, London, 1949, pp. 1-27.
2. See K.L.Pike, 'Grammatical Pre-requisites to Phonomic 
Analysis,' Word, Vol.Ill, 1947, pp„155~172.
This does not mean, however, that grammar is pre- 
requisit to phonology, No level of analysis is pre- 
requisit to any other; each is interdependent of but 
congruent with others, and in analysing the language the 
finding at one level arc of assistance in making statements 
at another level, - See J.R.Firth ^ Technique of Semantics, 
JBaESj.Es ilL.Linguistics, (1934-1951), pp. 7-33.
in terms of vowel harmony. The implication of such a term is
that the vowel elements have some inter-dependence, which will
be described and formulated. The vowel of the stem syllable
shows a 'harmony' in quality with different endings. That is
to say, in certain forms the two vowels of the two syllables
are interdependent and interrelated. This regular dependence
of vowels of one syllable on that of the other in the verbal
1
forms is treated in terms of vowel harmony. Vowel harmony 
will be stated in terms of closeness and openness which are 
associated with each other. It is not, however, possible to 
describe all the phenomena in one system, A number of variet­
ies are found which lead to the necessity for a polystemic 
2
statement.
The examples are chosen to show the salient feature of 
related vowel harmony. Different sorts of relation will be 
illustrated by using examples of one word verbal sentences.
The data considered here are entirely drawn from the 
verbal forms. For clarity and consistency the terms vowel and 
consonant are used throughout as phonetic terms. In phonologi­
cal statement V and C are used.
1. See for some of the notable prosodic st^udies in vowel 
harmony in various languages j:
(i) F.R„Palmer, "Openness in Tigre": A Problem in Prosodic 
Statement, B.S O.A.S. XVIII, 3, 1956, p„561 ff.
(ii) J,Garnochan^ 'Vowel harmony in Igbo', African 
Language studies ,I, I960. p0156 ff,
TiliT R.K.Sprigg, 'Vowel harmony in Lhasa Tibetan:
Prosodic analysis applied to interrelated vocalic features 
of successive syllables.' B.S. O.A.S. XXIV, 1,1961. p. 147 ff.
2. See J.R,Firth, 'Personality and Language in Society''
Papers in Linguistics, 1934-1951. Oxford University Press,
-Eo5d5nTl95^^
Much of what I shall say is at one or other of the 
levels, grammatical, phonological or phonetic. For, * it is by 
means of the silent and unpronounceable abstractions of phono­
logy that one can relate the ever changing phonetic detail of
1
the speech stream to the grammatical statement. T
Elements of structure established at the phonological 
level are of two kinds, phonematic and prosodic. Phonological 
analysis recognises three V units, i . close unit, s mid unit 
and a open unit, Backness and rounding, frontness and unround­
ing, or absence of backness and frontness and lip rounding of 
the vowel sound in pronunciation are considered together with 
the rounding or unrounding of the consonant articulation*
where there is one, and stated phonologically as a prosody of
w y o
the syllable, and symbolized as , J , or
Vowel harmony will be treated under sections:
(i) monosyllabic stem structures: CVC-7a»£ VC- and CV-
2
and (ii) Dissyllabic stem structures: (C)VCe- ,
z'"' 2
CVo-, (OVOC0- 
Examples are chosen to cover the full range of vowel 
sequences possible in forms of all stem structures plus endings 
of all possible structures: -V, -CV, -CVC, -oCV,^-9C, The forms 
used for examples are with the following endings:
Studies T
x ? P ji ?u XX.
2. Since the forms in structures VCe- and VCCo- show similar 
vowel harmony respectively to those in CVCo- and CVCC0- 
structures they are not examplified in order to avoid 
repetition. For the same reason forms in reduplicated stem 
structures are also not given.
For the indicative forms:
302
-V ; [-i] , [-e] , [-o]
-CV : [ - 1 1 ]  , [-le] , [-lo].1
-CVC : [-lam].
-sCV : [-eche].
For the imperative forms:
-V : [-o] , [-o].
-sC : [—iJ] , '[-uk],
j> :
For the non-finite forms:
-V : [-e] , [-a], g
-CV : [-le] , [-te] , [-no].
-VG : [-on].
As regards vowel harmony, it can be said that Bengali 
verbal forms do not show any peculiarities other than those 
mentioned here. Any Bengali verbal form can be fitted into one 
of the patterns,
1 0 ,1  Monosyllabic Stem-structure : CVC -
The verbal forms used for example in CVC- stem structure 
belong to the following stems pit" khel- kat* bol- and tol-. 
In considering the phonetic characteristics of the
1, Endings [-chi], [-che], [~cho] [-bi] [-be] and [-bo] are 
included for the examples in CV- stem structures. See § 10, 3
2. [~a] is used with the forms of the stem structures CVC-, VC- 
and CV-; [-no] is usecLwith the forms of the stem structures 
CVC©-, VC©-, CV©-, CVCCe-, v6bo and CVC/CVC©-, See §10,3. -
10-6;
3Q3
vowels observed in the different scatters set out below it will 
be seen that a total of seven vowels must be recognised at the 
phonetic level. But in no single set of forms, (read vertically) 
is the maximum of five different vowels exceededs sometimes 
they are less * The phonetic values
assigned to these vowels are described in Chapter 5.
Front
[i]
[e]
O ]
Central Back
[u]
[o]
[=]
[a]
The following are the forms of structure CVC- with 
endings of different structures. Read horizontally the differ­
ent forms on the same line of each list belong to the scatter 
of one same verb.
(a) Indicative forms
(i) CVC + V
[-i] ending- [-e] ending.
1. [i] -Li] Tpiti] [-0 ] - Ce]
2. [e]- [i] [kheli] M - [e]
3. [a]- [i] [kati] [a]~ Ce]
4. [0 ]- [i] [boli] [0]- [e]
5. [u]- [i] [tuli] Co]- [e]
[-o] ending
[petel [e]~[o] [pet°l
[khsale] [#>]-[o] [khealo]
[kate] [a]-[o] [kato]
[bole] [o]-[o] [bolo]
[tole] [o]-[o] [tolo]
1. M. A.Hai has two alternative pronunciations as [pite] and 
[chute] in this group, which I treat under the non-finite 
forms in [-e] ending. M. A.Hai, pp„*^ it.. , “pp. 54 ff
2. M,A.HaiTs Alternative realizations [pito] and [chuto] be­
long to the imperative future forms in l -o ] ending in this 
study. MPA.Hai, op.cit. j^ ff#
0Forms with ending [-iJ] show' vowel sequences similar 
to those with ending [-i]; forms with ending [-en] are similar 
to those in [~e]; forms with [-on] are similar to those in [-o],
(ii) CVC + CV
[-li] ending [-le]ending [-lo] ending
1. [i]-[i] [pitli] [ i]-[e][pitle] [i]- [o] [pitlo]
2. [ e]-[i] [khelli] [e]-[e] [khelle] [e]-[o] [khello]
3, [a]-[i] [katli] [a]-[e] [ka];le] [a]-[o] [katlo]
4. [o]-[i] [bolli] [o]-[e] [bolle] [o]-[o] [bollo]
5. Cu]-[1] [tulli] [u]-[e] [tulle] [u]-[o] [tullo]
Forms in endings [-chi], [-chiJ], [-chili], [-chile], 
[-chilo], [-chilen], [-chilam] [-til], [-bi] show vowel 
sequences similar to those in [-li].
Forms with endings [-che], [-chen], [-te], [-ten], [-be], 
[-ben], [-len] are similar to those in [-le].
Forms with endings [-cho], [-to], [-bo] are similar to 
those in [-lo]#
(iii) CVC + CVC (iv) CVC + ©CV
[-lam] ending [-eche] ending
2
1* [e]-[a] [petlam] [i]-[e] [piteche]
2. [saj-[a] [kheoOLlam] [e]-[e] [kheleche]
3. [a]-[a] [katlam] [e]-[e] [keteche]
A*. [ o] -[ a] [ bollam] [ o] -[ e] [boleche]
5. [o]-[a] [tollam] [u]-[e] [ tuleche]
Forms with [ -tain] are similar to those with [ -lam] ; 
forms with [-echi] [-echiJ], [-echo] [ -echen] [ -echilam]
[-echili] [echile] [echilo] [echilen] are similar to those with 
[-eche].
1, There are a few1 verbal scatters which show alternative
forms for some speakers, e.g. bee- and ku^ - 
and chut-with [-lam] ending have the'forms [beclamj and 
[b£3clamj; [ku^lam] and [ko^lam] [ chutlam] and [~cho;;lam]. 
The alternative forms such as [beclam] and [ku^lamj and 
[chutlam] are not included with the examples.
In all other respects forms of the scatters are similar 
to the verbs of khel~ and tol- cited here.
2. The form has an alternative pronunciation [ pitlam]
(c) Imperative forms
(i) CVC + 0 1 (ii) CVC + sC
A ( - i . n
e n d i n g [ - u k ]  e n d i n g
1 .
r* 2
[ P e t ! [ i ] - [ i ] [ p i t i - H [ i ]  - [ u ] [ p i t u k ]
2 . [ k t a l ] [e]-[i] [ k h e l i j ] [ e ]  - [ u ]  [ k h e l u k ]
3. O a t ] [a]-[i] [ k a t i J ] [ a ]  - [ u ]  [ k a t u k ]
4. [ b o l ] [ o ] - [ i ] [ b o l i J ] [ o ]  - [ u ]  [ b o l u k ]
5. [ t o l ] [u] -[i] [ t u l i j ] [ u ]  -[u] [ t u l u k ]
Forms w i t h  [ - u n ]  a r e  s i m i l a r  t o  t h o s e  w i t h  [ - u k ] .
Lii) CVC + V
[ - o ]  ending (Present) [ o - ]  e n d in g  ( f u t u r e )
1 , [ e ] - [ o ] [ p e t ° ] [ i ] - [ o ] C p i t ° ]
2. M - [ o ] [ khealo ] [ o ] - [ o ] [ k h e l o ]
3. [ a] -[ o] [ k a t o ] [e]-[o] [ k e t o ]
4. M ~ [ 0 ] [ b o l o ] [o]-[o] [b o l o ]
5. [o]-[o] [t o l o ] [ u ] - [ o ] [t u l o ]
It will be seen that the present imperative forms with 
[~o] are similar to the indicative with [-o]^* (supra)
1. Although these forms in 0 ending are monosyllabic and thus 
display no vowel harmony relation as between the two sylla­
bles of the forms in other endings, they show same five 
vowel differences of [e]? [ca], [a], [ o] and [oJ» in bhe 
stem syllable and are therefore included in the examples,
2o The alternative pronunciation of this form is [pit]
3. Imperative forms are found In present and future tenses.
Forms in both tenses are found in [-o] ending,But the stem 
syllable shows different features in different !tense-endings 
For the present purpose the two groups will be separated by 
naming them as fpresents and * future1,
4, See Chapter 1.
(C) Non-finite forms
<r* 7
(i) CVC + V
C-e] ending [-a] ending
1. [i]-[e] [pit©] [e]-[a]
1
[p©ta]
2. [e]-[e] [khele] [ ®] -[ a] [ khsala]
3. [e]-[e] [kete] [a]-[a] [kata]
4. [o]-[e] [bole] [o]-[a] [bola]
5. Cu]-[e] [tule] [ o]-[ a] [tola]
(ii) CVC
2
+ CV
[-le] ending [-te] ending
1. [ i ] —[ e] [pitle] [i]-[e] [pitte]
2. [e]-[e] [khelle] [©]-[©] [khelte]
3. [ a] -[ e] [katle] [ a] -[ e] [katte]
4. [o]-[e] [bolle] [ o] -[ e] [bolte]
5. [u]-[ e] [tulle] [u]-[e] [tulte]
It ’will be seen that the indicativei forms in
and [-te] are similar’ to the :non-finite forms in |
[-te ]«
(iii) CVC + VC
1*
[ -on]
C e]-L'o]
ending 
[peton]
3
2. [®]-[o] [ khsxLon]
3. [ a] -[ o] [katon]
4, [o]-[o] [bolon]
5. [o]-[o] [tolon]
2m See § 3.4*5 and 3.4*6
3. The alternative form of [pe^on] is [pi-|;on]#
When the patterns of stem + ending vowels are examined, 
it is seen that there is no contrast relationship of frontness 
or backness with backness throughout a form. That is, no pro­
sodic interrelation of rounded-rounded or unrounded-unrounded
can be stated between the ending syllable and the stem syllable
„ y w n 1 r _
m  terms of , , or . For example, in [peto] ^ e
v wsyllable is J prosodic and the ending syllable is prosodic.
In [tuli] the stem syllable is ™ prosodic and ending syllable
is ^ prosodic. In [kati] and [ka^o] the stem syllable is 70
y wprosodic and the ending syllable is J and prosodic res­
pectively.
It will also be seen from the examples that every verbal 
scatter shows forms with a closer vowel and with a more open 
vowel in the stem though the vowel in the ending is the same. 
For instance, in the scatter of the verb [bole], [bole], [bolo] 
[bolo] the sequences are [o-e], [o-e] , [0-0] and [0-0].
A twofold relationship, close-close, and open-open can 
be stated for the two syllables of the stem and ending of some 
of the verbal forms. That is, an interrelation is statable in 
terms of degree of closeness and openness between the two 
syllables: where the vowel of the ending is close rather than 
open there is closeness in the stem, and where the vowel of 
the ending is open rather than close there is openness in the 
vowel of the stem syllable. For example, forms in [i] ending 
and [a] ending may be compared : [pi^i], [kheli], [kati], 
[boli], [tuli]; [ pet&] [kh&)la], [kata], [bola], [tola]. But
1, See for phonetic implications of y, w and^ prosodies 
Chapter 7*
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this statement can not be given as a rule for some other 
verbal forms, for instance non-finite and indicative forms in 
[-e] ending , indicative and Imperative forms in [~o] ending, 
e.g* [ kheele], [kate], [bole], [tole] (indicative);
[pite], [khele], [kete] [bole] and [tule] (non-finite);
[peto], [kh.lo], [kat.o], [bolo] and [tolo] (indicative); and 
[pit°]? [khelo], [keto], [bolo], and [tulo] (Imperative future).
It seems, therefore, clear that an overall vowel harmony
statement can not properly be made solely on the basis of
phonetic sequences. Interrelations between ending syllables
and stem syllables can be shown as a set of systems in which
phonetic, phonological and grammatical consideration will 
1
play a part.
(a) Indicative forms:
Forms whose ending structure is -V
In the forms where the ending is [i], five vowels are
possible in the stem syllable: [i], [ e], [a], [o], [u].
In the forms where the ending is [e] and [o], five
vowels are possible in the stem syllable [ e] , [ 60] ,
[a], [o], and [o].__________________________________________
1. Supra.
it 9 M  !■; ■*i
. n . . 1 ( \ A. 0
In other words the interrelation is concerned with la]
close forms and (b) open forms.^
With the close vowel [i] in the ending, forms of different
scatters exhibit [ i], [ e], [a], [o] and [u] in the stem 
syllable, and with the half-close vowel [ -e] or [o] in the end­
ing they exhibit [e], [eg], [a], [ o], and [o]# That is, where 
the vowel of the ending is close there is closeness in the stem, 
and where the vowel of the ending is half-close there is 
openness in the stem.
The forms in [-i] ending that exhibit closeness in the 
stem syllable will be referred to as close forms and the forms 
in [-e] and [-o] endings that exhibmt openness in the stem 
syllable will be referred to as open forms.
In close forms where the second syllable is close in y- 
prosody, the first syllable is close raid and open in all three 
prosodies, y, w, *>
In each of y and w prosodic syllable the vowel in the stem 
has two qualities between close and half-close, and between half­
close and half-open and in » - prosodic syllable the vowel in 
the stem syllable is open neither front nor back.
The vowel qualities in y- and w- syllables are never more 
open than between half-close and half-open. That is, the maximum
1. These are prosodic terms and are employed for the statement 
of the forms as a whole in terms of vowel harmony.
J.Camochan uses the term T raisingT and * lowering \ for his 
treatment (see his vowel harmony in Igbo T, African language 
studies » I, I960, p.156.); R.K.Sprigg uses Topen piece* and
*close piece* (see his vowel harmony in 4fcasa Tibetan: 
B.S.O.A.3. XXIV, I, 1961),
<n* *5 l
(Di A .  J-
degree of openness in y- and w- syllable in close forms is 
between half-close and half-open.
In open forms where the vowel of the second syllable is 
mid in y~ or w- prosody, the first syllable is mid and open 
in all three prosodies, y, w, and P
In each of y and w prosodic syllable the vowel in the 
stem syllable has two qualities between half-close and half­
open and between half-open and open, and in x> - prosodic 
syllable the vowel in the stem syllable is open neither front 
nor back.
The vowel qualities in y- and w- syllables are never 
closer than between half-close and half-open. That is, the max­
imum degree of closeness in y- and w- syllable in open forms 
is half-close.
The vowel qualities are shown in the following Vowel 
diagrams.
Close forms
Front
i Central
Back
[pit1]
[tuli]
[kheli] 
[boli]
Fa?ont
y/w OV2C - ^
II
Both close and open forms
. Front 1 ,_
Central
Back
Front Back
III 
.Front
CV C 
1
Open forms
y/w
1 Central
Back
\©
Back
y/w
Front
y/w
CV C- e
[kati]
[kate]
[kato]
[pete]
[ kheale]
C peto]
[khralo]
[ tojfele] 
[bole]
[tolo] 
[bolo]
It will be seen that except for some alternative forms,
Tclose-formsT have maximum degree of openness between
half-close and half-open, and Topen formsT have maximum degree
of closeness between half-close and half-open, vowel qualities
y win the stem syllable both in and prosodies.
CVC+CV
It will be seen from the examples, that in the forms of 
the scatters in endings [-li], [-le], and [-lo] five vowels :
[i]? [e]s [a], [o], and [u] are possible in the stem syllable. 
That is, these forms exhibit^same phonetic characteristic as in 
the forms in [ i] ending. These forms, therefore, are treated as 
close forms. This statement will hold good for all the forms 
of the scatter whose ending structure is -CV,
In each of ^ and w prosodic syllable the vowel in the 
stem syllable has two qualities, close and half-close, and 
in o prosodic syllable the vowel in the stem syllable is open 
neither front nor back.
The maximum degree of openness in ^ and w prosodic 
syllables is between half-close and half-open.
That is, where the ending is of -CV structure the forms 
have only one sort of vowel harmony relation. No change in the 
vowel of the stem is observed in the forms with different 
vowels in the ending structure -CV. The vowel in the stem-
syllable does not alter whether the vowel in the ending syll­
able is close front, half-close front, or half-close back.
Qualities of vowels in ^ and w prosodic syllable in the 
forms of CVC + CV ending structure are similar to those in 
[i] ending-forms.
CVC + CVC
A different statement is required for the forms in [-lam]
ending. The forms in [-lam] ending show five different vowels
in the stem syllable: [ e] , [eol, [a], [ o ] , and [o].
In ^ and ™ syllables the vowel in the stem syllable have
two qualities, between half-close and half-open and between
half-open and open, in X) syllable the vowel in the stem
syllable has one quality, i.e. open neither back nor front.
The maximum degree of closeness in y#and w*syllables is
between half-close and half-open. The forms in this ending,
therefore, will be referred to as open forms.
The vowel qualities in different syllables are similar to
those shown in vowel diagram II and III for the open forms in
1
[e] and [o] endings.
It will be seen that the Topen forms1 in [-e] or [o]
ending are in the same system as the open form in [ -lam]
ending; and that the Tclose forms* in [-i] ending are in the
same system as the close form in [-li], [-le] and [-lo] endings.
This shows that the forms in ending whose structure is
-CV and -CVC form two groups, close forms and open forms in
terms of vowel harmony in the same system as those whose
1. Supra
ending structure is -V, with the difference that in close 
forms whose ending structure is -V, it has [ i] in the second 
syllable, and in close forms whose ending structure is -CV, it 
has [ i], [ e] and [o] in the second syllable; and that in open 
forms whose ending structure is -V, it has [ e] or [o] in the 
second syllable, and in open forms whose ending structure is 
-CVC, it has [a] in the second syllable.
That is to say a relation between the two syllables of 
the forms whose structures are CVC-CV, or CVC-CVC can be stated 
that where a -C-C- sequence of stem and ending occurs the form 
is either close or open. The open forms have invariably the 
ending structure -CVC, the close forms have -CV and -CVC both. 
But the vowel in the ending syllable of the open form is always
[a] in the open forms, and [-i], [e] or [o] in the close forms,
CVC + ©CV
In the forms where the ending is [ -eche] four vowels are
possible in the stem syllable : [i], [ e], [o] [u],
*
iA y • w
Thus^each of and prosodic syllable the vowel in the
stem syllable has two qualities, close and half-close. The
most important point to be noted is that there' is no to prosodic
syllable in the form of the scatter where the vowel of the stem
syllable is open neither front nor back in other endings, both
infclose forms* and Topen forms, *
The vowel qualities in ^ and w syllables are never more
open than between half-close and half-open. This is the maximum
degree of openness even for the verb of the scatter where open 
syllable in v prosod y of the close forms in [-i] ending is 
stated. Thus, [ka^i] has maximum openness in the stem syllable, 
whereas in [-eche] ending the scatter gives the form [keteche], 
where the maximum openness of the vowel of the stem syllable is 
between half-close and half-open* That is to say, in close 
forms where four vowel differences are found there are two 
degrees of openness in each of ^ and w syllables where the 
maximum degree of openness is between half-close and half-open.
The vowel qualities of these forms are shown in the 
diagram below: with reference to my pronunciation of the
forms [pi'te], [khele], [ke];e], [bole], [ tule].
Jfjront
J^ ack
-Yont Back
(b) Imperative forms
In the forms where the ending is 0 or [ -o] (Present) 
five vowels [e], [sa], [a], [o], and [o] are possible in the 
stem-syllable.
It will be noted that the monosyllabic forms in 0 ending 
show^same five vowel differences in the stem syllable as the 
forms in ending [-o] (Present)0 Hence they are included in the 
examples, though there can be no vowel harmony statement for 
these forms.
In the forms where the ending is [-iJ] or [-uk] five 
vowel differences are possible: [i], [e], [a], [o], [u]*
In the forms where the ending is [-o] (Future) four vowels 
[i]? [e], [o] and [u] are possible in the stem syllable.
The forms in [-iJ] and [-uk] endings exhibit closeness in 
the stem syllable and will be referred to as ! close forms1, and 
the forms in endings 0 and [-oj(Present) exhibit openness in 
the stem syllable and may be referred to as !open forms
In close forms where the second syllable is close in y 
or w«£ prosody, the first syllable is close, mid and open in 
all three prosodies, y, w and n
In each of y and w- prosodic syllable the vowel in the 
stem syllable has two qualities, between close and half-close, 
and between half-close and half-open, and inn prosodic 
syllable the vowel in the stem syllable is open neither back 
nor front.
The vowel qualities are never opener than between half­
close and half-open in y and w syllables*
In open forms where the second syllable is mid in w
prosody, the first syllable is mid and open in all three
prosodies, y, w and ^
In each of y and w prosodic syllables the vowel in the
stem syllable has two qualities, between half-close and half­
open, and between half-open and open, and in x> prosodic
syllable the vowel in the stem syllable has an open quality
neither front nor back.
Imperative open forms show same vowel harmony relation as 
indicative open forms whose ending structure is -V; and imper­
ative close forms show same vowel harmony relation as indica­
tive close-forms whose ending structure is -V.
In the forms where the ending is [-o] (Future) four 
vowels [i], [e], [o] and [u] are possible. These are close 
forms where the second syllable is mid in w prosody the first 
syllable is close and mid in y and w prosodies. There is no 
form exhibiting a v -prosodic stem syllable.
The vowel qualities in y and w syllables are nevermore 
open than between half-close and half-open. This is the maxi­
mum degree of openness even for the most open syllable in x) - 
prosodic syllable of a close form in ending [—iJ] or [-uk]. 
Thus, [ka^il] or [ka[uk] has maximum openness in the stem 
syllable, whereas in [ke^o], maximum openness is between half­
close and half-open. That is to say, where four vowel alter- 
nances are found in close forms* There are two degrees of open­
ness in each of y and w syllables where the maximum degree
of openness is halfway between half-close and half-open.
It is interesting to note that the imperative forms in
ending [-o] (Future) show similar feature as the indicative
forms in [ -eche] ending.
(c) Non-finite forms:
In the non-finite forms where the ending is [-e] four
vowels [ i] , [ e], [o] and [u] are possible in the stem syllable.
In the forms where the ending is [-a] or [-on] five
vowels [ e] , [ sa] , [a], [ o] and [o] are possible:
The forms ending [-e] exhibit closeness in the stem
syllable, and will be referred to as close forms. The forms in 
endings [-a] and [-on] exhibit openness in the stem syllable and
will be referred to as open forms.
In close forms where the vowel of the second syllable in
y prosody is half-close, the first syllable in y and w
prosodies is close and mid. The scatters have no forms exhibiting
a x> prosodic stem-syllable.
The vowel qualities in y and w syllables are never
more open than between half-close and half-open. This is the
maximum degree of openness even for the syllable in the form
[kete] of the scatter kat~. These non-finite forms in [-e] ending
may be compared with the imperative forms in [o](Future) ending
and indicative forms in [-che]ending. All these forms are close
forms exhibiting four vowel alternances in the stem syllable.
They may be contrasted with the indicative forms in [e] ending,
where the forms are open form.
In these close forms vowels are found in two degrees of
closeness in each of y and w syllables where the maximum
degree of openness is half-close.
The open forms whose ending structure is -V or -e'C where 
the V is open in o prosody and © of -9C is in w prosody the 
vowel of the first syllable in y or w prosody has two 
qualities: between half-close and half-open and between half­
open and open and in » prosodic syllable the vowel is open 
neither front nor back. The maximum degree of closeness in y
and w syllables is between half-close and half-open in these 
open forms.
The non-finite forms in [-le] and [-te] endings show five 
vowel differences in the stem syllable : [ i], [e], [a], [o] 
and [u]. These forms show exactly the same phonetic alternances 
as those in indicative [-le] ending. These are stated as close 
forms. A separate statement is not required for the non-finite 
close-forms of this category, as the statement made for the 
indicative close forms whose ending structure is -CV holds 
good for these.
The above statement can be summarised as follows:
Vowel harmony cannot be stated purely on the basis of
phonetic succession, but an interrelation between the second 
syllable and the first syllable can be shown. The inter: -
relation of the system is concerned with
(a) the close formsof verb, and
(b) the open forms of verb.
In both close forms and open forms there are two degrees 
of openness in each of y and w syllables, and one degree 
in x) syllable.
In close forms the degree of openness is never more open
than between halfclose and half-open, and in open forms
degree of closeness is never closer than between half-close
and half-open in both y and w syllables*
Close forms form two categories: (i) those exhibiting
five vowels, [ i], [e], [a], [o], and [u] in the stem-syllable?
and (ii) those exhibiting four vowels [ i], [ e], [o] and [u] in
the stem syllable.
Open forms exhibit five vowels, [ e], [«], [a], [o] and
[o] in the stem syllable.
It will be seen that the vowel [a] falls in one category
of close forms and in open forms. One category of close forms
does not show [a] in the stem syllable.
Each of indicative, Imperative and non-finite forms is
either an open form or a close form of either .kind.
Indicative close forms whose ending structure is -V
show five vowel alternances in the stem syllable where V in
ending syllable is close unit in y prosody. The stem syllable
has two degrees of openness in y and w prosodies, and one
degree of openness in o - prosody.
Indicative open forms whose ending structure is -V show
five vowel alternances in ths stem syllable where the
ending is mid in y and w syllable. The stem syllable has
two degrees of openness in y and w prosodies and one degree
1
of openness in o- prosody.
1. In alternative forms [pit©] and [chute] the vowel quality 
is close in both y and w syllables.
Indicative forms whose ending structure is -0CV are
always close forms. They show four vowel alternances in the
initial
stem syllable where the ending syllable is 0 in y prosody.
The stem syllable has two degrees of openness in y and w 
prosodies* There is no to - prosodic syllable in the stem in 
the forms with this ending structure*
Indicative close forms whose ending structure is ~CV(C) 
show five different vowel alternances in the stem syllable 
where the second syllable is close in y prosody or 
mid in y or w prosody* The stem syllable has two degrees
of openness in y and w prosodies and one degree of openness
in to prosody.
Indicative open forms whose ending structures is ~CV(C) 
show five different vowel alternances in the stem syllable 
where the second syllable is open in x> prosody. The stem
syllable has two degrees of openness in y and w prosodies,
and openness in o prosody.
These can be formulated thus:
Indicative forms
«5 d
CVC- stem structure + V ending structure
Close form3
First syllable
[i],[e],[a],[o],[u].
Second syllable 
close
[ i] yjw
CVC+sCV
Close forms [i]>[e]} [a], [u], [e]
CVC CV(C)
y
CV2C- i
close_______
x> y
CV C- t
1
Open forms [ e] ,[ a],[ a],[ o],[ o] [e]/[o] open
y /v j y7vw
CV2C-€
open
y/w
CV c -  e
close
y/w
CV2C-0CV
close forms [ i], [e],[a] ,[o] ,[u] [i]/[e]/[o]
c l o s e _____
y / w  y 7  y 7 wc v 2 c  -  c t / / c e
close
77 y/w
CV, C - C, / Ce* V
1.
2.
3.
4.
See Indicative forms with ending 
See Indiactive forms with ending
See
See
-e
on page 3^3 *
and [-o] on page 3 03
Indiactive forms with ending [-eche] on page 305f. 
Indiactaive forms with ending; L-le] on page 30h iHAv ei- -jW
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open forms [ e] , [ es] ,[ a],[ o],[ o] [a]
Imperative close forms whose ending structure is V 
show four vowel alternances in the stem syllable where the 
ending syllable is mid in w prosody.. The stem syllable has 
two degrees of openness in y and w prosodies. There is no 70 
prosodic syllable in the stem of the forms with this ending 
structure.
Imperative open forms whose ending structure is V, show 
five vowel alternances in the stem syllable where the ending 
syllable is mid in w1 prosody. The stem syllable has two
degrees of openness in y and w prosodies, and one degree of
X) ^openness in - prosody.
The imperative close forms are in future tense and the 
imperative open forms are in present tense.
Imperative forms whose ending structure is -a c  are all
close forms. They show five vowel alternances in the stem
syllable where the ending syllable is 9 in y and w prosodies.
The stem syllable has two degrees of openness in y and w 
prosodies and one degree of openness in n prosody.
These can be formulated thus:
open_________
y/w ^
CV^ C-CaC
open
x>
CT-C-CaC
1. See Indicative forms with" ending [-lam] on page 3 off.
2. The alternative forms [pito] and 'chu^o] are considered in 
future imperative close forms in L-°] ending.
*3 9 KO Ui 0
Imperative forms
CVC + V : First syllable Second syllable
1
close forms: [i],[e],[o],[u] [o] close__________
77W w
CVgC-S;
2 f
open forms ; [ i],[ e] ,L a] ,[ o] ,[o] [o] open
y/w w
CV2C
open
x> w
cv1c«e
CVC +9C :
-------  3
close forms: [i], [ e],[ a] ,[ o] ,[u], [i]/[u] close_____
y/w y/w
CVgC-eG
close_____
_
CV C-oC 
1
Non-finite close forms whose ending structure is V,
show four vowel alternances in the stem syllable where the
ending syllable is mid in y prosody. The stem syllable has
X)two degrees of openness in y and w prosodies. There is no 
prosodic syllable in the stem of the forms with this ending 
structure.
Non-finite open forms whose ending structure is V, show 
five vowel differences in the stem syllable where the ending
1, See Future Imperative forms with ending [~o] on page
2, See Present Imperative forms with ending [-o1 on page
3, See Imperative forms with endings [~iJ] and [-uk] on page 306.
X)syllable is open in ' prosody. The stem syllable has two
1
degrees of openness in y and w prosodies and one in 70 prosody, 
Non-finite open forms whose ending structure is-oC, 
show five vowel alternancos in the stem syllable where the 
ending syllable is mid in w prosody. The stem syllable has 
two degrees of openness in y and w prosodies and one degree 
of openness in n prosody.
Non-finite forms whose ending structure is -CV are all 
close forms. They show five vowel differences in the stem 
syllable where the ending syllable is mid in y prosody. The 
stem syllable has two degrees of openness in y and w 
prosodies and one degree of openness in 70 prosody.
These can be formulated thus:
Non-finite forms
CVC + V : First syllable Second syllableu* 2
close forms: [ i] ,[ e],[ o] ,[u] [ e] close_______
y/w y~
CV2C-e
3
open forms : L e] ,[a],[ o],[o] [a]_____ open________
y7w ®
CV2G - a
open_________
n x>
CV1C-a
1.
2.
3.
The alternative forms [ pita] , [ chu^a] and [ pi*|;on] [ chuton] 
have close vowel in the stem syllable in both y and w~ 
prosodies.
See Non-finite forms with 
See Non-finite forms with
-e,
-a
on page 
on page 3 6y %
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CVC + sC
open forms: [ e] ,0],[ a],[ o] ,[o] [o]
CVC + CV
close forms: [ i] ,[ e] ,[a],[ o] ,[u] [ e]
open
y/w W
CV C -©C 
2
open
TO w
c v . c ^
close_______
y/w y~~ 
CV C-Cs 
2
close ___
TO y
cv^c-ce
This phonetic relation stated in terms of phonology can 
be related to different grammatical categories with cross 
reference to the particular ending structures of the close 
forms and open forms.
Indicative forms in simple present tense, first person 
are close forms. They exhibit five vowel altemances in the 
stem syllable, [i], [e], [a], [o] and [u]. Forms in simple 
present, 3rd person and second person, ordinary grade are open 
forms exhibiting five vowel alternances [ e] , [ ea], [a], [ o], 
and [o] in the stem syllable of the forms of different scatters. 
Forms in present and past perfect tenses in all persons and 
grades are close forms that exhibit four vowels, [i], [e] [o] 
and [u] in the stem syllable of forms of different scatters.
1, See Non-finite forms with 
2n See Non-finite forms with
•on,
<le
on page *2^7 * 
and [ -te] on page
Forms in simple past and habitual past in 2nd and 3rd persons 
in all grades, and in future and present progressive and past 
progressive tenses in all persons and grades, are close forms 
which exhibit five vowel alternances, [i], [ e], [a], [o] and 
[u] in the stem syllable. Forms in-simple past and habitual 
past in 1st person are open forms that exhibit five vowel 
alternances [ e], [ffi], [a] [ o] and [o] in the stem syllable of 
forms of different scatters.
Imperative forms in future tense, 2nd person,ordinary 
grade are close forms that exhibit four vowel alternances,
[ d]» [e]> [o] and [u] in the stem syllable. Forms in present 
and future tenses, 2nd person honorific and familiar grade, 
third person ordinary and honorific grade are close forms that 
show five vowels [ i], [e], [a], [o] and [u] in the stem sylla­
ble of CVC- structure. Forms in present tense, second person 
ordinary grade are open forms exhibiting [e], [m], [a] [ o] and 
[o] in the stem syllable of the verbs of different scatters,
Non-finite forms with ending [ -e] are close forms which 
exhibit four vowel alternances [i], [e], [o] and [u] in the 
stem syllable. Forms with [—le] and [-te] endings are close 
forms and they exhibit five vowel alternances, [ i], [ e], [a] 
[o], and [u]. Forms with [-a] and [-no] endings are open forms. 
They exhibit five vowels in the stem syllable of the forms of 
different scatters, [e], [ m], [a], [ o], and [o].
Now I propose to set out in tabulated form the phono­
logical formulae for the stem and ending syllables, together
with some verbal forms whose generalized stem structure is CVC-.
Table of the phonological formulae for the stem and ending 
syllables of CVC- stem structure.
(a) Indicative forms
Close forms ;>I Open !
forms
-V -CV -©CV -V -CVC
[
. i end 
-i-Jing [-li] [~le] [-lo] [-echfc] [-e] [ -o] [-lam]
i /
ty/w y 
cv2c-t
|
y/w y y/w y
CV2C-CiiCV2C-Cs
y/w w 
CV2C-Ce
y/w y 
CV2C~©Ce
y /w  y  
cv2c-^
y/w w 
cv2c-^
y/w* ■ 0 
C\f>C- * 
CaC
1 . close
y y
CbC-t
close !close
y t y y
CiiC-C t j C tC-Ce
close 
y w 
CtC-C^
close
y -y- y
CtC-sce
open
y y
CeC-<s
open 
y w 
C^C-^
open
y ^  
CeC-CuC
2 close
y y
CeC-i/
close
y y
CeC-Ct
close
y y
C^C-Ce
close 
y w 
CeC-Ce
close
y ‘ -y-y
CeO-oCe:
open
y y
CuC-^
open 
y w 
C aC-£
open 
y 30
CaC-CaC
close close c lose close close open open open
4 w y 
CtC-t
w y 
CeC-C i>
w y 
C€C-Ce
W ' w 
CeC-Ce
w /-y-y 
CeC-0c€
w  y 
CaC-e
W W'
CaG-e
w »  
CaC-CaC
5 c3-ose close close close close open open open
h c - J “TT y  C{,C~C IT
u r
^tC-C& C c C— IS . S d S t f « - € y 'S s c -s  ”
w—.... x>
C^C-CaC
X) y
CV1C-i
u y 
CV1C-Ci
d y 
CV-lC-Cg
.. -.....
TO W
C^C-Ce
y -  y-y
~©C<s
w y 
CVC-e
TO W 
CVC-e
x> p 
CVC-CaC
3 close close close close close open open open
X) y  
CctC- ti
X )  y
CuC-C o
»  y 
GaC-.Ce
to w 
CaC-Ce
y -y-y 
3eC-©Ce
to y 
CaC-e
i
P W 
CaC-e
P
CaC-CaC
IScatter 1
1. [pit1] [pit11! [pitle] [pitlo] [piteche]
i
[peteJ
2. [kheli] [khelli] [khelle] [ khello] [kheleche] 
[keteche]
[khsle]
4. [boli] [bolli] [boll©] [bollo] [bolechi] j[bole]
5. [tuli] [ tulli] [tulle] [ tullo] [tuleche] j[tole]
•3 [kati] [katli] [katle]
|
[katlo] [keteche]j
l!
_____________ -1
[kate]
. -
(c) Imperative forms
Close forms ii1
Open forms
-©C v 1 V
[-iJ] ;
close 
y/w y 
CV2C-9C
.
[ -uk]
close 
y/w w
cv2c~©c
l[ -un]
close
y/w w 
CV2C~©C
* «
|[ -0 ] j 
Future ; 
close | 
y/w w j
c v2c-4£ 1
....  ...i
[-0 ]
open 
y/w w 
CV2C-€
1.
2.
close
y y
CuC-©C
close
y y
CeC-0C
close 
y w 
CtC-QC 
close 
y w 
CeC~©C
close 
y w 
Ci-C-oC 
close 
y w
cec-sc
close j 
i y w  j 
C tC- € 
close
y w 
CeC- <s
open
y w 
CeC-6" 
open
y w 
GO~ir
4. close close close
_ 1 
close
_ _ m
1j open
w y 
CeC-eC
y w 
c^c-©c
w w 
C^O-oC
y w  
Cec-e
! -w w
| C^c-e
5.
3.
close
y
CIC-9CO y
C^C-0C y
close 
w w 
CiC-aC
33 w
C^C-©C
close
W‘ w
C tC-sC 
» w 
^ C^C-©C
close 
w w
X) w
CV-p-e
j open 
i w w
33 W
CVjC-e
^ close 
Cnc-sC Y
|
„close v w 
C^C-qC
close
TO w1
C^C-gC
close 
y w 
C^C- e
close
33 W
OaC- €
1. [ p±ti-f]
i
[pituk] [pitun] [pit°] [peto]
2. [kheliJ] [kheluk] [khelun] [khelo] [ kheslo]
h. [boliJ] [ boluk] [bolun] [bolo] [bolo]
5. [tuliJ] [tuluk] [tulun] [ tulo ] [tolo]
3 [katiJ] [kafuk] [katun] 
-----
[ke^o]
i—
i
oI_
1
(c) Non-finite forms
L O S E  F O R M S OPEN FORMS
V CV V
[~e] [~le] :C-te] [-a] [ -on]
y/w y
CV2C - e
y/w y 
CVoC-Ce
y/w y
CV2C-Ce
y/w
CV2C- a
70 y/ w
CV2C-s
1.
2.
4.
5.
close
y y
C L C— 
close
y y
C'C“ € 
close
w  y
close
' closei
!y y
Ct,C-C^
close
iy y
: C e C - c e
! close 
; w y
i Cg C —C G
i close
close
' y y
i CcC-Ce 
close
■ y y
i c<=c-ce
close 
; w y
: C^C-Ce
i close
open
CeC- a 
open
70
70
w y 
Ct,C-e
y y
cv^- €=
w y 
Ct,C~Ce
jo y
CV-j^ C-Ce
i w y
; Ct-C-Ce
- jo
: CV1C-Cg
y
y c G c -  o.
open
W 50
C^C- a
open
w »
C gC — q
jd r
CVC- a
open
y w 
CeC-©C
open 
y w 
CaC-o C
open 
w w
CaC-o C
open
*w w
CeC- grC
t? w 
CVC- oC
3.
close
y y
C^J- e
i closei  ------
i
r) y
: C gC-Cg
close
\° y
j CaC-CG
open
v
CaC- a
open
70 w
CoC-9 C
Scatter
1. [pi-te] [pitle] [pifte] [peta] [ peton]
2. [khele] [khelle] [khelte] [ kht&La] [ kheolon]
4. [bole] [bolle] [bolte] [bola] [ bolon]
5. [ tule] [tulle] [ tulte] [tola] [ tolon]
3. [kete] [katle]
i , . ....
[katte]
:
[kata] [katon]
1
10.2 VC- Stem Structure.
Forms in VC- stem structure show similar features to 
those in CVC- stem pattern with different endings, except that 
there is no form with close front vowel [i] in the stem sylla- 
hl e •
The statement made for the forms in CVC- stem structure 
is valid for the forms in VC- stem structures except that both 
close forms and open forms show only one quality of vowel in 
the stem syllable in y prosody. Thus, in close form [heli], 
[e] in the stem syllable, in y prosody is the only vowel in 
forms in [ i] ending; and in open form [heale], [as] in the stem 
syllable in y prosody is the only vowel in forms in [e] 
ending.^
1, See M.A.Hai.op.cit.p .60ff.He has two scatters an- and uth- 
for his examples. I have chosen hel-, hot-,an- ? uth-as
I have treated aspiration as a prosody and therefore struct­
urally they are all VC- for me._The stem syllable of first 
two''is h- prosodic and last two h prosodic. Thus [hsale], 
[hote] are hVC-V and [ane], and [uthe] are hvc -V 
structure,
2, See examples below.
(lJ c.s
The maximum degree of openness in y and w syllables 
is similar to those mentioned about the forms in stem structure 
CVC- + e
This will be clear from the following examples.
(a) Indicative forms
[~i] ending .-e] ending [-o] ending
[heli] .hale] [ heaLo]
[ ani] . ane] [ ano]
[hoti] ]ho%e]
1
.othe]
[hot°]
[uthi] [otho]
[-li] ending .-le]ending [«lo] ending
[helli] ,helle] [hello]
[anli] .anle] [anlo]
[hotli] * hotie] [hotlo]
[utli] . u];le] [utlo]
[-lam] ending .-eche] ending
[hsllam] * heleche]
[ anlam] .eneche]
[ ho*(;lam] .ho^eche]
[otlam] ,utheche]
(b) Imperative forms
[~ij] ending [-ukjending [-o](present)
ending,
[heliJ] [heluk] [hffllo]
[-o](future) 
[helo]
[ ani J] [anuk] [ ano] [ eno]
[hotil] [hotuk] [hoto] [hoto]
[uthiJ] [uthuk] [otho]
iC
[utho]
1. Alternative pronunciation is Luthe]
2. Alternative, forms of 3VLA„ Hai, (op.cit, 
two groups here. ""
, § 50. p.6l)^
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(c) Non-finite forms
[-e] ending [-a] ending [-le]/[ -•fee] ending £ — Crvv J ch:
[hele] [hsala] [helle] [helte] £ t adcr>'^-J
[ ene] [ ana] [anle] [ante] ^ ft.noA 1
[hote] [hota] [hotle] [hotte] -tv pto’* 3
[uthe] [otha] [utle]
:Ci~
[utte]
Indicative forms with ending [ -i] show four vowel alter­
nances, [ e], [a], [o] and [u]; and forms with ending [-e] and 
[-o] show four vowel alternances, [**>]> [a], [o], [o]. Forms 
with [ -i] are close forms and forms with [-e] and [-o] are 
open forms.
Forms with endings [-li], [-le] and [-lo] show four 
vowel alternances [ e] , [a], [o] and [u] in the stem syllable. 
They are close forms. Forms with [-lam] ending show four vowels 
in the stem syllable, [ ea], [a], [ o] and [o]# They are open 
forms.
Forms with [-che] show three vowel alternances in the 
stem syllable of different forms, [e], [o] and [u]. These are 
close forms.
In this stem structure also indicative close forms are 
of two categories: (i) those exhibiting four vowel differences 
[ e], [a], [o] and [u] in the stem syllable and (ii) those 
exhibiting three vowel differences, [e], [o], and [u] in the 
stem syllable.
1* Alternative form is [u^ha]
2. Alternative fora is [uthon]
Indicative open forms have four vowel alternances [m]
[a], [o] and [o].
Indicative close forms whose ending structure is i 
in ^ prosody the stem syllable has two degrees of openness in
^prosody and one degree in each of ^ and ° prosodies.
Indicative open forms whose ending structure is -V, show
four vowel alternances in the stem syllable where the ending
y w
syllable is mid in and syllable. The stem syllable has two 
degrees of openness in w prosody and one degree in each of ^ 
and ° prosodies.
Indicative close forms whose ending structure is -CV 
show four vowel alternances, where the ending syllable is close
W Y/W' n
m  prosody, mid in ' prosodies and open in prosody.
Indicative open forms whose ending structure is -CVC
show four vowel alternances where the ending syllable is open 
v
unit m  prosody. The stem syllable has two degrees of openness 
in prosody and one degree each of  ^ and prosodies.
Indicative close forms whose ending structure is -©CV 
and 8 is in ^ prosodic syllable, the stem syllable has two 
degrees of openness in w prosody and one degree in ^ prosody. 
These can be formulated thus:
Indicative forms
VC- stem structure + V ending structure
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1
First syllable
Close forms. [ e] , [a], [o], [u].
Second syllable
[i]
close
y/w
vlC -i
close
w v 1 c -  i
close
X) y
V„C - I
Open forms:
[*], Ca], [o], [o] Ce]/[o]
open 
y/w/o y/w 
VXC -€
open 
w y/w
Vl C - c
VC + CV
J
Close forms ' [e], [a] [o], [u] [ i]/[ e]/[ o]
close 
y/w' y/y/w
w
y/ 3 V1C- t/e
close____
v ^ -  t,y«
close
y/w
» y / y/w
V1C- i /e
1. See indicative forms with [»i] on page 333~
2, See indicative forms with * -e] and [-o] on page 333
3* See indicative forms with [-li],[~le] and [~lo] on page^T*
VC + CVC
1
open forms :
VC + ©CV
2
Close forms:
M ,  [a], [o], [o]
open
y/w/u
V jC
open
- C u C
W' TO
v i ° - CaC
[e] [o] [ u ]
close
y/w y  y
V iC -■0 C G
close
w y y 
V1C-9 Ce
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[a]
[e]
Imperative forms -where the endings are [iJ] and [uk] 
exhibite four vowels in the stem syllable, [ e] , [a], [o] and 
[u] they are close forms. Forms whose ending is [~o] (Present) 
exhibit four vowels in the stem syllable, [**)], [a], [ o] and 
[o]. They are open forms* Imperative forms with [-o](future) 
exhibit three vowels in the stem syllable [ e], [o] and [u].
They are close forms.
Imperative close forms in this structure too form two 
categories: (i) those exhibiting four vowel alternances, [ e] 
[a], [o] and [u] and (ii) those exhibiting three vowel
1, See indicative forms with [-lam] on page ^^3-
2. See indicative forms with [-eche] on page 333-
<q? n r>ClS O
alternances [ e] } [o] and [u].
Imperative close forms whose ending structure is -oC,
and the second syllable is ^ or™ prosodic have two degrees of
w1 v <oopenness in prosody and one degree/Neach of J and prosodies
in the stem syllable.
Imperative close forms whose ending structure is -V and
w
the syllable is mid in prosody, have two degrees of openness 
in ™ prosody and one degree in y prosody in the stem syllable. 
Imperative open forms whose ending structure is -V and 
the syllable two of the form is mid in ™ prosody have three
Y>\ ,
degrees of openness in prosody and one degree in w prosody 
in the stem syllable.
These can be formulated thus:
Imperative forms
VC + eC First syllable Second syllable
Close forms.1 [e], [a],[o],[u] [i]/[u]
close
y/w y/w
V C-9C 
1
close
w y7w
V]_C “*©C
close
v
v 1 c -  © C
1, See imperative forms with [~iJ] and [ -uk] on page 2>3'2>»
Close forms : [e], [o], [u] [o]
close 
y7w w
ViC-e
close
w w
ViC ** e
open forms: [®]» [a], [ o] , [o] [o]
open 
y/w/x) w
V c - 6
open
w w
VjC-e
Non-finite close forms are of two categories: (i) those 
exhibiting three vowel alternances in the stem syllable, [e],
[o] and [u] and (ii) those exhibiting four vowel alternances 
[e] t [a] [o] and [u],
Non-finite open forms exhibit four vowels in the stem 
syllable [ ts], [a], [ o] and [o].
y
Non-finite close forms whose ending structure is V in 
prosody the stem syllable has two degrees of openness in ™ 
prosody and one degree in ^ prosody.
Non-finite close forms whose ending structure is -CV 
vand unit g  in prosody constitute V in ending structure, the
1. See imperative forms with [~o* (future) on page  ^*
2. See imperative forms with L-oj (present) on page 333 ,
stem syllable has two degrees of openness in ™ prosody and one 
degree in each of ^ and 10 prosodies,
Non-finite open forms whose ending structure is -V or
70
-oC, and -V is a single term system of a in prosody and-9-in 
©C structure is in ™ prosody, the stem syllable has two degrees 
of openness in ™ prosody and one degree in each of ^ and 10 
prosodies.
These can be formulated thus:
Non-finite forms
VC + V
Close forms:
First syllable 
[e], [o], [u]
close_____
y 7 w  y
V C-e
close
w y
V^C- ®
Second syllable 
[e]
open forms: M ,  [a], [o], [o]
open_____
y/w/n t o
v c - „
[a]
open
W  X )
V- a
1. See non-finite forms with [-e] on page -
2, See non-finite forms with [-a] on page 33^
1
Close forms: [ e], [a], [o], [u] [e]
  cl o s e _
y’/w y
V ^ - C e
close
X) y
V, C-Ce 
1
close
w y
V1C-Ce
[as], [a], C o], [o] [o]
open_______
y/w /r w
V1C- oC
 open_______
W' w
v 1 c - © c
Same statements as for the different forms in CVC- stem 
structure with different ending structures, can be made about 
the relation of different grammatical categories with the close 
forms and open forms of VC- stem structure with corresponding 
endings. They are not included here in order to avoid 
repetition.
1. See non-finite forms with ]-le]/[-te] on ‘page .
2. See non-finite forms with -on] on page 33
VC + ©C
2
open forms:
3 4 £
Table of the phonological formulae for the stem and
ending syllables of CV stem structure
(a) Indicative forms
C L O S E F O R M S OPEN FORMS
-V -CV -©CV V CVC
[-i] i[-li] ! [ -le]
y/w y 
VjC-t
w
V C - 1,
y/
V-lC-Cl
w y 
V1c-cl
y
[-lo] [-eche]
i
y/w y,y/w wjy/w -y- 
V1C-05V1C-C^f V^C-eCe
w y 
V,C-Ce
w w
v^c-ce
w -y 
V^C-eCQ
[~e] iC-ol [-lam]
i
y/w/ y! y/w/r)Wiy/w/»
V, C-e; V, C - e !V-,C-CaC
•X b I J U  « l«I
w yl e w
J O
! VjC-e
w 10 
V1C-CCO
1.
2*
4.
close
y™ y
eC- t,
close
w y 
€C- t
close 
w y 
c C— i
jo ,
v1c- 1
close
y y
eC-Cc
close
w y
eC-Ct 
close 
w y
tC-Ct,
X) y 
V^-Ct,
close close
y y
^C-Ce
close
y w
^C-C^
close
close
y Iy-
€C-©C<s
close
open | open
Y:e i
;w y 
ec-ce
close 
w y 
iC-Ce
w w w -y- 
ec-ce eC-0C€
close 'close
w w 
bC-Ce
J O y J O w
v1c-ce V^C-Ce
w -y-
b C—©Cg
V1C-Ce
ac
open
w y|
CC 0- G ;I
open j 
w y j
r  y
Vx C-g|
y w 
ac- e
open
w w 
a C - e
open 
w w 
£C-e
p w
VlC-6
open
y
ocG-Cac
open
w » 
ccC-CGC
open
we c - c a c
» jo
V1C-CaC
close
J O
1.
2.
3.
ac- b 
[heli] 
[hoti] 
[uthi]
[ ani]
close
to “y 
a C—C b
helli]
hotti]
utli]
anli]
close
, 10 y
;aC-C- 
[helle] 
[ ho *(;le] 
[utle]
[ anle]
close 
P  w 
uc- Ce
close
^C- ©Cel
[anlo]
open j
®  yi
a C- e
hello] |. heleche j [ hsale] 
ho^lo] |( hotechej [ ho*te] 
u^lo] [utheche)[ o^he]
[eneche ][ ane]
open 
x> w 
oC- e
[ heslo] 
[hoto] 
C otho]
. ano]
open 
to 10 
aC-CccC
[ hcellam]
[ ho*);lam]
[o^lam
[ ani am]
(b) Imperative forms
i C L O S E F O R M S OPEN
FORMS
-eC -V -V
[-1J3 | [ -uk]
. .1 inn
[-o]future [-o]present
y/w -y- 
V1 C -9  c
w -y-
V-l C -9 c
y/w ~y-
V .C -©  C
w -y-
v 1 c -©  C
y/w ~y- 
Vx C -9  C
w ~y~
v 1 c - 0  c
i y/w/p w
V - s
w
v i c -
1.
2.
4.
close
y  - y -
eC -8  C 
close
w « y -
S 8 l§ § ew -------- » y -
oc -©C
close ..mwi-fiii i * >«i i
y -y-
e c -o C
close If 
w -y-
GCcl§§e w 
w — ■— -y-
oC- ©C
close 
y w1 
eC» e 
close 
w w
^clolle w w
u C- s
open
y w
aC- e
open
w w
afj-G open ,
— "**W 
€0- €
70 -y~
VjC- ©c
u
x> -y- 
V1C- ©c
y ^
vlc "  e
P W
vic" s
3. close
» ~y-
aC~©C
_ close» -----*
-y-
ac- ©C
close 
y w 
a ” C "" ^
.open 
p w 
a C - e
1. [heliJ ] [heluk] [helo] [heolo]
2. [hotiJ] [ ho'tuk] [hoto] [hot°]
[uthiJ] [uthuk] [utho] ! [otho]
3. [anil] [anuk] [ eno] [ ano]
(c) Non-finite forms
G L 0 S E F 0 R M S OPEN FORMS
-V  |1 -CV -V ■He
[ - e ]  i [ r l e ]
. 1...... . . . . [ - t e ]
[ - a ] [-on]
y/w y 
V-.C-®
y/w y
v1c-c^
y/w y 
V-jC-Ce
y/w/o v 
V1C-a
y/w/3 v 
V1c- € c
w y 
V ^ -  e
w y 
v^-ce
w y | 
VnC-Ce |X if. ................._ J
w
V1C-a
w w 
V1C- ec
1 . Close
y  y
ec - G
close
y  y
^C-C^
...... - ■ 1 "■
close
y  y
eC-C^
open
y w 
aC- a
open 
y w 
o.C-sC
2. close 
w y 
GC- €
close 
w y 
eC-Ce
close 
w y
ec-c e
.open 
w 50 
P, C— a
open 
w w 
ac- €C
4. close 
w y 
t G -  e
close 
vc y 
tC-Ce
close 
w  y  
iC-Ce
open 
w » 
€C- a
open 
w w 
eC-eC
y  y
VjC- 6
y
VxC- 6
X) y
V3C-.Ce
X) JQ
V1C- a
» w 
VXC- €C
3.
close
y  y
^C-e
close
» y
QC C**
close
» y  
<*C-Ce
open 
» n 
aC- a
open 
X) w 
a C- e C
[hele] t helle] [ helte] [ heala] [hralon]
2. [hote] [hotle] [hotte] [hofa] [hot°n]
4. uthe] [utle] [utte] [otha] [othon]
3, [ ene] [anle] [ ante] [ana] [ anon]
10,3 CV-stem structure
Unlike CVC- stem structure, forms in CV stem structure 
show examples of four vowel alternances with different endings. 
Forms in this structure involve phonetic diphthongal articula­
tion in some categories. That is to say, where the stem sylla­
ble is open and ending is -V, some of the forms in CV- stem
structure give phonetic expression of a diphthong. It has al-
1ready been stated that diphthongal articulations are struc-
2
turally a combination of *V + V or 0 + V.
The forms in this structure also involve a junction
, y w g 3
prosody: , , or in some categories.
This will be; made clear in the course of the
discussion. The following forms of CV- stem structure with
endings of different structures are given for example.
(a) Indicative forms
(i) CV + V
[-:l] ending [_-e] ending [-o] ending
1. [i]-[i]
5
[ dii] [ sb]-[ e] [deae] [00] -[0] [ dsao]
2. [a]-[i] [ pai] [a]-[e] [pae] [a]-[0] Cpao]
3. [o]-[i] [ boi] [o]-[e] [boe] [o]-[o] [ boo]
4. [u]-[i] [ Jui] [o]-[e] [Joe] [o]-[o] [ Joo]
1. See § 5*2.
2. There areonly two diphthongal articulation^, e. g. in [doupa] 
and[ao^a]for which a V can be stated. Everywhere else a phon­
etic diphthong is to be understood as a combination of two
V or a 0+ V element,
3. See Junction- prosodies, §75 3*6
4* Forms with [-en] do not show any vowel sequence. They have 
the phonetic expression of the vowel of the stem, and show 
same four vpwel differences in the stem-syllable as the 
forms with [ -ej e.g. Ldanj, [ pan], [bon], L J onJ.
5. Alternative form [deij 6. Alternative form [dao]
1(ii) CV + CV
[-li] ending [~le] ending [-lo] ending
1. [i]-[i] [dili] [i]~[e] [dile] [i ] -[o] [dilo]
2* [e]-[i] [peli] [ e]~[ e] [pele] [e ] -[o] jpelo ]
3, [o]-[i] [boyli] [o]-[e] [ boyle] [ o ] -[ o ] [boylo]
4, [u]-[i] [Juli] [u]-[e] [ Jule] [u ]-[o] [Julo]
Forms in ending [-tiJ] show vowel sequences similar to 
those in [-li].
Forms in ending [ te] [-ten] show vowel sequences 
similar to those in [le]„
Forms in ending [to] show' vowel sequences similar to 
those in [~lo],
[-chi] ending [-che] ending [-cho] ending
1. [i]-[ij [dicchi] [i]-[e] [dicche] [i]-[o] [diccho]
2* [a]-[i] [pacchi] [a]-[e] [pacche] [a]-[o] [paccho]
3. [ o]-[ i] [boychi] [o]-[e] [boyche] [o]-[o] [boycho]
4. [u]-[i] [Jucchi] [u]-[e] [Jucche] [u]-[o] [Juccho]
[ -bi] ending
[i]-[i] [dibi]
[a]-[i] [pabi]
[o]-[i] [boybi] 
[u]-[i] [Jubi]
[-be] ending
[e]~[e] [dibe]
L a] -[ e] [pabe]
[o]-[e] [boybe]
2
[u]-[e] Jube]
[-bo] ending 
[e]-[o] [dibo]
[ a] ~[ o] [pabo]
[o]-[o] [ boy bo] 
[u]-[o] [Jubo]
1. Alternative pronunciation is [debe=
2# Alternative pronunciation is [Jobe'
3. Alternative pronunciation [debo]/[dobo]
4, Alternative pronunciation [Jobo]
c~l A 1J d *
Note that unlike forms in CVC- stem structures some 
forms in CV- structure e.g. forms in [-ch-] and [-b-] endings 
do not show vowel sequences similar to those in ending [-1-].
(iii) CV + CVC
[-lam] ending
[i]-[a] [dilam]
[e]-[a] [ pelam]
[o]-[a] [boylam] 
[u]-[a] [ Julam]
(iv) CV + ©CV
[-ache] ending
[i]-[e] [dieche] 
[e]-[e] [peyeche]
[o]-[e] [boyeche] 
[u]~[e] [ Juyeche]
Forms in [-tarn] are similar to those in [ -lam]
Forms in [echi], [echij], [echo], [echen], [echilam] 
[echili], [echile], [echilo], [echilen] are similar to those 
in [-eche].
(b) Imperative forms
(1 ) CV + <f cv + eC1
[ e] [de] [-iJ] ending [ -uk] ending
[a] [pa] [i] - [diJ] [i] [dik]
[a] [bo] [a] - [paJ]
2
[a] [pak]
[o] [Jo] [o] - [boj] [o] [ bole]
[u] - [ JuJ] [u] [ Juk]
1. It will be seen that the forms in this stem structure with 
endings [-ill, [ «uk] and [-un] have the phonetic expression 
of the vowel oil the stem and show §ame four vowel differences 
m  the stem syllable as the forms m  ending L-iJ, Although 
these forms do not show phonetically two vowel sequences
and although no vowel harmony statement for these forms can 
be made they are included in the examples for comparison and 
contrast with the forms in other endings.
Z cf. [bol] with [boj]. The former is CVC + 0, the latter is 
CV + ©C structurally,
3. Alternative pronunciation is [dek].
Forms in [un] ending are similar to those in [-uk],
(iii) CV + V
[ -o] ending (Present) [-o] ending (Future)
34ti
1 ~
1. C ea] —Co] [dro] [i]-[°] [dio]
2. [a]-[o] [pao] [e]-[o] [peyo]
3. [o]-[o] [boo] [o]-[o] [boyo]
4. [o]-[o] [Joo] [u]-[o] C J'uyo]
(C) Non-finite forms
(i) CV + V
[-e] ending [-a] ending
1. [i]-[e] [die] [®]-[a] [ dsswa]
2. [e]-[e] [peye] [a]-[a] [pawa]
3. [o]-[e] [boye] [a]-[a] [bowa]
4. [ u]-[e] [suye] [ o ] -[ a] [ Jowa]
(iii) CV + CV
[-le] ending [-te] ending
[i]-[e] [dile] [i]~[e] [dite]
[e]-[e] [ pele] [e]-[e] [pete]
[o]-[e] [boyle] [ o]-[ e] [ boy.te]
[u]-[e] [ Jule] [u]-[ e] [Jute ]
(iV) CV + eC [- on] ending
[ea]-Co] [ da3on]
[a]-[o] [paon]
[o]-to] [boon]
[o]-Co] [Joon]
1. Alternative form [dao]
(a) Indicative forms
----------    ^ 4 Q
Q  (ai «„v
(i ) CV + V
It will be seen from the above examples that the forms 
in different endings in this stem structure involve complicated 
vowel sequences and junction features, although a separate 
statement will have to be made, a similar though not exactly 
identical relation, as for the forms in CVC- stem structures 
of close forms and open forms can be stated for the forms in 
this structure. With the close vowel [i] in the ending forms 
of different scatters exhibit [i], [a], [o] and [u]f in the 
stem syllable and with the half-close vowel [ -e] or [-o] in 
the ending they exhibit [as], [a], [ o] and [o]. Forms in ending 
[-i] are close forms and forms in ending [ -e] or [-o] are 
open forms.
In close forms where the second syllable is close in ^
prosody the first syllable is close, mid and open in all three
y w X) v
prosodies, , , and ,In y prosodic syllable the vowel in
the stem syllable has one quality between close and half-close , 
w
and in prosodic syllable the vowel in the stem syllable has 
two qualities, between close and half-close and between half­
close and half-open, and in 10 prosodic syllable the vowel 
in the stem syllable is open neither front nor back.
In open forms where the vowel of the second syllable 
y wis mid in or prosidy, the first syllable is mid, and open
in all three prosodies, ^ w , and 70 . In ^ prosodic 
syllable the vowel in the stem has one quality
r r" Ja i) ^
between half-open and open, and in W prosodic syllable the
vowel in the stem syllable has two qualities - between half-
ce
close and half-open and between half-open and open; and in 
prosodic syllable the vowel in the stem syllable is open 
neither front nor back.
Vowel qualities of the close forms and open forms are 
the same as for the forms in CVG- or VC stem structure in the 
corresponding ending, except in the case of the forms of the 
scatter di- where the vowel in the stem syllable in the 
close form is between close and half-close, and in the open 
form is between half-open and open.
Phonetically each of the vowels [ i], [a], [o], [u] of 
the forms [dii], [pai], [boi] and [Jui] forms the starting 
point of the diphthong which moves in the direction of [ i] ; 
each of the vowels [eo], [a], [ o] , and [o ] of the forms 
[daae] [pae], [boe] and [Joe] forms the starting point of the 
diphthong which moves in the direction of [e]; and each of the 
vowels [ss], [a], [ o] and [o] of the forms [daao], [pao], [boo] 
and [Joo] forms the starting point of the diphthong which moves 
in the direction of [o],^
CV + CV^ -CVC
In the forms of the scatters in endings [-li], [-le] 
and [«lo] four vowels: [i], [e], [o] and [u] are possible in 
the stem syllable. The forms in endings [-li], [-le] and [-lo]
1, See Diagram under §5.2
are close forms. Unlike L-he forms in CVC- stem structure forms 
in [-lam] ending in this structure exhibit four vowel alter- 
nances [i], [ e], [o] and [u] in the stem syllable. All forms 
in ending [-lam] are close forms. All the forms in endings 
[-li], [-le] [~lo] and [-lam] have same four vowel differnces 
in the stem syllable as the forms of the CVC- stem structure 
inf-eche]ending except that the first syllable is mid 
in ™ prosody the junction is ^ prosodic in this structured
In each of y and w prosodic syllables the vowel in the 
stem syllable has two qualities, between close and half-close 
and between half-close and half-open. The maximum degree of 
openess in ^ and™ prosodic syllables is between half-close and 
half-open. One important point to be noted is that there is no
70 prosodic syllable in the form of the scatter where the 
vowel of the stem syllable is open neither front nor back in 
the forms with other endings, both in 'close forms1 and 'open 
forms. *
The forms in endings [-chi], [-che] and [-cho] show 
four vowels in the stem syllable: [ i], [a], [o] and [u]. In 
addition the forms of the scatters di- pa- and Iu- show a 
feature of geminated junction and the forms of the scatters 
bo- show a feature of palatalization in the junction. That is, 
in the linking feature of stem and ending of the forms from 
sj di J pa and s/ju with ending whose initial consonant is
1. See Prosodies of junction ^7.3,6.
2. e.g. In the forms with the endings [-i], [-e], [-o] dis­
cussed c£, forms in CVC- stem structure in [-eche] ending.
3. See Prosodies of junction ^7.3,6 See also § 11.2.4
palatoalveolar voiceless aspirated plosive [ -ch~] there is a 
long consonantal articulation. This feature of geminated junc­
tion is treated prosodically and is denoted by a raised^ in 
the formulae. In the linking feature of stem and ending of the
forms from^ bo with ending initiated by [-ch-] there is a ^
glide or palatalization. This feature of palatalization in the
y
junction is treated prosodically and is denoted by a raised 
in the formulae* It should be noted that ^ has also been emp­
loyed as a prosodic symbol for the prosody of the syllable as 
a whole. But this ^ prosody of the stem and ending junction is
y 1
different from the prosody of the syllable as a whole.
These forms show' exactly the same four vowel differences 
as the forms in [i] ending. They are close forms. In these
y W
forms where the second syllable is close or mid in or pro­
sodies, the first syllable is close, mid and open in all three 
y w ^
prosodies, J , , and Where the V in first syllable is
close unit in y/w prosody or open in n prosody the junction is
g  w
prosodic, and where V of the first syllable is mid unit in
prosody the junction is ^ prosodic.
The forms in endings [bi], [-be] and [-bo] exhibit 
four different vowels, [i], [a], [o] and [u] in the stem 
syllable. They show similar vowel alternances as forms of diff­
erent scatter in ending [-i], except that in the junction of 
the forms of the scatter bo- there is a ^ feature. They are
close forms. In the forms where the second syllable is close 
• v wor raid m  J or prosody, the first syllable is close, mid or
lt See for details Chapter 9«
<Ti
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open in all three prosodies, ' . and where the first
syllable is mid in ™ prosody, the junction is y prosodic,
CV + ©CV
Forms in [-eche] ending show four vowel alternances 
[ i] , [ e] , [o] and [u]f in the stem syllable of the forms of 
different scatters. In addition they all have a feature of pal­
atalization in the junction. They are close forms. These forms 
have the same four vowel alternances in the stem syllable as
the forms in [-le] , [4.i] [-lo] or j^ -lam] ending. In each of
y wand prosodic syllable the vowel in the stem syllable has
two qualities, between close and half-close and between half-
y wclose and half-open. The maximum degree of openness in and
prosodic syllables is between half-close and half-open. There
is no ** prosodic syllable in the forms of the scatter where
the vowel of the stem syllable is open neither front nor back
y
m  other endings* Where the second syllable is mid in prosody 
the first syllable is close and mid in ^ and w prosodies. The 
stem and ending linking feature of the forms in this ending is 
^ prosodic. These forms in [-eche] ending differ from the 
forms in [-lij? [-le], [-lo] or [-lam] ending in that the 
forms in [-eche] of all the scatter's show ^ feature in the 
junction whereas in the forms with endings [-li], [-le] [-lo] 
and [-lam] show ^ feature in the junction in the forms of 
the scatter bo only.
It is important to note that there is a remarkable 
variation in the vowel qualities of the stem syllable of the
forms of the scatter di- with different endings. In close 
forms where the ending is [-i] the vowel of the stem syllable 
is between close and half-close (as in [dii] ). In open form 
where the ending is [-e] or [-o] the vowel of the stem syllable 
is between half-open and open (as in [deae] and [deoo]). In the 
alternative pronunciation of the close form in [-i] ending the 
vowel of the stem syllable is between half-close and half-open 
(as in [dei] ), and in the alternative pronunciation of the 
open form in ending [-o] the vowel of the stem syllable is open 
neither front nor back (as in [dao] ) 9 In one alternative pro­
nunciation of the form in ending [-be] and [-bo] the vowel of 
the stem syllable is between half-close and half-open (as in 
[debe], [debo]). There is yet another alternative pronunciation 
of the form with [-bo] ending as [dobo] where the vowel in 
stem syllable is between half-close and half-open back 
characterized by rounding,
(b) Imperative forms
In the forms where the ending is 0 four vowels [e],
[a], [ o] and [o] are possible, in the forms in endings [-U]
and [-ulc] four vowels [ i] , [a], [o] and [u] are possible. It
will be seen from the examples that the forms in endings 0 ,
[—iJ] and [-uk] do not show phonetically two vowel sequences
and thus no vowel harmony relation can be stated. But it is
interesting to note that these monosyllabic forms in endings
which are from
0 , show four vowel differences in the stem syllable different ^  
the forms in any ending; and forms in endings [-iJ] and [-uk]
show same vowel differences in the stem syllables as the in­
dicative forms in [-i], The forms in 0 ending are open forms 
and those in ending [iJ] and [-uk] are close forms. In open
forms the syllable is mid and open in all three prosodies
y w  n v, and . In y prosodic syllable the vowel has a
quality between half-close and half-open and in w prosodic
syllable the vowel has two qualities, between half-close and
half-open and between half-open and open. In 30 syllable the
vowel is a central open one neither front nor back. In close
forms (i,e. forms in [—iJ] and [-uk] ) the syllable is close
mid, and open in all three prosodies, y w and 10 f In ^
syllable the vowel has a quality between close and half close, 
wand in syllable the vowel has two qualities, between half- 
close and half-open and between half-open and open, and in 
syllable the vowel is a central open neither front nor back. 
In the forms where the ending is [-o] (present), four 
vowel differences are possible in the stem syllable: [&a], [a]
[ o] and [o] and in the forms where the ending is [-o] (future) 
four vowel differences are possible in the stem syllable: [ i]
[ e], [ o] and [u]. The forms in ending [-o] (present) are open 
forms and those in [-o](future) are close forms,
w*In open forms where the second syllable is mid in 
prosody, the first syllable is mid and open in all three pro­
sodies, y, w and 10 , In ^ prosodic syllable the vowel has 
a quality between half-open and open and in ™ prosodic sylla­
ble the vowel has two qualities, between half-close and half-
X )
open and between half-open and open. In prosodic syllable
the vowel is a central open 9 neither front nor back.
Open forms in [-o](present) show identical features 
to the indicative forms in [-o] ending.
w
In close forms where the second syllable is mid in
prosody, the first syllable is close and mid in y and ™
y wprosodies. In each of and prosodic syllables the vowel has 
two qualities, between close and half-close and half-close and 
half-open. These close forms do not have any 10 prosodic 
stem syllable.
In addition, these close-forms in [-o](future) exhibit 
a linking feature of palatalization in the stem and ending 
junction. These forms show identical feature to the indicative 
forms in [-eche].
Phonetically each of the vow’els [sb], [a], [o] and [o] 
forms the starting point of the diphthong which moves in the 
direction of [o].l
(c) Non-finite forms
In the non-finite forms where the ending is [ -e] four
vowel differences : [i], [ e], [ o] and [u] are possible in the
stem syllable. The forms in [-e] exhibit closeness in the stem
syllable and are, therefore, close forms. In these forms where 
the second syllable is mid in y prosody, the first syllable
is close and mid in y and w prosodies.
The scatters have no form exhibiting 10
1 , See § 5*2 . They are similar to those in indicative forms 
in [-o] ending. (Supra).
prosodic stem syllable. The vowel qualities are never more 
open than between half-close and half-open. This is the maxi­
mum degree of openness even for the syllable in the form [p^ re] 
of the scatter pa~, These forms also exhibit ^ prosodic 
junction feature.
These non-finite forms in [-e] ending may be compared 
with the imperative forms in ending [—o] (future) and also with 
the indicative forms in [-eche]. They all show identical vowel 
harmony relation.
The forms in [-a] and [-on] endings show four different 
vowels in the stem syllable: [ee] [a], [ o] and [o]# They are 
open forms. In these forms where the vowel of the second
syllable is [a] or [o] the first syllable is mid and open in
y w r> y
all three prosodies , and . The vowel quality in J
prosodic syllable is between half-open and open, and in w pro-
wsodic syllable is open neutral neither front nor back. In 
prosodic syllable the vowel has two qualities, between half- 
close and half-open and between half-open and open. In addi­
tion these forms show a ™ prosodic feature in the stem
1ending junction.
Note that it is only in these forms in the monosyllabic 
stem structures where w is stated as prosody of stem ending 
junction.
The non-finite forms in [-le] and [-te] endings show 
four vowel differences in the stem syllable: [i], [ e], [o] 
and [u]. These forms show exactly the same phonetic alternances
1 . See prosodies of junction  ^ 7 .3.6
as those in indicative [-le] ending. These are stated as close
forms. The statement made for the inidcative forms will hold
good for these non-finite forms.
The above statement can be summarised as follows:
Just as in the case of the forms in CVC- stem structure
so also in the case of the forms in CV- stem structure vowel
harmony cannot be stated purely on the basis of phonetic
sequences, but an interrelation between the second and the
first syllable can be shown* In addition, in the forms of this
structure prosodic feature in the stem-ending junction is also
to be taken into consideration* The interrelation of the system
is concerned with (a) the close forms of verb and (b) the
open forms of verb.
In close forms the degree of openness is never more
open than between half-close and half-open, and in open forms
degree of closeness is never more close than between half-
y  wclose and half-open in both and syllables.
Unlike forms in CVC- structure close forms in this 
structure form five categories and open forms three categories, 
Glose forms,
i) Forms exhibiting vowels : [i], [a], [o] and [u]
in the stem syllable indicative forms in [-i] ending and forms 
in [-iJ] ending.
ii) Forms exhibiting vowels [i], [a], [o] and [u] in
y
the stem syllable and showing feature in the stem-ending 
junction of the forms of the scatter bo- (indicative forms in 
[-b-] ending).
iii) Forms exhibiting vowels :[i], [a], [o] and [u] 
in the stem syllable and showing ® prosodic feature in the
yjunction of the forms of the scatters di- pa- and Ju- and 
prosodic feature in the forms of the scatters bo- (indicative 
forms with [-ch] ending )#
iv) Forms exhibiting vowels : [ i], [ e], [o] and [u] in 
the stem syllable and showing ^ feature in the junction of the
forms of the scatter bo- (indicative forms in [-li] and [-lam]
endings, and non-finite forms in [«te] and [-le] endings )#
v) Forms exhibiting vowels [i], [ e], [o] and [u] in
ythe stem syllable and showing feature in the junction of the
forms of all the other scatters than di- (indicative forms in
[-eche] ending, imperative forms in [-o](future) and non- 
finite forms in [-e].)
Open forms:
(i) Forms exhibiting four vowels : [ ea] , [a], [ o], 
and [o] in the stem syllable (indicative forms in ending [-o] 
imperative forms in [-o] (Present)
(ii) Forms exhibiting four vowels: [&>], [a], [ o], [o] 
in the stem syllable and showing w prosodic feature in the 
junction (non-finite forms in [-a] and [-on]).
(iii) Forms showing four vowels : [ e], [a], [ o], and
[o] in the stem syllable (imperative forms in 0 ending).
It will be seen that vowel [a] in the stem syllable is exhi­
bited in three categories of close forms (i, ii, iii), and all
categories of open forms. Tv:0 categories of close forms do not 
show [a] in the stem syllable, [ i] and [u] are absent in the 
stem syllable of open forms, [e] in the stem syllable is shown 
in two categories of close forms (iv and v) and one category 
of open form (iii).
Each of indicative, imperative and non-finite forms is 
either an open form or a close form of any kind.
Indicative close forms whose ending structure is -V ,
show four vowel alternances in the stem syllable where the 
ending syllable is close in y prosody. The stem syllable has 
two degress of openness in w prosody, and one degree of open­
ness in each of y and X) prosodies
Indicative open forms whose ending structure is -V, 
show four vowel alternances in the stem syllable where the 
ending syllable is mid in y and w prosodies. The stem 
syllable in each of y and » prosodies has one degree of open­
ness and in w prosody two degrees of openness.
Indicative close forms whose ending structure is
CV(C) show two kinds of four different vowel alternances in 
the stem syllable.
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i) Those whose ending initial C is [-1-] and the second
V X) V wsyllable is close in J , open in , and mid in J and
prosodies. The stem syllable has two degrees of openness in ^
*Wand prosodies. There is no prosodic syllable in the stem
in the forms with this ending structure. The junction of the
w yform whose stem syllable is mid in prosody is J prosodic*
ii) Those whose ending initial C is [ch-] or [b-] and the
second syllable is close in ^ and mid in ^ and prosodies.
wThe stem syllable has two degrees of openness in prosody*
y X}
one degree of openness in each of y and prosody * The junction 
of the form whose stem syllable is mid in ™ prosody is ^ 
prosodic.
Indicative forms whose ending structure is -oCV show
initial
four vowel alternances in the stem syllable where the ending /\ 
syllable is in ^ prosody. The stem syllable has two degrees 
of openness in ^ and w prosodies. There is no 70 prosodic syl­
lable in the stem in the forms in this ending structure. The 
vowel alternances and the prosodic features in the forms in -oCV 
ending structure are similar to those in the forms in -CV(C) 
ending structure whose initial C is [-1-], except that the
forms whose generalized structure is CV-oGV show a junction 
yprosody  ^ m  the forms of all the scatters except di~, and 
the forms whose generalized structure is CV-CV(C) show a jun­
ction prosody ^ in only the forms of the scatter bo-.
It will be clear from the above statement that in the 
stem structure CV- the indicative forms with endings [-e] and 
[~o] are open forms and the forms with all the other endings 
are close forms.
This shows that the statement about vowel harmony can 
not be made without referring to the interrelation of the stem- 
ending junction* This interdependence of relation of the vowel
sequences of stem and ending with the junction prosody relates
of
to the statement of relevance ^ open form or close form in terms 
of vowel harmony. That is to say,vowel harmony can not be 
stated purely on the basis of vowel sequences of stem and 
ending but the relation between the two morphological sections 
(stem + ending) should also be considered.
Indicative Forms
CV + V
Close forms:
First syllable 
[i],[a] ,[o],[u]
Second syllable Formulae
[ i] close
y/»
cV l
close
Open forms: !>] ,[a] ,[ o] ,[o]
w yc v 2 -
[e]/[o] open
y/» y/w
cv, - €
1
open
w*
CV2"e
y/w
1, See indicative forms with
2. See indicative forms with
on page_ bk5~
and [-o] on page m?.
Close forms:1 [i], [ e], [o], [u]. [ i]/[e]/[ o]/[a]
 close
y/w y y/w B 
CV -C i /C S /CuC
______ close _____
_  -  ET
i) CV2-C t /C e /CceC
ii) / _______close _______
_  -  n
CVr C t / Ce /CaC
_______close _______
w -y- y' y/w f £
v CVi-Ct /C^ /CaC
2
Close forms (ii ) [ i],[ a],[ o] ,[u], [i]/[e]/[o]
 ^  close
y A ’/w y y/w
CVi-C i- /Ce
______ close
“  - y- y y7w
CVi- Cl /CG
3
Close forms(iii) [ i],[ a],[ o] ,[u]. [i]/[e]/[o] close
y/»/w £  y, y/'w 
CVi c t, /ce
_____ close
W x y y/w
CV^ Co /ce
CV + eCV 
--------- if
Close form C x], L e] , [o], [u] [e] close____
y/w y y 
CV2- ©C£
1.
2.
3,
4.
See indicative forms with ending [-li],[-le],[-lo] and [-lam] 
on page
See indicative forms with .-bi],[-be] and [-bo] on page 1>HL.
t-chi],[che] and [-cho] on page^^/ 
-eche] on page 3 tyy
See
See
indicative
indicative
forms
forms
with
with
Imperative forms
Imperative close forms whose ending structure is V,
show four vowel alternances in the stem syllable where the
wending syllable is mid in prosody* The stem syllable has two
v w ydegrees of openness in J and prosodies. The junction is
prosodic in forms of all the scatters.
Imperative open forms whose ending structure is -V, show
four vowel alternances in the stem syllable where the ending
syllable is mid in w prosody. The stem syllable has two degrees
w
of openness in prosody and one degree of openness in each
y to _
of and prosodies. -Lhe junction is w prosodic in the 
forms of all the scatters.
These can be formulated thus:
CV + V first syllable
1
close forms: [i],[e],[o],[u].
Second syllable 
f ol close
y7w
open forms: [a], [a], [o], [o] [o]
T7
CV2 - 6
open
w
X) w
CV1- e
w
Non-finite forms
open
w w w
CV2 -
Non-finite close forms whose ending structures is -V,
1. See imperative forms with
2. See imperative forms with
(future) on page 3^-? 
(present) on page 3 M-P
36a
show four vowel alternances in the stem syllable where the
y
ending syllable is mid in prosody* The stem syllable has two
Y W
degrees of openness in each of and prosodies. The junction 
is ^ prosodic in forms of all the scatters,
Non-finite open forms whose ending structure is -V or 
-oeshow four vowel alternances in the stem syllable where the
70 tatending syllable is open in prosody or mid in prosody. The
stem syllable has two degrees of openness in w prosody and one
degree of openness in each of ^ and 10 prosodies. The junction 
wis prosodic in forms of all the scatters.
Non-finite close forms whose ending structure is -CY,
show four vowel alternances in the stem syllable where the
ending syllable is mid in ^ prosody. The stem syllable has two
y w
degrees of openness in each of and prosodies. The junction 
is y prosodic in the forms of all the scatters.
These can be formulated thus:
^  First syllable Second syllable Formulae
Close forms:^ [i],[e],[o],[u] [ e] close
y7w y y~
CV - g 
2
2
opne forms: [ m] ,[ a] ,[ o] ,[o] [a] open
y/:o w
C V  a
______ open______
w W X)
CV2- a
1, See non-finite forms with [-el on page 31+2
2. See non-finite forms with [-a] on page 'JJ+g
X
Close forms: [ i] , [ e] , [o], [u] [e] close
y  y
CV2 - e
close
w
0M1 - s 
close
w y y
C V ^  e
CV + ©C
open forms: C®], [c.], [ o], [o] [o] ._____open___
y/v w 
CVX- ©C
open
w w w 
c v 2 -  ©C
Indicative forms in simple present tense, 1st person 
are close form exhibiting four vowel alternances, [i], [a],
[0] and [u] in the stem syllable. Forms in simple present 
tense, 2nd person ordinary grade and 3^d person ordinary and 
familiar grade are open forms which exhibit four vowels in the 
stem syllable of forms of different scatters. [ cj] , [a], [ o] 
and [o]. Forms in simple past tense in all persons and grades 
are close forms exhibiting four vowels in the stem syllable
[1]? [e] [o] and [u]. Forms in present and past progressive 
tenses in all persons and grades are close forms exhibiting
1. See non-finite forms with ,-le] and [-te] on page 31$
2. See non-finite forms with [-on] on page i^jtg
four vowels [ i], [a], [o] and [u]. Forms in future tense in all 
persons and grades are close forms exhibiting four vowels in 
the stem syllable [i], [a], [o] and [u]. Forms in present and 
past perfect tenses, in all persons and tenses are close forms 
exhibiting four vowel alternances in the stem-syllable [ i],
L e], [o] and [u]„
Imperative forms in present tense, 2nd person ordinary 
grade are open forms exhibiting four vowels [©3], [a], [ o] and
[o] in the stem syllable. Forms in future tense 2nd person 
ordinary grade are close forms, exhibiting four vowel alter­
nances in the stem syllable [i], [e], [o] and [u].
Non-finite forms with [-e], [-le] and [-te] are close 
forms which exhibit four vowel alternances in the stem syllable, 
[ i]j [e]? [o] and [u]. Forms with [-a] and [-on] are close 
forms exhibiting four vowels [&)], [a], [ o] and [o] in the stem 
syllable.
The phonological formulae for the stem and ending 
syllables of CV- stem structures are set out below in tabulated 
form-
CO
ao
p
CO
ID ^ UJ
I I £'S pH pH 0
g > > Q"■vO O O
s
CD
Xo
CD
S uj
I
S
S ^
. H
ii—i i
o
X
s o
0)
I
CV
-2.B
S
R 9Q
O
I
CV
P**
SUJ j o 
1l—1
J5 >  *-*^ o
-, S.
j>,UJ
oI I
s  I—I
I >■
oJS__
XI
s   ^o
I
(H
. > go
r'*'* —3
oI I
s  I—J
'6
s ui * UJ * y
P I £ 11 0 0 CDP P - 0 > PO O W C 0 g _ o nS R
Sw ^
I
p 
CD
g O  PJ O
UJ
I
uj
g o
uj
I
> 
R °
U^J O 0) 
S  CD 0 
I O-SI—ISo o
O  CD 
S  CD 0
I 0UJ pHgoo
S o^
CD
S  I
•£
g O
S O  
I CD 
I
&
R
^ 0  
O  CO
I o•"* 1—!
S O  o
R O
S®
CO
1 oW pHg o  o
p ov o
o
t-a
g O
g UJ O 0 
I CO-a o
O H  
S  o
U^i 
O  CD 
S  1 co
.g o  o
inr-
O
-a
S o
1 0
CO
1—I 0
> 1—1
R ° 0
0 U^J 0 SW0
sui
0
SO
I NUJ
1—1
0(0 O (0 » 0 1 0 O 0 ft 0u ! 0
X UJ0 CO 1 ft S ft—1 -a ft 0 J fc> 0 0 0 p0 O 0 O ft 0 5 d ft fts g O g R 0R O i__1 1—1 t__t
s
O  CD I CO 
-a O 
O  pH;
S 0  ^CO 
S O  o
UJ1 oi
S 0 5 0
o
o
S OI
|—|
£ ID 
I
0 
« O R
d
oo
X
S
lu
1
8
R°
CD
md
0 CDO OJO ft
sW 1—1
0
ft
0
f t0 0 0 O0 CD ft 0 CD(0 S 1 0 S s0 0 O p
pH 0 •H ft '—I
O s d 1— j 1__1
R o 
C5 O  
i
S
o 1—!
d
so
X
pH
3
g UJ
O
I
«
R 0
S o
I
0
o
o0
p
CD
0ft
CD
o
CD
S
CDft
CDft
1— 1 1— 10 1— 1 1— 10 f t 0 0
f t S f t f t
•H 0 P Pd f t P
-1.—.1.. —j— j-------
CD
X0ft
1----1
p—1 
•H 1— 1 (__
•H f t •H •H
f t S f t f t
•H O P 0
d f t '—k P*i
1— 1 1__1 i—j 1__>
GO
GO
£» O
B0
-P
w
0
ft
ft
R 0
0 U
ft P
ft
0 O
0 PrH f,
P ft
i
0
M
c sft 0
ft
H a
0
c !
*H K.,
uo O
0
1—1 ft
0 O
p
0 0
ft 0
a ft
ft
0 0
ft ft
ft 1—t
s
ft 0
O
&Q
p
0 •H
f..] d
ft cl
0 0
E-1
O
«H
0
!>
Xcd
o
•H
d
PH
ft
P
ft
CO
o
ft
o
ftft
g .. g UJ g UJ g UJ g UJ g UJ £ w 0 0 O 2r*^ 0 0 . O  D 0 0 0 0 0 X! X! X X
O 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 I 1 . 0 1 0 0 O 0 0
ft 1 CV O tjO O 1 -j ft s.., 0 tf) ft 0 GOJ • 0 ft a 0O ft io —1
1 UJ ,h > ft 1 •H O P 0
1 •> O O O 0  0 0 0 0 0 d X3 *—k X.i__j s o g s g g R 1——1 1—1 1—1 1__■
s UJ S  UJ s  UJ s sUJ S UJ 1— 1 ,_, ,—, ,—,1— 1 0 0 0 UJ 0 UJ 0 0 0 0 •H0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 ! 1 0 0 XI XJ X X
ft 1 0 1 0 S 1 0 UQ 1 0 * .4 0 0 0 0O ft O &0-S O
1 0 ft 1 (.1 0
» 0 ft 0 0 ft 0 0
I !> 0 ft UJ ft O l> ft 1 0 •H 0 P 01_, O g O 0 g o o g R ° 0 d rO t*d p<_s____ s___ t_1 1..— 1 1_ 1— 1
p—i s o
1 S  J S-3 S  -3
KS -ft S s
■— 1
■H •H ft1 ft
•H 0 0 . 0  0 0 0 0 O 0 0 X! XI X X
ft I—1 0 » I 0 1 1 0 < f I 0 J ^ 0 O 0 0O !> O tiO 0 1I 0 qO j^fH 0 fciOO 0 ft 0 01 O > ft * "J 1—1 I U*,_| I ft 1 0 •H O p 01_1 O O S  O 0 0 0 O _R ° 0 d X* PkS .g___ g g . 1— 1 1_1 1_r I__>„.=
g 0 UJ UJ S -3 ^ UJ p—11—1 O 0 g o  0 SO O 0 1—1 0 r— t r-1
O <?v 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1—1 0 O
1—1 t
0 0 ., 0 0 1 ft s t—1 1—1
g t> O 0 UJ pH •ft > pH UJ •H 0 p 0
!> 1__1 <.0 1—1 0 ft g 0 0 O O 0 0 d x> <—k P<O - s O S O g s t__1 1_1 1_1 (-1I . .-- — ......-“S'W... “ XU • SUJ-
SUJ
..•ft-, -0 — hj
.. ■ ■ P-T " -............. ...
0 s o O 0 S 1 0 1— « 0 1—1 1-11— 1
k
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1—1 0 0
0 0 0 S.„ 0 1 0 1 1—! S 1—1 1—1
pH g > O -=« 0 UJ ft > 1—1 0 •H O p 01 <.0 1—1 O pH 0 0 •ft 0 0 0 d XI '—k P
1 *>- s a S  O g g 0 s s 1__1 I—1 t—1 1__1
r>> ft s •ft _3 1---1O S ~3 -a 0 S O
1
s o s  ^ )—1 •H ■— 1 1---1
K*
0 0  0 O 0 0 0 •H ft ft ftp— 0 1 0 s  1 0 1 0 1 ft ft 1—1 1—1
•H 0 0 1—^ -ft 0 UJ ft O p 0ft ^ 0 pH -•■ft UJ 0 0 > 1—1 0 d X '—1 P
1 O 0 0 CD 0 0 1— 1 1__1 1_1
1__1 s s g g s 1—1
s s s s 0 S0 -3 -s S  -3 01 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 Jft 0
•ft 1— 1 1-1 p-i 1-1
> 1— 1 ft CV 0 1 0 0 0 A •H ft •H ft1 •H >* > O 0 UJ O -3 0 1—1 6 ft 0 p 01 . g 0 O ft  ^ft 0 ft 0 0 0 d X Pi
1— 1 g O 0 0 0 g p 1__1 1__1 ■__1 1__Js
• • , ♦ • • •
ft ro ft CV .—1 ro ft CV
(b) Imperative
Forms
(c) Non-finite forms
Close
form
j; Open
i; form
CLOSE FORM OPEN FORM
-V -V <*V ei/ ■v i-oC
I [ -e] [ -le] * [ - te] / [ —a]C-o]
future
C-o]
t present]}
y / w  w | y/w/ w I y/w y' y/w y y/w y k y/w/
CV„- e !i CV, - e | 0Vo- € . CV -C ^  CV -Ce: CV -
'W 70 w! W W
70
a
I [on]
y / w /
CV a
CVi-€ CVX- ce CV “
70
7 w
close
C 1' - e 
close 
w y w 
CG -e 
close
open
y
ca *
open
w
Ca •
open
w y w ij w 
C 0 - e ij ce
w 
• e
w
w
„E
close
y  y  y
Co - e 
close 
w y y 
G e - E 
close 
w y y 
Ct» — e
close close ; open
y  y  y  y j!y w
Ql -C  E Q(i «■ Q E , Cq( -  a
close close ■ open
w y y . w y y |w w
C e - C ^ 1 C^ - C e ; Ca - a  
close ! close ilopen 
w y iw y !: w w
C*- -C e .  C* - C e :- C e - a
I QPQH 
Ply w 
c a - EC 
open 
w w 
Ca - €C 
open 
w w 
Ce -EC
w
CY± -e
50 W'
CV1- 6 I cvl - e
y y i y y '* ^  
CV1-Ce CV-L-Ce;;
50 !TO
-a CV-
w
-EC
close 
y y " w
C^ - e
[dio] 
[boyo] 
[Juyo]
[peyo]
open 
Ca -
close : close
w
E
[ dwo] 
[ boo] 
[ Joo]
[ pao]
y  y  y;
ce - <= 1
[ die]
[boye] 
[Juye]
  close open ; open
y  y  y  y !j ^  w ® \ to w 
C e - c e  C € - C G  C « - a  ! Ca -eC
[dile] [dite] [^deswa]
j.*
[ boyle] : [ boyte] |l[ bowa]
ii
[ Jule] 1 [ Jute] J|[ Jowa]
[peye] |[pele] }[pete] j;[pawa]
! deaon
i
i booni
j Joon
i
i
<i
C paon]
10, A- CVCe - Stem Structure
(a) Indicative forms
(i) CVGq + V
-i] ending [-e] ending
2
4. [e]- [i] [petai]
2. fe ]- [i] [khaalai]
3. [a]- [i] [katai]
4. [ o]- [ i] [bolai]
5. [o] ~[i] [tolai]
[e]-[e] [petae] 
[ea]-[e] [khalae] 
[a]••[ e] [katae] 
[o]-[e] [bolae] 
[o]-[e] [tolae]
[ -o] ending 
[e]-fo] [petao]
[fa]-[o] [khsslao]
[ a]-[o] [katao]
[o]-[o] [bolao]
[o]-[o] [tolao]
(ii) CVCe + CV r , r n i________  L-lij ending L-lej ending
1. [e]-[i] [petali]
2. [a]-[i] [khalali]
3. [a]-[i] [katali]
4. [o]-[i] [bolali]
5. [o]-[i] [tolali]
[e]-[e] [petale] 
[a)]-[e] [kh&alale] 
[a]-[e] [katale] 
[o]-[e] [bolale] 
[o]-[e] [ tolale]
5
1. Alternative pronunciation is pitai 
[ pitae]
.pitao-
O
ff
t? " ipitali!
” [pifale_
[-lo] ending
\
1. [e]-[o] [petalc]
2. [ £0] -[ 0] [ kheelalo]
3. [a]-[o] [katalo] 
km [ o]-[ o] [bolalo] 
5- [o]-[o] [tolalo]
i i  11
Forms with [-chi],[-che],[-cho], [bi], [be], and [bo] 
show similar vowel sequence as those with [*li], [-le], and 
[-lo].
(iii) CVCe + CVC
[-lam] ending
1.[e]-[a][ petalarr]
2. [ 60]-[ a] [ kh£Blalam]
3. [ a]-[ a][ ka^alam] 
km [ o]"[ a] [ bolalam]
5•[o]-[a] [ tolalam]
(iv) CVCe 4- qCV
[-eche ] ending
[i]-[e] [pitieche] 
[e]-[e] [khelieche] 
[a]«[e] [katieche]
[o]-[e] [ bolieche] 
[u]-[e] [tulieche]
Forms with endings [ - tarn] . show similar
vowel sequences to those with [-lam] ending. Forms with 
endings [-echi], [-echo], [-echiJ], [-echen], [-echilam],
[-echili], [-echile], [-echilo] and [-echilen] are similar to 
those with [-eche].
1. Alternative pronunciation is [pi^alo]
2. ” n [pifalam]
(b) Imperative Forms
1
(i) CVCo + 0 ending (ii) CVCe + eC
[—i J 3 ending [ -uk] ending
1. ej-[a] [petaj 2 [ e]-[a][pe^aj] 3 [e] [petak] 4
2. eb] -[ a] [ kheala] [«]-[ a][kh6aLaJ] [®] [ kheolak]
3. a] -[ a] [kata] [a]-[a] [kata;] [a] [katak]
4. o]-[a] [bola] [o]-[a][bolaJ] [o] [bolak]
5. o]-[a] [tola] [o]-[ a][tola;] [°] [tolak]
Forms with [-un] ending are similar to those with [-uk]
(iii) CVCe + V
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 • 
5.
[—o] (Present) ending
e]-[o] [petao] 5 
»]-[o] [khtelao] 
a]-[o] [katao] 
o]-[o] [bolao]
o]-[o] [tolao]
[ -o ] (future) ending 
[ i] -[ o] [pitio] 
[e]-[o] [khelio] 
[a]-[o] [katio]
[o]-[o] [bolio] 
[u]-[o] [tulio]
It will, be seen that the present imperative forms 
with [-o] are similar to the indicative forms with [-o].
1, Imperative forms with 0 , [-i-T] , [-uk] and [ -un] do not 
show any vowel sequence with ending syllable. Phonetic 
expression of endings are nil in'these forms,
2, Alternative pronunciation is [pita]
3, " " « ipitaJ]
A, . pifak.
5. n ” [pitao.
(c) Non-finite forms
(i) CVCs + V (il) CVC0 + G¥
[-e] ending
[i]-[e] [pitie] 
[e]-[e] [khelie] 
[a]-[e] [katie] 
[•]-[e] [bolie] 
[u]-[e] [tulie]
[-le] ending 
[e]-[e] [petalef 
[ra]-[e] [khalale]
[a]-[e] [katale] 
[o]-[e] [bolale] 
[o]-[e] [tolale]
[-no] ending 
[e]-[o] [petano]' 
[£o]-[o] [kheaLano] 
[a]-[o] [katano] 
[o]-[o] [bolano] 
[o]-[o] [tolano]
Forms with endings [-te] are similar to those with [-le]. Non- 
finite forms with [-le] and [te] are similar to the indicative 
forms with [-le] and [te]. Non-finite forms with [-e] show 
similar vowel sequences to the indicative forms with [-eche] 
and also imperative forms with [-o] (future).
It will be seen from the examples that all the forms 
in each of the categories, indicative, imperative and non- 
finite exhibit two types of vowel alternances in the stem 
syllable with different endings. Indicative fcrms with endings, 
[ -*i] > [ —©] j [-iJ], [-li] and [ -chi] 2 imperative forms with 
0, [-iJ], [-uk] and [—o] (Present), and non-finite forms with 
[-te] and [-no] exhibit five vowels, [ e], [ m], [a], [o] and [o] 
in the stem syllable; and indicative forms with ending [-eche],
1, The ending [-no] occurs only in dissyllabic and trisyllabic 
forms. See ending structures, Chapter 8.
2. Alternative pronunciation
3, Alternative pronunciation
, pitale, 
.pifano
imperative forms with [-o] (future) and non-finite forms with 
[-e] exhibit five different vowels, [ i], [ e], [a], [o] and [u] 
in the stem syllable.
Forms that exhibit five vowels [ e] , [ es] , [a], [ o] and
[o] are open forms and those that exhibit five vowels [ i] , [ e]
[ &] > [°] and [u] in the stem syllable are close forms. In other 
words, indicative forms with [-i], [-e] , [-o], [-iJ], [-li] and 
[-eche], imperative forms with 0, [-ij], [-uk] and [-o]
(present) and non-finite forms with [-le] and [-no] are open 
forms; and indicative forms with [-eche], imperative forms 
with [-o] (future) and non-finite forms with [-e] are close 
forms. Open forms in CVCo- structure show similar vowel differ 
ences to those in CVC- stem structure, and close forms in 
CVCe- structure show similar vowel differences to those close 
forms in CVC- stem structure that exhibit five vowel alternan­
ces in the stem syllable.
Open forms have two degrees of openness in each of 
y and ™ prosodic syllables which are never more close than 
half-close. Close forms have two degrees of openness in each 
cf ^ and ™ prosodic syllables, which are never more open than 
between half close and half open. Both open and close forms 
show vowel [a] in the stem syllable. Vowel qualities observed 
in different forms are similar to those in open forms and 
close forms of the CVC- stem structure.
Indicative forms whose ending structure is -eCV are 
close forms, forms with endings of all other structures are 
open forms. Imperative forms whose ending structure is -V
are of two types: open and close; and forms with ending of 
other structures are open forms, Non-finite forms whose ending 
is -V are close forms, forms with endings of all other 
structures are open forms, so far as the forms in this extended 
stem structure CVC©~ are concerned.
These can be formulated thus:
Indicative form
(i) CVC© + V
First syllable third syllable
Open forms: [ e], [as], [a], [ o], [o], [i]/[e]/[o]
y/w y
CV2Cs-t
X) y
CV^C© - 0;
y/w y/wc v ^ c © -  e
CV1C©- e
y/w
(ii) CVC© + CV(C)
open forms: * [e],[>], [a], [ o], [o] [ i] /[ e] /[ o] /[ a]
y/w
CV2C©- Ct
X)
CV-^©- Ct
y/w y/wc v 2 c © - c ^
1# 3ee indicative forms with endings L'’i]j [ -s] and [~ol on p. 
3ee indicative forms with endings [-lij, L —le], L —Hoj and 
[ -’lam] on page
70 y/w
GV1G0- Ce
ciIt
y/w
CV Ce~CaC 
CV-lC©- CaC
o
(iii) CVCq-qCV
Close foras Ci], [e], [a], [0 ], [u]. [e]
Imperative forms
CVC© + V
y / w  y
CV C 0 -© cv 
2
X)
GV1G©-© CV
close forms: ' [i], C e], [a], [o], [u]. [o]
y / w  w
CV2C0 -s
» w 
CV Ca-e:
open forms: [ e]  , [ fie], [ a]  , [ 0 ] , [ o ] Co]
y/w w
CV C©-e 
2
w
CV-i C©~ £
1. See indicative forms with
2. See imperative forms with
3. See imperative foras with
,-eche] on page
"(future) on page 
(present) on page
~o
O
Non-finite forms g ^ y
CVCo + V
close forms: [ i] , [ e], [a], [o], [u] : [ e]
y/w y
CV2Ce
X) y
CV^o- €
CVCo + CV
•pen forms:2 [ e] , [£0] , [ a], [ o], [o] [e]/[o]
y/w y/w
CV2C©- Ce
X) y/w
CV Co- C<s
It is important to note that so far as the causative 
verbs in CVCo- stem structure are concerned, indicative forms
in present and past perfective tense in all persons and grades
are close forms -which exhibit five vowel alternances [i], [e], 
[a], [o] and [u] in the stem syllable of forms in different 
scatters. Forms in all other tenses, persons and grades are 
•pen forms which exhibit five vowel alternances in the stem 
syllable [ e], [ ss] , [a], [ o] and [e].
Causative imperative forms in future tense, 2nd 
person, ordinary grade are close forms which exhibit five 
different vowels in the stem syllable [ i], [e], [a], [o] and [u]
1. See Non-finite forms with [-e] on page
2, See Non«finite forms with L-le] and [-no] on page
cj { a
Forms in all other tenses, persons and grades are open forms 
that exhibit five vowels [ e], O ]  , [a] , [ o], and [o].
Causative Non-finite forms with [~e] are close forms 
which exhibit five vowels in the stem syllable, [i], [e], [a],
[o], [u]. All other non-finite forms are open forms which 
exhibit five vowels in the stem syllable, [ e], [ 60], [a], [ o] 
and [o].
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(b) Imperative (c) Non-finite
Close
Form
I; Open
Forms
! l 
;■!
Close
Form O P E N F O R M S
V V V
[-o]
|Future 
i ending 
I y/w y 
1 CVgCa-6
c - o ]  i;
Present j 
k ending j 
vlij y/w to { 
CV2C©-
C-e]
ending
y/w y y 
CV„C8-e
CV
[-te] i [ -le]
ending i ending
[-no]
ending
py/w to yj y/w to y 
CV2Co-Cq CV2C9-C4 CV2C©-Ce
w
close
1*
2,
4,
5.
w! y
openTo w
C^ C©~ g : CeC©-
close open 
y y wi! y x> w
CeCo-e >i CaCo-e
close j* open
w y w |! w to w
Cecs-S i CaCe~<£
close !i open 
w y w l! w to w
CiC©-^ ; oac©-<^
p
!,
w  !i &
close
y  y  y
C^C©- e 
close
y  y  j
Cede 
close i i!
ynww y 
C<=C©- ^  i!
close i*
w
!; ctc©-^
y y!
open !
y _  »  yl
C^Co-Ce j 
open i
y  50 yi 
Caco-C 
open
p w 
CaCe-C® 
open
X) yj
CGC©-C^:
open
y y
C€C9-ce 
open
y to y
CaC©-C € 
open 
w » y w
CaC©-C^ 
open
open 
y x> w
CsCe-C^ 
open 
y p w
CaC©-Ce 
open
p w 
CaC©-Ce 
open
w w JO '
C^Co-C1
W p w 
CeC©-Ce
cv1c©-^
p w 
CV1C©-e
p y yii P P yj
cvic©^; c v 1 c ©
p p y p to w 
CV-lCs-CS, CV1C9-Ce
P
close 
y w 
CaCe- e
1
2.
4.
5.
open
V\ m  * * -to p
CaC0-
!
j[ petao]
w!»
close {
y  yi 
Cac©-£ i
[pitioJ
[ khelio] Jj[ khtelao] 
[bolio] jlfbolao] 
[tulio] P[tolao]
f! *
[pitie]
[ khelie] J| 
[bolie] p 
[tulie]
open i open ;
p p y| p p y
Ccxc©-Ce ? CaC©-C G i
[petate] : [petale] |
i
4 s
[ khmLate] i [ khealale Jjt ;
[bolate] l[bolale] ! 
[tolate] 1 [tolale] j
open 
p t o w  
Ox C©-C€
[ pe-(;ano]
[ khealano ] 
[bolano]
[tolano]
[katio] [[ka^ao] jjj[katie] '! [ karate] ; [ka^ale] [ka^ano]
O Q - fcJ) ( j  1
10.5 CV©- Stem Structure,
Unlike CV- stem structure, forms in CV©- stem structure 
show five vowel alternances with different endings. It has 
been already stated ( upra) that in some categories the forms 
in stem structure CV- involve y or w prosody in the stem and 
ending junction* Forms in the stem structure CV©- involve y or 
w prosody in the linking of the two syllables of the stem. In 
addition, where the ending begins with [-ch-] forms in stem 
structure CV©- , like those in stem structure CV-, involve g 
prosody in the stem and junction.
The following forms in this structure with different 
endings are given for example.
(a) Indicative forms
(i) CV© + V
[-i] ending.
1. [i]-[i] [ jiai]
2.[&a]-[i] [deawai]
3.[a]-[i] [pawai] 
4* [ o] -[ i] [ bowai]
5.[o]-[i] [ lowai]
[-e] ending.
[jiae] 
[&}]-[e] [d£swae] 
[a]-[e] [pawae] 
[o]—[e] [bowae]
[o]-[e] [ Jowae]
4
[-o] ending.
[i]-[o] [jiao] 
[fe]-[o] [dawao] 
[a]-[o] [pawao] 
[o]-[o] [bowao] 
[o]-[o] [ Jowao]
5
1. So far as the vowel harmony Is concerned, forms of VC©- stem 
structure do not show peculiarities other than those mentione 
in connection with the forms of CVC©- stem structures. Hence 
they are not exemplified.
2. Forms with [-en] do not show any vowel sequence. Their 
phonetic expressions are similar to the stem syllable of the 
forms in [-e] ending, e.g. [ jian] , [ dtewan] , [ pawan],[bowan] 
[Iowan], Phonetic realization of © in -©e ending is nil in 
the forms of this structure.
3. Alternative form is [jiuil.
3. Alternative form is t jioet
4. Alternative form is [jioo
O Q -;<J> ( j
(ii) CV© + CV
1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
[-li] ending
i]-[i] [ jiali] 
se]-[i] [d&wali] 
a]-[i] [pawali] 
o] —[ ±] [bowali] 
o]-[i] [Jowali]
[-le] ending
[jiale] 
[deewale] 
[a]-[i] [pawale]
[o]-[i] [bowale] 
[ o] -[i] [ Jowale]
[-lo] ending
[i]-Co] 
[ M o ]
[aMo]
[o]-[o]
[o]-[o]
jialo]
dsawalo]
pawalo]
bowalo]
Jowalo]
Forms with [-chi] ,A [-cho] , [-bi], [-be], [-bo] are
similar to those with [-li]. [-le] and [-lo]#
(iii) CV© + CVC (iv) CV© + ©CV
[-lam] ending 
1* [i]-[a] [jialam]
2. [ fia] -[ a] [ daEwalam]
3. [a]-[a] [pawalam]
4. [a]-[a] [bowalam]
5. [o]-[a] [ Jowalam]
5
[-eche] ending
[i]-[ e] [jiyieche]
[i]-[e] [ diyieche]
[a]-[ e] [ payieche]
[o]-[e] [boyieche] 
[u]-[e] [ Juyeche]
Forms with [-tarn] are similar to those with [-lam]; 
Forms with endings [ -echi], [-echo], [-echen], [-echili], 
[-echile], [-echilo] [-echilen] and [-echilam] are similar to 
those with [-eche].
1. Alternative form is
2. Alternative form is
3. Alternative form is
.jioli. 
* diolej 
.jiolo.
4, The junction of stem and ending is geminated in the forms of 
this structure with endings beginning with [-che], 
erg, [ jiacchi], [d&wacchij, [pawacchi], [bowacchij and 
[Jowachi] etc. But this does not affect the vowel harmony 
relation*
5. Alternative form is [jiolam].
(b) Imperative forms
(i)
[i]
CV© + 0  ending
C jia] 1
[ deswa]
[pawa]
[ bowa]
[ Jowa]
(ii) CV© + ©C ending
[-il] ending 
[jiaJ]
[ dflswaJ]
[pawaJ]
[ bowaJ]
[ JowaJ]
[-uk] ending 
[jiak] 3 
[ deawak]
[pawak]
[ bowak]
[ Jowak]
Forms with [ -un] are similar to those with [-uft].
(iii) CV© + v
[-o] (Present) ending 
4
[jiao]
[ dawao ]
[ paw ao ]
[ bowao]
[ Jowao]
[-o] (future) ending 
[jiyio]
[diyio]
[payio]
[boyio]
[Juyio]
Imperative forms with[-o] (present) are similar to the 
indicative forms with [-o]#
1. Alternative pronunciation is [ jio]
2. Alternative pronunciation is
3. Alternative pronunciation is . jiuk'
4* Alternative pronunciation is [jioo’
(C) Non-.finite forms
(i) CVg + V (ii) CVo + CV (iii) CVCo + CV
[-a] ending
[i]-[e] [jiyie]
[ i] -[ e] [diyie]
[ a] -[ e] [payie]
[o]-[e] [boyie] 
[u]-[e] [ Juyie]
[-le] ending
[i]-[e] [jiale] 
[ea]-[e] [deswale] 
[a]-[e] [pawale] 
[o]-[e] [bowale] 
[o]-[e] [Jowale]
[-no] ending
/
[ i] -[ o] [jiano] 
[es]-[o] [deawano] 
[a]-[o] [pawano]
[ o] —[ o] [bowano]
[o]-[o] [Jowano]
Forms with [-te] are similar to those with [-le]. Non-finite 
forms with [-le] and [-te] are similar to the indicative forms 
with [-le] and [ te] respectively. Non-finite forms with [~e] 
show similar vowel sequences to the indicative forms with 
[-eche]. Imperative forms with [-o] (future) have the same 
vowel alternances.
It will be seen from the examples that like CVCo- stem- 
structure, all the forms in each of the groups, indicative, 
imperative and non-finite exhibit two categories of vowel 
alternances in the stem syllable with different endings. 
Indicative forms with endings [-i], [-e], [-o], [-le], [-lam] 
imperative forms with 0, [ —iJ], [-uk] and [-o] (present), and 
non-finite forms in [-le] and [-no] show five vowels, [i], [ 83]
[a], [ o] and [o] in the stem syllable; and indicative forms 
with [-eche]; imperative forms with [ -o] future and non-finite
1. Alternative pronunciation is a jiole'
2. Alternative pronunciation is [jiono'
forms with [-®] exhibit four diff@r#nt vowsla, [t], [a], [o]
t
and [u] in the stem syllable.
Forms that exhibit five vowels [i], [ ©] , [a], [ o] , and
[o] are open forms and those that exhibit four vowels [ i] ,
[a], [o] and [u] are close forms. That is, indicative forms
with endings structure whose initial element is e are close
forms: indicative forms with other ending structures are all
open forms. Imperative forms with [-o] future are close forms. 
Imperative forms with endings of other structures are open forms. 
Non-finite forms with ending [-e] are close forms, forms with
endings of all other structures are open forms.
Open forms in CV- stem structures show four vowel alter­
nances in the stem syllable, and open forms in CV©- stem 
structure show five vowel alternances, prosody of the linking
to-Crift W
of the two stem syllables are3 always . Close forms in CV- 
stem structure show two categories of vowel alternances: those 
exhibiting [i], [a], [o], [u] (with different junction prosod­
ies), and those exhibiting [i], [e], [o] and [u] (with differ­
ent junction prosodies), but the close forms in CVo- stem 
structures show four vowel alternances, [ i], [a], [o], [u] in 
the stem syllable of forms of different scatters. Linking of
the two stem syllables in close forms of CV©- structure is 
yalways prosodic. This is one of the remarkable distinctions
between the close forms and open forms of this stem structure,
ythat the close forms always involve a prosody in the 
linking of the two stem syllables, whereas open forms always 
involve a w prosody in the linking of the two stem-syllables.
The Maximum degree of closeness in the stem syllable of 
open forms is between close and half-close in V prosodic 
syllable and between half-close and half-open in w prosodic 
syllable.
The maximum degree of openness in the stem syllable of
yclose forms is between close and half-close in prosodic 
syllable and between half-close and half-open in w prosodic 
syllable.
Both the close forms and open forms exhibit [a] in the 
stem syllable. This is in marked contrast with some of the 
close forms in CVC and CV- stem structures where four vowel 
alternances are exhibited in the stem syllable and [ a] is not 
shown.
The qualities of the vocalic articulations in the stem 
syllables are similar to those mentioned in the close forms 
or open forms of CVC- or CV- stem structures.
These can be formulated thus:
(a) Indicative forms
CV© + V
p First syllable third syllable
open forms: f ±] ^ [b3]) [a]? [ o] f [o] [i]/[e]/[o]~
y/w -w- y/ y/w 
CV^ 8- 6/€
n ~w- y / y /w
CVX0 -  t / e
1. See indicative forms with [-i], [ ~e] , [ -o] on page 3 6V
*87CVo + CV(C) Ju
1
open forms
[i], M ,  [a], [a], [o] [i]/[e]/[o]/[a]
y/w w y y/w r>
CV2 9 - Cl /Ce /CaC
10
w y y/w
C V ^  - Ci /CG /CaC
CV© + ©CV
2
Close forms : [i], [a], [o], [ u] [-e]
y/» „w„y- y
CV^ 9  «  9  C ^
(b)
Imperative forms
w -w-y- y
CV 0- © C g 
2
CVg + V
3open forms: [ i] , [aa] , [ a] , [ o], [o] [o]
y/w -w- w
CV2 0 - G
X) — W— w
CVi © - e
1# See indicative forms with [-li], [ -*le] , [-lo],aarid[-lam] on p
2. See indicative forms with ,-eche] on page 3§a.
3, See imperative forms with -o](present) on page* 3^3
Close forms:1 [i], [a], [o] , [u] [o] 3 S S
y/x> w w
cv1 0 - €
W W w
CV2 9 -  €
(c) Non-finite forms 
CV© + V
2
Close forms: [i], [a], [o], [u] [ e]
y w y
CV1 © - €
w w y
CV2 0- €
CV© + CV
©pen forms:3 [i], [>], [a], [ o] , [o] [e]/[o]
y/w y/w
CV2© - C€
TO y/w
CV1@ - Ce
Causative indicative forms in present and past perfective 
tenses in all persons and grades are close forms* They exhibit 
four vowel alternances in stem syllable of forms of different 
scatters, [ i], [a], [o] and [u]. Forms in all other tenses, 
persons and grades are open forms which exhibit five vowel 
alternances in stem syllable [i, C sa] , [a], [ o] [o].
1. See imperative forms with [-o](future) on page
2. See Non-finite forms with ,-e] on page
3. See Non-finite forms with [ -le] and L-no] on page
Causative imperative forms in future tense, 2nd person 
ordinary grade are close forms exhibiting four vowel alter­
nances [ i], [a], [cj and [u] in the stem syllable of different 
forms. Forms in other tenses and persons and grades are open 
forms which exhibit five vowels [ i] , [ ss] ? [a], [ o] and [o] in 
the stem syllable.
Causative Non-finite forms with ending [-e] are close 
forms exhibiting four vowels in the stem syllable, [i], [a]
[ o] and [uj. Non-finite forms with other endings are open forms 
exhibiting [i], [&)], [a], [ o] and [o] in the stem syllable.
n  ,
Table of the Phonological formulae for the stem
and ending syllables of CVo stem structure.
(a) Indicative forms
Close
forms O P E N
r©cv V
F O R M  
~ CV
[-eche]! [-i] 1 [ -e] | [-o] [-li] ![-le]
y/w yjjy/w y y/w y|.y/w w 
  ’ j C ^ - gC V ^ - sC^C^q-  t
w y jl 
CV©-©C<^
y/w y y/w y
C^o-CtjCVp-Ce
CVC
[-lo] i [-lam]
y/w w 
C^-Ce
y/w to 
CVp-CaC
1.
2.
4.
5,
close r open j open open
y  y  y | l y  y ; y  y ; y  w
C 18-0C^C 19- (i Ct9-e I C19 — e 
close !< open j open ; open
iy y y j y
C 19—0CG;Cct©— Ir 
close jj open
w w  T yyw w
Cot©- e {Ca9- e
open open
iw y y !|Ww y jw'w y;w^ w
C ^ 9- ©O^Ca©~1 iCa©- e |Cu9-e 
close ‘j open i open t open 
!w y y ;!w w yw'w y ! ww w
C ls-qC^C^©- i jO2 ©- e : C^©-^
open
I y  y
I Cte-C i 
; open
! yw y 
: Ccxq-C^ 
| open
: ww y 
pofi0-Ct 
| open
i w'w y
I CeQ~CC
open open
y  yi y  w
Ci©-Cg! Ct»9-CG 
open j open
open
y ^ 
Co©-CaC
I Open
|yw ylyw w tyw 
| c « 0- c e !  cae-CejCco-CaC 
open 1 open | open 
w w yi W‘w Www 10 
Ca©~Ce! Cae-Ce Cao-CaC
open open
TO y I! X) y ITO y
! C ^ 0 - 9 C ^  C ^ 9 - u  C ^ 9 - G  c ^ 9 -  €
!l
wi to y
! C\[9-Ct
open
:w w y; Ww w w^ j 
Ce©-Cq Ce©-Ce iCG9-CaC
v
X) y p  W ®
C^ 9-Cej C^s-Ce C^0-CaC
close -j open J opt 
y,bw y,u wV0 y  P in  y
3* |Ca 9-9C j Ccx© — 0 j C ex 0— ^
1 f
open 
u w w 
C Q£, 9—
i open 
'.to w y 
> C0.9-C
open 
t o w  y 
CCX9-C
open 
to w y
Cao-C
open 
to w 
Cao-CaC
301
1,[jiyieche][jiai] [jiae] [jiao] [jiali] [ jiale] [Xialo] [j 
2*[ diyieche][ da^ai][ de3wae][ dt3wao][ dewali][ deewale] [dewalo] [
4.[boyeche] [ bowai] [ bowae][bowao][bowali][bowale] [bowalo] [ 
5*[ Juyeche] [ Jowai][ Jowae][ Xowao][ Jowali][ Jowale] [ Jowalo] [
3. [ payieche][ pawai][ pawae] [ pawao][ pawali][ pawale] [ pawalo] [
(b) Imperative forms (c) Non-finite forms
Close
forms
Open
forms
close
forms
O P E N  F O R M S
[-o](futur^ 
ending
)[-o](pred) [-e]
ending endi
y/w w w 
C^e-G
w w
C\J©- e
y/w w w 
C^©- e
..ending
y/w w y 
C^0-e
[-le]
ending
y/w w y 
I C^9-Ce
[ -te]
ending
y / w  VJ y
C^9-Ce
[ -no]
ending
y/w w w 
C^9-C€
close 
y y w 
C t# 0- £ 
close
y y w
C If Q-e 
close 
w y w
0 ^  ©— G
close 
w y w
Cto- e
y w 
C V ^ - e
open
y w w 
Ct 0- e 
open 
y w w 
C a 8 - e  
open 
|w w w
C a 0 - e  
open 
!w w w
C€0- €
close
y y y
C * 9- G
vlose
y y _y
C i 0- g 
close 
w y y
C G s- e 
close 
w y y
C L 9— <=•
P W
CV10-e
w p w y
cv19-^
open open open
;y w y y w y y w . w
: C * - 9 - C €  I C t 0 - C e  I C t -9 -C e
i open ! open I open
y w yjy w yj y w w
Cao-CGj Ca9-Ce : Cae-C^
open ; open
w w yi w w w
C« 9-Ce ■; Ca 9-Ce
| open ' open
yiw vi yj w w w
| C S o-C e  ; C<=9- C€
open 
w  w y 
. C cc 0-C^ j
W' W'
CG©- C<s
p w yl*? w y 
cv10-c^. cv19-c^
p w w
CV^-C g
close 
p y w 
C a ©- e
[jiyio]
[diyio]
[boyio]
[Juyio]
[payio]
open 
to w w 
Ca 0- e
I
I jiao]
I
;[ deswao]
i
;[ bowao]
[Jowao]
[pawao]
close j; open
p y yj;p w y
Ca ©- e j; Ca 0-Ce
[jiyie] 
[diyie] 
[boyie] 
[Juyie]
[payie]
■ [ jidle]
. [ dswale] 
i[bowale] 
[Jowale]
[pawale]
open 
i n w y
! C« s-Ce
i
;[jiate]
i
! [dsawate]
i
S [ bowate]
[Jowate]
[pawate]
open 
To vi w
C a 0~C€
[jiano]
[ d£3w ano ]
[bowano]
[ low ano]
[ pawano]
Forms in stem structures VC©-, CVCCo-, VCC©- and CVC/CVCo 
do not show peculiarities other than those mentioned in con­
nection with the vowel harmony of the forms of CVCo- stem 
structure. The statement made for the forms in CVCo- stem 
structure is valid for the forms in these structures, Similar 
relation of close forms and open forms are found with differ­
ent ending structures to those in structure CVCo-, except that 
the open forms in CVC©- stem structures show five vowel 
alternances [ e] , [ea], [a], [ o], and [o], whereas open forms in 
stem structure (C)VCCo- show five vowel alternances [i], [ea] 
[a], [ o] and [o]. In this respect these open forms show similar 
vowel differences as the forms in CVC- stem structure with 
ending [-lam] . In all other respects open forms and close 
forms of these stem structures are similar to those in CVCo- 
stem structure. At the grammatical level forms in stem 
structures CVC-, Vc and CV are non-causative forms. Forms in 
extended stem structures CVCo-, VCo- and CV©- are referred to 
as causative forms. Forms of the stem structures CVCCo- and 
VCCo- and CVC/CVCo- are different from the foras of monosylla­
bic non extended (radical) stem structures and dissyllabic 
extended stem structures In that the forms of monosyllabic 
stem structures are always non-causative and forms of dissylla­
bic extended stem structures are always causative verbs. Forms 
of the dissyllabic stem structure CVCCo- and VCCo- and tri­
syllabic stem structure CVC/CVCo function both as non-causative 
and causative.
Indicative forms, causative and non-causative, as the 
case may be, in the stem structures (C)VCCo- and CVC/CVCo- in 
present and past perfect tenses in all persons and grades are 
close forms which exhibit five vowel alternances [i], [e], [a]
[0] and [u] in the stem syllable of the forms in different 
scatters. Indicative forms in all other tenses, persons and 
grades are open forms which exhibit five vowel alternances
[1], [®] , [a], [o] and [u]„
Imperative forms in these stem structures in future 
tense, 2nd person, ordinary grade are close forms which exhibit 
same five vowel alternances in the stem syllable as in the case 
of indicative close forms. Imperative forms in all other tenses, 
persons and grades are open forms that exhibit five vowel 
alternances in the stem syllable of different forms as in the 
case of indicative open forms in these structures.
Non-finite forms in these stem structures with ending 
[-e] are close forms. All other non-finite forms are open 
forms. Non-finite close forms and open forms exhibit similar 
vowel alternances to those in indicative or imperative forms 
in these structures.
It will be seen from the examples in different structures 
that unlike forms in CVC-, VC and CV stem structures, forms in 
CVCo-, VC©-, CV©-, CVCCo- and CVC/CVCo- stem structures have 
only one category of close forms and one category of open forms.
Some forms of stem structure CVCC©- with different 
2endings are given below for examples.
10' 6 CVCC© sten structure
(a) Indicative forms
(1) CVGCg + V
-i] ending [-e] ending
[ i]-[i [cimtai] [i]-[e] [ciratae]
[ S3] -[ i’ [ bhsaqcai] [ffl]-[e] [bhsaqcae]
[ a]-[ i] [pal^ai] [a]-[e] [paltae]
[o]-[i [postai] [o]-[e] [postae]
[o]-[i [ '{hokrai] [o]—[e] [thokrae]
-o] ending
(ii) CVCCe + eCV 
[-eche] ending
[ i]-[<\ [ cim'|;ao] [i]-[e] [cim^ieche]
[ eo] -[ o’ [ bhaqcao] [e]-[e] [bheqcieche]
[ a] -[ o [paltao] [a]-[e] [paltieche]
[o]-[o [postao] [o]-[e] [postieche]
[o]-[o [^hokrao] [u]-[e] [thukrieche]
1. As the forms of the stem structures VCC©- do not show any 
difference in the vowel sequences of the stem syllable one 
and ending syllable, they will not be examplified. The 
statement about the forms of CVCfC©- structure will hold 
good for the forms in this .structure as well. For the same 
reason examples of reduplicated forms in CVC/CVCe- stem 
st^ p$G$£ire are not given,
2, Indic&frVaFonns with L~i] , [-e] , [ —o] and [-eche] imperative 
forms with [ -o1 present and [-o] future non-finite forms 
with [-e] and [-no] are given here as representative.
(b) Impe rat iv e fo m s
CVCCo + V
[-0] (present) ending [-0] (future) en(
0] [cimtao] [i]-[e] [cimtie]
0] [bheaqcao] [e]-[e] [bheqcie]
o] [paltao] [a]-[e] [paltie]
0] [postao] [o]-[e] [ po stie]
0] ['thokrao] [u] -[ e] [thukrie]
Non-finite forms
CVCC© + V
[-e] ending [-no] ending
e] [cinrj;ie] [i]-Co] [cimtano]
e] [bhe^cie] [®] -Co] [ bhegcano]
e] [paltie] [a]-[o] [ paltano]
e] [ postie] [o]-[o] [postano]
e] [ ];hukrie] [o]-[o] [thokrano]
that
It will be seen from the examples above indicative forms 
with [-i], [-e] and [~o] show five vowel alternances in the 
stem syllable, [ i] , [ ee], [a], [ o] and [0]; and indicative forms 
with [-eche] ending exhibit five vowel alternances, [i], [ e]
[ &] t an<^  stem syllable. Indicative forms with
[-i] , [-e], and [-a] are open forms and forms with [-eche] are 
close forms,
Imperative forms with [-o](present) exhibit same five
vowel alternances in the stem syllable as the indicative open 
forms stated above, and imperative forms with [-0](future) 
show same five vowel differences in the stem syllable as the 
indicative close forms. Imperative forms with [-0] (Present) 
are open forms and with [ -o] future are close forms*
Non-finite forms with [-e] show same five vowel alter­
nances in the stem syllable as the indicative and imperative 
close forms in this structure, and non-finite forms with [-on] 
exhibit same five vowel alternances as the indicative and 
imperative open forms. Non-finite forms with [-e] are close 
forms and those with [ -on] are open forms.
Open forms have two degrees of openness in each of ^ and
w icprosodic syllables and one degree in prosodic syllable,
y  W
Close forms have two degrees of openness in each J and 
prosodic syllables which are never more open than between half­
close and half-open; and one degree of openness in 70 prosodic 
syllable.
This can be formulated thus:
(a) Indicative forms
1. See indicative forms with endings [-i] [-e],and [-0] on p,yfc
open forms. 1
First syllable Third syllable
[i], [*], Ca], [o], [o] [i]/[e]/[o]
y/w/» _ y y/w
CV^CCo- t j £
y , y/w 
CV-lGCs- 1 /e
close forms: [i], [e], [a], [o], [u]
y / w
[e]
—  -y- y
CV2 CC8- aC e
v  ~  -y- y
CVjCCa- a C s
(b) Imperative forms:
2
close forms: [i], [e], [a], [o], [u] [o]
y/w ~ -y- w
CV^CC©- ©C e
x> — -y- w
CV-lCC©- ©C €
open forms: [i], [ ee], [a], [ o], [o] [o]
y/w/v w
CV,CCa- e
' . 0  > W'
CV^C©- G
(c) Non-finite forms
Close forms:4 [i], [e], [a], [o], [u]
y/w
[e]
CV2 CC8- e
W
^ w 
CV^Co-e
1, See indicative forms with
2, See imperative forms with
3. See imperative forms with
4. See Non-finite forms with
-^eche] on page 3^9
-o
-o
!® S
-e
(future) on page £>^ 6 
(Present) on pageirU 
on page 3 9 <5
1
open forms: [i], [«], [a], [a], [u] [o]
y/w _
CV2 CCe-C
X) ^
c v 1 c c © - c
1. See Non-finite forms with [-no] on page
4 0 u
Table of Phonological formulae for the stem and 
ending syllables of CVCCo- stem structure.
(a)
Indicative forms 1
O P E N F O R M S Close Forms
V -©CV
[ -i] ending ji
i
y/w - y ! 
CV _CCa-t |
[-e]ending
y /w/ ~ 
CV.CCo-
! [-o] ending
!
yi y/w/M - 
s , CV CCa-i
[-eche] 
ending
y/w „ -y- 
CVgCCa-aCe
TO ' „  y '
CV,CCa-i I 1 !
10 •—'v
CV1CCo- e
y I *» -
| CV CCo-
i
II
» ~ 
CV,CCa,.aC e
1.
:
!
y - y 
C'-CCa- t. :
y - y
CGCCo- €
i:
|
! y ^ w
I C iCCo- e
y ^-y-
CiCCa-sCe
2.
i
y - y 
C qCCo- g |
y ^ y
CaCCo- e
y - w
j CaCCa-e
y . ->-y-
CeCCa-aCeI
3. y
CacCo- g i
—• y
C cCCo— €=
I n  -s w 
CaCCo- e
» ~-y- ^CaCCa-aC e
4. w - y !
c c c c o- g ;
i
- y
CaCCo- e
j r> ^ w 
| CaCCo- e
w _ -y-
CeCCa-aC ef
5.
1
w y 
cecc9-1 i
i
w y 
CfeCCo- e
* w ^ w 
CeCCo- e
1
I W ^ -y- 
j Ct CCo-oC G
j
1.
it
[cirrr(;ai] i [ cim'fae] [cimtao]
j
| [cimtieche]
i
2. [bheagcai] ; [ bhaagcae] ; [bhaagcao] j [bhegeieche]
i
3.
i
[paltai] | [paltae] [paltao] j [paltieche]
4. [postai] : [postae] ! [postao]f "
j [postieghe]
5. [ ^ hokrai] ji
i
[ *(;hokrae] ! [-fhokrao]
i
j [thukrieche]
1. It -will be seen that forms and formulae of the verbs of No* 3
structures.
(b) Imperative forms (c) Non-finite forms
OPEN FORMS CLOSE FORMS j OPEN FORMS j CLOSE FORMS
V V cv V
[~o](present)
y/w/o w
CV^CC©-^ 
y - w
CVj^CCD-e
[ -o](future)
y/w _ -y- w 
CV2CC©-€
10 GV1GCs-
w w
CV^CCs-e
y ^ w
CtCC©- €
y ~ w
CaCC©~e
to ^ w
CCXCC©-^
w w
CcxCCe- e
w „ w
C^CC©-€
[cimtao]
[ bheeqcao] 
[paltao]
[postao]
[ -fhokrao]
y —  -y~ w 
CiCC©- e
y ^  y w
C<=CC©- e
X) ^  -y~ w
CaCC©- e
w ~ -y~ w
CeCC©- ^
w ^ -y- w
C tr CC©— £*
[cim^io]
[bhegcio] 
[paltio]
[postio]
[tbukrio]
[-no]ending
y/vr/x> w
CVn (fcs-Ce 
y - wc v 1 c c © - c ^
w w
C^CCo-Ce:
y ^  w 
C i>CC©-C<B
y ~ w
CaCC©-Ce
to „ w
CoCC©-Ce
! W  —  W
GaCC©-Ce
[-e]ending 
y/w ^-y- yc v 2 c c © - €
CV-l C C © -  e
W‘ W'
GeCC©-Ce
[cirrr|;ano]
[ bha^cano] 
[ pai];ano]
[postano]
[ -[hokrano]
y ^  -y- y 
OCC0- e
y  _  - y ~  y
CeCC©~e
» ~y~ y
C&CC©— €~
w  ^ - y ~  yC€CC©-€
j1
w — -y- y 1 
CiCC©-e I
[cimtie]
[bheqcie]
[paltie]
[postie]
[thukrio]
It will have been clear from the above discussion that 
an interrelation between the vowel of the stem syllable and 
that of the ending syllable can be shown in terms of vowel 
harmony. Vowel harmony statement is not made merely on the 
phonetic sequences of the two syllables. For some of the cate­
gories feature of junction and intervening C element of
1
structure have also been taken into account. Forms are 
grouped in two categoriesf close forms and open forms which 
have variable vowel differences in the stem syllable according 
to the nature of different endings. The statement of vowel 
harmony relation is also related to the statement of grammat­
ical categories with reference to the ending of different 
structures.
1. See for instance} forms of the scatter pa- witht-leJand 
L~be],C ([pele], [pabe]). on page
Compare also3 for example, imperative forms with [-o] 
(Present) and [-o](future),
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Monosyllabic stems.
11,0.1 CVC- stem structure
So far as initial C- of CVC- stems is concerned, all 
the four systems, Plosive, Liquid, Sibilant and Nasal are 
stated as the C element of structure in stem syllable initial. 
Thus vie have
PVC, LVC, SVC, and NVC.
Initial Plosive system,
P in FVC- stem structures is a four term phonematic 
system. Any of the four units, b, d, j. or g is po-ssible in
syllables for which the initial prosodic system v^v ,
ipz*
can be stated. Syllables where d is stated as^unit of structure 
require further to be distinguished in terms of the r/r pro­
sodic system.
A plosive initial stem syllable may then be: -
vh
1, Non-voiced and non-breathy phonetic expon­
ents of which are absence of voicing before the release and 
voiceless release without aspiration. (See km. of [pake]
(No.13)
vh2. Non-voiced and breathy P/.VC- phonetic exponents of
the
which are absence of voicing before release and voiceless
release with aspiration. (See km. NoJ*4 of [kha^e])
vfT
3. Voiced and non-breathy P4VC- phonetic exponents of 
which are voicing before the release and voiced release with­
out aspiration, (See km, No.15 of [bujhe]).
vh4* Voiced and breathy phonetic exponents of
which are voicing before the release and voiced release with 
aspiration, (See km* No ,16 of [bhoge] ) .
Initial non-plosive system.
The two phonematic units 1 and r constitute the L- 
subsystem. They are both C- elements of structure in 
syllables,
S in SVC- stem structure is a single term system in 
syllables.
Two phonematic units m and n constitute the N- 
sub system. They are both C- elements of structure in 
syllables.
These are exemplified in tabular form below. The 
examples chosen cover the full range of possibilities of 
verbal forms in so far as the initial C- element of structure 
is concerned. The non-finite verbal forms in [-a] have been 
given together with the translation equivalent of the English 
infinitive form.
Table of initial C- of CVC- stems
.
vhCVG-
vh
CVC- vhcvc- Vhcvc~
b
. . ,. . . .... . 
[paka] [phata] [baja] [bhaba]
I r
’to ripen’ ’to split’ ’to nag’ ’to think’
d [tola] [thaka] [ deskha] [ dhora]
h*
i/i
?v'»\A V
Tto lift’ ’to stay’ ’to see’ ’to catch’
d [tana] [thaka] [ <]aka] [qhaka]
>
1 to pull’ ’to run 
aground’
’to call’ ’to cover’
— A [capa] [chapa] [ j=>pa] [jhola]
to
’to press’ ’to print’ ’to mutter’ ’to hang’
0
-i £
[kata] [khata] E gona] [ghota]
a. ’to cut’ ’to work’ ’to count’ ’to happen’
5
Ui
h
1 - * [lekha]
’to write’
mm
VI
l- o
r - - [rakha] 
’to keep’
-
>
VI
0
s [Jekha]
’to learn’
- -
.J
Cl
m
"
Mia [raaja]
’to rub’ ‘
—
Z
o
Z
n — !
... .i
[naca]
’to dance’
1C
It will be seen from the table above that^two term system of 
v/v is relevant for L-, S-, N- subsystemsbut h/h is not 
relevant.
4 0 V
11.0.2 CV- Stem structure
A very limited number of forms is found with stem
structure CV-. These do not show very different pattern! from 
forms of
the CVC- stem structure, so far as the initial C- is concerned. 
One exception is that where the phonematic unit is d , no r 
prosodic structure is found.
Initial Consonants of CV- stems
vh
CV-
vh
CV-
vh
CV-
vh
CV-
b [ pawa] [ bowa] _
to Tto get1 Tto carry1
h
d7 - [ thowa] [ deewa] [ dhow a]
Tto keep7 fto give1 Tto wash1
1
to J. [cowa] [ chowa] [jawa] -
> 'to ooze' fto touch1 1 to go 1
to
o
f
& [ kowa] [ khawa] [ gawa] -
CL. 'to tell' fto eat1 !to sing1
5 1
1
i
1 [ Iowa]
b 1to take 1
</> r i [ row a]
—
i
1
i
7to plant1
>
s
i
![Jowa] mm
t o
O | Tto lie down1
..j ] i
CL
1
j
I
i
2 ! n
- [nawa] -
O !
ZJ
i
i
Tto bathe]
1, Alternative pronunciation [chowa].
Dissyllabic and reduplicated stems
11.0,3 Extended stem structures : CVC©- and CV©
Dissyllabic stem structures CVG©- and CV©~ are 
regarded as extensions from the monosyllabic stem structures 
CVC- and CV- respectively.1 Thus, for the non-finite forms:
Non-extended: CVC- [ka^a] Tto cutf (Non-Causative)
Extended : CVC©- [ka^ano] ’to cause to cut1
(Causative)
Non-extended: CV- [nawa] Tto have a bath* (Non-Causa-
tive)
Extended : CV©- [nawano] Tto cause to have a bath1
(Causative)
There are a few verbs which have stems similar to 
extended stem structures with no non-extended structures in 
their formal scatter, e.g.
CVC©- : [lathano] ’to beat’
CV©- : [miyano] Tto vanish (crisp)!
At the phonological level these structures, though they do
not have any non-extended structures will be treated as
extended structures.
Since the vast majority of the forms in these dissyllabic 
structures are extended, initial C- system is exactly identical
1. Forms from extended stem structure are regarded as causa*' 
tive forms and those from non-extended structure are non- 
causative. For causative and non-causative forms see 
 ^ 1.20.
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to the one mentioned for non-extended monosyllabic stem 
structures CVC- and CV- d
11,0,4 Non-extended stem structures: CVCC©-, CVC/CVC©-
Forms in non-extended dissyllabic stem structures,
■r— S
CVCC©- are non-reduplicated, and in non-extended trisylla­
bic stem-structures are reduplicated. Thus, for the non- 
finite forms:
Dissyllabic : CVCC©- [cim^ano] !to pinch*
Trisyllabic : CVC/CVC©- [ghorghorano] Tto make rattling
soundT.
So far as the initial C- system is concerned, the sub­
systems P VCC©-, L VCC©-, S VCC©-, N VCC©- : PVC/CVC©
LVC/CVC©-, SVC/CVC©-, NVC/CVC©- of the dissyllabic and tri- 
syllabic stem structures C VCC©- and CVC/CVC©-, are exactly 
identical with the sub-systems of the initial C- in (C)VC- 
stem structures.
A few examples are given below for illustration.
cvcc©-
vh
w
Eh
CO
hH
co
G“
[ pichlano] 
’to slip*
r
d [toppano]
* to jump 
overf
r
[topkano]
Tto scale1
j [cimtano]
*to pinch*
g [kampano] 
*to bite*
vh
C~
[phojkano] 
*to slip*
[thetlano] 
Tto bruise*
[ '[hokrano ] 
’to tap1
[chipkano] 
’to scatter*
[khamcano] 
*to pinch*
vhc-
[bodlano]
* to change *
[dabpano] 
*to chase*
[ c^omJano] 
Tto bite*
[jonmano]
* to take
birth *
[gorjano]
* to roar *
vhc-
[bhopkano]
* to be
puzzled *
[ dhomkano]
*to threaten!*
[jholJano] 
’to dazzle*
[ghoqpano] 
*to groan*
1
m
n
[lo^kano] 
*to hang*
[rogpano] 
* to rub *
[Jomjhano] 
*to explain*
[mocpano] 
*to twist*
[normano] 
*to soften*
41 i
CVC/CVCa
[pitpitan°]
*to wink*
[ torbopano] 
*to show off
L tiPtiP^0] 
*to drizzle*
[culbulano]
*to look 
within and 
without *
[ ko^ mo');3'^ 0]
Tto look 
angrilyT
[JonJonano]
* to make 
noise (of the 
wind)
vh
C-
[ phopphopano]![bipbipano]
i
*to show off*: Tto mutter*
i
[ th om thomano ] i [ d omd omano ]
*to be moody *j1 to make 
j noise 
| while 
| moving *
[-[hok^ hokano]!
* to knock * !
vh
C-
[ cholcholano]
*to look like 
weeping* *tc
[joljolano]
* to shine *
[ kh omkh omano ]j [gongonano]
*to snob* j * to mutter*
[bho bhn Jano] 
*to gabble*
[dhopphopano]
*to struggle 
in agony *
[ c^hok^hokano]
* to sound *
[jhomjhomano]
*to make 
jingling 
sound *
[ghenghenano] 
*to repeat*
[ utputi>vo3 
*to tumble 
about *.
[ rogco^ano] 
*to paint*
l[mi'(;mi,|;ano] 
i *to wink*
i
j[ niJpiJano]
| *to feel 
uneasy *
11,1 Final -C systerns of the stem syllable.
11,1,1 i, CVC- stem structure
The system of final -C is different from the system of 
initial C- in both phonematic and prosodic units, All the
four sub-systems, Pf L, S, N are stated for -C in final posi­
tion as in initial position. There are certain phonetic and 
phonological differences in the system of the final -C from 
from the initial C-. Flapped [-f ] and velar nasal consonant 
[-33] occur in final position. Flapped [ -p] is located under 
the retroflex plosive series, and [-33] as a velar unit under N. 
No verbal forms with a final [ -gh], [ ~c(J , [ -^h] , or [ -bh] have 
been found. Thus we have,
c v p4 f cvl2 , cvs1 , c v n3 .
There is a complicated prosodic interrelation between
the stem final -C and the ending initial -C-. In the forms of
hsome categories the stem final -C is prosodic while in 
others ^ prosodic ? in some it is v prosodic while in certain 
others it is v prosodic.
Examples:
-C-Vh [mothe] The kneadsT,
-G-v^ [motte] Tyou used to knead*
- C ~ [ m o d b e ]  ’you/he will knead. *
This prosodic interrelation between the stem-final 
-C- and the ending initial -C- justifies the abstraction of
and V/ v as prosodies. This also shows that a differ^ 
ent statement is required for the junction of the stem and 
ending. Hence the discussion about final -C will be made 
under separate sections:
(a) forms in -V ending, (b) -C- ending.
(a) Vowel initial ending.
Examples are given in [ -a] ending with the translation 
equivalent to English infinitive form
vh CVC- V CVC -h V CVC- V CVC-h V
b [jopa]
*to mutter*
[lopha] 
*to pick1
[ c[oba]
* to s ink *
-
SY
ST
EM
d r 
d r
[pata]
*to spreadT
[kata]
* to cut*
[motha]
T to knead T
-
[ kada]
*to cry*
[po^a]
* to road *
[Jadha]
*to offer*
A [kaca]
*to wash*
[mocha] 
*to wipe*
[maja]
* to rub *
[bojha]
*to realise*
coo
tU
O h
E [paka]
Tto ripen1
[ dsekha] 
*to see*
[jaga]
*to wake 
up*
—
PL
OS
IV
E 
SY
ST
EM
1
r
s
m
[boJa] 
*to sit*
!i!
1i
!
[ bola]
*to tell*
[kora]
*to do*
[joma]
*to freeze’
NO
N 
- n
1
iii
i
ii
i
i
ji
[jana]
*to know* 
i[bhaqa]
*to break*
1. Forms with [ -\h] as the final -C'element of structure is not 
found in CVC- stem structure. [-th] is, however, found as 
final -C in VC- and CVCo (extended) stem structures, e.g. 
[u^ha] T'to get u p ’, [pat ha] *sen&: (Infra) .
It will be seen from the above table that four term 4 1 4  
system of v/v , h/h is relevant for -P and two term system 
of v/v is relevant for the -L, -S and sub-systems,
(b) Zero ending forms
-P in CVP structure in zero-ending forms is h/h and v/v pro-
v/v. h/h. vh vh vh
sodic.Thus we have CVP4 ' ’ 1 ’ CVL2 CVS CVN
—» — —.
v In 0 vh / vhw vh jCVC- 0 CVC- 0 CVC- 0 CVC- 0
b [jop ]
7mutter.7 T
[c[ob]
7sink7 7
[lop] 1 [lop^lo*]1
w 7 pick.7 7 7pick,7 7
G-h i [pat] [kSd]
CO T spread7 7 cry.7 7
{M [mot] 2 [moth] ^ [Jad]3 [Jadh] 3
CO
dr
7knead.7 7
[kat]
7 cut ,7 7
7 knead.7 7 7 offer,7 7
[par]
7read,7 7
’offer.''
W
j. [ kac] [maj]> 7wash.T 7 7 rub.7 7 ■ -
FH [moc] 4 [moch]^ [boj] 5 [bojh] 5
CO 7 wipe.7 7 7wipe.7 7 7under­ 7understand7
O stand 7
£ [pak] [ jag]P-H 'ripe ^
[ drak]
7 see.7 7
[ deskh] 
7see,7 7
7awake.7 7
9
1 [bol] 
'tell.'1
Eh
COMto
r [ kor]
7do.7 7
W s [bol]
> l—l 7 sit.7 7
co01P-.1
O
m [ jam]
7freeze 7
n
r [ jan]11 7 know7
S
3
L— -
: [bhaq]1!
-
; 7break7
1, 3> 4, 5? 6. Alternative pronunciation.
4 1 'a
It will ba seen from the above examples that h/h 
prosodies are only relevant in alternative pronunciation,
(c) C Initial ending
Forms whose stem final element is a -C and ending 
initial is a -C, involve an interesting prosodic system in . 
the stem-ending -CC- sequence. It has already been stated that 
the initial -C- of the ending structure is a two term sub­
system, P and Lf and that three phonematic units labial, 
apical and dorsal constitute the plosive sub-system and one 
unit L sonstitutes the liquid sub-system,-C-C- sequences of 
stem and ending form the following patterns:
-P-P-. , -S-P- , -L-P- , -N-P- ; -P-L- , -S-L- ,
-L-L- , and -N-L-,
Where the ending initial -C- is [-b-] the whole -C-C- 
sequence is voiced and never aspirated with any -C- element of 
structure in the stem final position. (See km.26 of [jobbe]. 
Where the ending initial -C- is [ -t-] and the stem final 
-C- is P or S the sequence as a whole is voiceless and where 1
the stem final C is -L- or -N- the first part of the sequence I
is voiced and the later part is voiceless and in all cases the I 
sequence is characterized by non-breathy release in articulat- I 
ion. (See km. 2 8 of [dektejj. I
Where the ending initial -C- is [-ch-] and the stem final I 
-C- is P or S the sequence as a whole is voiceless and where I
the stem final C is -L- or -N- the first part of the sequence I
is voiced and the later part is voiceless and in all cases the I 
sequence is characterized by breathy release in articulation. I
(See km. 57 of[kacche].
Where the ending initial C is [-1-] the -C-C- sequence 
gives two patterns: with voiceless P or S in the stem final
position the sequence is voiceless voiced and with voiced 
plosive, liquid or nasal in the stem final position the 
sequence as a whole is voiced, (See km. 60 pf [pakle]^
Where both the C- elements in -C-C- sequence are either 
any of the plosive units b in prosodies, d in v^ 
prosodies, in prosodies or Liquid unit 1 inprosodies, 
or the first C is nasal unit m and the second G is plosive 
unit b or the first C is a nasal unit n and the second C is 
plosive unit d , the sequence as a whole is homorganic in 
articulation. Thus, homorganic stem-ending sequences are:
v h r _ vh _ vh
-P-P- -b-b- [jobbe], -d-d- [patte] , -j-j-
_ [kacche]
vh
-L-L- -1-1- [ mille ]
vh vvh
-N-P- -m-b- [ jombe] , and -n-t- [ mante].
It is to be noted that except in a very few verbs
cited below, the same consonant is not repeated in a stem
1
syllable of a verbal form.
1. In nominal and adjectival forms the same consonant is re­
peated in intervocalic and final positions. e„g. [kaka]Tuncle 
[ kaku]’scream7,[kak]’crow7 , [cacas 7uncleT[ cac]flac’[mama]
Tuncle’[nana] ’grandfather 7 „[dadaj’grand father7[baba]’father’ 
[ caci], [ kakij, [ mami],[ phuphoJ’aunt7, [ nani],[ dadil,’grand­
mother7 [taIuJ ’pony7,[ tute]’sulphate of copper’[ juju]’bug­
bear’ [pepe,’papaya fruit’ [papj ’sin’ [boba] ’dumb’ [lal]
’read ’,[ g£Qg] ’hoarseness [ coc] ’hump ’ [nun] 7salt ’[ nonat 
[mom]’wax 7,[mem]’English lady7,[noni]’cream’ [thuthu*
I phupha 
[dhadha’
’ salty’
7 sputum’
’uncle’ [phuphi]’aunt7,[ dhudhu] ’blazing as fire’ 
’puzzle’.
kokano] * to groan*, [caca
c&cano] Tto speak aloud*,
tata] * to be heated * ,
tatano] *to be inflamed *,
t^taJ 1 to break * ,
JoJa] T to suck, to soak*,
JaJano] T to threaten* ,
lealano] *to instigate *,
lula] * to be softened*.
Tto scrape *,
an
In a stem syllableA aspirated consonant occurs 
only in one place, initially or finally, that is to say, if 
the stem initial consonant is aspirated the.stem-final
consonant is unaspirated and viee versa.
Non-repetition of same consonant and non-repetition 
of aspiration in the same syllable distinguish Bengali 
verbal forms from the forms in other word classes.
The following examples will illustrate this.
£ fcviwo (m-O e iQ. 't&JL
• V c v  V  t t c _  ^^ .iVsr 1 '1U&-ix &xjj>rWiAr^ .
v T4\.i3Wv db>>- j J . v  V  «v \/ \? iX W
VW)\ “ * J
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U N I F O R M 1 NON-UNIFORM
1 vh vh vh vvh vvh
;cvc - cv CVC - CV CVC - CV CVC - CV CVC - CV
b+ [jobbe] [jopte] [ jopche]
!he will •'you used The is
mutterT to mutter1 muttering
[lubbe] [lupte] [lupche]
The will You used The is
pick1 to pick picking1
[ ^ ubbe] [ c(upte] [^upche]
!he will !you used The is
r* sinkT to sinkT sinking*
d+ [ padbe] [patte] [patche]
!he will *you used rhe is
(VI spreadT to spread * spreading*P-l
[modbe] [motte] [motche]
!he will *you used *he isM kneadT to knead * kneadingT
CO
[kadbe] [katte] [katche]
!he will !you used *he ist-3 cry* to cry1 crying*
Ph [ ladbe] [latte] [Jatche]
The will Tyou used *he is
+ V1
offer* to offer1 offering1
I
d+ [kaqbe] [katte] [katche]
M ’he will Tyou used The ishH
fc> cut’ to cut* cutting T
M [pofbe] [po^te] [po^che]
ro The will *you were *he isU J
O
read* reading* reading*
i+ [kajbe] [kacte] [kacche]
P-» The will *you used *he is
washT to wash* washing*
[mujbe] [mucte] [ mucche]
*he will Tyou used The is
w ipe T to wipe T wiping*
[majbe] [macte] [macche]
The will *you used *he is
rub T to rub T rubbingT
t e 3S f l i
[bucte] 
*you used
fbucche] 
Uie is
under - to under under-
!_ stand * stand * standing1
i,
4:!x
£+ [ pagbe] [pakte] [pakche]
’It will ’you used ’it is
ripen’ to ripen’ riper^ing
[degbe] [dekte] dekche]
The/you ’you used ’he is
will see’ to see’ looking’
[jagbe] [jakte] [jakche]
’he will ’you used ’he is
wake f to wake’ waking’
s +
1+
r+
m+
n+
[bo be]
*he/you 
will sit’
[bolbe]
’he/you 
will sayT
[korbe]
’he/you 
will do f
[jombe]
’he/you 
will freezeT
[janbe]
The/you 
will know’
[boJte]
’you used 
to sit1
3 j [bhaqbe] |
’he/you j
will break’
[boJche]
The is 
sitting1
[bolte] [bolche]
’you used ’he is
to say’ telling’
[korte] [korche]
’you used ’he is
to do’ doing’
[ joints] [ jomche]
’you used ’he is
to freeze’ freezing’
[jante] [janche]
’you used ’he is
to know ’ knowing’
[bhaqte] [bhaqche]
’you used ’he is
to break’ breaking’
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<y
w
HI
>
M
CO
O
h—1
Ph
Q
HI
O’
HI
HI
+
>
H
COo
HI
Ph
I
o
£3
b+
r
d +
r 
d +
H
£
S +
Uniform
v
cvc-cv
[ c^ uble] 
’you sankT
[kadle]
’you cried!
[Jadle]
’you offered’
[pafle]
Tyou read’
[bajle]
’you rang’
[bujle]
’you understood’
[jagle]
’you woke u p ’
1 + [bolle]
’you told’
r + [korle]
’you did’
m + [jomle]
’you were frozen*
n + [janle]
’you knew’
9 + [ bharjle]
— f ’you broke’
non-uniform
vv 
CVC- CV
[jople]
’you muttered 
[luple]
’you picked*
[ patle J 
’you spread’
[motie]
’you kneaded’
[ka^le]
’you cut’
[kacle]
’you washed’
[mucle]
’you rubbed’
[pakle]
’you ripe’
[dekle]
’you saw’
[boJle] 
’you sat’
11,1.2 VC- Stem structure
A very limited number of verbs are found in this 
structure. These do not show very different pattern from the 
CVC- stem structure, so far as the final -C is concerned. Just 
as the final -C of CVC- stem structure so also -C of VC- stem 
structure is a four term system, -Pr , -L-, -S-, -N-. The 
linking feature of the stem and ending show exactly similar
characteristics as that of the CVC- stem structure,, The system
appropriate to this structure are limited in various ways. So 
far as the -P element is concerned, labial unit b is absent, 
of the three units d , , g , d is always r prosodic and
never r prosodic. prosodic structure is not found. That
is to say, no forms with final [-p], [~ph], [-b], [-bh], [-t], 
[-th], [~d], [-dh] or [-gh], [-jh], [qh], [-qj occur. One 
phonematic unit n constitutes N in VN- structure. That is no
forms with final [ -m] or [-q] are found.
Forms of this stem structure are found with final 
[-k], [-g], [-c], [-ch], [ - t ] ,  [-th], [ ~ t ] ,  [ - I ] ,  [-1],
[-rj, and [-n].
Examples: [aka], ’to draw * ? [haga] ’to have motion!
[haca] ’to sneeze’? [ ocha] ’to distil’,
[hata] ’to walk.’ ( [otha] ’to get u p ’ ,
[opa] ’to fly’? [aJa] ’to come’,
[hara] ’to loose ’ ? [heola] ’to nod! ,
[ana] ’to bring’.
A i
4 a &
11.2 -CC- clusters
CVCC©- and VCC©- stem structures.
The sub-systems of the dissyllabic structure (C)VCC©-
provide an interesting study as regards the combination of the
inter-vocalic consonant clusters.
Where both the C elements are either plosive unit £ 
or plosive unit i in vh prosodies^ 
in prosodies or liquid unit in 1 in vh prosodies, the
nasal unit
cluster as a whole is geminated. Where first C element is n
unit and the second C is plosive unit d in r prosody, the
vhr  ^®
cluster as a whole is in prosodies and^homorganic in
articulation.
Thus, geminated and homorganic -CC- clusters are
-P?5- [dhakkano] _
Tto knockT, . .vil p . . *]’ JJL L a j j a n o j
-LL- -11- [cillano] plarrt?>
1 to cry1,
—> vhr
-NP- - nd- [ khorjcjano]
Tto cancel1,
Everywhere else the cluster is heterorganic. Heter- 
organic consonant clusters within the stem in dissyllabic stem 
structure (C)VCC©- form the following patterns.
"I ^  r—N
-PP- -PL- -PS- -PN- ;
-LP- -LS- -LN- ;
-SP- -SL- ;
-NP- -NL- -NS- -NN- •
There is no -SN- patterns of combination in this type of 
cluster.s.
One characteristic feature of these c3.usters in this 
structure is that none is characterized by breathy release 
except the following three forms: [achpano], [pachpano] and
[omjhano]^
In -NC- clusters nasality affects the preceding 
vocalic articulation.
Where N is a labial unit m in -NP- clusters, C- is 
any of the three units d , j. , g other than labial unit b.
In -NN- cluster the initial ~N- is n unit and 
the final -N- is m unit.
or any the
Almost any unaspirated Plosive ,/vLiquid, or ^Sibilant
may form one of the two components, of -CC- clusters, but 
their combination possibilities are restricted.
The prosodic characteristic of the clusters is 
either uniform, i.e. a cluster as a whole is voiced or 
voiceless, or non-uniform, i.e. a cluster is characterized 
by voicelessness and voicing, or by voicing and voicelessness.
1, They ave not shown in the following table.
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Dissyllabic Stem Structure (C)VCC©-
w
>
w
CO
o
0-t
+
w 
>  
J, I
CO
o
Ph
r
■bd-
■bj.-
■M-
v
■dg-
r
•d g -
r
■Mr
- i s -
r
•dd~
r
-£d'
r
•db-
Uniform
-CC-
[jhaptano]
*to clasp1
Lkopcano] 
fto becite? 
like a parrot
Ltopkano]
* to scale1
[atkano]
*to start 
with sudden 
frightT 
[atkanoj 
Tto stop1
[koctano]
T to kneadT
[mockano] 
*to be 
wrenched!
v
.(55-
[ ghab^ano] 
!to bewilder
[khedfano] 
Tto drive 
away *
[bigfano]
T jso vitiateT
non-uniform
vv
-GC-
[cap^ano] 
’to pat’.
[mockano] 
’to twist’
[hatrano] 
!to feel 
one’s way ’
[ak^ano] 
!to catch 
an object*
vv
- 6 b -
[bhoykano] 
fto
bewilder*
[tofpano] 
T to jumpT
tThTfornT non-unifofm
^ v 
■CC-
v
-CC-
^ v, v 
•CC-
^  w  
-CC-
-bi-
-br-
■dl-
-dr-
-Ji-
-gl- 
-dr - 
-gr-
-ds-
-gs-
-gn~
[cupjano]
Tto cause 
to moisture T
[cokjano]
Tto dazzle1.
[ choblano]
’ to bite’ 
[bheabranol ’ 
[bodlanoj
’to change’
[Jodrano]
’to reform*
[khujlano] 
!to itch’
[gojrano]
’to groan1
[uglano]
’to vomit’
[ lognano]
Tto fix 
date for 
I marriage’.
jO be frightened 
[Jatlano]
Tto soak in 
oil1.
[koclano] 
’to rubT
[paklano] 
Tto wash’.
[J&trano] 
’to swim?
[thokrano] 
’to peck’
NO
N 
- 
PL
OS
IV
E 
+ 
PL
OS
IV
E
Uniform non-uniform
-v v 
■CO-
v
>GC— -CC*
v, v ^  vv 
-CC-
-£2- 
-1E r  
—rd—
—Id—
- § & -
-sd-
-sd-
-mj~
i-md-
:-ng-
!-qc-
! r 
-r)d-
[gorjano] 
7to roar1
[algano] 
7to liftf
[phoJkano] 
Tto slip1
[ghoftano]
1 to rub7.
[ postano]
7to regret7.
[muffano]
*to be 
depressed7
1.
[Jomjano]
7to explain1.
[ kamfano] 
7to bite1
[niqfano]
. 1 to
i wring out1
[culkano] 
Tto itch1
[bortano] 
7to happen1
[ultano]
7to turn 
upside 
down1
to simmer
[comkano]
1 to
startle
[khamcano]
7to seize 
between 
thumb and 
finger 
[cirri’); ano]
1to punch1
[phonkano] 
with anger1
[bhsqcano]
1 to make 
faces1
4 2 V
Uniform non-uniform
^  v 
■CC-
v- c c - ^ vv -CC- ^  vv -CC-
-is- ;
-rs-
fe
COO
a,
i
o
+
w 
> I—I
COo
Jp*lI
so
-rm- i 
-si- :
ii
i
-ml- ; 
-mr-
— T)1 —
-ms- j
-ns-
! —rjs—
-nm-
[J ormano]
*to feel 
shy1
j[Jamlano]
1 to manage *
[cumrano]
Tto trim*
(as a moust­
ache )
[ h^rjlano]
*to stir1 
(water)
ano] 
*to bite*
[jonmano] 
Tto take 
birthT
[jholJano]
* to dazzle*
[orJano]
*to devolve 
on *
[phuJlano]
* to induce *
[cimJano] 
*to become 
tough *
[khunJano] 
*to soh in
anger *
11.3 The trisyllabic (reduplicated) stem structure CVC/CVCe-
The -C/C- sequences of reduplicated stem pattern 
GVC/CVCe- may be classified as follows:
-P/P- , -P/L- , -P/N-
-L/P- , -L/S- , -L/N-
-S/P- , -S/N-
-N/P- , -N/S- , -N/N-
There are no -P/S-, -S/L- and -N/L- sequences in this pattern.
The combination possibilities are open, except that the 
velar nasal [13] and flapped [*p] do not occur as the second 
componant of a -C/C- sequence. In reduplicated form same 
consonant is never repeated in a stem syllable.^" And the 
articulation concerned is always non-homorganic. The second 
componant of the -C/C- sequence is a stem initial -C- and has 
all the characteristic features of a stem initial C-.
The three phonematic units, m n and £ , constitute -N- 
and -C- is a term in the plosive and sibilant systems, in 
-N/C- sequence. Where the post nasal element is voiced the 
articulation is voiced throughout, and where it is voiceless, 
the sequence is characterized by voicelessness and voice. In 
-C/N- sequence P, L and S constitute the first element and 
m and n constitute the second. Where the pre-nasal element 
is voiced, voicing is maintained throughout the whole period 
of closure. Nasality affects the following vowel articulation. 
Where the pre-nasal G element is voiceless, the first part of 
the closure is voiceless9Like the -NN- cluster in the
1. Supra,
dissyllabic stem structure (C)VCCo~ the unit n constitutes 
the first element and m the second in -N/N- sequence in 
reduplicated forms. The whole sequence is voiced and the 
release is non-breathy.
The sequence -P/P-, -L/P-, -S/P- or -N/P- may
be characterized by h/h prosody in addition to v/v prosody. 
Sequences of other structures are all characterized by non- 
breathy release. This will be clear from the following 
examples.
1, The reduplicated forms are repetition of the same action, 
or echoing sound. Translations for isolated forms are not 
always possible.
PLOSIVE + PLOSIVEPLOSIVE + NON­
PLOSIVE
C+ H- Ct Ot—t-
O tfH- O o
t~+ I 1— '<— h  ^f-j C+
g H- p p pa 3 o 5o ^  o tv o
H
O
O
O
O
M
O
OH- H-
O
NOW-PLOSIVE + PLOSIVE
t_>.|c_l.
O, M
— p
C_J,
Ol
3 p oq o prrr 
H* CD O 
CO ‘-j
c t  O
H-
o
H- O
O <i
M
H - O O
O
O
NON-PLOSIVE + NON-PLOSIVE
iI H ! 3 I
I -
o
cn 
25 
!— 1
o
&
c+ 3  
O H*
£ Hp . p ,13 i*r § - Lo
—  C_i.c+ d O H- H (K £1~j >j.
H- 1-* Ct P 
c+ P  
CD OKJ I I
I JPJ|
I
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S*I
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o|<JI J<ij 
&
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0
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a
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o
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One important poinu is to be noted about clusters and sequences 
where -N- is stated as an element of structure* -NC structure
is stated for all three types: -CC- clusters in dissyllabic
»—*« ** ^ —C
stem structure (CjVCCo-, sequences in stem and ending junction 
in monosyllabic stem structures (C)VC-
and stem sequences in trisyllabic 
reduplicated stem structure CVC/CVCo-
-NN- and -CN- patterns are stated only in -CC- clusters of 
dissyllabic stem structure (C)VCC©- and in -C/C- sequence in 
reduplicated stem structure CVC/CVC©-
These can be grouped thus:
1. -CC- clusters in (C)VCC©- : -NC- , -NN- , -CN-
2. -C/C- sequences in CVC/CVC©- : -N/C-, -N/N- . -C/N-
3. -0-C- stem and ending sequences in (C)VC- : -N-C-.
/"S-
-C- in -NC- clusters can be P, L, S in reduplicated stems 
-C- in -l/c- sequences is P and S;and in stem-ending sequences 
-C- in -N-C- is P and L.
-N- in -NC- clusters, -N/C- reduplicated stem sequences, 
and -N-C- stem ending sequences, can be any of the three 
nasal units m , n and q,
s
-NN- in both -NN- clusters and -N/N- reduplicated stem 
sequences is a combination of the two nasal units n and m 
respectively.
-C- in -CN- clusters is P and L, and in -C/N- reduplicated 
stem sequences -C- is P., L and S.
Any of the two nasal units m and n constitutes -N- in 
-CN- clusters, and the labial unit m constitutes -N- in -C/N-
A rs '
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11.4 Geminated junction in Stem Structures CV-, (C)VC9-,
(C)vdcs- and GVC/CVCq
Where the stem ends in -V or -9 and the ending begins with 
[-ch-] the stem-ending linking feature is characterized by 
gemination, that is, there is in the junction closure of long 
duration, coupled with voicelessness and breathy release. This 
feature of gemination is abstracted as a prosody of junction
g 1
and is denoted by a raised in the formulae. Thus, the
generalized formula of form [khacche] is CV § CV and not
CVC-CV. The system appropriate to the junction of this
structure is limited, and is therefore, different from the
systems appropriate to the -G-C- (stem + ending) sequence of
monosyllabic stem structure (C)VC-, -CC- cluster of dissyllabic
stem structure (C)VCC9- or -0/C- sequence of trisyllabic
(reduplicated) stem structure, CVC/CVCe-. Final -C- in
2
(C)VC- stem structure is an open system, [-ch-] never
occurs in -CC- clusters of (C)VCCe- stem structure^ end two
homorganic consonants do not occur in -C/C- sequence of a
4
reduplicated form. This feature of gemination is consistently 
observed in the junction of the forms in certain scatters of 
CV- stem structure and in all the polysyllabic stem structures: 
(C)VC©- , CV0- , (C)VCC9- , and CVC/CVC9- where the ending 
is [-ch-].
1. Sep 7.3.2
2. See 6,^.1.5
3. See C. t
4. See (,, %, 2_.
Examples:
g
CV - CV
g
CVCa- CV
g
0VC0— CV 
g
CV9~ CV
- g 
CVCC0- CV
- g 
VCC9- CV
g
CVC/CVC©- CV
[khacche]
[katacche] 
[u*|;hacche]
[ khawacche]
[ kampacche]
[ ul^acche]
[pitpitacche]
Conclusion,
My aim has been to attempt to state and discuss the 
phonology of the verbal piece in Colloquial Bengali recognizing 
the interrelation of stems and endings separately. The Phonolo­
gical structures have been given in terms of C and V and 
prosodic elements, and systems have been established for 
particular place in structure both with regard to the stems and 
the endings, For some verbs the phonematic structure of the 
stem has been considered as constant throughout the scatter of 
the forms of those verbs, and phonetic differences observed in 
the stems have been treated as exponents of prosodic elements 
of the stems. For the stems of other verbs however, two phone­
matic structures have been given differing from one another in 
the V element, although certain phonetic differences in the 
scatter of the forms have been for these verbs too treated as 
exponents of prosodic elements. This treatment suggests a sub­
classification of verbs in Bengali (which is not always 
evident from the orthography) into two classes (i) those with 
one phonematic stem and (ii) those with two, These differences 
have been presented in the thesis but the implications of such 
an interpretation have not been explicitly stated.
By taking account of the verbal form as a whole an 
adequate statement can be made particularly with regard to the 
abstraction of stem and ending junction prosodies and of vowel 
harmony,
Throughout, phonetic and phonological features of the
verbal forms have been examined with reference to certain 
grammatical categories, such as finite and non-finite, 
causative and non-causative, and tense, grade and person, Any 
discussion of the phonology of other grammatical pieces, e.g. 
the nominal piece, would be relatable to a different set of 
grammatical categories, including, for example, number and 
gender, which have had no place in this analysis of the verbal 
piece. Even a cursory look at nominal pieces suggests that the 
phonology would be stated within a very different grammatical 
framework, and with different phonematic and prosodic systems 
from those given here. In fact those given here have relevance 
as a whole only for the verbal piece in Bengali and contribute 
to the meaning of 1verbal piece1 in the analysis of that 
language.
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1, Bengali Verbal Forms
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©rsan© [ orjano] To happen
au^ane ) 
aofano )
fau^ano, 
[ aofano*
to stir round (while boiling)
ao^an© [ aofano] to read, to recite.
ak9^ane [Sk^ano] to
to
clasp with the arms.
catch to (an object) like a hook.
Ska [ aka] To mark, to draw.
aglan© [aglano] to watch, to keep from harm or loss.
agolan© [aqlano] to touch with fingers.
aea [Sea] to guess.
acan© [&cano] to wash the mouth after meal.
achi ^ [achi] I am.
acofan© [ac^ano] to scratch, to tear.
ache^ano [achfano] to
to
throw down violently, 
beat against the ground.
aj©fan© [aj^ano] to empty, to clear of content.
ajjan© [ ajjano] to plant, to sow.
a^okan© [ atkano] to confine, to prevent from escaping.
&ta [ ata" to stick
atekan© ) 
atkano )
[ atkano] to start with sudden fright.
ana [ ana] to bring, to fetch.
1* Bengali verbal forms are given with non-finite ending [ -a] 
or [-no] with the translation equivalent to English infini­
tive. Where infinitive forms are found with both [ -a] and 
[-no], forms with only [-a] are given, and forms with [-no] 
are given where there are no forms with [ -a]
2. Verbal forms from J ach do not function as non-finite.
See Defective verbs § 3.
aposan©
asa 
asano
ukpano
ukhe^an©
okho^an©
ug©ran© 
ug©ron© 
ogsran©
uglan© 
uglon©
ugan© 
ugon©
ughoran©
uc©lan© 
ucelan© 
ocolan©
ucan© 
o can©
ucha 
6cha 
ucha
ocha )
uchepan© ) 
ocho^an© )
uch©lan©
uchan©
ujan© 
ujlan©
[apJano]
[ aja]
[ ajano]
[uk^ano]
[ukh^ano] 
[okhfano]
ugrano. 
ugronot 
ograno'
uglano 
.uglono
,ugano]
.ugonoj
[ ugrano]
uclano
uclano
ucano
ocano
ucha
i
ocha
ucha
ocha
[uch^ano] 
[ochfanoj
[achlano]
[uchano]
[ ujano] 
[ujlano]
to throw down with violence, 
to beat anything repeatedly.
to come.
to disentangle, untwist or pick out. 
(as the strands of hemp or flax)
to pass away (as time), to get loose 
or be detached from the string while 
flying (said of a paper kite)
to soak in molasses a sugar.
to pull up by the roots.
to vomit.
to be sick.
to spring up, to arise
to uncover, to undress,
to move, to shake, 
to toss about.
to raise up, to lift.
to shake, to toss about in a 
parching vessel, or frying pan.
to vomit 
to overflow'
to throw off the thatching of a 
house
to go against the stream 
to shake, to agitate.
ut©k©n©
ufekan©
utha
ofha
ura
opa
at©ran© 
otaran© 
ut©r©n©
uthelan©
ut©lan©
una
up©can© 
up©can©
upopan©
ubopan©
up©ra
ub©ra
ub©la
uba
ubh©r©n© ) 
ubh©ran© )
ura
uri? ©n©
u^kan©
ula
ola
ul©tan©
ul^an©
ul©S9n©
ulsan©
iu^kono. 
ufkano
[utha
[ o t h a
u?a]
oraJ
utrano
otrano
utrono
[utlano]
[una]
[upcano] 
[upcono]
[uppano]
[ub^ano]
[upfal 
[ubpaj
[ubla]
[uba]
[ubrono 
[ubrano.
[ura]
[urJono]
[uJkano]
ula
ola
[ultano]
ulJ ono 
.uljano.
to search. 43 8
to rise* 
to fly*
to come down, to cross over.
to swell up when boiled as a 
liquid, milk etc,
to melt, to dissolve.
to overflow-
to pull up by the roots.
to be plentiful, to be surplus.
to boil.
to evaporate.
to unload (as boat).
to alight.
to leak, to admit rainwater (said of 
a roof.
to stir (as fire), to advance (as 
the wick of an oil lamp).
to come down, 
to turn upside down, 
to be elated with joy.
egon© [egono] to proceed.
epan© )
epon© )
elan©
o ^  an©
kokan© ) 
k5kan© )
k©can©
k©c©tano
koc©lan©
ko^an©
k©p©can©
k©ra
k©lan©
k©l©k©lan©
kaltan©
\
k©|3a
k©oya
kapa
kada
kaca
kachan©
ka];a
kapa
katoran© ) 
katran© )
kamopan©
espano
epono
eiLano]
o J ano]
kokano]
kocano]
koctano]
koclano]
kocano]
kopcano]
kora]
kolano]
kolkolano]
koltano]
koj a]
to relinquish, to evade, 
to unloose*
to serve a mill or pedal with grain 
while it is working.
to groan*
to shoot forth.
to knead
to rub.
to fade-
to begin to imitate (human voice)
as a
to do*
to sprout*
to ripple, to chirp.
to exude serum or thin matter (said 
of wound or sore of flesh).
to work out (as a mathematical sum) 
to test gold etc., on the 
touchstone, to tighten.
kowa] to speak.
kapa] to cleanse finely, (as rice).
kada] to cry.
kaca] to wash,
kachano] to draw near.
ka];a] to cut.
kapa] to snatch away.
katrano] to moan.
k amp ano] to bite
kelan©
k6can©
kocanQ
k5pa
k5ta
kotha
kotkan©
kuda
k5da
kuda
koda
kopan©
koban©
kaman© [kamano] to
kina ) 
kena )
t kina] 
[ keena]
to
kilan© [kilano] to
kftkspan© ) 
kSkspan© )
[kSkpano] to
kucan© ) 
kucan© )
[kflcano^  
[kucano.
to
hut a ) 
kofa )
[ kupa^ 
[kofaj
to
kupan© ) 
kupon© )
[kupano^ 
[kupono.
to
kunan© [kunano] to
koran© [korano] to
kulan© ) 
kulon© )
[kulano. 
[kulono.
to
kusans [kuJano] to
kuckono ) 
kockano )
[kockano] to
k§ka [k&ka] to
4 * j
[kelano]
kocano
kocano
[ kS-^ a]
fkota]
[kotha]
[kotkan©]
kuda
koda
kuda
koda
 chip.
 pound, to cut, 
 pick up.
with the hand.
to strip the bark or skin off,
to plait so as to form the front- 
luck of the loin-cloth.
to dig.
to strain in order to void the 
bowels,
to thump.
to turn in a lathe, to scrape.
.kopano. 
kobano
to use or work with a digging 
instrument,,
kogan©
kh©p©kh©pan©
kh©r|cjan©
kh©tan©
kh©ra
kh©sa
khaoya
khapa
khapa
khab©lan©
khamecan©
khlca )
kheca )
khic©pan©
khimscan©
khilan©
khttcopan©) 
khoc©pan©)
khocan© )
khSja )
khup©ran©
khttpa )
kh5pa )
khupan©
[ ko J ano ] to shave (wood or metals) so as to 
make them taper off at each end 
like a shuttle.
[khopkhopano] to make a scratching,
[ khorppan©] to cancel*
to calculate.
to be over-parched or over-fried, 
to fall off, 
to eat.
to labour, to invest, 
to unite, to become adjusted.
[ khotan©]
[khora]
[khoJa]
[khawa]
[khapa]
[khapa]
[ khablano]
[khamcano]
T khlca 
[ kh£eca~
to seize between the thumb and all 
the fingers repeatedly.
to seize between the thumb and all 
the fingers, to clutch with the 
nails.
to pull.
[khicpano] to be jumbled,
[khimocano] to clutch with the nails, 
to turn an arch, 
to stir up (as a fire).
[khilano]
Fkhucpano^ 
LkhScpano.
[' kocano]
[ khSja]
to pierce, 
to seek for,
[khuprano to scratch up,
khupa*
;khopa;
[khupano]
to pick up (small articles) with the 
fingers or the beak.
to make attempt to stand on legs 
(as a newly born calf does).
kho^a
khokan©
khuk ©khukan©
khujslan©
khoda
khoyan©
khola
khu^a
khusa
khe^jran© 
khec©kan© )
khekan©
khed^an©
khedan©
khepa
khela
g©gan©
g©cha
g©jan© 
g©j©jan©
gQra
gofogsfan©
g©ija
g©tan©
kh6fa]
khokano]
to dig.
4 ‘1 4»
to hawk or cough for the purpose of 
expectoration.
khuklkukano] to cough, to wheeze in the throat
khu jl ano] to ibch.
khoda] to dig.
khowano] to waste *
khola] to open.
khuJa] to cough slightly..
khuja] to
of
thrust (a thing) among a number 
other things.
khesrjrano] to strike or thrash with a broom.
khesckano] to importune*
kheskano ] to speak in an ill-natured manner.
kheDd^ano] to drive away.
khsadano to drive away..
khsspa] to go mad.
khsaLa] to play.
gogano] 
gocha]
gojano]
gojgojano]
gofa]
gofgojano
gona]
gotano]
to complain in a dissatisfied manner,
to receive anything delivered in 
trust.
to shoot out.
to mutter dissatisfaction, 
to make- 
to rattle, 
to count- 
to give in trust.
gorjan©
gGla
gallane
gabefanG
gosogGsans
gaoya
gaja
gatano
g&ta
gatha
gachan©
sara
gada 
gaban©
gala
gila
gela
guchan©
gochan© )
gGjs^ana ) 
gujsfana )
gSja
gu^ana ) 
gu'pons ) 
gdfana ) 
gQ^ons )
[gorjano]
[gala]
[gallano]
[gob^ano]
[gojgojano]
[ gawa]
[gaja]
[gatano]
[gSta]
[gatha ]
[gachano]
[ga^a]
[ gada]
[gabano]
[gala]
gilal 
.gela]
.guchano. 
.gochano.
[gQjfano] 
.guj^ano]
[goja]
gufano 
gup o no, 
gupano, 
gupono
L i ,']
to roar0 * e
to melt-,
to tie up in a sheaf or sheaves, 
to do anything awkardly or clumsily, 
to glow# 
to sing.
to froth, to foam,
to tie in knots,
to thread as beads, to string 
together.
to grow.
to fix in the earth, 
to ram, to cram.
to make turbid by stirring (as the 
water of a pond), to tell tales.
to press out.
to swallow.
to arrange in order.
to thrust in, to pass.
to thrust in. 
to pound.
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gumran©
guman©
gola
gutan© 
guton©
[gumrano] to murmur. 
[ gumano]
[gola]
) [gutano.
) [ gutono
gun©gunan©
gutan©
g^ja
gg^hsn© ) 
gefhan© )
gerjan©
geran© ) 
geran© )
go 33 ran©
goqan©
gofan©
g6yan© ) 
goyan© )
gh©ta
gh©nan©
ghosa 
ghoga
gh^ta
ghat a
ghafan©
ghabbfan©
ghama
gh^ta
t gungunano]
[gutano]
[ g&ja]
[gethono]
.g^fbano]
[gatano]
[geronol 
[ gearano]
[go^rano]
[ gorjano]
[ goano]
B gowano. 
gowano
[ghota]
[ghonano]
) [ghoja]
) [ghoJa]
[ghg-jja]
[ghata]
[ ghapano]
[ghabpano]
[ ghama]
[ghota]
to be heated an emit a smell of 
mouldiness (as hay does when 
stacked before it is dry.)
to dissolve in a liquid,
to push*
to buzz, 
to roll up. 
to foam, 
to tie a knot,
to groan, 
to tie a knot*
to utter inarticulate sounds like 
the dumb.
f! TT TT
to cut the root of. 
to pass time.
to happen.
to come up with,
to grind, to rub, 
to grind, to rub.
to stir,.
to decrease.
to take upon oneT s shoulders, 
to be pleased, to bewilder, 
to perspire, 
to stir up.
ghuca [ghuca] to withdraw, to remove.
ghun 0 ghun an 9 [ ghun ghun ano ] to buzz*
ghumanG [ghumano] to sleep*
ghora [ghora] to move*
gholanG [ gho 1 ano] to stir up.
ghu^^9nG [ ghu^ono] to creep in, to cancel (as a 
writing).
ghupG^anG [ ghumano] to force in, to press in.
ghu £ano [ ghuJano] to strike with fist*
gho pa [ghoja] to declare.
ghu^ano [ghuJano] to cause to retreat or fall back* -
ghupkans [ghuJkano] to thrust aside.
ghgpa [gh&Ja] to rub3 to approach.
gheqan© [gh&gano] to ask for anything urgently.
gheta [ gh^a] to fall short.
ghera [ ghe3ra] to enclose.
gho^ran [ghograno] to speak in a deep and hoarse sound*
cokGsanG [cokjano] to dazzle.
C9m9kan9 [comkano] to emit a sudden flash of light.
ce^Gkan© [comkano] to knead.
C9*l;a [cota] to be irritated*
c©£a [cofa] to get upon.
cara [cora] to graze,
c al a [ cola] to go *
calkan© [colkano] to
of
move witha wave like motion (said 
liquids carried in a vessel).
ca^a [cola] to plough .
caoya [cawa] to ask, to want.
caca
cacha
caka
cakha
cena
cipa
cim©tan9
cimspan©
cira
cera
cibano
cttca
cfiya
cuka
co'fano
cuna
cupola
cuposa
.caca]
.cacha]
caka]
cakha]
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to pare off the surface, to scrape, 
to taste.
caga [caga] to rise,
ca^a [cata] to lick*
capopano [capopano] to
to
smite or beat with the open b 
slap, to tap.
capa [capa] to mount, to suppress.
capano [capano] to lay upon, to load.
cabano [cabano] to chew.
carano [carano] to spread or cover evenly.
cippano [cippano] to squeeze, to wring.
cipkano [cipkano] to causo a throbbing sensation.
cipa [cipa] to crack, to split.
cina ) cina] to know.
cenaj 
[cipa]
[ cim'tano]
[cimopano]
to press, 
to pinch, 
to stick closely*
cira 
.cera.
to tear.
[cibano] to chew.
[cuca] to strip off with fingers
t—
i
0 1 to burn away.
[cuka] to be settled.
[cotano] to strike.
[cuna] to choose.
[cupJa] to imbibe moisture.
cupan© [cupano] to
i
cut thin,
cuban© [cubano] to immerse, to dip.
cablan© [coblano] to bite suddenly,
cumpan© [cumpano] to
to
stroke the tail of (an animal 
induce it to work).
cuman© [cumano] to kiss *
cuya [ cuwa] to ooze out, to leak.
cura [cura] to grind, to pound.
cul©kan© [culkano] to itch, to scratch.
co^a [coJa] to suck
ceta [ carta] to wake, to come to senses.
celan© [ ceeiano] to chip (w'ood).
cuka [cuka] to err, to be adjusted
cokhan© [cokhano] to sharpen.
co^an© [cotano] to strike, to rebuke*
ch©ka [choka] to draw.
ch©t<^kan© [ chotkano] to shed out*
chaoya [chawa] to thatch.
chaka [ chaka] to strain, to filtrate.
cha^a [chata] to clip, to crop.
chada [chada] to tie the hind legs of a cow at 
the time of milking.
chata [chata] to plaster a mud wall or plinth 
with new mud.
chapa [chapa] to quit, to abandon.
chan a [chana] to knead.
chapa [chapa] to print.
chala [chala] to skin.
chicspans) 
checopano)
chlca )
checa )
chipa )
ch§pa )
chipa )
ehepa )
chikolane
chi^okane
chita
chinans
chipano
chila )
chela )
choca
choya
chu^ a 
chofa
chopa
chopano
chobano
chola
cheka
cheka
chobolane
. chicpano^J 
.ch&cpano]
[ chica= 
[ cli&ca’
,chipa. 
s chepa 
t chipa 
.chepa^
[chiklano]
[ chipano]
[chita]
[chinano]
[chipano]
[chila]
[ cheslaj
[chbca]
[ chowa]
chut a 
.cho^a
[cho^a]
f chopano. 
[chobano’
[chola]
[ chaka. 
[ cheaka.
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to empty of water, to bale out or in^
to tear
to link together, 
to be spattered, 
to sprinkle, 
to snatch* 
to cover, 
to peel.
to wash the privities with water 
after voiding the bowels.
to touch,
to run„
to throw, 
to dyew
to peel.
to sear, to roast in a frying pan.
[choblano] to bite suddenly.
jepano
jsnmans
jepa
joma
[jopano]
[jonmano]
[japa]
[joma]
to wrap round.
to be born, to originate, to grow, 
to mutter prayers to oneTs self, 
to gather.
jora [jora]
j&ka [jSka]
jata [jSta]
jaga Ljaga]
jaca [jaca]
jana [ jana]
japatan© [ japtano]
jabpano [ jabpano]
jarano [jarano]
jita ) 
jeta )
[ jita] 
L jeta.
jiyane [jiano]
jirano [jirano]
jota [jota]
jufana [ ju£ano]
jofa [ jofa]
jutane [jutano]
jdka [jSka]
jota [jota]
jola [jola]
jhora [ jhora]
jholsa [jholja]
jhakrano [ jhakrano]
jhakano
jhatano
[jhakano] 
[jhatano]
to become old- 4 4 ^
to become showy or splendid, 
to press.
to wake up from sleep, 
to appraise, 
to know. 
to embrace.
to sit close to anything, to embrace 
to cause to decay, 
to win, to conquer.
to restore to life, to keep or 
preserve alive.
to rest to repose,
to come together.
to grow cold,
to fasten, to unite closely, 
to beat with shoes or slippers* 
to weigh, 
to yoke, fasten, 
to burn .
to exude, to leak, to fall, 
to be roasted.
to shake (any receptacle) violently 
in order to make its contents lie 
close,
to lift up in order to examine 
its weight to shake.
to sweep ,
jhapan©
jhapa
jhameran©
jhalan©
jhiman©
jhuka
jhuja
jhura 
jhora
jhula
jhola
L©jhetan; 
jhopa 
t©kan©
X on91©nano 
^Qnokan© 
t©pano 
■|;0p0kan©
"Jj ©1 ©Ian©
*(;0l©m©lan9
^©SQkan©
\aorsmG
taka
taqan©
tatan©
tana
tala
tik©tikan©
[ jhapano]
[ jhapa]
[ jhamerano]
[ jhalano]
[ jhimano]
[jhuka]
[jhuja]
f jhura.
[jhora
[jhula^
[ jhola.
jh&tstno]
jhora]
t okano] 
tontonano] 
t onkano] 
topano] 
topkano] 
toltolano] 
tolmolano] 
toXkano] 
taorano] 
taka] 
tagano] 
tatano] 
tana] 
tala]
tik©tikano]
A '
. . tl- iJto jump*
to thrash or beat out to rub off, 
to distil, 
to mend or repair* 
to drowse.
to hitch forward, to bend down, 
to trickle* 
to trickle.
to hang,
to sweep with a broom* 
to cut off. 
to grow sour, 
to shoot, to throb, 
to harden, 
to drop, 
to leap over, 
to stagger.
to be tossed about or up and down- 
to be fregile . 
to shrivel, to stumble . 
to stick together, 
to hang < 
to throb r 
to draw.
to make pretexts or excuses, 
to tick, to chirp (as a house lizard
)
f eke ) 
fika ) 
teka )
rtika] 
.tekaj
t fikar 
. feka.
to last, to endure.
■fipQtipane ;tiptipanc] to drizzle.
tipa )
fepa )
!tipa! 
I epa.,
to press, to pinch.
tuiyano ) 
tuyano )
[.tuyano] to incite, to set on.
t5ka [ t5ka[ to winnow.
-Joka . toka. to write down.
t^ta ■ tuta3 to break .
tapana ]topano] to drip .
tobans . “j;obano] to send, to incite.
th©ka ]thoka] to be deceived or cheated*
thckathekan© . *j;bok*|;hokano. to make sound like that of 
striking together two pieces of 
wood.
■fhonothonano [thonthOnano] to ring, to clank.
^haorano [thaorano] to consider, to determine,
-[hara [thara] to make a sign or signal to hint
■fhasa [thaia] to knead, to compress.
•[hikorano [ *|;hikrano] to spread, to rebound.
^huko^hukano [ -[hukthukano] to tap, to knock.
£hoka [thoka] to tap, to knock.
|husa ) 
fhuea )
[thuja] to cram.
theka [ -Jkeaka] to touch, to come into contact,
therjano [ thssqano] to strike with bludgeon, to beat
^hela [ t heal a] to push .
the5an9 [ theajano] to lean, to recline against 
object,
any
thokeran© [ thokrano,! to peck, to tap.
pagans ) 
<3pga,is )
[dogano] to cut off the tops or ends of a 
plant.
ran© [^orano] to be in fear,
3©la [ qola] to knead, to rub.
^ta [A£ta] to threaten, to frighten.
c}apan© [ t^ a^ ano] to stand, to wait.
<3alan© [ cjaJano] to be about to ripen*
cjaka [ ^ aka] to call.
cjalan© [ <^ alano] to cut off the branches*
^ukaran© [ cjukrano] to sob *
quba )
^aba }
[ ^ ubal 
I 3pba]
to dive, to sink.
Delano [ cjealano] to throw clods.
c^ helskan© [ c^ holkano] to get loose, to decline as the 
setting sun.
3h©la [ c^ hola] to fade and droop, to slope, to 
decline as the setting sun.
c^ hesa [ c^ hoJa] to crouch down, to break off in 
large pieces (as the bank of a 
river).
cjhaka [j^ haka] to cover.
c[hala [3hala] to pour out v
c^ hipan© ) f ^ hiponoj to strike with the fist .
c^ hipan© ) [ c|hipano]
c[helan© [^helano] to throw clods or stones at.
^hoka [ c^ hoka] to enter.
(^tiula
c|hola
[ cjhula, 
[ h^ola]
to nod, to doze.
c|hu gan© i—
i
S' 0  1 _
i
to push or strike with the head, 
to butt.
^hekan© [ cjheekano] to shove to push* ^
^hejan© ) 
c(hesan© )
[ (^h£8 J ano j to insinnuate ■
^hS-^a [qhS^a] to seek, to search,
c^ hoya [ <]hoa] to carry.
t©£©pan© [to^pano] to
to
tie into a bundle or bundles- 
leap over.
toran© [ torano] to cause to pass over or cross.
t©lan© [ tolano] to go or sink to the bottom.
taoyan© [tawano] to cause to be heated-
takan© [takano] to open the eyes, to look.
taq^an© [ takano] to keep for future use.
tafan© [takano] to drive out.
tatan© [tatano] to heat, to warm ,
tapan© [tapano] to heat, to warm.
tasan© [tajano] to shuffle cards .
titan© [titano] to become moistened.
telan© [ telano] to become oily or greasy, to make
oily.
ti £>{;hana [ tipthano] to stay.
tcfa [ to^a] to break.
totan© [ totano] to praise, to applaud-
tup©san© [tupJano] to shrivel, to be depressed.
turpan© [ turpano] to bore a hole, to sew the long 
stitches.
tola [tola] to weigh, to raise-
tub©fan© [ tub£ano] to shrivel.
to^a [ toJa] to satisfy.
te^ano [ tfB^ano ] to become crooked, or curved.
to
to
p©fan© 
b ©fan. 9
„topfano. 
] to bf ano.
to shrivel.
toulan©
thomokan©
thsrthoran©
thaka
thap©fan© ) 
thabofan© )
thama
thaJa
thitan©
thoya
thuka
thoka
thofa
thub©fan©
thurothuran©
thora
thetolan©
theka
theb©pan©
thetan© ) 
thotan© )
thob©fan©
da^Ja
domokan©
d©ma
dorJan©
dola
toulano] to weigh.
thomkano] to be startled,
thorthorano] to tremble,
thaka]
thapfano’ 
thabfano_
thama]
thaJa]
thitano]
thowa]
thuka
thoka
to be, to stay, to stop, 
to slap, to pat.
to stop, to pause, to halt, 
to knead . 
to settle down, 
to keep, to put. 
to spit•
thofa] 
thubfano]
to chop, to mince (as meat) 
to blunt, to bruise, 
thurthurano] to tremble, 
thora] to chop (as meat).
to bruise. 
to be hindered . 
to flatten . 
to blunt, to dent.
thetlano]
theka]
thebfano]
thestano
thotano
thobfano]
doqja]
domkano]
doma]
dorJano]
dola]
to fall flat on the face, 
to bite .
to sink, to fall off, 
to subside. 
to show.
to rub, to knead .
debekan© [ d ©bkano ] to startle•
daoya [dawa] to cut, to reap.
dafan© [ dli^ano] to stand
daga [daga] to draw (lines).
dapan© [dapano] to stamp violently
daba [daba] to press down.
duyan© [dowano] to tame.
dumorano [dum^ano] to fold, to twist.
doya [ dowa] to milk.
dola [dola] to hang loosely, to swing*
deoya [ deawa] to give .
dekha [ deakha] to see *
d©ufan© [dou^ano] to run,
dh©k©dh9kan© [dhokdhokano] to glitter.
dh©poph©,£an© [dhopphofano. to writhe.
dhsmekan© [dhomkano] to threaten.
dhora [dhora] to catch.
dh©sa ) 
dhbosa )
[dhoja] to give way.
dhaoya [dhawa] to go fast.
dhatan© [dhatano] to threaten.
dhakkan© [dhakkano] to push .
dham©san© [ dharaJano] to throw into disorder.
dhara [ dhara] to be indebted, to owe.
dhSka ) 
dhoka )
[ dhoka] 
[ dhcka]
to breath with difficulty, to 
palpitate (as with running or
dhuna ) 
dhona )
[dhuna] 
[dhona]
to clean (cotton) with a bow.
dhoya 
dhefan© 
dheyan© 
nakolan© 
n©f©kan©
n©fa
nafa
naoya
naca
naba )
nama )
naga
nalan©
naJa
ni^fan©
nikan© )
nikon© )
nikanecukan©
nibofan©
niba )
nibha )
neba )
nebha )
noya
nergcan©
nedan©
[ dhow a j 
[dhef ano] 
[ dhasano ]
[noklano] 
[nofkano]
[no^a]
[ naf a]
[nawa]
[naca]
f naba^ 
[ nama
[ narja]
[nalano]
[naJa]
[nigfano]
[nikano 
[nikono.
<5 *KIsto wash . £
to have a looseness of the bowels4 
to think upon „ 
to copy,
to drop and dangle repeatedly (as 
a baited hook in order to tempt 
a fish to gulp it),
to move;
to move.
to bathe*
to dance.
to get down, to alight.
to cross* 
to drivel * 
to destroy, 
to wring out.
to smear or plaster with a 
solution of earth.
[nikanocukano] to plaster (a house) with a
solution of earth and make it quite 
clean.
[nibfano]
„niba] 
a nibha] 
,neba] 
.nebha]
[ nowa ]
[ nearjcano]
[ deed ano]
to be finished, 
to extinguish.
to bend, to bow.
to walk as a 3_ame.
to give way (said of anything soft 
or flabby, as an undried mud wall 
or plaster).
nepa [ nuipa] to smear, (
pdueha ) 
phueha )
[poucha] to arrive at.
pocakan© [pockano] to emit slightly.
p©c©p©can© [pocpocano] to make the sound of slight splai
p©ca [poca] to rot.
p©tokan© [pockano] to throw down*
p©t©p©tan8 [p°tP°tano] to crackle.
p8ta [p°ta3 to come to terms.
pefa [ P^a] to read, to fall, to drop.
p©ra [pora] to wear-
postan© [postano] to regret.
paoya [pawa] to get*
pak©pan© [pakpano] to capture .
paka [paka] to ripen, to become grey.
pakhelan© [paklano] to wash.
paqa [paqa] to perceive, to guess.
pachopan© [pachpano] to throw in wrestling,
pa];han© [ pathano] to send *
papa [ papa] to
to
cast or lay down (as a mat), 
pluck or gather (as fruits).
pata [pata] to spread
pada [ pada] to expel the wind backwards^
panan© [panano] to send down milk to the nipples
A ' * •4 h y
para
Palauans ) 
pal "j; an© )
[para]
[pal%ano]
the udder from a desire of giving 
milk (said of a cow or other animal)*
to he able to do anything*
to turn.
pal a
palan9
piklano
pidha ) 
pindha )
picholano
pichan9
pit a 
pefa
[pala]
[ palano]
[piklano]
[pldha]
[pichlano] 
[pichano]
[pita3
pitopitano [pitpitano]
pipa ) [piJal
pe^a [peJa]
pota ) [pota]
pota ) [pota]
popa [popa]
puura [pura]
pekano [p&kano]
pecana [p&cano]
paja [peja]
pekano [pepano]
poca ) t poca]
pdcha ) [pScha ]
poyan© [powano]
pora [pora]
po^a [poja]
phola [phola]
phenkane [phonkano]
phoska [phojka]
phapa [phapa]
to rear. Li
to escape, to run away.
to wear.
to slip.
fall back4
to strike, to beat.
to blimk, to wink, 
to pound.
to bury,
to burn
to fill or to become filled-
to make muddy .
to screw, to twist -
to card (cotton, wool, etc,).
to grind .
to wipe .
to pass (as the night) to endure-
to load, to fill.
to tame -
to bear fruit .
to simmer with anger .
to become loose.
to swell.
phasa [phaJa] to
phapolano [phaplano] to
phapa [ phapa] to
phapa [phapa] to
phira ) [phira] to
phera ) [phera]
phuka [jphUka] to
ph5pa ) [phSpa] to
phopa ) [phopaj
phopano ) [phSpano] to
phopano ) [phopano]
phuyano ) [phuano] to
phuyan 0 ) [phuano J
phukorano [phukrano] to
phopa [phopa] to
phurano [phurano] to
phula ) # phulaj to
phola ) [phola*
phusolano [phuilano] to
pheka [ pheaka] to
phepa [ pheapa] to
phela [ pheala] to
baoya [ bowa] to
boka [boka] to
bope ^ [bope] He
bortano [bortano] to
bsdelan© [bodlano] to
bor^a [borja] to
become noosed, a ?•L.'L ?
split, to burst.
crack.
tear.
turn.
blow with the mouth * 
pierce.
breath short, to sob* 
blow with the mouth, 
call aloud *
boil, to open, to blossom , 
be exhausted. 
swell *
cajole. 
throw.
stir, to heat, 
throw,
carry, to blow, to flow.
talk much-
is, it is.
become, to happen .
change.
rain .
1. See defective verbs § 3
bola
bQsa
baoya
baka
baca
ba"j;a
badha
bacha
baja
bapa
badha
banana
basa 1
bldha
bikana
bigapana
bicapana
bichapana
bichan©
bipabipana
binana
biyana
biyona
bilan©
bilon©
bigana
. bola] to speak.
U ji—
i
Oni—
i to
J: \S O
sit ,
[bawa] to drive (as a boat) to row*
I baka] to bend, to twist.
[ b&ca] to live.
[bata] to pound, to distribute.
[b&dha] to bind,
[bacha] to pick out, to select-
[baja] to
to
sound (as a musical instrument) 
strike (as a clock)-
[bafa] to grow, to increase.
[badha] to hinder, to prevent,
[banano] to build, to make.
[baja] to like (ill or well).
[bidha] to pierce, to bore.
[bikano] to sell, to have a demand for market.
[bigpano] to change, to vitiate.
[ bicpano] to seek, to search.
[ bichpano] to strew, to scatter-
[bichano] to spread .
[bipbipano] to mutter* to grumble *
[binano] to plait, or braid (as the hair).
.biano] 
.biono]
to give birth to.
[bilano] 
[bilonoj
to give away.
[biJano] to poison.
1. See Defective verbs § 3
r P4 to j
bu ja 
bd ja
bu jha 
bo jha
bupan©
bopan©
buna
bona
bulan©
bu ja’ 
.buja.
[ bu jha% 
[bo jha.
,bu^ano] 
.bopanoJ
buna
bona
[bulano]
to be filled or filled up* 
bo understand, to know, 
to drown, to dip, to become old* 
to sow*
to rub, to stroke lightly over the 
surface of anything.
beca f beca] to sell.
bepa [bepa] to enclose, to surround*
bepan© [bepano] to walk, to stroll.
bepons [bepono] to strike, to thrash.
bela [beaLa] to roll out (bread).
bolan© [bolan] to call, to send for.
bh© ja [bhoja] to worship.
bhopokan© [ phopkano] to be confounded.
bh©p©bh©pan© [ bhopbhopano] bo talk gibberish, to gabble.
bh©ra [bhora] to fill up, to load*
bhaja [bhaja] to fold, to plait .
bnapan© [bhapano] to deceive, to speak or play false
bhaga [bhaga] to flee to run away.
bhaija [bhaga] to break•
bhaja [ bhaja] to fry, to roast.
bhana [ bhana] to husk in a mortar (as rice).
bhapa [bhapa] to emit steam or vapour,
bhaba [bhaba] „to think •
bhasa [bhala] to float .
bhi ja 
bhi^a
bhoga
bhorja
bhola
bheqcan© 
bhe can©
bhekans
bhe ja
bhejan©
bheta
bheb©ran8
m©oyan0
m©C0kan©
m© ja
msjan©
ms^skan©
msta ) 
mstha )
msra
msla
malcha
maga
maga
maja
ma^a
[bhija]
[ bhi'L'a]
[bhoga]
[bhona]
[bhola]
[ bhcagcano]
to get wetted.
to come along side the shore (said 
of a boat) to draw near.
to suffer.
to scorch, to fry.
to forget-
to make faces .
[ bheekano ] to
[bheja] to
[bhesjano] to
wii
[bheta] to
[bhesbrano] to
[mowano] to
[mockano] to
[mega] to
[mojano] to
[motkano] to
mota]
.motha]
to
[mora] to
[ mola] to
[makha] to
[maga] to
[maga] to
[maja] to
[ma?a] to
mata
mathan©
mana 
map a 
mara 
micokan© 
ffiija
mila
mela
miJa
meja
mukhan© 
mucan© 
moc©pan© 
mocha 
mu^an© )
mufhan© )
mopa
mupan©
murptan©
muta
muulan©
yaoya
yaca
yuta ) 
yofa )
[mata] to be stimulated, to be stirred
[mathano] to get to the top of(a tree)
to interfere .
[mana] to mind, to obey.
[mapa] to measure,
[mara] to beat, to kill.
[mickano] to smile.
[mita] to subside.
’mila] to come in to contact, to meet.
[miJa]
[meJa]
[mukhano]
[mucano]
[mocpano]
[ mocha]
[mufano] 
[mufhano]
to mix .
to turn the face towardsy 
to open slightly or partially, 
to twist.
to wipe, to blot out. 
to grasp with the hand.
yupa
yopa
[mopa] to
[mupano] to
[mur^ano] to
[muta] to
[mulano] to
[ jawa] to
[jaca] to
!jutai
.j°ta-
to
! du^a;
jora.
to join, to unite.
yugan© [jugano] to cool, to become cool.
yota [ jota] to yoke -
yoka [joka] to measure•
yogan© [jogano] to supply, to provide with,
rsgegan© [roggano] to rub •
roc a [roca] to make, to compose ♦
rota [rota] to be spread (as a rumour) *
roga [roga] to run >
r©po*(;ano [ropotano] to cause to move or walk about 
constantly.
rosano [rojano] to be damp or moist.
rooya [ rowa] to be, to remain.
radha [r&dha] to cook*
rakha [rakha] to keep.
raga [raga] to become angry *
rag an o [ragano] to redden .
roa [ roa] to transplant, to plant.
roka [ roka] to stop .
rokha 
roca ) 
ruca )
[rokha] to
to
to
be ready to assault* 
be angry.
meet with one^ haste.
rota [rota] to get annoyed*.
rodha to close, to obstruct*
ruga [ruJa] to get angry.
lGoya [ Iowa] to take, to receive*
lsgnan© [loglano] to wait for marriage.
Istokano [lotkano] to hang, to suspend.
l©g©kan© [logkano] to move a bait before a fish*
o. "
i.
l8fa [ l*of a] to f ight *
Istan© [ lotn.no] to creep3 to twine (as a creeper).
lspo^an© [ 1optano] to fold up, to wrap together.
laga [ laga] to be in contact with, to touch.
lapa [lafa] to stir, to move.
laphan© [laphano] to jump .
lukan© [lukano] to conceal.
lut^putan© [lutputano] to roll or tumble about,
lu^a ) 
lota )
[lutal
[lota]
to plunder.
lutha [lutha] to roll or tumble about ■
lopha [lopha] to catch in the air (as a play ball)
lekha [lekha] to write.
lepa [ leapa] to smear.
lelan© [ lealano] to set (a dog) upon .
leoya [lewa] to lick .
J ©tokan© [Jotkano] to slip off or away .
Jana [Jana] to sharpen (a knife)*
Japa [Japa] to abuse, to curse*
Jasana [ JaJano] to threaten.
Jekha [Jekha] to learn.
Jija ) 
si ja )
[ Jija] to be boiled, to boil,
Jukan© [Jukano] to dry t
J oka [ Joka] to smell ■
Judheran© ) 
Jodhoran© )
[ Judrano^  
[ Jodrano,
to cleanse, to purify.
Joqa [ Jorja] to smell .
Jodha Jodha] to
Judhan© ) 
)
J odhano )
Judhano] to
Jodhano]
Jona Jona] to
Jul©kan© Julkano] to
Joga JoJa] to
Junlan© Julano] to
Joy a Jowa] to
^©•fokan© ) 
sofekane )
J o'fkano] to
s©oya J owa] to
setan© J otano] to
sajo^an© Jajpano] to
sa-fa J^ta] to
Sclt©ran© Jatrano] to
sStlan© J&tlano] to
sedhan© Jedhono] to
saja Ja ja] to
sadha Jadha] to
sap©*|;an0 Jap'[ano] to
sara ,Jara] to
siyan© ) 
siyan© )
tJiano^ 
.Jiano]
to
s©pa .JSpa] to
sujha .Jujha] to
sudhan© ,Judhano] to
se^&kan© ) 
slf^ane )
.J etkanol 
.JlfkanoJ
to
pay off.
ask, to enquire. * 
hear .
kindle, to ignite- 
dry, to suck, to absorb - 
ache .
sleep, to lie down . 
run away, to steal off,
endure -
ooze, to drip * 
dress, to equip* 
be rigid, to fasten, 
swim .
singe in oil or ghee, 
go into, to enter, 
dress -
perform, to solicit* 
fold, to grasp firmly, 
repair, 
sew .
make over, to bestow,
listen, to understand.
ask, to interrogate*
turn up (as the nose in disgust).
seka
s§ka
seca
scca )
h©oya
h©k©c©kan©
h©-(;a
hQfsbQfan©
k&ka )
haka )
haca
hSt©kan©
hata
hapan©
haJa 
haja
haga
hajan©
hat©]; an©
hatan©
hana
ham©lan©
hara
hedlan©
hela
ho “©an©
[ Is&a 
L J&ka
, Joca,
[ howa]
[hokcokane] 
[hota]
[hopbofano]
[hSka, 
[ haka’
[h&ca]
[h&tkano]
[hSta]
[hapano]
h£Ja’
haJa
[haga] 
[hajano] 
[hatfano] 
[hatano]
[ hana]
[hamlano] 
[hara]
[ hedano]
[ huLa]
[hopano]
to bake (as bread).
a r
to irrigate, to bale out (as water 
from a boat)„
to be, to become.
to be confounded.
to move backwards.
to speak in a hurried an inarticu­
late manner.
to call aloud, 
to sneeze *
to handle repeatedly, to seek for. 
to walk . 
to breath hard, 
to laugh .
to ease one's self.
to rot in water.
to feel oneTs way.
to secure or appropriate to one's 
self -
to strike. 
to bleat as a calf. 
to be defeated, to lose, 
to long for
to slope, to wave to and fro. 
to gather, to form a crowd ,
ir*
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45* [khabe]
4 6 , [chape]
48. [Jhume ]
47. [Jape]
4 9 . [f.hek ]
50. [d ak ]
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51. [thame ]
53. [nothe]
55. {manie ]5U. [kace ]
56. [moth]
58* [manbe]
59. [bol]
6l. [por]6 0 . [pore]
57. [pal-fe]
62. [mile]
6U. [pate]
63. [mille]
65. Lpatte]
66. [kacche ]
67. [mante ]
68. [korche ] 69.  [korte]
70. [korle]
71• [ kocche]
72. [ kottel ri
J 73. [kolle]
7U. [kaete]
75. [kaete]
76. [katle]
77. [bo/che]
78. [bo/te] 79. [bo/le]
80. [bac]
81 • [nobo]
82. [khor^a]
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